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Introduction
Integrating phenomenological philosophy,
historiography and political theory

At present, few interpretations of Hannah Arendt’s work exist that integrate its various
dimensions, such as political theory, philosophy, historiography, literary theory and her
journalistic work. In this dissertation, I defend an interpretation of her work that does so
by elaborating and explicating, on the one hand, her joining of hermeneuticphenomenological sources and methods, and analyses of individual and shared historicalpolitical experiences, on the other hand. This explication focuses on the pivotal concepts
of ‘world’ and ‘worldliness’. My thesis is that Arendt’s work contains a mostly implicit but
strong and convincing outline of an as yet not elucidated perspective that I call a
‘hermeneutic phenomenology of the political’. This perspective may be provisionally
described as consisting in concrete analyses of political-historical experiences aiming at
understanding the meaning of these experiences. As such, it integrates political theory,
historical analysis and phenomenology. This implies both a politicization of hermeneutic
phenomenology, and the development of a hermeneutic-phenomenological perspective
within political theory.
For various reasons, there are few integrated interpretations of Arendt’s work.1 The
fact that her oeuvre contains journalistic essays as well as philosophical treatises may be
part of the reason. As a consequence of the growing popularity of Arendt’s work in
academia, many partial studies of particular aspects of her work have emerged, that do not
situate them in a broader historical-intellectual framework, nor in the context of her whole
oeuvre. Examples include articles on such topics as ‘the banality of evil’ (Eichmann in
Jerusalem), Arendt’s work on statelessness and human rights (in The origins of totalitarianism)
and her account of judging.
Another reason for the lack of integrated interpretations is the existence of strong
local (national) traditions of scholarship. In his overview of the reception of Arendt’s work
throughout the world, in particular the US and the European countries, but also in the
1 One of the few notable exceptions is Canovan, 1992.
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Latin-American countries and Japan, Wolfgang Heuer demonstrates that in the US,
Arendt’s self-chosen country of residence, attention has been largely directed to Arendt’s
political theory and political science, in particular public space theory, and far less to the
philosophical aspects of her work.2 For example, in American academia, and in the UK, I
would add, Arendt’s work is nearly exclusively studied and taught in departments of
political science, hardly ever in philosophy departments.3 The near-exclusive stress on
analytical philosophy in Anglo-American philosophy departments certainly contributes to
this situation. The French reception, on the contrary, has been of a highly philosophical
nature.4 Finally, although Arendt’s thinking is clearly founded in the German philosophical
tradition and 20th century German history, German scholars have always had much
difficulty with Arendt’s work. The main reason, Heuer argues, is the multidisciplinary and
eclectic nature and style of Arendt’s thinking. Indeed, her style does not exhibit the typical
features of the German philosophical style, which is systematic, conceptual and methodic.
Also, in particular during her life, her fierce criticism of Marxism did not gain her many
friends among the adherents of Critical Theory, the then dominant school of politically
engaged philosophy.5 And the controversy about her Eichmann-book has raged most
passionately in Germany.6 Apart from some very exegetical, i.e. Husserlian, articles on
Arendt’s embeddedness in the phenomenological tradition, we find no integrated
hermeneutic-phenomenological interpretations of her work in the country in which this
philosophical approach was born.7
These local differences point to a more general state of affairs, namely the scarcity of
truly interdisciplinary perspectives on Arendt’s work. It has been overwhelmingly
interpreted within established separate disciplinary frameworks, such as political theory,
historiography or philosophy, each time at the expense of other perspectives. Most of the
time, philosophers, even those critical of any claims to universality, shy away from
contextualizing philosophers’ work, since they fear this will affect its general validity. More
empirically oriented scholars in political science and historiography, on the other hand,

2 Heuer, 2005.
3 See for example Benhabib, 1996; Barnouw, 1990; Bernstein, 1996; Hansen, 1993; Kateb, 1983; Isaac, 1992;
Kohn, 1990, 2002, 2004; Ring, 1998; Pitkin, 1998; Passerin-d’Entreves, 1994; Disch, 1994; Honig, 1993 a;
Bickford, 1996; Wolin, 2001; Markell, 2003; Villa, 1996, 1998; Cohen, 1996; Zerrilli, 2005a, etc.
4 Ricoeur, 1983, 1989a, 1989b; Taminiaux, 1997 [1992]; Reveaux d’Allonnes, 2006; Tassin, 1987; Kristeva,
2001; Collin, 1999; Leibovici, 2006; Nancy and Lacoue Labarthe, 1997; Lefort, 1988; Lyotard, 1993, etc.
5 See, among others, Benedict, 1968.
6 See ZP; Krummacher, 1964; Mommsen, 1986.
7 The most significant exception is Vollrath, 1977, 1979a, 1979b. However, like Arendt, Vollrath (1932-2003)
was a German émigré in the USA.
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usually dismiss assertions based on particular historical and political situations that claim a
validity that transcends those situations.
A third and most important reason of the lack of integrated interpretations of
Arendt’s work is, I think, is of a more ideological nature. Probably due to the often
polemical nature of Arendt’s own writings, especially in the US her work has been
appropriated in highly polarized debates that transcend its context, by proponents of both
sides of these debates and by advocates of a middle ground or reconciliation of the two
sides. Examples include the debate between aestheticist versus ethical interpretations of
Arendt’s work and between liberals and communitarians in the 1980s. Because of the many
examples and metaphors Arendt borrows from the world of theatre, some charged her
thinking of the political with aestheticism, voluntarism and decisionism, that is, with a
morally dangerous criterionlessness or anti-foundationalism and irrationalism.8 Others,
though, celebrated her successful deconstructions of the monopoly of ‘rationality’ in
political philosophy. However, to reckon Arendt’s theory among decisionist strands of
political thought, among which the Conservative Revolution ranks most prominently,
would be to ignore the hermeneutic-phenomenological rather than aestheticist nature of
her interest in appearance, visibility and taste and many of her fundamental assumptions,
not in the least her radical critique of sovereignty and the will. The opposite reaction, which
considers Arendt as the champion of an ethical conception of the political, is equally
misleading.9 Proponents of participatory democracy10; discourse ethics and communicative
action11 praised Arendt for her prioritizing of ‘the good’ or communicative rationality over
‘the just’ or instrumental rationality. Therefore, they applied her thinking as an alternative
to dominant liberal political philosophy.12 Others consider her as happily mediating
between the extremes of liberalism and communitarianism.13 However, Arendt has always
been very suspicious about the place of ‘the good’ and moral considerations in politics. The
political has its own principles and form of responsibility. This should be kept apart from
the moral codes and norms proper to ethical life. Failure to do so would, according to
Arendt, lead to the ruin of the political sphere of life.14

8 In particular Jay, 1985 and Wolin, 1990. Cf. Villa, 1996, 115, 155-57.
9 Villa calls it a ‘domestication’ of Arendt’s thought (1996, 3).
10 Barber, 1984.
11 Habermas, 1977, and, more critically, Benhabib, 1996.
12 Villa, 2000, 3-8.
13 See Calhoun, 1997, introduction.
14 On Arendt’s rejection of morality or what she calls the ‘care for the soul’, in the political sphere, see the
Conclusion.
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In the next section, I will discuss the latest large-scale example of such a polarized
debate, the highly influential one between so-called modernist and postmodernist scholars
of her work. To avoid misunderstandings, I do not think it generally inappropriate to apply
a philosopher’s insights to debates that are not contemporary to her or his work. On the
contrary, such an application might introduce fresh insights in somewhat stalled debates
and, conversely, throw new light on the work that is applied. However, in this particular
case, the application of Arendt’s work to contemporary political-philosophical debates has
often, though not necessarily so, turned into wholly de-contextualized readings of her
work, neglecting pivotal aspects of her method and more importantly, their philosophical,
political and historical backgrounds and the stakes it serves as a consequence. This means I
propose a more contextual reading of Arendt’s philosophical insights and a more
hermeneutic-phenomenological reading of her historical and political accounts. This is
exactly what a hermeneutic phenomenology of the political aims at.
The debate between modernists and postmodernists in recent Arendt-scholarship
The debate between those who defend a modernist or humanist, respectively a
postmodernist reading of Arendt’s work is highly polemical, as is the more general debate
on humanism.15 This is evidenced by the terms of abuse and the caricatures both parties
ascribe to each other, such as ‘foundationalism and ‘essentialism’ for modernism and
‘relativism’ for postmodernism. Like most polemical debates, this one has turned into an
impasse and has led to many positions taking a predictable middle ground.
To what do the container terms ‘modernist’ and ‘postmodernist’ refer, if we try to
avoid stereotypical or caricatural characterizations? Obviously, it is not feasible to give a
comprehensive summary, if only because hardly anybody describes him or herself as a
postmodernist or a modernist without further qualification. For the interpretation of
Arendt’s work, however, a number of relevant general features can be identified.
Pulkkinen defines the term postmodernism as ‘a non-foundational orientation in
thinking. More precisely, unlike the modern, the postmodern does not aspire to uncover
the origin, the basic level, the true essence, or the pure core of the phenomena that it
studies. While modern thought is motivated by the aim of exposing some authentic level of
reality, the postmodern, on the contrary, adopts the view that there is no foundation to be
unveiled. Instead of concentrating on the possibility of unveiling, a postmodern thinker in
15 In this book, I will use the general term ‘postmodernism’ as an umbrella term for related philosophical
schools of thought such as poststructuralism (Foucault, Butler and others), social constructivism,
deconstructivism (Derrida, Deleuze and others), difference thinking (Irigaray, Lyotard and others) and the
thought of for example Richard Rorty. I think this is legitimate because these scholars share the features I will
describe below.
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this sense pays attention at the constructed nature of the layers in phenomena and the
decisive role that action and power plays in the construction.’16 For example,
postmodernists hold that facts are constructs, and do not refer to a given substance,
independent from culture and language. Additionally, they in particular criticize humanist
or modernist notions of identity and thus identity politics, subjectivity and experience.
They challenge the legitimacy of predetermined, essentialist categories of identity, to which
they feel modernist thinkers appeal unreflectively; whether this is true is an issue of debate.
Usually they are skeptical of essentialist and universal, transcendent validity claims with
respect to moral and political judgments and truth. About the strong relationship between
postmodernist theory and the concept of ‘performativity’, Pulkkinen states: ‘The concept
of performativity has in the (...) postmodern discussion (...) begun to function as a sign for
the crucial role that imitation and repetition plays within all productions of meaning and
within the construction of identity in general.’17
Another way to distinguish between modernism and postmodernism is by looking at
the value attached to respectively autonomy or its opposite, heteronomy.18 Autonomy
refers, first, to capacities and properties such as freedom of choice, self-reflexivity,
individual and collective self-determination, intentionality and moral self-legislation.
Modernists presuppose agency, the capacity to determine ends and purposes and to realize
them in such a way that I recognize myself as the author, origin or maker, of my actions,
deeds, experiences and judgments. Also, modernist thinkers assume that the subject is
essentially of one piece and homogenous, identical with itself, as it were. Inner conflicts,
contradictions and differences, so they hold, are of a contingent nature that does not affect
the non-contingent core. Finally, the modernist concept of the subject refers to the idea of
human nature, that is, some essence human beings share, which determines their common
humanity, as opposed to, for example, other animals or computers. Like contradictions and
conflicts within the subject, those between subjects are considered contingent phenomena
as well. The assumption is that subjects, underneath cultural differences, share the same
rationality, the same emotions and passions and the same yearning for the Good.19
Heteronomy, on the contrary, refers, first, to all those processes, instances or factors that
challenge autonomy: God’s power, inner drives and unconscious desires (Freud),
disciplining discourses (Foucault), human vulnerability and situatedness, that point to
embodiment and irreducible human interdependency. Second, postmodernist thinkers
reconsider the subject’s unity and identity. Inner conflicts and contradictions are
16 Pulkkinen, 2003, 3.
17 Pulkkinen, 2003, 5.
18 Van der Hoek, 2000.
19 See, for example, Nussbaum, 1999a.
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inescapable and irreducible, because we are and cannot be identical to ourselves. The
undivided self which is transparent to itself, is considered a ridiculous, even dangerous,
illusion. Finally, the similarity and homogeneity of subjects has been challenged. The
modernist presupposition of a universal humanity and human nature, an essence that all
people share, is exposed to represent a particular mode of being human in disguise and
thus to cover up differences between people. ‘Human nature’ turns out to be predicated on
Western, white, wealthy males.
A subsequent relevant point of differentiation between postmodernist and modernist
perspectives concerns the distinction between ‘agonism’ and ‘associationism’20. In line with
their appreciation of performativity, postmodernists tend to adopt an agonistic or
adversarial view of the political as a space of conflict, competition, struggle, and
differentiation.21 Conflict, they hold, is central to the political and cannot, nor should be,
closed definitely. They fear that consensus will always have the effect of denying and
suppressing difference and plurality. Modernist thinkers, on the contrary, are usually
attracted to associationist, communicative or dialogical models, in which politics is viewed
as the pursuit of intersubjective agreement, cooperation and mutual understanding.22 A
final significant difference pertains to the validity of truth claims and judgment. Modernists
strive for universal validity, lest the possibility of communication is lost in relativism and
subjectivism. Postmodernists, on the other hand, reject any claim of universal validity or
foundation.
The debate on humanism in particular abounded in the feminist scholarship on
Arendt’s work. Since the end of the 1980’s feminist theorists have appropriated her
conceptual framework as a resource in critical debates on gender identity and feminist
identity politics.23 Let me give a short overview of the modernist, respectively
postmodernist appropriation of Arendt’s work, listing some key terms and issues. Some
regard Arendt as a postmodernist avant la lettre, because of her critique of unity,
homogeneity, essentialism and sovereignty on the level of the person; her insistence on the
contingency, unpredictability and uncontrollability of action; her acknowledgement of the
groundlessness of judging and hence the rejection of claims to universal truth and validity
of political and moral judgment; her embracement of rhetoric and the aesthetical moment
in politics; her apparent appraisal of action as performance; and her critique of Jewish
identity politics.24 For others, however, Arendt is a sophisticated humanist, even a ‘post20 Benhabib (1992) has coined the term ‘associationism’ as a contrast to ‘agonism’.
21 Mansbridge (1980) has coined the term ‘adversarial’. She calls its opposite ‘unitary’.
22 Benhabib, 1990, 1992; Honig, 1992, 1993; Van der Hoek, 2000, 41.
23 See chapter 8, §5.
24 In particular Dana Villa, 1996; and Bonnie Honig, 1992, 1993a.
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post-humanist’25. Modernist thinkers praise her for her communicative concept of action
and power26, her account of action as interaction and her narrative and intersubjective
notion of embodied identity.27
In its most radical form, the debate between modernists and postmodernists could
not but lead to an impasse. This fact has, indeed, been noticed frequently in Arendt
scholarship. It gave rise to many attempts to reconcile the two interpretations by joining
the best of both worlds.28 Like the postmodernists, these reconciliatory thinkers are
sensitive to the problems of collective identity and to the impossibility of universal validity;
and like the modernists, they are interested in rethinking the foundations of the political so
as to enable citizens to live together under egalitarian conditions. However, the solution
proposed by most perspectives trying to achieve a middle ground, leaves the very
opposition of modernist and postmodernist readings of Arendt’s work unquestioned.
Arendt indeed has something on offer for modernists and postmodernists, both Van
der Hoek and Pulkkinen argue. The first praises Arendt for maintaining a balance between
these two tendencies in her work; the latter deplores its inconsistency. The preservation of
a conflictual balance of modernist and postmodernist tendencies, in particular the value of
autonomy and heteronomy, lends Arendt’s work its topicality, Van der Hoek argues. She
praises Arendt for her rethinking of the humanist political tradition. In her view, Arendt’s
work contains an internal criticism of humanism that challenges self-determination,
freedom of choice and the unified subject, though without denying the possibilities of
action and judgment. Pulkkinen, however, argues that Arendt’s work is inconsistent,
sometimes pointing in a postmodernist, performative, sometimes in the opposed
modernist, foundationalist direction. The latter, she argues, can be traced to Arendt’s
training in the modern German existential-phenomenological tradition.29 If Van der Hoek
and Pulkkinen are right in pointing out that Arendt’s work is characterized by two
opposing tendencies; the one pulling it in a modernist, the other in a postmodernist
direction; then the modernist and postmodernist interpretations of her work are one-sided,
for ignoring the other, opposed tendency in her work. My criticism, however, is different
and pertains to the very application of Arendt’s thought, either in an affirmative or critical,
deconstructive sense, to the debate on humanism.
Arendt did not partake in the current debate between modernists and
25 Bickford, 1997.
26 Habermas, 1977.
27 Such as Habermas, 1977; Passerin-d’Entreves, 1994; Isaac, 1993, 1994, 1996, 2002; Benhabib, 1996,
Cavarero, 2000; Kristeva, 2001.
28 For example Disch, 1994, 158, 162-163; cf. idem, 1993.
29 Pulkkinen, 2001, 61.
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postmodernists, and, more importantly, the stakes and the historical and political context
of her work are alien to this debate. Consequentially, it is hard to make her thought fruitful
to this debate without trivializing it. Arendt nowhere engages in debates concerning
identity, action, judgment, etc. in the way modernist and postmodernist thinkers do. Unlike
the postmodernist affirmation of the contingency and groundlessness of action and
judging, which is motivated by their skepticism of necessary foundations and claims to
universality, Arendt’s affirmation of contingency has hermeneutic-phenomenological
reasons, namely saving understanding and meaning and as a consequence, human
freedom.30 And although she rejects the ideal of universal validity, she is committed to a
particular ideal of impartiality. Next, though Arendt’s notion of plurality, action and public
space certainly involves an agonistic view of politics, she held that the agonistic moment
presupposes a communicative moment.31
Although there is reason to question the postmodernist caricature of modernist
thinking, as being foundationalist and essentialist, we indeed usually see among modernist
thinkers a shared concern with positive conceptualizations of collective identity,
subjectivity and finding universal sources of validity. This agenda is reflected in modernist
interpretations of Arendt. Arendt’s notion of natality is often turned into a quasi-naturalist
and universalistic notion of common humanity.32 However, Arendt rejects the assumption
of a human nature, adopting the idea of human conditions instead.33 Her notion of
‘plurality’ is often misinterpreted as ‘difference’, that is, as a positive notion of collective
identities, such as gender. Plurality, in the Arendtian sense, however, is not identical with
difference, but refers to an entirely different political-theoretical framework. Plurality in
Arendt is radically individuating and does not refer to collective identities.34
Although she certainly shares particular motifs and topics with both modernism and
postmodernism, treating Arendt as either, in Benhabib’s words, a ‘reluctant modernist’ or,
in Villa’s words, a ‘postmodernist avant la lettre’, is equally missing the point of Arendt’s
work. In both cases, readers fail to see what to my mind renders Arendt’s work unique and
highly original, which is the relationship she establishes between a historical-political and a
philosophical sensibility, through a consistent hermeneutic-phenomenological approach of
the political. Arendt’s work is, I think, most fruitfully seen as containing
30 I will elaborate these hermeneutic phenomenological reasons in part I. In particular, see the conclusion to
chapter 2.
31 I will call this the ‘paradox of conflict and communication’ in chapter 2.
32 See for example Cavarero, 2000, chapter 5.
33 I will explain Arendt’s arguments against the assumption of human nature and the difference between
human nature and human conditions in chapter 2.
34 See chapter 2 and chapter 8.
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phenomenologically informed reflections on the political and politically informed
phenomenological exercises. Reflections on the totalitarian experience in particular are
pivotal. The totalitarian loss of world taught her to appreciate what is at stake,
experientially and politically, in the world and to consider human beings as worldly beings
in the first place. By means of an analysis of the aspects of human existence totalitarianism
disables, that is, belonging to a lawful, political community, spontaneity, indeterminacy,
plurality and common sense, Arendt’s analysis of totalitarianism thus offers clues to a
diagnosis of the political human condition that centers around plurality and freedom. Her
aim is to save the appearances, most notably the political.
I will investigate Arendt’s hermeneutic phenomenology through the lens of a notion
that lies exactly at the intersection of political theory and hermeneutic phenomenology, i.e.
the notion of ‘world’.35 While firmly embedded in the hermeneutic-phenomenological
tradition, ‘world’ simultaneously refers to phenomena that are familiar to political theorists,
such as public space and political community. Any reading therefore that reduces Arendt’s
work in general and the pivotal notion of world to either a phenomenological or a political
figure, disregards the richness and originality of Arendt’s thought.
Structure of this book
Part I (Political phenomenology) of this book is entirely devoted to methodological issues:
Arendt’s hermeneutic-phenomenological method and its implications for her
phenomenological anthropology. I reconstruct Arendt’s hermeneutic phenomenology and
phenomenological anthropology, including her notion of world, and its foundation in her
reflections on the totalitarian experience. In Part II and Part III, I will investigate its
implications for Arendt’s analyses of political phenomena and events, grouped under the
two main dimensions of her phenomenological notion of the intersubjective world that is,
its commonness (Part II) and its publicity or visibility (Part III). Again, I demonstrate how
these analyses arise from the totalitarian experience. In each part, I will highlight the fresh
insights enabled by an interpretation of Arendt’s analyses of the political as a hermeneutic
phenomenology.
In chapter 1 (Arendt’s hermeneutic phenomenology: understanding and deconstruction), I situate
Arendt’s work in the hermeneutic-phenomenological tradition. The phenomenological
impulse of Arendt’s work is visible in her approach of political events through the lived,
that is, shared intersubjective, perspectivist and worldly, experience of these phenomena.
Arendt’s method is a hermeneutic phenomenology because of her orientation to
understanding and disclosing the meaning of phenomena and events in their very
35 I will explicate the hermeneutic-phenomenological notion of ‘world’ in chapter 1.
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uniqueness and contingency. The exercises in understanding, as she called them herself, are
double-sided in her view. They are, first, critical, for they deconstruct metaphysical fallacies
and prejudices. Second, Arendt’s hermeneutic exercises are experimental, consisting in
understanding and storytelling. Finally, Arendt’s is a hermeneutic phenomenology of the
political, since she is mainly interested in understanding political phenomena, events and
experiences. As decisive for her method as its phenomenological inspiration is its historical
and political background. Arendt’s rejection of metaphysical and scientistic methods refers
to a deep and acutely felt sense that totalitarianism has accomplished a decisive rupture
with tradition. More than just regretting this fact, Arendt emphasizes that the loss of
tradition also opens up a space to regain a sense of reality, through casting off the ballast of
metaphysical and scientific traditions, which fostered and cultivated a disengaged attitude.
Arendt’s method has raised a number of persistent and ever recurring objections and has
caused much confusion, especially with respect to her appeal to experience, her
appreciation of facts, and the ubiquity of the many distinctions she makes. I argue that
these objections are misunderstandings, which can be resolved through explicating the
frequently poorly understood hermeneutic-phenomenological and critical-political
relevance of these notions and distinctions in Arendt’s work.
Since Arendt’s hermeneutic-phenomenological approach of the political is first and
foremost directed at understanding the worldliness of human existence, I present it as a
phenomenological anthropology of the political (chapter 2, Phenomenological anthropology).
Issuing from her reflections on the totalitarian experience, I present Arendt’s
phenomenological anthropology an excellent example of situated, contextual and
experience-based political research. Arendt’s analysis of the human conditions, especially
the human condition of plurality challenges metaphysical and scientistic conceptions of
what makes a human being a human being, expressed in definitions of universal and eternal
human nature. From her anthropology emerges a phenomenological topology of reality,
describing the various lived perspectives on the environment we inhabit: nature and the
material and intersubjective dimensions of the world. The material and the intersubjective
aspects together install the world as a dwelling-place. Because of the hermeneuticphenomenological aim of understanding, Arendt’s method differs from conventional
methods and paradigms within both the humanities and the social sciences that aim at
explanation, i.e. finding causes, motives and regularities. In Arendt’s view, these methods
tend to be deterministic. The fostering of determinism goes hand in hand with a lack of
sensitivity to the new which may lead to normalization and the evaporation of agency and
resistance.
In Part II and III, I elaborate the various dimensions of the intersubjective world: the
immaterial, relational, dynamic and fragile space of meanings and stories in need of
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permanent maintenance, that comes about whenever people relate to each other through
words and deeds and which ceases to exist when people stop doing so. It concerns the res
publica, that which is of concern to everyone, as distinguished from one’s private affairs.
The most general qualities of the intersubjective world are, on the one hand, its
phenomenal or public quality and, on the other hand, its communal dimension. I will
address these in part III and II respectively. In Part II (Common world, community and
the citizen), I explore the aspect of the commonness of the world, that is, the relationship
between self, community and world. Community is a question rather than an answer for
Arendt. She is worried about the social tendency towards and the coercion into
homogenization. Her reflections on political community are rooted in her analysis of the
totalitarian experience. The totalitarian experience taught Arendt that people need both
temporary solitude, and a shared worldly space of being-together. Therefore, she rejects
both traditional communitarian answers to the problem of community and radical
individualist responses. Due to the paradoxical nature of plurality, individual and the
common world are not antithetical. Community is never a given for it lacks an ultimate
foundation. But what, then, do people as citizens have in the common, positively defined?
Arendt points out a number of activities, practices and conditions which shape our relation
to the common world: exchanging opinions and making promises (chapter 3), common
sense (chapter 4) and civic friendship (chapter 5).
In chapter 3 (Political community and the contract), I explicate Arendt’s view on
community by opposing it to two classical political-philosophical positions within social
contract theory, i.e. the quasi-liberal model of the social contract, grounded in enlightened
self-interest, associated with Hobbes; and organic models of community grounded in a
sovereign people’s general will and appealing to generalized compassion, associated with
Rousseau. Arendt’s key objections to both Hobbes’ and Rousseau’s political thought
concern their hostility to plurality and the blindness with respect to the phenomenon of
world and worldliness to which their theories testify. In contrast, Arendt’s model is
predicated upon opinion, promise and action-in-concert. Her horizontal model of the
social contract based upon the promise, is institutionally embodied in covenants, treaties,
constitutions, the law, etc. These institutions, according to Arendt, propose standards
which lie in-between men, i.e. in the shared common world.
In chapter 4 (Common sense), I discuss debates on Arendt’s theory of common sense
and judgment. Much of what Arendt has to say about the common world is asserted in the
context of accounting for common sense or sensus communis. She first raised the issue in the
context of her analysis of totalitarian ideology as a tentative response to the question which
loss turns people away from the common world and how this process works. Common
sense has both a world-building and world-disclosive effect, thereby enabling our sense of
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reality. And it has an integrative effect, by integrating our five senses it fits us into a
common world. One of the most hotly debated issues in Arendt scholarship concerns the
status of the notion of common sense in Arendt’s theory of judgment. Is it empirical or a
priori? If one takes into account Arendt’s hermeneutic-phenomenological background, I
argue, it becomes apparent that for Arendt common sense is neither an a priori faculty, nor
refers to a particular community, but it is co-original with the common world. Common
sense both presupposes a common world and fits human beings into it.
In chapter 5 (Arendt and Derrida on friendship and the problem of political community), I
discuss Arendt’s view on civic friendship by means of a political-philosophical debate I
stage between Arendt’s, respectively Derrida’s politics of friendship. For both, the problem
of community comes down to the question how to conceptualize a civic bond or political
being-together which cannot be reduced to the communitarian notion of community, that
is, brotherhood. Both suggest a particular conception of friendship as a promising
perspective. I will discuss why Arendt offers a politically more fruitful interpretation of the
civic bond than Derrida.
In Part III (Politics of in/visibility: world as space of appearances), I discuss the
phenomenal or public quality of the intersubjective world, in Arendt’s terms the ‘space of
appearances’. Typical for Arendt’s account of the space of appearances is her
phenomenological and normative distinction between the private and the public realms, on
the one hand, and the one between the social and the political, on the other hand, as
distinct but related dimensions. These distinctions provide the framework within which to
tell good from bad forms of visibility and invisibility, i.e. politically sound or appropriate
forms of in/visibility which are conducive to human dignity versus those which are
politically harmful and adverse to human dignity.
In chapter 6 (Public visibility and private invisibility), I will demonstrate that Arendt
regards public visibility and private or natural invisibility as two sides of the same coin of
sound political action, i.e. participation, and citizenship. Citizens not only need protection
of their natural qualities by means of the private personality that the private sphere enables.
Even in the public sphere, citizens need some further concealment of their natural
qualities, by means of legal personality, which Arendt compares to a mask, covering up the
actor’s face on stage, while still disclosing, and even amplifying, her or his unique voice.
This I call the phenomenological paradox of citizenship: the fact that revealing and
concealing, or disclosure and closure, are only seemingly opposed, but, upon closer
inspection, operate as two sides of the same coin.
In the last two chapters I discuss distinct political pathologies of in/visibility,
respectively public invisibility and private visibility (chapter 7); and social visibility (chapter
8), because the pathologies show more clearly why public visibility and private / natural
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invisibility are important aspects of politics. Public invisibility is pathological, since without
access to a public space, the concealment which the private sphere has on offer for natural
man turns into obscurity. Natural visibility is equally pathological, since without the
concealment of private man, which the retreat into the private sphere and of the mask of
legal personality guarantee, disclosure of who one is, the political actor or citizen, gives way
to exposure of what someone is. Obscurity and exposure bring about the breakdown of the
paradox of citizenship, that is, the paradox of disclosure and concealment. This is
illustrated by the fate of stateless people, among others, as I will demonstrate in chapter 7
(The pathologies of in/visibility I: public invisibility, natural visibility. On stateless refugees and
undocumented aliens). Arendt’s reflections in the 1940s and early 1950s on stateless aliens in
inter-war Europe shows that he predicament of the stateless features the simultaneity of
the two pathologies of political action and citizenship, namely obscurity and exposure. The
political problem of the nation state consists in the contradiction between its de jure
guarantee of universal human rights while it de facto only protects its legal inhabitants
citizens. Arendt’s deconstructions, I will argue, call for a rethinking of the Enlightenment
discourse of human rights.
In chapter 8 (The pathologies of in/visibility II: social in/visibility. The social question, the race
question and the woman question), I will discuss another pathology of in/visibility, namely social
in/visibility in public space. The problem of exclusion, domination or exploitation of
groups is often diagnosed in terms of social invisibility; its remedy is formulated in terms of
social visibility. Social invisibility then refers to social injustice and inequality along two
axes, respectively a socio-economic axis, i.e. redistribution; and a socio-cultural axis, i.e.
recognition. In this chapter I defend an alternative Arendtian perspective on these
problems. Although Arendt acknowledges that collective identity may be politically
relevant, she diagnoses exclusion not exclusively in terms of social invisibility, but in terms
of political invisibility. Subsequently, as a strategy for emancipation or empowerment, it
advocates a struggle for participatory rather than social visibility, i.e. for participation,
political equality, empowerment and freedom. I exemplify the issue of social, respectively
political in/visibility through four cases of social movements and the social conflicts, social
invisibility and the struggles they are concerned with, namely poverty, the labor movement
and its contemporary twin, the alter-globalization movement (the ‘social question’) in the
case of the politics of redistribution; racism and the black civil rights movement (the ‘race
question’); anti-Semitism and Jewish pariah politics (the ‘Jewish question’); and patriarchy
and the feminist movement (the ‘woman question’) in the case of the politics of
recognition. In each case, I will show what a social, and subsequently a political, Arendtian
outlook on groups’ in/visibility could mean. This takes something like a Gestaltswitch. A
particular problem may have both a dimension of freedom and of justice. The social and
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the political are best seen as two, only analytically distinct, dimensions that are inextricably
linked up in reality. The distinction between the social and the political and, subsequently,
the struggle for political rather than social visibility are important, since according to
Arendt, the political itself and consequentially political freedom are at stake.
In the Conclusion (Amor Mundi), I will synthesize the arguments of the previous
chapters under the heading of Amor Mundi, love or care for the world. I argue that Arendt’s
work is inspired by an ethos of Amor Mundi, which is opposed, on the one hand, to Amor
Hominis, love for Mankind, and, on the other hand, to Odium Mundi, the ideological hatred
of the world that totalitarianism and metaphysics breed. The ethos of Amor Mundi
expresses a paradox of distance and engagement, which springs from her hermeneuticphenomenological take on the human affairs and her understanding of the world as the
space in-between people. This ethos gives rise to a particular worldly humanism. In the
second half of the conclusion, I demonstrate the urgency and relevancy of the ethos of
Amor Mundi and its current challenges.
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Chapter 1
Arendt’s hermeneutic phenomenology:
understanding and deconstruction

The attempt to describe Arendt’s method meets with two difficulties. First, although she
does have a distinct and consistent method, she hardly ever explicates or reflects upon it in
a systematic way, as many theorists have noticed with regret.1 She once conceded in the
preface to her biography of Rahel Varnhagen that she felt a ‘certain awkwardness in (...)
speaking of [her] book’2, let alone, she added in The life of the mind I, draw attention to her
‘method’, ‘criteria’ or ‘values’: ‘all of which in such an enterprise are mercifully hidden from
its author though they may be or, rather, seem to be quite manifest to reader and listener’3.
Still, it seems she sometimes felt this reluctance to describe and defend her method an
inadequacy herself as well. In a reply to Eric Voegelin’s criticism of The origins of
totalitarianism, she wrote: ‘I failed to explain the particular method which I came to use, and
to account for a rather unusual approach (...) to the whole field of political and historical
sciences as such. One of the difficulties of the book is that it does not belong to any school
and hardly uses any of the officially recognized or officially controversial instruments.’4
Indeed, and this is the second complexity I want to address, Arendt’s method of
investigating, as she called it, the ‘human affairs’ differs considerably from the mainstream
within the humanities and the social sciences and only matches an undercurrent of
interpretative tendencies within both scholarly domains.5 Most significantly, it aims at
understanding political phenomena through the way they appear to those living through

Vollrath, 1977, 162; Benhabib, 1990, 171; Disch, 1994, 108; idem, 1993, 666; Herzog, 2000, 2-3, etc.
Arendt, 1997, Rahel Varnhagen, preface, 81.
3 Arendt, LOM I, 211.
4 Arendt, ‘A reply’, EU, 402.
5 Think of most methods used in historiography, respectively ethnographic and interpretative paradigms in
cultural anthropology and sociology, for instance. What I call the ‘humanities’ in this chapter include
philosophy, historiography, theology, social and political theory, literary and cultural studies.
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them, including scholars6, that is, through the way they experience and interpret them.7
Because of this orientation to understanding and interpretation, Arendt’s method differs
from conventional methods and paradigms within both the humanities and the social
sciences. These usually aim at explanation, i.e. finding causes, including motives, i.e.
psychological causes of human action, and regularities, such as historical laws, patterns,
processes, social forces, historical trends, and the like. In the case of the social sciences,
examples include empirical quantitative social-scientific methodological tools to measure
and process data, such as statistical analysis and, more recently, computer modeling. In the
case of the (non-empirical) humanities, regularities are rather constructed through logic and
argumentation: generalization, abstraction, drawing analogies and deduction.
Arendt’s method is not external to the topics she investigates, unlike more
conventional research paradigms, which put the scholar in the position of an observer over
and against the topic under investigation. The latter is reflected in a particular, i.e.
empiricist, methodic ideal of scientific objectivity, which prescribes a disengaged stance,
preserving a distance between the researcher and his or her topic. According to this norm,
the distance or gap between the scholarly researcher and the researched is only bridged in
the application of a prescribed method, consisting in a set of tools (instruments,
techniques, rules). The Arendtian scholar, on the other hand, is an engaged spectator,
someone who lets herself be addressed by what she investigates. Only after this initial
address we distance ourselves from the topic we investigate in order to reflect critically. In
other words, she takes a second instead of third person stance with respect to the world.
Arendt’s interpretative method not simply deviates from the mainstream of socialscientific, logical, argumentative, historic and philosophical methodology, but she is
outright critical of them. The aim of this chapter is to reconstruct the hermeneuticphenomenological method she poses as an alternative.8 In chapter 2, I will focus on the
consequences of this method for her anthropology. In the course of Part I, I will, first,
situate Arendt’s account of the political in the phenomenological tradition.9 Second, I will
clarify its critical position vis-à-vis a number of scientific and theoretical discourses,
respectively the metaphysical tradition (Plato, Descartes, Hegel and Marx), empiricism (the
In the following, I will include both social scientists, and individuals conducting research within the
humanities under the general heading of ‘scholar’.
7 ‘‘Verstehen’ [spielt] sowohl in sachlicher wie in systematischer Hinsicht eine bedeutende Rolle innerhalb der
Gesamtstruktur [Arendts] Philosophie. Ja, man kann sogar sagen, daß das ‘Verstehen’ das eigentlich zentrale
Geistesvermögen in Arendts theoretisch-philosophischen Überlegungen aus Vom Leben des Geistes ist.’
(Opstaele, 2001, 102).
8 Which is a hermeneutical enterprise in itself! Reconstruction always requires interpretation. Cf. Opstaele,
2001, 103.
9 Cf. §1 and §2 below.
6
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empiricist social-scientific method) and postmodernism.10 Third, I will try to settle already
in the beginning of this study a number of common misunderstandings about Arendt’s
scholarly approach, especially as regards the appeal to experience and facts and the role
that distinctions play in her work.11
In the present methodological chapter, I will elaborate the critical, respectively
experimental exercises, which are part of Arendt’s hermeneutic phenomenology
(dismantling and storytelling) (§3) and the Arendtian normative criterion of validity (§4). In
§5 and §6, I will juxtapose Arendt’s hermeneutical phenomenology of the political to two
dominant traditions of scholarship, i.e. scientism and metaphysics, and to empiricist,
respectively postmodernist conceptions of experience and facticity. Additionally, I will
defend Arendt’s phenomenological dedication to making sharp distinctions (§6). First,
though, I will sketch a brief overview of the phenomenological tradition and method in
general (§1) and subsequently situate Arendt’s thought within this tradition (§2).

1. The phenomenological tradition
Arendt is quite frequently categorized as a phenomenologist12 and she herself indeed once
situated herself as ‘a sort of phenomenologist, but (...) not in Hegel’s way, or Husserl’s’13.
Arendt, indeed, has never been a phenomenologist in the strict Husserlian sense, though
through her philosophical training she was thoroughly familiar with the work of Karl
Jaspers and Martin Heidegger. She knew both intimately, the first as a student and
subsequently lifelong friend, the second as a student and lover. Arendt’s phenomenological
trait is not infrequently demonstrated through her intellectual debt to Heidegger.14 This is
For the conclusion regarding the second aim see the Conclusion of chapter 2.
For the conclusion regarding the third aim see the present chapter, §6.
12 On Arendt as a phenomenologist, see, among others, the special issue of Journal Phaenomenologie on Hannah
Arendt 1999, No.11. Andreas Grossmann, 2000, Moran, 2000; Schnell, 1995; Vollrath, 1977 and 1979; Burke,
1997; Hinchman, L. P. and S. K. Hinchman, 1984 and 1991; Ricoeur, 1983; Pulkkinen, 2001; Hull, 1999 and
2002; Taminiaux, 1999 and 1996; Blättler, 1993; Allen, 1982; Vasterling, 2002, 2005, 2007a, 2007b, 2007c;
Krueger, 2007; Hart, 2002. On Arendt as a hermeneutical phenomenologist, see: Opstaele, 2001; Ricoeur,
1983, 1989a and 1989b.
13 Young-Bruehl reports Arendt to have once remarked this (1982, 405).
14 On this influence, a complete library has been published, ranging from plain gossip to erudite studies. The
two best monographies on the intellectual relationship between Heidegger and Arendt to date are Taminiaux,
1997 and Villa, 1996. Other sources include Benhabib, 1996; Keulartz, 1992; Canovan, 1990; Söllner, 2003;
Belardinelli, 1990; Burke, 1986; Wolin, 2001; Barash, 1996; Bernstein, 1997; Grunenberg, 2006; Halberstam,
2001; Jaeggi, 1997; Kamarck, 2003; Sozer, 2000; Thomä, 2003; Birmingham, 2002; Hinchman and Hinchman,
1984; Vasterling, 2005.
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justified to a certain extent, though this debt should not cloud the profound originality of
Arendt’s phenomenology. As his former student, Arendt had been exposed to Heidegger’s
early hermeneutic phenomenology of the 1920s in the formative years of her own
philosophical career.15
Phenomenology is an anti-metaphysical philosophical method or school of thought,
which Edmund Husserl (1859-1938) founded in the beginning of the twentieth century in
an extensive oeuvre (the so-called Husserliana). Husserl’s phenomenology exerted an
influence on a whole generation of philosophers, proliferating in many directions, such as
Existenzphilosophie (Karl Jaspers), existential phenomenology, hermeneutic phenomenology
and philosophical anthropology. Husserl’s former student Martin Heidegger challenged
some fundamental assumptions of Husserl’s phenomenology. In his groundbreaking book
Sein und Zeit (1927), Heidegger particularly took issue with Husserl’s emphasis on
consciousness and what be believed to be residual metaphysical elements in his work. In
Sein und Zeit, Heidegger also initiated an interpretative current in phenomenology:
hermeneutic phenomenology. Heidegger’s student Hans-Georg Gadamer developed this
strand of phenomenology further, culminating in his magnum opus Wahrheit und Methode
(1960). Others, such as Paul Ricoeur have further elaborated hermeneutic phenomenology.
Twentieth century German philosophical anthropology (Scheler, Gehlen, Plessner) is also
heavily influenced by phenomenology. Initially, phenomenology was a German affair, but it
soon expanded to France, especially through Heidegger’s work, where it ignited the
emergence of existential phenomenology (Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Jean Paul Sartre, Albert
Camus, Simone de Beauvoir). There it took a more socially and politically engaged turn.
Its many varieties and some more substantial differences notwithstanding, we see
many shared motifs and assumptions in the work of the phenomenologists mentioned that
are also present in Arendt’s work. Phenomenology concerns the descriptive analysis of
phenomena, that is, the way things and events appear to us in lived experience. Hence
phenomenologists appeal to ‘saving the appearances’, the things as they appear to us. This
is captured in the famous phenomenological motto Zu den Sachen selbst!16 This means that
phenomenologists always take a relational point of view with respect to the things they
study. According to phenomenologists, the perceiver is not opposed to or separated from
the perceived.17 Things and events are not seen in isolation, as entities or realities external
to us, but in their relation to us. The perspective we take upon them as perceivers is
Heidegger developed his hermeneutic phenomenology in Sein und Zeit (1927) and his 1920’s lectures.
Arendt indeed declared to be attracted by Husserl’s work in this respect, for its ‘anti-metaphysical
implications’. LOM I, 9. Cf. Hull, 2002, 82-85.
17 I will elaborate the traditional metaphysical dualism between the perceiver or subject, and the perceived, or
object, that phenomenologists challenge in the conclusion of chapter 2.
15
16
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therefore central to the phenomenologist’s attention. Arendt’s approach is, moreover, not
just relational but also perspectival, since she emphasizes the plurality of perspectives
human beings take upon the world.
The phenomenological method often takes its starting point in our everyday, prereflexive perspective on the world; a perspective grounded in what hermeneutic
phenomenologists call Vorverständnis, preliminary understanding. Subsequently, it involves
the application of the so-called epoche, phenomenological reduction, the methodic
requirement to bracket both one’s opinions and prejudices inherent in preliminary
understanding, and the theoretical constructions of the scientific-philosophical attitude.18
After bracketing, phenomenologists start a careful description of our situated, lived
experience of the phenomena, the way things appear to us.
In order to avoid confusion, the phenomenological emphasis on lived experience has
no relation to the way (strong) empiricists conceive of experience. Strong empiricists hold
that knowledge mainly stems from sense experience; as classically opposed to rationalists
who assert that reason is the main source of knowledge. As such, empiricism is the
epistemological and methodological foundation of modern empirical science as based on
experiment and data. Strong empiricism additionally assumes a direct correspondence
between perception and that which is perceived, the object. For them, experience points to
a collection of sense data that refer to entities existing independent from the perceiver or
observer. For phenomenologists ever since Husserl, on the other hand, the term
‘phenomenon’ or ‘appearance’ emphasizes that ‘objects’ are always things, events, etc. that
show themselves to a perceiver. Thus, instead of objects and subjects, they speak of
phenomena or appearances: that which appears to a perceiver. These terms refer to the way
we enact and live through the various aspects of our lives. Phenomena are always
immediately but implicitly meaningful, constituted by implicit understanding based on our
familiarity with the world and our know-how; rather than by a collection of sense data.
However, they require subsequent interpretation to truly understand them.
Hermeneutic phenomenologists use the notion of world as the meaningful context
within which human existence enfolds. For Arendt, the world refers to the typically human
world, as distinguished, for example, from nature, the totality of natural things. The notion
of world also informs the phenomenological perspective on human ‘nature’. Human
beings, according to phenomenologists, are worldly creatures, that is, situated beings.
Additionally, most phenomenologists share an interest in philosophical
anthropology, i.e. in human existence. They are critical of the belief in and definition of a
In §5, I will discuss two examples of constructions which are pertinent to science and scholarship:
scientism and metaphysics.
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universal human nature, an essentialism or naturalism which is customary in the
metaphysical and scientific tradition. Instead, they regard humans as situated beings.
Arendt, for example, distinguishes between ‘who’ and ‘what’ we are. What we are is the
sum of our objectifiable features; the properties an individual shares with many others,
including markers of collective identity (class, gender, ethnicity, etc.). She is interested
instead in who we are, our situated, non-objectifiable and unique life-stories.
Hermeneutic phenomenologists hold that humans are interpreting beings, oriented
towards understanding.19 Everyday understanding is mostly entirely implicit, consisting in
‘knowing how’ instead of an explicit ‘knowing that’. The aim of hermeneutic
phenomenology is to appropriate implicit understanding through phenomenological
analysis and hermeneutic interpretation.
If phenomenology is considered in a broad sense, Arendt’s investigation of the
political can be seen as phenomenological in an original, consistent20 and exemplary21 way.
More particularly, I would describe Arendt’s method as a hermeneutic phenomenology of
the political or a phenomenological hermeneutics of the political22.

2. Arendt’s hermeneutic phenomenology
The hermeneutic impulse of Arendt’s method consists in its orientation to understanding,
i.e. to the meaning of phenomena and events in their very particularity, newness and
contingency.23 This interpretive current in Arendt’s work is particularly manifest in relation
to the phenomenon of totalitarianism.24 It is accentuated in her well-known and much
repeated insistence that the ‘desire to understand’ animates her research: Ich will verstehen25.
The accent on understanding phenomena through the way they are experienced is nicely
illustrated by her introductory remarks to The human condition: ‘What I propose in the
following is a reconsideration of the human condition from the vantage point of our
newest experiences and our most recent fears. (…) What I propose, therefore, is very
For hermeneutic phenomenologists, ‘meaning’ first refers to ‘meaningfulness’, that is, to meaningful
contexts or situations in which human life is always embedded. As such, it is distinct from the logical sense of
‘meaning’, i.e. ‘intelligibility’. The cognitive or epistemological category of intelligibility is, according to
hermeneutic phenomenologists, derived from the primary meaningfulness.
20 Vollrath, 1977, 161.
21 Schnell, 1995, 241.
22 Opstaele, 2001, 108: a ‘phänomenologisch orientierte Politikhermeneutik’.
23 Opstaele, 2001,107.
24 Among others in OT; ‘A reply’, EU and UP.
25 ZP, 46.
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simple: it is nothing more than to think what we are doing.’26 And in the introduction to
The origins of totalitarianism, she writes:
This book is an attempt at understanding what at first and even second glance
appeared simply outrageous. [Understanding means] examining and bearing
consciously the burden that events have placed upon us - neither denying their
existence nor submitting meekly to their weight as though everything that in fact
happened could not have happened otherwise.
Understanding thus means ‘the unpremeditated, attentive facing up to, and resisting of,
reality - whatever it may be or might have been.’ 27
Arendt’s method is to approach political events through the shared, i.e.
intersubjective and worldly, experience of these phenomena. These experiences constitute
‘the true, the only reliable teachers of political scientists, as they are the most trustworthy
source of information for those engaged in politics’.28 Research ‘arises out of’ the
experience of incidents and should ‘remain bound to them; as the circle remains bound to
its focus’.29 Arendt summons the cultivation of a scholarly attitude or ethos of commitment
to incidents, events, facts, and appearances and of radical openness to the factual, that is,
contingent and unpredictable nature of events:
I have always believed that, no matter how abstract our theories may sound or how
consistent our arguments may appear, there are incidents and stories behind them
which, at least for ourselves, contain as in a nutshell the full meaning of what we
have to say (...); and the only gain one might legitimately expect from the most
mysterious of human activities are neither definitions nor theories, but rather the
slow, plodding discovery and, perhaps, the mapping survey of the region which some
incident had completely illuminated for a fleeting moment.30
Events are central to Arendt’s analyses because they disclose or illuminate the
meaningfulness of the world in a certain way.31 What we experience is this illumination.
Subsequently, the experiences of disclosed parts of reality require explicit interpretation
(‘slow plodding discovery’ and ‘mapping survey’) in order to appropriate their full meaning
and significance. Several aspects of this description demand closer inspection by situating
them in the hermeneutic-phenomenological tradition. Arendt adopted the emphasis
HC, 5.
OT, preface, xiv, viii.
28 OT, 1958, 482.
29 Arendt, ‘Action and ‘the pursuit of happiness’’, 1962, 2; BPF, 6, 14, ‘War and revolution’, OR, 19.
30 ‘Action and ‘the pursuit of happiness’’, 2.
31 In some cases, the lives (biographies) of persons may constitute such events. Or in other words, some
persons’ lives illuminate the world in an exemplary way. See § 3 below.
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Heidegger typically put on the dimension of disclosure, appearance, showing and
unconcealment (Unverborgenheit); respectively disappearance and concealment, in his analysis
of what phenomena are.32 For Heidegger, phenomena appear against a background of
concealment, carrying some things into the light from darkness. This process he called
world-disclosure.
Entirely implicit, Arendt also adopted Heidegger’s emphasis on the worldly nature of
human existence. This worldliness was Heidegger’s critical response to the Western
tradition of metaphysical and scientistic thought. He called human being Dasein in order to
avoid the metaphysical notion of the subject and argued that Dasein’s primary existential
way of being or of relating to the world, others and itself (expressed in the so-called
‘existentials’), is in-der-Welt-sein, being-in-the-world. Unlike things, human beings do not
coincide with themselves, nor are they not enclosed in themselves. On the contrary, they
are always already outside of themselves (Ek-sistenz), open unto things and other human
beings, in the midst of the world and engaged in the world of which they are part, and in
their own being. Arendt’s conception of the structures of human existence as human
conditions is certainly informed by this phenomenological analysis of human ways of being
and their primordially worldly existence.33
Hermeneutic phenomenologists consider humans as interpreting beings that
invariably find meaning in what they experience. Reversely, understanding is not primarily
something we do, an explicit intentional activity, such as the scholarly activity of
interpretation or exegesis. Instead, understanding is something we are, our mode of being,
the way we experience things, events, other people, ourselves, etc. namely as meaningful in
some way or another.34 In Arendt’s words, ‘[understanding] is the specifically human way
of being alive’, for through understanding, we ‘come to terms with and reconcile ourselves
to reality, that is, try to be at home in the world.’35 The scholarly activity of interpretation is
dependent upon this existential human condition. Because of our intimate familiarity with
and know how of the world, we always perceive something as something. This is called the
‘as-structure’ of understanding.36 To use one of Heidegger’s examples: it is simply
impossible for us to encounter ‘mere noise’ (reines Geräusch). Instead, we hear loud music,
industrial noise etc. We experience an event as either a natural event (for example rain or
storm), or a social event (such as a party) or a political event (for example a debate in
Sich zeigen, offenbaren, erscheinen, etc. Schnell, 1995, 226-31.
Vasterling, 2007c.
34 Ramberg, 2005, §4.
35 UP, 308.
36 Schnell, 1995, 274: ‘Eine Deutung legt fest, als was bestimmte Sachverhalte betrachtet werden, wie sie
gedeutet werden sollen, dürfen und nicht werden dürfen.’
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parliament or a revolution), etc. ‘Aus der menschlichen Welt ist die Deutung dieser Welt
nicht wegzudenken. Es gibt keinen Vorgang der Welt, der nicht einer Deutung unterliegt.
(...) Prozesse laufen nicht wie Regenschauer ab, sie werden stets in bestimmten Weisen
interpretiert.’37 Experience is embedded in our practical dealings with the world and with
other people. To experience something means that something emerges or stands out as this
or that in our practical dealings. ‘Our understanding of the world presupposes a kind of
pragmatic know-how that is revealed through the way in which we, without theoretical
considerations, orient ourselves in the world.’38 Hermeneutic phenomenologists such as
Heidegger and Gadamer call this implicit, pre-reflexive understanding that we all possess
Vorverständnis. We do not need to have objective theoretical knowledge of the construction
of, say, a hammer, in order to be able to use it. Heidegger calls the practical modes of
relating to things in the world, on the one hand, and to other people, on the other hand,
respectively besorgen and Fürsorge. Through these, the world is ‘familiar to us in a basic,
intuitive way’ and ‘tacitly intelligible to us.’39 In other words, we always have an immediate,
intuitive, implicit and non-reflective, understanding of the things, events and other people
in the world. Explicit, reflective understanding, including philosophical and scientific
understanding, is rooted in this prior implicit understanding, i.e. in presuppositions, or, in
hermeneutic terms, the ‘fore-structure’ of understanding. What explicit understanding does
is to ‘articulate and confirm what preliminary understanding (...) sensed to begin with’,
Arendt writes.40 For this reason, hermeneutic phenomenologists emphasize the circular
structure of understanding and judging.41 The so-called hermeneutic circle only starts when
a phenomenon engages us. It is only when something unexpected happens, when things
break down or when for other reasons our attention is awakened, that the automatic pilot
of everyday implicit understanding makes place for the circle of explicit understanding or
interpretation. Arendt emphasizes the essential role taste plays in eliciting our engagement
and thus in triggering the hermeneutic process in the first place. Taste is our faculty for
immediately discriminating between what appeals to us and what does not. Indeed, many
phenomena or events simply do not touch and engage us and leave us indifferent. In those
cases, the catalyst for the process of acquiring explicit understanding is simply absent.
Schnell, 1995, 274.
Ramberg, 2005, §4.
39 Ramberg, 2005, §4.
40 UP, 322.
41 In UP, Arendt describes understanding in terms very similar to the ones she uses in other writings to
describe judgment: ‘... understanding [is] (...) closely related to and inter-related to judging’ (313). In both
common sense and imagination play important roles. I guess understanding could best be regarded is the
prerequisite of judgment: without the prior process of understanding, no judgment can arise. In this
dissertation, therefore, I use understanding and judging interchangeably.
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Whenever a phenomenon does affect us, the hermeneutic circle is opened. It starts with a
careful, phenomenological, analysis of the lived experience of the world which is full of
uncritical, pre-reflexive and prejudiced understanding of meaning. Subsequently, we need
to distance ourselves from these prejudices (and scientific generalizations and ideologies,
for that matter, Arendt stresses) through critical examination of them. Finally, we return to
a better, elucidated version of the implicit understanding we started with, which is explicit
understanding or interpretation in the full hermeneutic sense. This is a perpetual process,
indeed, a circle. Understanding, Arendt writes, is a contingent and open-ended process, ‘in
constant change and variation’ which never produces unequivocal or final results.42 It
consists in an ‘interminable dialogue’ between the thinking ego and the events and
phenomena of the world and therefore inevitably ‘turns in circles’. But it is not vicious
circle, as logicians have it, she argues.43 Note that preliminary understanding includes
prejudices and traditional mores, ‘our commonly accepted prejudices and judgments’44.
Hermeneutic phenomenologists are aware of the danger this implies. Arendt, for example,
points to the tendency of common sense to turn a blind eye to new, unexpected and
unprecedented events, by reducing them to what is already familiar. However, preliminary
understanding is the only source available to attain explicit understanding, according to
hermeneutic phenomenologists.45
Arendt accords a special role to the faculties of imagination and storytelling in the
process of critical reflection. Whereas specific triggers, i.e. taste or the shock of the new,
engages us with phenomena, imagination mediates our experience of phenomena by
distancing us from some and approximating other aspects, dependent upon the context.
Imagination alone enables us to see things in their proper perspective, to be strong
enough to put that which is too close at a certain distance so that we can see and
understand it without bias and prejudice, to be generous enough to bridge abysses of
remoteness until we can see and understand everything that is too far away from us
as though it were our own affair. This distancing of some things and bridging the
abysses to others is part of the dialogue of understanding, for whose purposes direct
experience establishes too close a contact.46
Imagination allows us, first, to take distance from our own emotions and affects and the
immediate sensory experience of phenomena no longer present or events no longer
happening. Second, by calling upon common sense, it allows us to make present to
UP, 307-08.
UP, 322.
44 Arendt, ‘Philosophy and politics’, 1990, 100.
45 UP, 310-11.
46 UP, 323.
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ourselves what is absent, to ‘enlarge one’s mentality’. This means taking into account the
plural (possible) perspectives of as many others as possible; resulting in representative
thinking or judgment.47 Storytelling is concerned with the reflective, critical exposition of
the meaning of something, as I will explicate shortly.48
For Arendt, the hermeneutic circle implies the co-dependency of human existence
and world. Our self-understanding and understanding of the world are mutually
conditional and gleichursprünglich, co-original. The one does not precede the other, but they
mutually inform each other. Thus, there is no fully formed self - a subject in the possession
of self-knowledge - that encounters an independent external reality (object) that it
subsequently starts to investigate and understand. ‘[We] simply cannot understand
ourselves without the detour through the world, and the world cannot be understood
without reference to [our] way of life.’49
Let me summarize the general features of the hermeneutic-phenomenological
method of understanding. Understanding is first and foremost practical, situated, worldly
and circular. It is practical and situated in so far as it presupposes engagement in and
familiarity with the everyday world. Understanding is concerned with the meaning of
human existence because of the ‘as-structure’ of understanding and presupposes an
engaged spectator. Scientific explanation and philosophical understanding are secondary
with respect to this prior practical engagement and familiarity with the world. The ‘forestructure’ of understanding implies that all explicit understanding starts with Vorverständnis,
preliminary understanding. Understanding is worldly, because it refers to the human
condition. Finally, understanding is always engaged in a hermeneutic circle: starting with
uncritical, pre-reflexive Vorverständnis, through critical explication to explicit understanding.
Methodically, Arendt’s debt to Heidegger not only concerns understanding, but also
de(con)struction50 of metaphysical concepts and genealogy.51 She adopts his appreciation of
the phenomenal origins of philosophical ideas and concepts and his concomitant historical
genealogy of these notions and the way the phenomena have become concealed in the
course of time.52 Indeed, Arendt’s phenomenological analyses ‘attempt to uncover the
experiences that underlie [concepts] in order to achieve a better understanding of the
On enlarged mentality or erweiterte Denkungsart, see, among others, Arendt, ‘The crisis in culture’, BPF, 22021 and ‘Truth and politics’, BPF, 234-35; 241.
48 See § 3.
49 Ramberg, 2005. I will elaborate Arendt’s hermeneutic method of understanding in the last part of §3.
50 Heidegger calls it Destruktion or Abbau; Arendt calls it ‘dismantling’.
51 Taminiaux, 1997, 199; Villa, 1996, 114, 154-55.
52 Taminiaux, 1999; Hull, 2002, 84. With respect to Heidegger’s genealogical motive and his concern with
origins, see especially Sein und Zeit, 2001 [1927], §6; Bernasconi, 2000b, 3.
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phenomena they refer to.’53 Although Arendt’s hermeneutical phenomenological method
of deconstruction is certainly indebted to Heidegger, this debt is in no way scholastic.54
The feature of Arendt’s phenomenology that stands out in comparison to the other
phenomenologists mentioned, is that she investigated the political implications of our
worldliness. She extended the German phenomenological tradition in that the lived
experience of political events is the focus of her work.55 She is mainly interested in
understanding political phenomena, events and experiences, that is, more concretely, in
public space and facts. These political phenomena consist in ‘human actions and that
which is produced by these actions among men, things, and relationships’56, such as
revolution, freedom, violence, power, authority, means and ends, the social and the
political, rule, etc. By stressing plurality and showing that appearing is always an appearingof-someone-or-something-to-others, Arendt has maybe more than any other
phenomenologist of her generation analyzed the intersubjective and inter-active nature of
our being-in-the-world and avoided the unwitting solipsism or subjectivism of, in
particular, Husserl’s and Heidegger’s phenomenologies.

3. Hermeneutic exercises
Arendt’s work consists in ‘essays’ or ‘exercises in understanding’.57 The process of
understanding for her is double-sided. It has the critical dimension of deconstruction and
the experimental dimension of storytelling. Critique is directed towards the past, the given

Vasterling, 2007a, 85.
Taminiaux, 1997, 199. Villa argues that Arendt’s deconstruction of the metaphysical legacy in the tradition
of political philosophy method ‘goes one step farther – or deeper – than Heidegger’s. Her ‘destruction’ of the
Western tradition of political philosophy returns us not to the originary (speculative) sources of a presence
subsequently reified as a constant presence by metaphysics, but rather to an experience of the being of
appearance drawn entirely from the plural, doxastic, and public dimensions of praxis. (…) What is lacking in
Heidegger (…) is an appreciation of the political context in which Plato initiates the degradation of
appearance and the reification of truth as correspondence.’ (155; cf. 114, 151, 154). I will elaborate Arendt’s
deconstructive method in the first part of §3.
55 French phenomenologists have always been more politically interested than the German; i.e. MerleauPonty, Sartre, Beauvoir, Ricoeur. Though Arendt fits the French phenomenological tradition better, she does
not explicitly relate to the work of these philosophers, with the exception of Sartre whose work she discussed
quite negatively ‘On violence’, CR.
56 Vollrath, 1977, 166.
57 Or ‘exercises in political thought’, the subtitle of BPF. Essays or exercises in understanding may be taken as
a shorthand description of Arendt’s hermeneutics.
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order; experiment towards the future; the new and unexpected which defies the given.58
Still, the critical and experimental moments of understanding are connected for Arendt.
Critique without experiment results in cynicism (‘debunking’59), she thought, whereas
experiment without critique tends to utopianism. Critique always also has an experimental
dimension and meaningful experiments, on the other hand, never create something entirely
new: ‘Nothing can be true which is altogether new.’60 Critique and experiment are aspects
of all essays and exercises in understanding, though to different degrees. Some of her
writings are more critical than experimental, and some the reverse.
Critique: dismantling
Towards the end of the first book of The life of the mind, Arendt concedes: ‘I have clearly
joined the ranks of those who for some time now have been attempting to dismantle
metaphysics and philosophy with all its categories, as we have known them from their
beginning in Greece until today.’61 The objective of critique in Arendt is the
deconstruction, or ‘dismantling’62 or ‘critical re-examination’63, as Arendt calls it, of the
Western metaphysical legacy in political thought. On the one hand, it is directed to the
metaphysical prejudices regarding the active life, or, as Arendt calls it, the vita activa; on the
other hand, to the metaphysical fallacies regarding the life of the mind. I will discuss
Arendt’s critical deconstructions of both modes in which the metaphysical legacy has been
handed down and her critical method.
Arendt’s aim is to do justice to political life and the vita activa more generally, as a
non-derivative, original and important dimension of human existence, and to save it from
the metaphysical prejudices, or the imposition of the lifestyle of metaphysicians onto the
political. The most fundamental prejudice may be the ‘traditional substitution of making
for acting’.64 Acting, the political activity par excellence for Arendt, concerns plural,
contingent and open-ended human action and speech. Because of these features, action has
unpredictable, incontrollable and irreversible results. For this reason, the temptation often
arises to replace it by an activity that does produce predictable results, by binding the
political to means-ends patterns and to models executed by clearly recognizable agents.
This activity is what Arendt calls ‘working’ or ‘making’. Related prejudices include the
‘Preface’, BPF, 14.
‘Projektbeschreibung für die Rockefeller Foundation’, December 1959, WiP, 200.
60 ‘Preface’, BPF, 15; ‘Action and ‘the pursuit of happiness’’, 1962, 3; Arendt quotes Jaspers here.
61 LOM I, 212.
62 LOM I, 212.
63 ‘Projektbeschreibung für die Rockefeller Foundation’, December 1959, WiP, 200.
64 HC, §31. Cf. HC, §26; WiP; ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT.
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definition of politics as rule; the identification of violence and power; and the idea that
politics is an affair of the few, or even the one; the strong solitary ruler, i.e. Plato’s
philosopher-king or the sovereign monarch, including the dictator and the Führer. Arendt’s
way of dismantling these prejudices is not through negation, since negation always
somehow remains dependent on the discourse of that which it strives to negate instead of
transforming it. ‘Die Destruktion (...) muß (...) den Begriff, den es zu destruieren gilt,
gerade anerkennen, anerkennen in der Legitimität seiner historisch gewordenen Herrschaft.
Destruktion ist niemals negierende Abschaffung, sondern Unterstellung der bislang
fraglosen Herrschaft unter einen anderen Horizont durch Aufdeckung der Herkunft.’65
Instead, her deconstructive method concerns a genealogical investigation of the way the
history of political experiences and phenomena are condensed or sedimented in language;
that is, either revealed or concealed in traditional political concepts.66 Concepts provide a
privileged access to political experiences and phenomena, ‘not because [they] reveal the
phenomenon in any straightforward way, but because [they] carry the record of past
perceptions, true or untrue, revelatory or distorting.’67 The aim of such a genealogical
project is to disclose or lay bare particular experiences, the ‘spirit’ and meanings, the
‘phenomenal reality’ underlying these political concepts.68 Subsequently, she offers a
phenomenological description of their relevance to specific - often conflicting - experiences
in the context of the active life, most notably acting, on the one hand, and making or work,
on the other hand. Most of the time, Arendt argues, philosophical concepts either express
generalizations of particular phenomenal experiences of the political, or amalgamations of
different phenomenal experiences. Her deconstructions of the metaphysical prejudices
therefore, again, have two sides: a destructive or critical and an experimental one. After
making manifest generalizations and amalgamations, she criticizes them, and subsequently
introduces phenomenological distinctions to save the experiences covered up by them.69 In
an application for a research grant in 1959, she described her approach as follows:
I shall try to find out where [traditional concepts and conceptual frameworks of
political thinking] came from before they became worn-out coins and abstract
generalizations. I therefore shall examine the concrete historical and generally
political experiences which originally gave rise to political concepts. For the
experiences behind even the most worn-out concept remain valid and must be

Vollrath, 1979, 29.
WiP, 200-01; Cf. ‘Preface’, BPF, 15.
67 Young-Bruehl, 1982, 405.
68 ‘Preface’, BPF, 15.
69 Taminiaux, 1997, 199; Villa, 1996, 114.
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recaptured and re-actualized if one wishes to escape certain generalizations that have
proven pernicious.70
Like most phenomenologists, Arendt declares that metaphysics has ‘fallen into disrepute’
up to the point of its death.71 It is not that the big metaphysical questions have become
senseless and meaningless, nor is our capacity for thinking corrupted, she holds, but the
framework in which people attempted to raise and answer these questions has lost its
plausibility. Metaphysical fallacies are misconceptions concerning the nature of the life of
the mind, in that they disregard the tension between mental activities and the world.
Taminiaux has called this tension ‘the paradox of belonging and withdrawal’.72 Usually and
most of the time, we are completely immersed in the world. Men-as-citizens move among
the plurality of their fellow citizens, and consequentially cannot ignore the huge diversity of
perspectives on the world. Arendt was convinced, on the one hand, that in the relatively
exceptional moments when people are thinking – as distinguished from laboring, working,
acting or speaking - they need to withdraw from the visible and plural world of
appearances into the invisibility, a-phenomenality and temporary solitude of their inner
world. While thinking, one’s attention turns inward and is not directed outward anymore.
During the course of thinking, one leaves behind the plurality of the world and moves
among a duality: the inner dialogue between me and myself. When thinking, one is alone
with oneself and never more than ‘two-in-one’, according to Arendt.73 In the state of
wonder - which philosophers ever since Plato have regarded as the condition of possibility
of thinking - this duality is even reduced to a singularity, ‘as though not men but Man
inhabited the earth’74. On the other hand, the thinker also belongs to the world, and is
bound to the human conditions. Despite the thinker’s withdrawal from the world, Arendt
underlines, there is no escape from the plural world of appearances, nor should the thinker
pursue so.75 No matter how hard they try, neither the professional philosopher76, nor the
WiP, 200-01.
Also: the ‘end’, ‘demise’ or ‘crisis’ of metaphysics (LOM I) or: ‘the thread of tradition is broken’ (see the
conclusion to this chapter below).
72 Arendt introduces the term ‘metaphysical fallacies’ in LOM I, 12; cf. 23.
73 For Arendt’s account of thinking as ‘two-in-one’ or as ‘the inner dialogue between me and myself’, see,
among others: OT, 476; ‘On the nature of totalitarianism’, EU, 358, 359; ‘Concern with politics in recent
European thought’, EU, 144; ‘Philosophy and politics’, 84-90, 101; ‘The crisis in culture’, BPF, 219-21; ‘Truth
and politics’, BPF, 244-45; DB, 688, 695; ‘Thinking and moral considerations’, 1971, 439-444; LOM I, 179196.
74 LOM I, 47. Note that the phrase ‘the fact that men not Man, live on the earth and inhabits the world’ is
Arendt’s shorthand definition of plurality in HC, 7.
75 Cf. Aristotle’s similar correction of the Platonic bias in Taminiaux, 1997, 53.
76 LOM I, 23-24.
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scientist77 can escape appearance.78 The withdrawal from the world as the space of
appearances into invisibility is inevitably relative, temporary and incomplete, since no one
can escape living in the world absolutely. We always remain worldly creatures, inhabiting
the world with others. So, man-as-thinker participates ‘in two distinct and
incommensurable realms of experience, the life in the world and the life of the mind’ at
once.79 We live in ‘the paradoxical condition’ that though we are ourselves ‘part of the
world of appearances’, we are ‘in possession of a faculty, the ability to think, that permits
the mind to withdraw from the world without ever being able to leave it or to transcend
it.’80 In other words, thinking needs to do justice to two conditions at once which are
seemingly incompatible. Though thinking requires withdrawal from the world of
appearances and the plurality of action and speech, it still has to do justice to these
conditions. As long as we do not occasionally ‘stop and think’ we risk a complete
absorption in the world of human affairs and quotidian routines and lack the critical
distance needed to avoid conformism to ‘what everybody else does and believes in’ and the
distance required for judgment.81 On the other hand, thinking can never escape the world
and should be committed to worldly phenomena. ‘Our mental apparatus, though it can
withdraw from present appearances, remains geared to Appearance.’82
The tension between the life of the mind and belonging to the world cannot be
resolved and hence the thinker should endure it. Still, professional philosophers have tried
to resolve the tension. They totalize the one experience - withdrawal from the world - at
the expense of the other - belonging to the world. Metaphysicians have not been able to
resist the temptation to solve the paradox of thinking. They have generally sought to undo
it by totalizing the a-phenomenality and solitude of thinking into a way of life, the βίος
ϑεωρητικός or vita contemplativa. This brought about a number of biased conceptions
concerning human existence and the activity of thinking. Arendt calls these biased
conceptions metaphysical fallacies. Since professional thinkers spend the majority of their
time in the invisibility of thinking, they are more prone to these fallacies than other people.
The extra-ordinary experience of thinking invokes in them the illusion that the nonappearing, invisible interiority is more fundamental and true than the appearances.83
LOM I, 53.
As to the issue of how to discern between true appearances and lies, errors, illusions, deception, hypocrisy,
see LOM I, 26; 36-37. On the relation between appearance and semblance: 37-40.
79 Canovan, 1992, 264.
80 LOM I, 45.
81 LOM I, 192.
82 LOM I, 24.
83 LOM I, 44-45.
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However, the paradox of belonging and withdrawal, Arendt holds, should be
endured. Metaphysicists from Plato to Heidegger, however, have always sought to
overcome or solve this paradox. They tend to take their abode in the singularity of wonder.
Their mistake has been the one-sided appreciation of withdrawal from the world, and their
denial of the indissoluble relation to belonging to the world.84 Whenever thinking is
identified with wonder, however, the return to the plurality of the world which thinking
demands, is postponed endlessly. Wonder then loses its character of sojourn in the daily
maelstrom of encounters, activities and opinions. Hence, these philosophers have given
rise to metaphysical fallacies.
Before starting a brief exposition of these fallacies, I would want to stress that
Arendt’s dismantling of the metaphysical fallacies is far from debunking metaphysics.
Unlike errors, fallacies are not simply senseless, nor are they for logical mistakes. They
contain real experiences and even sound insights. Arendt thought that professional
philosophers do provide important insights in the activity of thinking. Fallacies are always
partially meaningful and insightful. So, for example, she agrees with Plato that solitude is a
necessary condition for thinking. And she agrees that without wonder, which questions
‘den Alltäglichen, den Selbstverständlichen, den durchaus Gekannten und Bekannten’85,
philosophy is impossible.
The four metaphysical fallacies Arendt identifies are two-world theories; solipsism;
the identification of truth and meaning and the internal warfare between thinking and
common sense. The first, oldest and most fundamental fallacy is the so-called ‘two-world
theory’: the dissolution of the world in a true and an apparent one, or in classical
metaphysical terms, in Being and appearance. These two worlds do not only constitute a
dichotomy, but also a hierarchy, i.e. the first of them is supposed to be of a higher rank
than the latter. Behind the chaotic and inconstant world of mere appearances, a more
fundamental, constant and true Being is postulated which is of a higher order. According
to two-world theories that which does not appear to the senses is more valuable and true
than that which does appear. The non-appearing is supposed to be not just beyond, but
above the world of appearances and the senses.86 The guiding assumption is that
appearances ‘must have grounds that are not appearances’ themselves.87 The being‘Arendt’s denunciation of the metaphysical fallacies does not consist at all in denouncing the paradox of
belonging to and withdrawal from appearances, but quite on the contrary in putting value upon it and
assuming it. There is a fallacy when the paradox, far from being recognized as such, is covered over.’
(Taminiaux, 1997, 132).
85 ‘Heidegger ist 80 Jahre’, Ludz, 1998, 187.
86 LOM I, 10, 23.
87 LOM I, 24. Arendt is quoting Kant here.
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appearance dichotomy gives rise to a host of derivative dichotomies, such as the supremacy
of the ground, foundation or essence, over surface88; of the inside or inner life, soul,
psyche, self or motives over the outside, outward appearance or outward phenomenal
manifestation89, including the body and action90; and of cause over effect91. The essential
lies beneath the surface, the deeply ingrained prejudice goes, and the surface is
‘superficial’92. Classical examples of this tendency are Plato’s dichotomy of Ideas versus
semblances and Descartes’ res cogitans versus res extensa.93
What is the partial insight or validity of the two-world fallacy? Two-world theories
reflect the fundamental experience we have of being when we are absorbed in thinking,
which is the experience of a discrepancy between words and appearance; between ‘the
medium in which we think’ and ‘the medium in which we live’; in short, between the mind
and the world.94 It is this experience accompanying the thinking process which has started
the project of metaphysics.95 Problems occurred as soon as professional thinkers made
their thinking experience absolute by reifying the distinction between the thinking self and
the world, delegating them to separate and hierarchically ordered realms and according
them different values.
Arendt’s strategy of deconstruction is not to reverse the metaphysical hierarchy of
true Being over mere Appearance, but to assert the coincidence of appearing and being.96
‘[H]umanly and politically speaking [reality] is the same as appearance. To men, the reality
of the world is guaranteed by the presence of others, by its appearing to all.’97 She agrees
with Aristotle that ‘what appears to all, this we call Being’ and subsequently argues that
‘whatever lacks this appearance comes and passes away like a dream, intimately and
exclusively our own but without reality.’98 The dualism of being and appearance is obsolete,
LOM I, 27.
HC, 74.
90 LOM I, 30.
91 LOM I, 25.
92 LOM I, 27.
93 LOM I, 46-49; HC, 252 and further. Though primarily associated with Plato’s idealism, Heidegger, for that
matter, does not completely escape this metaphysical fallacy despite his phenomenological destruction of
metaphysics, Taminiaux argues. Taminiaux, 1997, 52. Cf. 60-61, 69, 74. This metaphysical fallacy is closely
related to another one, the intramural warfare between thought and common sense; see below.
94 LOM I, 8.
95 LOM I, 8.
96 LOM I, 19; cf. LOM I, 23; ‘The social question’, OR, 98. Cf. Villa, 1996, 150-52.
97 HC, 199.
98 HC, 199. Cf. ‘In the realm of human affairs, being and appearance are indeed one and the same.’ (OR, 98);
‘In this world which we enter, appearing from nowhere, and from which we disappear into a nowhere, Being
and Appearing coincide.’ (LOM I, 19).
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since appearances are all we will ever encounter. ‘In politics, more than anywhere else, we
have no possibility of distinguishing between being and appearance.’99 There is no escape
from appearances. One can only escape appearance into another appearance. Because in
Arendt’s view being is appearing, being is contingent throughout. This implies a rejection
of all necessary truths which have always been tied to the essence, that is, Being, of things
and a commitment to the contingent nature of the human affairs.
The second metaphysical fallacy, solipsism, or radical subjectivism, concerns the
illusory belief that the thinking self is more real, certain and true than anything else and the
primary source and object of knowledge.100 The most prominent and famous example is of
course Descartes’ cogito, i.e. consciousness conceived as a solipsistic substance and source
of knowledge that is radically separate from the world, including others and the body.
Arendt, however, held that the thinking self only exists as long as it thinks, and that the
reality of the self depends to a large extent on our appearance in the public world in words
and deeds and on the recognition and reactions of others to them.
The third metaphysical fallacy is the identification of truth and meaning.101 According
to Arendt, metaphysicians hold that thinking is directed towards truth. However, thinking
is a quest for meaning instead of truth. Unlike the pursuit of knowledge, thinking does not
aim at determining the truth, but at understanding meaning. This does not imply that
thinking should disregard truth. Facts, scientific knowledge and experience are the sources
of thinking’s quest for meaning. The identification of truth and meaning is disastrous, since
the properties of truth, which, according to Arendt, is always factual truth, differ vastly
from those of meaning.102 Truth, firstly, is given, while meaning emerges in the process of
thinking and is not discovered in, but attributed to reality. Second, truth is unambiguous,
immutable and compelling, while meaning is plural, variable and either convincing or not.
Truth is unambiguous since it asserts what is the case. And something either is, or is not
the case. Hence, it is immutable and compelling. Although reality is perpetually changing,
new facts do not undo old ones. Meaning, on the contrary, is changeable and plural, since
the interpretation of facts varies through time, and therefore does the meaning of these
facts. Some interpretations will convince us, others will not.
The final fallacy is the internal warfare between thinking and common sense.103 Since
professional philosophers belong to the world, they partake in common sense. From the
worldly perspective of common sense, thinking is a strange, useless activity that could
‘The social question’, OR, 98.
LOM I, §7. Arendt primarily has Descartes in mind.
101 LOM I, §8.
102 See §6 on factuality.
103 LOM I, §10.
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hardly be called an activity at all. While thinking, we seem indeed inactive. In order to
defend himself against this skeptical voice, the professional thinker in his turn starts to
oppose and fight common sense and the many (οἱ πολλοί) who are not used to think.104
Paradoxes
Arendt’s approach of the relationship and tension between belonging and withdrawal is but
one example of a recurrent motif in her thought: the paradox. Arendt’s thought contains
many of such paradoxes, although she did not elaborate this figure explicitly.105 This feature
of her method has caused much confusion and misunderstandings in Arendt scholarship.
Apart from the paradoxes of the life of the mind106, I will discuss the paradoxes of
plurality107 and the paradox of citizenship108, the paradoxes of distance and engagement109,
and the paradox of worldliness and humanity110, in the following chapters. I use ‘paradox’
in its literary rather than its logical sense. As a trope, a paradox contains a juxtaposition of
apparently incongruous or contradictory ideas, concepts or experiences that upon closer
examination turn out to make sense. Derived from the Greek παρά, contrary to, and δóξα,
opinion, paradoxes contain at first sight counterintuitive but nonetheless sensible or
meaningful insights. Paradoxes, in other words, express false oppositions.
Typical for Arendt’s phenomenological use of paradoxes is that it is concerned with
real-life experiences instead of logical exercises. Arendt’s paradoxes try to do justice to the
many ambiguities, inconsistencies, and ambivalences that are characteristic of real-life
See chapter 4 on common sense.
The many paradoxes she pays attention to include the Greek paradox of the futility and greatness of the
intersubjective world of action (‘The concept op history’, BPF, 45-47); the typically modern paradox of
power and violence (WiP, 76-77; PP, 150); the modern paradoxes of historical time (LOM II, 202-07); the
paradoxes of human rights (OT, ‘The decline of the nation-state and the end of the rights of man’); the
paradox of beginning and the foundation of political communities (LOM II, 210; ‘The revolutionary tradition
and its lost treasure’, OR); the paradox of the politics of compassion and violence (‘The social question’, OR,
86-92); the Socratic paradoxes (‘Some questions of moral philosophy’, RJ, 82-83); and the paradox of reason
(LOM II, 105).
106 Taminiaux mentions a lot of paradoxes arising among the mental activities themselves and derived from
the fundamental paradox of belonging and withdrawal (1997, appendix: ‘Time and the inner conflicts of the
mind’).
107 See chapter 2 and Introduction to part II. The paradoxes of plurality comprise the paradox of difference
and equality; the paradox of difference and commonality and its reverse, the paradox of isolation and fusion;
and finally the paradox of communication and conflict (or intersubjectivity and individuality; agonism and
associationism; being-together and solitude).
108 See chapter 6. The paradox of citizenship is a paradox of revealing and concealing.
109 See Conclusion.
110 See Conclusion.
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experience. More particularly it deals with various, often conflicting, experiences, that are
nonetheless related. This is a relation like the two sides of a coin. The two sides refer to
different conceptual aspects and their underlying experiences which are mutually
interdependent or conditional. In other words, the paradox is Arendt’s way to focus on and
keep in view irreducible tensions in the experience and conceptual renderings of certain
phenomena.111 Hence, she takes issue with the philosophical and scientific tendency to
solve paradoxes, by glossing over tensions and conflicts, either by turning them into
contradictions, or by reconciling them. By exposing the paradoxical nature of certain
phenomena, Arendt wants to draw attention to the tension between apparently
contradictory experiences and concepts instead of solving or reconciling them. Her
paradoxes illuminate the connection of different experiences, as, for instance, thinking and
interaction in public space in the paradox of belonging and withdrawal, because human
existence itself is intrinsically paradoxical.112
Experiment: storytelling
The experimental dimension of understanding is analytically distinguished from the
destructive or critical.113 It is strongly expressed in Arendt’s narrative interpretation of
political phenomena.114 Storytelling is experimental because it always and necessarily
transcends the given, facts or testimonials115, and turns them into a meaningful account,
while remaining true to the facts. For Arendt, a story ties into the meanings implicit in our
Taminiaux, 1997, 200.
Taminiaux, 1997, 200.
113 The opposite of deconstruction or dismantling is not construction in Arendt’s view; for construction
means to impose something that is made up, fictitiously or ideologically, upon reality rather than have reality
reveal its own meaning.
114 The most explicit reflections on storytelling in Arendt’s work occur in HC, §25; MDT, (essays on Lessing,
Isak Dinesen en Walter Benjamin) and ‘Preface’, BPF. For secondary literature on the role of storytelling in
Arendt’s work, see Ricoeur, 1983; Canovan, 1992, Chapter 3, contains a section on storytelling as method;
Disch, 1994, Chapter 1, 1-19, Chapter 4, 106-40; idem, 1997; Herzog, 2000, 2001, 2002; Luban, 1983;
Vollrath, 1977, Ludz, 1996; Vasterling 2007a. To be sure, Arendt’s work features different types of stories; or
one should rather say: different though interconnected aspects of storytelling, namely existentialanthropological and methodological, with shifting emphasis. Most commentators, however, restrict
themselves to giving an account of only one of these dimensions of narrativity. Usually they stress the
existential dimension; Luban (1983) and Benhabib (1990) also discuss its methodological dimension.
Sometimes Arendt focuses on the story of a single person’s life, for instance in her ‘autobiography’ of Rahel
Varnhagen, in the literary portraits of individuals like Walter Benjamin and Bertolt Brecht in Men in dark times
up to her biographical sketch of Adolph Eichmann in her report of his trial. This aspect of storytelling
follows from her anthropological phenomenology which will be the topic of the next chapter (chapter 2).
115 Hinchman and Hinchman, 1991, 463.
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understanding of reality, rather than making up a fictitious storyline and imposing it upon
reality.116
Why does storytelling suit the needs of a hermeneutic phenomenology of the
political so well?117 For Arendt, the role and meaning of storytelling is not merely
illustrating political phenomena, but providing rich phenomenological descriptions which
reveal their meaning bottom-up or inductively. ‘No philosophy, no analysis, no aphorism
(...) can compare in intensity and richness of meaning with a properly narrated story.’118 She
holds that stories fit political phenomena, since, first, they are capable of capturing their
particularity, uniqueness, contingency and unpredictability. Unlike conventional methods
and conceptual accounts in the humanities and social sciences, stories do not generalize
phenomena, nor do they explain socio-historical processes, but reveal their meaning, that
is, facilitate understanding. Unlike theories, stories defend no compelling claims of truth,
but are oriented towards meaning, or perhaps more accurately, to meaningfulness.
‘[Arendt’s] skeptical attitude towards historical patterns was complemented by her
enthusiasm for storytelling.’119 In her view, the social scientific or historiographic quest for
explanation is a highly generalizing way of dealing with the human affairs that deprives
phenomena of their unique and contingent occurrence. Storytelling, on the contrary, is a
way, in Arendt’s perspective perhaps even the only way, of preserving experiences and
events in their uniqueness. Stories have the potential to bring out the meaningful pattern of
actions, without reducing them to chains of causes and effects. Stories can do justice to the
contingency, changeability and newness of events, while theories tend to reduce the new
and unprecedented to the already known. Stories presuppose and demonstrate that
experiences are contingent, but they simultaneously create some coherence, if only because
a story has a beginning, an end, a plot and maybe even a ‘moral’120. In The origins of
totalitarianism Arendt is therefore not concerned with pointing out the causes for the
emergence of totalitarianism, discovering a necessary continuity, nor even multiple
continuities, between past and present. This would suggest that the way history has
developed was inevitable. Rather, in Part I on anti-Semitism, and Part II on imperialism,
Arendt demonstrates how particular elements that were present in European political and
moral culture in the 18th and 19th century, contingently crystallized into the unexpected and

For the difference between fiction and storytelling, see Vasterling, 2002.
On the relation between storytelling and hermeneutics, see: Vollrath, 1977, 167; Ludz, 1996 and Vasterling
2007c.
118 MDT, 21-22.
119 Canovan, 1992, 95.
120 Canovan, 1992, 97-98.
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new phenomenon of totalitarianism in the twentieth century. This crystallization can only
be ascertained retrospectively, with hindsight.
Though based on knowledge of the facts, storytelling does not reveal the truth, but
the meaning of what it relates. Hence, its validity is never of an objective but, instead, of an
exemplary nature. A story is successful when it demonstrates or reveals meaning in a nongeneralizing, exemplary way. Theories, on the other hand, usually subsume the particular
under generalizing concepts.121 ‘It was part of Arendt’s method of writing to find
exemplary cases (...) and use them to draw us away from traditional concepts which block
us from seeing new experiences clearly (from thinking what we are doing).’122 Arendt
explained the idea of exemplary validity in a letter to Karl Jaspers. In this letter, she
explicated the conception of her biography of Rahel Varnhagen:
Eine Objektivation in bestimmten Sinne liegt wirklich vor: aber nicht ein
Objektivation der jüdischen Existenz (etwa als Gestalt), sondern eines
geschichtlichen Lebenszusammenhanges, von dem ich allerdings glaube, daß mit ihm
etwas gemeint sein kann (aber keine objektive Idee oder etwas Ähnliches). Es
scheint, als seien bestimmte Personen in ihrem eigenen Leben (und nur in diesem,
nicht etwa als Personen!) derart exponiert, daß sie gleichsam Knotenpunkte und
konkrete Objektivationen ‘des’ Lebens werden. (...) Was dieses alles eigentlich ist:
Schicksal, Exponiertheit, es ist mit dem Leben etwas gemeint - kann ich nicht (und
merke es im Schreiben) in abstracto sagen, sondern höchstens vielleicht
exemplifizierend aufweisen. Gerade deshalb will ich auch eine Biographie
schreiben.123
Indeed, Arendt was fond of writing biographical profiles and frequently did so. Like events,
persons are able to illuminate reality. In the introduction to her volume of biographical
essays on Bertolt Brecht, Walter Benjamin, Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Jaspers, among
others, Men in dark times, she writes for example:
That even in the darkest of times we have the right to expect some illumination, and
that such illumination may well come less from theories and concepts than from the
uncertain, flickering, and often weak light that some men and women, in their lives
and their works, will kindle under almost all circumstances and shed over the time
span that was given them n earth - this conviction is the inarticulate background
against which these profiles were drawn. Eyes so used to darkness as ours will hardly
be able to tell whether their light was the light of a candle or that of a blazing sun.

On exemplary validity and truth, see LOM I, 169; ‘Truth and politics’, BPF, 247-48.
Jacobitti, 1991a, 286-87.
123 Letter of March 24, 1930; IW, 212-13.
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But such objective evaluation seems to me a matter of secondary importance which
can be safely left to posterity.124
To say that stories themselves constitute spaces of appearance is to assert their political
relevance, as well as their existential role and meaning. By telling stories, the
meaningfulness of events discloses itself, as captured in the metaphor of ‘illumination’.125
This is another way of saying that we start to understand them. And understanding may
initiate a process of reconciliation with past events126 and of reorientation.127 This is
particularly relevant, Arendt thought, in the face of a fragmented past and with respect to
giving an account of dark times, primarily the event of totalitarianism, which has radically
broken ‘the thread of tradition’128 and hence cannot be understood and judged with
categories derived from the same tradition. ‘Under these conditions one required a story
that would once again reorient the mind in its aimless wanderings. For only such a
reorientation could reclaim the past so as to build the future.’129 Arendt held the conviction
that ‘stories had the capacity to save the world.’130

4. The scholar-as-spectator: situated and critical impartiality
Arendt’s method of storytelling challenges the conventional scholarly ideal of objectivity.
This ideal implies that the scholar is a disengaged, external observer who remains external
to the subject matter she studies while applying a method that is equally detached from this
subject matter. In other words, she takes an external, third-person perspective. In its
ultimate and unreflected consequence, this position constitutes the ‘Archimedian point’, as
Arendt calls it, an abstract or (quasi-)universalistic point of view, or a ‘point of view that
claims to transcends all particular points of view’131. This objective point of view usually
presupposes an explainable and predictable reality governed by laws with universal validity.
Arendt on the contrary holds that human worldly reality is situated, contingent and
changing in ways that we can never predict fully. In her view, the scholar takes the position
MDT, ix-x.
MDT, ix.
126 Reconciliation ‘to what we do and what we suffer’ (UP, 309); ‘with things as they really are’; ‘with what
irrevocably happened’ and ‘with what unavoidably exists’ (UP, 322).
127 Arendt on the relation between storytelling and reconciliation or redemption: BPF, 45; UP, 307-09, 32122. Cf. Herzog, 2001, 188-90; Vollrath, 1977; Luban, 1983; Benhabib, 1990.
128 LOM I, 212; UP, 310-11, 321.
129 Benhabib, 1990, in particular 180.
130 Herzog, 2000, 3.
131 Young, 1997, 358.
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of the spectator. This implies that the scholar is both non-involved in the sense that she is
not participating in the worldly reality she observes, because she takes a distance from the
topic she is investigating; and more or less engaged in so far as she observes worldly
phenomena that have drawn her attention. Because of this engagement, the Arendtian
spectator is a situated spectator. The Arendtian scholar takes the position of the engaged
spectator132 in relation to his topic of investigation, for the position of the disengaged
observer precludes access to meaning, which is the very aim of hermeneutic
phenomenology.133 As a worldly spectator, the Arendtian scholar is always already
intimately familiar with the particular topic of her research through daily experience. In
accordance with the already mentioned scholarly ethos of commitment to events, the
spectator lets herself be addressed. She thus takes a second-person perspective in order to
get access to the meaning of phenomena. There is an element of taste, of being
immediately affected by phenomena and discriminating between what appeals and what
does not in the spectator’s response.134 A nice example is Kant’s enthusiasm about the
French Revolution and the shock, in many spectators worldwide, of 9/11. Arendt’s
scholar-as-engaged-and-situated-spectator is oriented toward the inherent meaningfulness
of human action and thus replaces the objectification to which the scholar-as-disengagedobserver tends. From Arendt’s phenomenological perspective, the task of the scholar-asspectator is to ‘describe faithfully’ rather than ‘reflect objectively’ political phenomena135,
i.e. events, facts and incidents as they appear to the spectator’s eyes and the senses and
show or manifest themselves in their very facticity, particularity and contingency. We will
see that such a faithful and accurate description of reality demands that the scholar
carefully distinguishes between different phenomena in order to do justice to their
phenomenal particularity.136 In Arendt, these distinctions are not infrequently expressed in
the form of paradoxes. The spectator should be open towards the topic he or she
investigates and respond in style. As a hermeneuticist, Arendt holds that understanding
starts with an appeal the phenomena make on us, eliciting a response.137 Moreover, she
adds an explicitly normative, i.e. political, dimension138 which she describes as the issue of
style139. In her view, the phenomenologist’s style should be adjusted to the phenomenon
Or witness, Herzog, 2002, 87.
Krüger, 2007, 621-22, makes the similar distinction between Teilnahme, participation, vs. Beobachtung,
observation.
134 On the role of taste in understanding and judging, see §2 above.
135 Herzog, 2002, 83, 86.
136 See §6, on the various misunderstandings Arendt’s emphasis on distinctions has occasioned.
137 Cf. Gadamer in Wahrheit und Methode, Vasterling, 2003.
138 Cf. Vollrath, 1977.
139 ‘A reply’, EU, 404.
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under consideration itself.140 Sometimes, a high degree of engagement is appropriate; but if
required, a more distanced style should be adopted. Arendt describes this as the question of
‘adequacy and response’. So the scholar’s style is a matter of ‘response-ability’,
responsibility in bringing accounts - stories - in the public sphere.141 ‘If I write in the same
‘objective’ manner about the Elizabethan age and the twentieth century, it may well be that
my dealing with both periods is inadequate because I have renounced the human faculty to
respond to either’, Arendt writes.142 She defends the indignation which permeates her
investigations of totalitarianism on this ground, against the traditional requirement of the
objectivist, disengaged historian to write ‘without anger and eagerness’ (sine ira et studio); the
motto coined by the Roman historian Tacitus (60-120)143:
[T]o me this was a methodological necessity closely connected with my particular
subject matter. (...) If I describe [excessive poverty, for example] without permitting
my indignation to interfere, I have lifted this particular phenomenon out of its
context in human society and have thereby robbed it of part of its nature, deprived
of one of its important inherent qualities. For to arouse indignation is one of the
qualities of excessive poverty insofar as poverty occurs among human beings.144
In fact, she is prescribing a professional ethos of the scholar. Setting aside moral
indignation would, at least in cases as extreme as the camps, come down to moral
complicity. ‘To describe the concentration camps sine ira is not to be ‘objective’, but to
condone them.’145 This means choosing a style that fits, is appropriate, which sometimes
means expressing explicit value judgments on one’s topic of investigation. Otherwise you
will not get at what is most important to Arendt as a hermeneutic phenomenologist: the
Herzog, 2002, 86.
Herzog, 2002, 87.
142 ‘A reply’, EU, 404.
143 The first paragraph of the introduction of his Annals reads ‘Rome at the beginning was ruled by kings.
Freedom and the consulship were established by Lucius Brutus. Dictatorships were held for a temporary
crisis. The power of the decemvirs did not last beyond two years, nor was the consular jurisdiction of the
military tribunes of long duration. The despotisms of Cinna and Sulla were brief; the rule of Pompeius and of
Crassus soon yielded before Caesar; the arms of Lepidus and Antonius before Augustus; who, when the
world was wearied by civil strife, subjected it to empire under the title of "Prince." But the successes and
reverses of the old Roman people have been recorded by famous historians; and fine intellects were not
wanting to describe the times of Augustus, till growing sycophancy scared them away. The histories of
Tiberius, Caius, Claudius, and Nero, while they were in power, were falsified through terror, and after their
death were written under the irritation of a recent hatred. Hence my purpose is to relate a few facts about
Augustus (...), without either bitterness or partiality [sine ira et studio], from any motives to which I am far
removed.’ (Tacitus (1921 [109 BC])).
144 ‘A reply’, EU, 403.
145 ‘A reply’, EU, 404.
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meaning and significance of the phenomenon for present-day human beings. This is
because humans are situated beings. Objectivity in the traditional sense often implies the
concealment of the evaluative perspective that almost always guides our preliminary
understanding.
This is anything but a call for a subjective, i.e. involved, first-person, point of view.
Arendt rejects subjectivity as much as objectivity in favor of an intersubjective perspective.
The Arendtian scholar is not a third-person disengaged observer, but neither, for that
matter, is she a first-person participant or actor.146 She agrees with Greek historian
Thucydides (460-400 BC) that ‘keeping oneself aloof and quite consciously so, from
involvement with events themselves’ is the proper attitude or scholarly ethos to adopt.147
Like Tacitus on the history of Rome and Homer on the Trojan War, Thucydides
reconstructed the Peloponnesian War and took in account the perspectives of the various
engaged parties and left it to the reader to interpret the conflicts he described and so to
judge for herself.148 No judgment is possible without distancing. Distancing should be
carefully distinguished from the withdrawal of the external observer, though.149 Whereas
the engagement of the spectator implies that she is addressed and affected by the
immediate presence and the affects phenomena provoke, she should subsequently distance
herself from these immediate affects and private interests, gain or fame, connected to
them, which are typical for the perspective of the actor.
In Arendt’s understanding of the hermeneutic circle, understanding and judgment
not only demand imagination in order to leave behind the merely subjective and in order to
enlarge one’s mentality, but also critical reflection in order to ‘meet the phenomenon, so to
speak, head-on, without any pre-conceived system’, because theoretical constructions and
prejudices obstruct access and attention to the phenomena as unique and novel
occurrences.150 This implies a readiness ‘to say what is’151 or to ‘try to tell and to understand
As is defended, among others, in some strong versions of feminist, postcolonial and post-Marxist
standpoint thinking.
147 Arendt, 1968, ‘The Archimedian Point’, 2, archive-number 031394. Arendt adds that ‘[Thucydides] wrote
his history [The history of the Peloponnesian War] during the twenty years of his exile from Athens and he himself
says that this gave him an advantageous position for his enterprise.’ (2).
148 Lisa Disch has suggested that Arendt tried to do for totalitarianism what Thucydides did for the
Peloponnesian Wars. Disch, 1994, 127-30.
149 ‘The Archimedian point’, 2.
150 Arendt, 1973, ‘Remarks of Professor Hannah Arendt’, 8-9, archive numbers 011835-01183613.
151 Legein ta eonta (Herodotus), as quoted in ‘The concept of history’, BPF, 64. In book I (Clio) of his Histories,
Herodotus writes: ‘ὡς ὦν Περσέων µετεξέτεροι λέγουσι, οἱ µὴ βουλόµενοι σεµνοῦν τὰ περὶ Κῦρον ἀλλὰ
τὸν ἐόντα λέγειν λόγον, κατὰ ταῦτα γράψω, ἐπιστάµενος περὶ Κύρου καὶ τριφασίας ἄλλας λόγων ὁδοὺς
φῆναι.’ (‘Following then the report of some of the Persians - those I mean who do not desire to glorify the
146
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what had happened’152. This means to let political phenomena, so to say, speak for
themselves as much as possible, to account for them in their own terms or bring them to
an articulation of their own meaning.153 Arendt understood the phenomenological motto
Zu den Sachen selbst! as the demand to open oneself up to the newness of events through
relinquishing as much as possible one’s pre-conceived categories.
Based on the above, the validity of judgment in Arendt can be explained in terms of
what she calls ‘impartiality’.154 More particularly, this impartiality could be described as
‘situated impartiality155, representativeness156 and critical impartiality. This validity is the
result of the contextually dependent proportion between the representative and critical
moments of understanding and judging.157 The spectator’s judgment is neither universal or
detached, like the disengaged observer’s perspective, but appeals to imagination, that is, to
representative thinking, enlarged mentality or erweiterte Denkungsart. This implies one ‘goes
visiting’158, that is, represents in imagination for oneself, the possible views on a particular
situation from as many others as possible, and subsequently critically reviews them.159 Iris
Marion Young has justly noticed that this does not mean ‘taking the standpoint of all the
others’, for this would ‘presume the possibility of and identification amongst us all’. This
assumption ‘tends to collapse the difference between subjects’, i.e. ‘the plurality of
perspectives that Arendt found constitutive of publicity.’160 Moreover, ‘taking the
standpoint of all others’ would neglect the critical moment of reflection upon these
perspectives inherent in Arendt’s understanding of impartiality. So Arendtian impartiality
does not admonition detachment of perspectives161 or putting ourselves in the position of
any other person, in abstraction from the context and situation. This would, in fact imply a
return to the Archimedian conception of objectivity as abstraction from all particular
history of Cyrus but to speak that which is in fact true - according to their report, I say, I shall write; but I
could set forth also the other forms of the story in three several ways.’) (Herodotus, 1890, 95).
152 OT, xxiii.
153 Burke, 1997, 29-31; Schnell, 1995, 241.
154 LKPP, 72.
155 Disch, 1994, 158, 162-63; idem, 1993. Though I think this is a useful term, I would stress the hermeneuticphenomenological background that Disch does not pay attention to. The context within which Disch
discusses this topic is the debate between modernists and postmodernists. In my view, she assimilates
Arendt’s challenge of the Archimedian ideal of objectivity too much to late twentieth century debates.
156 Vasterling, 2007b.
157 For an account of the contextually dependent relation between the representative and critical moments of
understanding and judging, see Vasterling, 2007b.
158 LKPP, 43.
159 On ‘enlarged mentality’ also see LOM I. Cf. Herzog, 2002, 85.
160 Young, 1997, 359.
161 Cf. Villa, 1992, 296: impartiality is non-objective and is concerned with communicability
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situations and involvements162 and hence a suppression of plurality. Also, impartiality is not
dependent upon imagination alone, but also upon critical reflection. Note that the
hermeneutic process has come full circle here, since we are now able to make visible and
articulate the meaning of the original phenomenon we started to study.
Like postmodernists, Arendt questions the scientistic ideal of objectivity and
impartiality. But unlike them, this does not lead her to a wholesale or radical relativist
rejection of this ideal, but to the development of an alternative normative criterion for
sound political understanding and judgment.

5. Challenging scientism and metaphysics
In the preceding sections, I have already touched upon Arendt’s criticism of conventional
methods in the empirical social sciences and the humanities several times. In this section, I
want to discuss this criticism somewhat more systematically and in detail.
The topics Arendt is interested in are political phenomena, such as events, incidents
and facts which make up the world of appearances. As a phenomenologist, Arendt is
interested in the typical or exemplary experiences of the political: new events and facts that
emerge as a consequence of human actions and words. She approaches them in a typically
hermeneutic fashion, which means she is oriented towards the interpretation of the
meaning of phenomena. As such, her approach is opposed to the pursuit of the discovery
of causes or motives, patterns, processes, forces, laws or trends, in short, regularities and
necessities, in the realm of the human affairs.163 Such regularities, Arendt held, are mostly
made, i.e. imposed upon events through induction from observed data. Roughly two
methods stand out. Scholars in the humanities, i.e. in historiography or philosophy, tend to
derive regularities through conceptual generalization and logical argumentation: ‘deducing,
inducing and drawing conclusions’, whilst obeying the principles of non-contradiction and
inner consistency.164 Social scientists on the other hand often apply quantitative
methodological tools to measure and process data, such as statistical analysis or, more
recently, computer modeling. In both domains of the sciences, despite numerous
deconstructions of absolute objectivity in contemporary philosophy, many scholars still
As the original Kantian notion of erweiterte Denkungsart implies. Arendt borrows the concept of erweiterte
Denkungsart from Kant’s Kritik der Urteilskraft, but in fact transforms and radicalizes it. For Kant, erweiterte
Denkungsart refers to an abstracted, universalized position; for Arendt, on the contrary, it refers to the
particular perspectives of particular people.
163 ‘The concept of history’, BPF, 60-65.
164 Arendt in particular abhorred Hobbes’ geometrical method of ‘reckoning of consequences’. See chapter 3.
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implicitly and unwittingly appear to adhere to the Archimedian ideal of the scholar as an
external observer vis-à-vis her object of investigation in order to accomplish objectivity.
In Arendt’s view, both methods, if used uncritically and one-sidedly, are deficient
ways of approaching the human affairs. They do not do justice to the unique occurrence of
phenomena by forcing them in the mold of either a cause-and-effect model (reductionism)
or of patterns and laws which determine the course of human history and from which
predictions about the future can be derived (determinism). Such generalizations and
categorizations, Arendts argues, obliterate that which makes any phenomenon concrete
and unique, in other words, its inherent meaning, significance or meaningfulness.165
Illuminative is her criticism of causal explanation in historiography. Causality, she writes, ‘is
an altogether alien and falsifying category in the historical sciences.’166 Contrary to what
Arendt suggests, causal explanation and quantitative measures may be relevant and
appropriate methods in the historical sciences, for example in the investigation of socioeconomic processes. Problems occur, however, when these methods are the only ones
used, or when they are applied one-sidedly and uncritically.
Not only does the actual meaning of every event always transcend any number of
past ‘causes’ which we may assign to it (...); this past itself comes into being only with
the event itself. Only when something irrevocable has happened can we even try to
trace its history backward. The event illuminates its own past, it can never be
deduced from it.167
She concludes: ‘Whoever in the historical sciences honestly believes in causality actually
denies the subject matter of his own science’, i.e. the event.168 Events are irrevocable and
unique, hence rare occurrences. Likewise, the social scientist conducting only statistical
analysis wipes out the event. Since the validity of statistical analysis depends on the size of
the measured population and on the length of the measured period - the larger the
numbers and the longer the periods, the more valid the outcome will be - that which is rare
is either filtered out as a deviation from the bulk or is lost in the statistical average. As a
consequence, Arendt contends, statistical analysis ‘signifies nothing less than the willful
obliteration of th[e] very subject matter [of the political and historical sciences], and it is a
hopeless enterprise to search for the meaning in politics or significance in history when

UP, 319-20. For Arendt’s criticism of generalization, see HC, 300; ‘The concept of history’, BPF, 60-65;
‘On violence’, CR, 109-10.
166 UP, 319.
167 On ‘processes’ and ‘patterns’, see UP, 319-20. Cf. BPF, 64-65 81; On ‘historical trends’, see OT, 1958,
482.
168 UP, 319.
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everything that is not everyday behaviour or automatic trends has been ruled out as
immaterial.’169
Examples of reductionist and determinist scholarship include, within the social
sciences, social Darwinism (which reduces human behavior to evolutionary causes), but
also more contemporary and generally accepted methods in empirical psychological
research which attempt to discover psychological motives for action and the laws
governing human behavior. Within sociology, large-scale quantitative surveys of human
actions are common.170 The main example of determinism in the humanities Arendt had in
mind is Hegel’s dialectical conception of history and Marxist philosophy of history, which
strives to find the historical laws of collective human behavior in the light of the theory of
historical materialism. Marx made predictions based on these dialectical laws of class
struggle: the logical necessity of the future proletarian revolution and the emergence of the
classless communist society.171 Hegel’s ‘ruse of reason’ (List der Vernunft) is another case in
point. In his view, history unfolds inevitably and according to unwavering dialectical laws,
in the direction of its final aim: the self-realization of Spirit (Geist). This takes place behind
the backs of its agents, who often do not notice the true course of history in the apparent
disorder and multiplicity of events.
In Arendt’s view, these methodological commitments may lead to ideological
constructions. In the empirical social sciences these constructions comprise scientistic or
positivist approaches, for example behaviorism or some contemporary forms of social
Darwinism172; in the humanities metaphysical approaches, such as the ones reflected in the
metaphysical prejudices and the metaphysical fallacies173. Both scientism and metaphysics
are methodological constructions which obscure reality, because they impose a theoretical
construction on human reality. Arendt more generally defines ideology as ‘-isms which to
the satisfaction of their adherents can explain everything and every occurrence by deducing
it from a single premise.’174 Also, ideologies claim complete internal consistency. Such
consistency, Arendt says, ‘exists nowhere in the realm of reality’.175 The working principle
of any ideology is the ‘self-coercive force of logical deduction’, since, as Arendt puts it,
ideologies confine people to ‘the strait jacket of logic with which man can force himself
HC, 42-43.
Additionally, Arendt, anticipating on Foucault’s work, acknowledged the compulsion towards
normalization the social sciences exert, in HC and ‘On violence’, CR.
171 For Arendt’s methodological critique of Marx, see Canovan, 1992, 94-95.
172 Luban, 1983, 216; Luban, however speaks of science as such; I think positivism or scientism is more
adequate, since not all forms of science are scientistic.
173 Vollrath, 1979a, 27; cf. 29, 35-36.
174 OT, 468.
175 OT, 471.
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almost as violently as he is forced by some outside power.’176 Arendt is worried that by
creating consistent systems substituting for reality, ideologies effectively eliminate attention
and commitment to the phenomena themselves, as they appear. By looking for similarities
between as many different cases as possible in order to formulate general laws, historians
are susceptible to what Benhabib has called ‘the pitfall of analogical thinking’177. By ruling
out the unprecedented and unfamiliar, they tend to rob events and facts of their
uniqueness, contingency and newness. As such, they affect our sense of the real. There are
different degrees to this: from the a-historical perspective generated by scientistic and
metaphysical generalization; through disdain to factuality,178 due to the simultaneous
contingency and immutability of facts179; up to a complete blindness to reality in totalitarian
regimes when ideology has entirely substituted for reality and has reduced the plurality of
human perspectives on the world to one: the ideological system which explains everything.
Apart from methodological problems, the ideologies of scientism and metaphysics
also pose political problems. The scientistic and metaphysical habit to orient oneself to
necessary, instead of contingent, truths and laws and to already existing and to be expected
patterns and regularities, suggest that ‘what has been will be again, what has been done will
be done again; there is nothing new under the sun’ (Ecclesiastes 1: 9-14) or in Lucretius’
words, eadem sunt omnia semper.180 To ignore the new means to relinquish the hope that the
status quo may change. ‘Within the framework of preconceived categories the crudest of
which is causality, events in the sense of something irrevocable never can happen; history
without events becomes the dead monotony of sameness, unfolded in time.’181 In turn, the
degradation of our susceptibility or sensibility to the new may lead to normalization;
turning the unknown, absurd, unacceptable and horrible into something commonplace,
ordinary, customary, familiar; up to neutralization and ruling out resistance. ‘[D]enying the
outrageous, deducing the unprecedented from precedents, or explaining phenomena by (...)
analogous generalities’ ensures that ‘the impact of reality and the shock of experience are
no longer felt.’182 Finally, this normalization leads to world alienation, to the severing of ties
binding concepts to reality and experience altogether.

OT, 470.
Cf. Benhabib, 1990, 184.
178 UP, 317.
179 See §3 on the contingency and immutability of facts.
180 UP, 320.
181 UP, 320.
182 OT, xiv.
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6. Misunderstandings: experience, facts and distinctions
Arendt’s work has raised a number of persistent and recurring objections and has caused
much confusion. Her appeal to experience and her appreciation of facts, some say, are
crudely empiricist or even positivist mistakes. Additionally, the salience of distinctions in
her work is often seen as a sign of a rigid essentialism. The distinctions between the private
and the public, on the one hand, the social and the political, on the other hand, in
particular are found offensive. In this section I will argue that these three objections are in
my view actually misunderstandings, which can be repaired by referring to the frequently
poorly understood hermeneutic-phenomenological context of Arendt’s work. Typical of
Arendt’s hermeneutic phenomenology is her appeal to experience, fact and the judging
activity of making distinctions. Moreover, I would claim, Arendt’s adherence to experience,
facts and concise distinctions is informed by sensible considerations of political
responsibility. Through repairing these common misunderstanding, I hope to rescue the
value of experience, of factuality and of making distinctions for critically and responsibly
studying the political.
Experience
As argued, for Arendt, understanding the meaning of political phenomena, facts and events
presupposes a phenomenological analysis of our lived experiences. Lived experience refers
to how we, human beings, live our lives, are involved in projects and interact with each
other. Far removed from the sense data of empiricists, lived experience is inherently
meaningful. There would be no lived experience if it were not meaningful. Because things
make sense to us, we are able to experience them, even to have experiences at all.
Experience is constituted by an implicit, pre-reflective understanding of phenomena, which
comes about through our practical dealings with them. However, the notion of experience
and the appeal to experience in theoretical debates, have fallen in disrepute since the 1970s
under the influence of postmodernism. Postmodernists criticize phenomenologists for
applying a strong or naively empiricist or scientistic conception of experience. Empiricism
here refers to the basic epistemological assumption that all knowledge is grounded in
experience, while experience is understood as perception or sense data. A strong empiricist
conception holds that experience is a pure source of knowledge which mirrors reality ‘out
there’, independent of language and interpretation, to which we can have immediate access.
Arendt is not an empiricist but on the contrary entertains a hermeneutic-phenomenological
notion of experience.183 This means, first, that for Arendt and other hermeneutic183

In the following, I will lean heavily on Stoller, 2005.
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phenomenologists, experience of phenomena always already contains an implicit
understanding of their meaning. We are always already somehow familiar with the things
we study. Experience does not, as empiricists have it, contain mere sense data, i.e. sensory
stimuli devoid of meaning. We are never merely passive receivers of sense data, but always
also actively taking part in the constitution of their meaning. The meaning of a
phenomenon is always its meaning for us.184 We always experience something as
something, for example as a political, private or social phenomenon (the ‘as-structure’ of
understanding).
Second, unlike strong empiricists, Arendt asserts that experience requires
interpretation. Although experiences are always already meaningful to us, this does not
imply that we start with an explicit understanding of their meaning. A hermeneuticphenomenological analysis of lived experience and the implicit understandings contained in
it, requires a critical reflective appropriation of their meaning. As explicated above,
attaining explicit understanding and valid judgments, according to the criterion of situated
impartiality, demands quite a lot of interpretative work on the part of the scholar.
Third, and finally, strong empiricists hold that experience expresses one true relation
to the world, for the subject’s experience mirrors and directly corresponds to the objective
world ‘out there’. Arendt, on the contrary, emphasizes the relational and perspectival
nature of lived experience. Her phenomenological method takes into account the way
phenomena appear to us. This puts the plural perspectives of the perceivers or spectators
central stage. As a consequence, it rejects the dualism of a perceiver and the object he or
she studies that empiricism presupposes. Also, for Arendt, plurality implies that there is
not, nor should there be, a single true relation to reality, but many; potentially as many as
the number of individuals involved.
Arendt’s criticism of scientism and metaphysics may in many ways be regarded as an
anticipation of postmodernism. Postmodernists, however, tend to be so radical in their
criticism of empiricism that they disqualify experience altogether and thus lose an
important and interesting methodological approach of, in this case, the political field.
Factuality
Arendt’s hermeneutic-phenomenological explication of experience avoids two equally
unfruitful intellectual positions regarding experience: strong empiricism and postmodernist
skepticism. By extension, Arendt rescues the importance of the factuality - for facts are
indeed the political concretization of phenomena - from, on the one hand, the strong or
naive empiricist assumption that facts are just given; and, on the other hand, the relativist
184

Cf. Vasterling, 2003, 154-55.
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postmodernist assumption that facts are merely constructions. For Arendt, facts are neither
given nor constructed, but they are the effect of human actions. Besides postmodernist
skepticism and scientism, a third position with respect to factuality is also relevant here: the
metaphysical tendency to ignore the contingency of facts - factual truths - in favor of
necessary truths.
Postmodernists rightly stress that facts are selected and interpreted. This, by itself,
does not require the disqualification of the notion of fact altogether, as some
postmodernists do. First, because non-scientistic, phenomenological conceptualizations of
factuality, which account for their invariably interpreted nature, are possible and indeed do
exist in Arendt’s work. And second, by renouncing the notion of fact altogether, one runs
the risk of losing normatively, i.e. politically, significant criteria, such as contained in the
distinction between fact and lie, on the one hand, and fact and fiction, on the other.
Getting to know and being true to the facts means informing oneself of the basic givens of
actual events or concrete states of affairs as they have occurred, such as: who attacked
whom and when?185 Such primary facts cannot simply be denied, ignored, disdained or
altered without committing either a lie, or engaging in absurdity, non-sense, fiction or
myth. Whoever asserts that Belgium invaded Germany in 1914, for instance, is lying, i.e.
violating the facts.186 Of course facts lend themselves to different interpretations something strong empiricists tend to overlook. Interpretation starts with our selection of
relevant facts, followed by plural and often conflicting interpretations. The significance of
facts in the political sphere rests in their capacity to lend the human affairs relative stability
and durability, because they constitute a common reference point and thus enable the
sharing of the world. This especially occurs between conflicting parties, for it is with
respect to the same facts that conflicting parties typically disagree. Hence, facts constitute
the typical point of reference and subject matter of public deliberation.
Although facts are irrevocable and immutable once they have occurred, this
occurrence is at the same time also thoroughly contingent. Facts could not have happened
or have happened otherwise. This is something metaphysical thought, for example Hegel’s
dialectics which is geared to necessities in history, cannot accept and tries to eliminate.
Facts ‘carry no inherent truth within themselves, no necessity to be as they are. Factual
truths are never compellingly true.’187 It is, for example, an undeniable fact that in 2009 the
first black American president in history was elected. However, it was in no way necessary
that this happened; it could as well not have occurred at this moment, or even never at all.
It is exactly for this reason, according to Arendt, that it is so easy and tempting to distort
In this section, I rely heavily on Vasterling, 2011b and on Vollrath, 1979b.
Arendt’s own example.
187 ‘Lying in politics’, CR, 6.
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the facts, to manipulate them for purposes of propaganda or simply withhold them to
others. That a particular fact happened the way it happened is the only thing we can
establish. That is compellingly and necessarily true; not what it is that happened. For this
reason, facts are simultaneously hard and fragile. Facts are often unpredictable before they
happen. They typically do not present themselves in a consistent, orderly fashion or
structured according to a particular pattern. The meaning of a fact is usually not apparent
on first sight. Consequentially, facts require interpretation. Knowing the facts may not be a
sufficient, but it is a necessary condition for conducting good research, Arendt
maintained.188 She particularly warns for the danger that blindness to facts may lead to a
collective escape from reality. One of the examples she elaborates concerns the so-called
Pentagon papers. These revealed the ‘organized mendacity’ of the American government in
dealing with the war in Vietnam, that had brought about a ‘defactualized world’, like an
‘Alice-in-Wonderland atmosphere’189. ‘What caused the disastrous defeat of American
policies and armed intervention was (...) the willful, deliberate disregard of all facts,
historical, political, geographical, for more than twenty-five years’, reads the harsh
conclusion she draws.190
Discriminating and distinctions
At a conference in November 1972 on Arendt’s work at the University of Toronto, Mary
McCarthy remarked in the presence of Arendt herself:
This space that Hannah Arendt creates in her work and which one can walk into
with the great sense of walking through an arch into a liberated area and a great part
of it is occupied by definitions. Very close to the roots of Hannah Arendt’s thinking
is distinguo: ‘I distinguish this from that. I distinguish labor from work. I distinguish
fame from reputation.’ And so on. This is actually a medieval habit of thought. (...)
This habit of distinguishing is not popular in the modern world, where there is a kind
of verbal blur surrounding most discourse. And if Hannah Arendt arouses hostility,
one reason is because the possibility of making distinctions is not available to the
ordinary reader. But to go back to the distinctions themselves - I would say that each
one within this liberated area, within this free space - each distinction was like a little
house. And, let us say, fame is living in its little house with its architecture, and
reputation is living in another. So that all this space created by her is actually
furnished.191
See ‘Truth and politics’, BPF; ‘Lying in politics’, CR and ‘Terror and ideology’, OT.
‘Lying in politics’, 20-21.
190 ‘Lying in Politics’, 32. Cf. OT, viii; MDT, 20; UP, 317.
191 Arendt, ‘On Arendt’, 1979, 337.
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Arendt responded as follows:
It is perfectly true what you say about distinctions. I always start anything - I don’t
like to know too well what I am doing - I always start anything by saying, ‘A and B
are not the same’. And this, of course, comes right out of Aristotle. And for you, it
comes out of Aquinas, who also did the same.192
Discriminations, indeed, are an important feature of Arendt’s phenomenological analyses.
Understanding and judging essentially consist in discriminating: ‘Dies ist so und nicht
anders.’193 They bring out the specificity of distinct phenomena. The capacity to
discriminate is also closely connected to the capacity to recognize the facts that I described
previously. Part of the phenomenological approach of analyzing and understanding
phenomena consists in a focus on details and particularities. Such a careful analysis requires
discrimination, instead of generalization.
Her phenomenological sensibility to the particular, the unique and the
unprecedented, leads Arendt to argue that the essence of an event or state of affairs consist
in its ‘phenomenal difference’, i.e. in those qualities which distinguish it from other events
or states of affairs.194 This belief is grounded in a firm anti-reductionism. Comparing and
pointing out similarities between phenomena, Arendt held, may be instructive, but can
never justify the reduction of one phenomenon to another. For this reason, she accentuates
the ‘distinct quality of what was actually happening’ rather than the ‘essential sameness’ of
different events.195 These phenomenal differences refer to differences of factuality.196
Discrimination is what it takes to describe as precisely and meticulously as possible a
particular phenomenon. It is essential for Arendt as a hermeneutical phenomenologist of
the political to be loyal to how and as what things themselves (die Sachen selbst) appear and
show themselves. Phenomena, strictly speaking, are never the same. Strict identity does not
exist or occur in nature, nor in history, because nature and history are dynamic and
contingent. Arendt’s discriminating is meant as the exact opposite of generalizing. We
should be very careful to generalize with respect to the human affairs, both past and
present. ‘My chief quarrel with the present state of the historical and political sciences is
their growing incapacity for making distinctions,’ Arendt writes.
Terms like nationalism, imperialism, totalitarianism, etc., are used indiscriminately for
all kinds of political phenomena (...) and none of them is any longer understood with
its particular historical background. The result is a generalization in which the words
Arendt, ‘On Arendt’, 1979, 338.
Vollrath, 1979b, 101.
194 ‘A reply’, EU, 405.
195 ‘A reply’, EU, 404-05.
196 Vollrath, 1977, 173-74.
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themselves lose all meaning. (...) This kind of confusion - where everything distinct
disappears and everything that is new and shocking is (not explained but) explained
away through drawing some analogies or reducing it to a previously known chain of
causes and influences - seems to me to be the hallmark of the modern historical and
political sciences.197
By making distinctions, Arendt opposes certain trends within the social sciences, most
notably quantitative research. More particularly she has a keen eye for concepts that have
gradually come to cover up and hence blur phenomenal differences. For example, although
labor and work are phenomenally distinct, Arendt argues, this distinction has been lost in
all European languages. Over time, the words and concepts have been amalgamated and
come to be used synonymously.198 Only stories can reveal the distinctness of these
phenomena.
It is important to note that distinguishing between experiences does not mean
separating them for Arendt.199 For example, although she distinguishes between who and
what we are, Arendt did not think that who we are is completely independent from what
we are.200 The same goes for the distinction between the social and the political. Arendt
never thought that social matters do not play a role in the political.201 The many paradoxes
in her thought are a good example of this feature of distinctions, for paradoxes contain
different experiences that are nonetheless not separate but related.

Finally: Zu den Sachen selbst! and the broken thread of tradition
Arendt’s adherence to the phenomenological motto Zu den Sachen selbst! implies the stance
of the scholar-as-engaged-spectator. Cultivating an ethos of commitment to events, s/he
critically examines and brackets her prejudices and opens herself up to the newness of
phenomena. As decisive as its phenomenological inspiration is its historical and political
background. Arendt’s rejection of metaphysical and scientistic method refers to a deep and
acutely felt sense that ‘the thread of tradition is broken’.202 Here, form, or method, and
‘A reply’, EU, 407.
Cf. Young-Bruehl, 1982, 405; Taminiaux, 1999, 43.
199 For this reason, I use the term ‘distinction’ for Arendt’s method and ‘dualism’ for the metaphysical and
scientistic method. While distinctions preserve the relation between different experiences, dualisms separate
them. On metaphysical and scientistic dualism, see the conclusion of chapter 2.
200 I will explain the what and the who and the distinction between the two in chapter 2.
201 In chapter 8, I will suggest we regard them as two perspectives on an issue, which relate like a Gestaltswitch.
202 The phrase ‘The thread of tradition is broken’ occurs in LOM I, 212; cf. ‘Preface’, BPF; UP, 310-11, 321.
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content of her work coincide. The ascent of totalitarianism had accomplished a decisive
rupture with tradition. This fact confronts historiography with the methodological
challenge of writing about the unprecedented.203 Tradition is no longer accessible to us in
the sense that norms, measures, standards and yardsticks that are handed down, no longer
apply and do no longer provide adequate frames of reference for understanding the
meaning of contemporary problems and phenomena. Gradually, they become
anachronisms: ‘‘the pillars of the best-known truths’... today lie shattered’.204 Arendt does
not just regret this fact. The loss of tradition also opens up a space for a new type of
research ‘that needs no pillars and props, no standards or tradition to move freely over
unfamiliar terrain’.205 As such, it enables ‘free thinking which employs neither history nor
coercive logic as crutches’206, in short, ‘thinking without banisters’. The rupture of tradition
therefore also provides an opportunity to regain a sense of reality, to see with ‘von der
Philosophie ungetrübten Augen’.207 This means casting off the ballast of the metaphysical
tradition, which, as we have seen, fostered an ideological disengagement from reality.

Dianna Taylor, 2004; Benhabib, 1990; Disch, 1994, 144. Cf. Luban, 1983, 241-42 on the differences
between ancient and modern narratives.
204 MDT, 10. Arendt quotes Lessing here.
205 MDT, 10.
206 MDT, 8.
207 ZP, 45.
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Chapter 2
Phenomenological anthropology

In the present chapter I will address Arendt’s phenomenological challenge of and
alternative for the scientistic and metaphysical conceptions of human existence in terms of
human nature and subject status. I will put, as it were, flesh to the bones and give a more
substantial account of Arendt’s phenomenological method. Since Arendt’s hermeneuticphenomenological approach of the political is first and foremost directed at understanding
the worldliness of human existence, I will present it as an existential phenomenology or
phenomenological anthropology of the political. The key presupposition of Arendt’s
anthropology is that human existence is above all worldly existence. We are situated in the
world, which means that we are both shaping and shaped by the world, which is public,
visible and common to all. Arendt shares Heidegger’s understanding of ‘being-in-theworld’, though putting a much stronger emphasis on being-in-the-world-with-differentothers, that is, on human plurality. Arendt regards the world as the material and immaterial
dwelling place for human beings on earth and, as such, both content and context of human
existence.
Arendt’s phenomenological anthropology challenges metaphysical and scientistic
definitions of a universal and eternal human nature. Such a human essence or nature
transcending history and geography is called the ‘subject’, ‘self’, or ‘Man’. In the
metaphysical tradition, Man is typically regarded as rational and sometimes compassionate
(Rousseau), as universal due to our common rationality and sovereign1. The life sciences,
neurosciences and social sciences, including sociology, psychology, economics and law,
have developed a whole range of widely divergent definitions of human nature, which suit
the purposes of explanation and prediction of human behavior. Significant examples
include, in economic science, homo economicus, which refers to man as behaving selfinterestedly and for this purpose acts rationally and calculatingly; a drive machine (Freud); a
computer or robot-like collection of neurological mechanisms and biochemical processes
Today, the ‘sovereign self’ is often called the ‘atomistic’, ‘unencumbered’ or ‘monological’ self, for example
in the work of communitarians like Charles Taylor, 1992 and in feminist philosophers like Seyla Benhabib,
1992b. By ‘sovereignty’ I mean radical autonomy or autarky or complete authorship with respect to one’s life.
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(cognitive sciences, neurosciences, robotics); bipedal primates of the species homo sapiens
(life-sciences); social beings or bearers of social roles (sociology); bearer of human dignity
(law); animal symbolicon; God’s creation, etc. If used as absolute, conclusive and
comprehensive models for the explanation and prediction of human behavior, such
definitions are scientistic. Scientistic definitions of human nature are reductionist because
they generalize specific explanatory accounts, thereby reducing the differentiated
complexity of human life to a single feature or a few traits.
The purpose of this chapter is to reconstruct Arendt’s phenomenological
anthropology and to argue how it challenges the essentialism or naturalism of the
metaphysical tradition in particular. Following from her reflections on the totalitarian
experience, I will argue, Arendt’s existential anthropology is an excellent example of the
experience-based political research, the method of which I sketched in chapter 1. I will
therefore start with a discussion of her analysis of the totalitarian experience of loss of
world (§1). This analysis, I will argue, informed the development of her existential
phenomenology of the worldly human condition. The loss of world, the experiential
counterpart of what is from an external perspective a destruction of world, taught her to
appreciate what is at stake, experientially and politically, in maintaining the world and in
taking human beings as worldly beings in the first place. Next, I will discuss the
development of the more systematic phenomenological anthropological frame in The human
condition (§2). After my discussion of Arendt’s phenomenological anthropology from the
perspective of the experiencing person in the first two sections, I will change perspectives
in §3 and take a closer look at the environment, reality, in which the person finds herself.
For this purpose, I will reconstruct Arendt’s phenomenological topology of reality,
consisting in nature, the material world and the intersubjective world. §4 will focus on the
relation between the condition of plurality and the world that yields a particularly
intersubjective phenomenological anthropology. In conclusion, I will briefly summarize the
position of Arendt’s hermeneutic and anthropological phenomenology of the political in
relation to phenomenology, metaphysics, empiricism and postmodernism. I will make
some concluding remarks on the various ways in which Arendt, most of the time implicitly,
deconstructs metaphysics and scientism both methodologically and anthropologically.
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1. Anthropological starting point: the totalitarian experience
I consider The Origins of Totalitarianism as an analysis of the existential meaning of
totalitarianism, or in other words, of the totalitarian experience.2 What makes
totalitarianism an unprecedented phenomenon, Arendt held, is that it puts at stake human
existence and human experience itself. By means of an analysis of those aspects of human
existence totalitarianism disables, The origins of totalitarianism offers clues to a diagnosis of
the political human condition.
The people who were deported to the death camps from 1942, were exposed to the
ultimate ‘experiment’3 in the annihilation of individuals’ personality. The individual with a
unique life story is reduced to his or her physiological functions, i.e. to mere organic or
bare life. This process of what I call ‘naturalization’ or ‘natural reduction’, passed through
three phases. First, Arendt writes, one is deprived of one’s juridical personality; then of
one’s moral personality; and finally of one’s unique individuality and spontaneity.
Totalitarianism aspires the extermination of irreducible human spontaneity and
indeterminacy. What one is left with when, indeed, individuals’ spontaneity has been
annihilated, are no more than ‘uncomplaining animals’4, interchangeable ‘bundles of
reactions’5 and ‘ghastly marionettes with human faces, which all behave like the dog in
Pavlov’s experiments’6. ‘Actually the experience of the concentration camps does show that
human beings can be transformed into specimens of the human animal’, Arendt notes.7
From this observation, Arendt draws the following conclusion: ‘[H]uman ‘nature’ is only
‘human’ insofar as it opens up to man the possibility of becoming something highly
unnatural, that is, a man.’8 The 20th century had witnessed this natural reduction before.
Arendt describes the fate of millions of people in interwar Europe who had become
stateless after the disintegration of the former multi-ethnic empires and as a consequence
could turn nowhere and to no one. Similar to the fate of deported Jews some decennia
later, whose juridical personalities were seized at the gates of Auschwitz, the stateless were
deprived of their national citizenship and hence of their claims to any rights whatsoever

In particular the sections ‘Total domination’ (437-59); and chapter 13, ‘Ideology and terror’ (460-82) are
exemplary for this reading.
3 Arendt describes the camps as the ‘laboratories’ for the experiment showing that ‘everything is possible’
(OT, 437).
4 OT, 439.
5 OT, 438.
6 OT, 455.
7 OT, 455.
8 OT, 455.
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and had in fact only kept their organic life.9 Likewise, the refugees of the Third Reich,
including Arendt herself, who managed to flee Germany and occupied Europe in the years
preceding the Endlösung, were robbed of their citizenship. The true catastrophe of being an
outlaw resides in being reduced to one’s natural state. This reduction implies the
destruction of the world as well. The destruction or loss of world is tied to the ‘basic
experience in the living-together of men’10 under (pre-)totalitarian conditions, which
Arendt calls either superfluousness, or organized or mass isolation. The totalitarian
experience taught Arendt that people need both temporary solitude, and a shared worldly
space of being-together.11 Solitude turns into the pathological condition of isolation when
the common world that secures being-together is destroyed and people thus become
distinct without being together.12 This is what happens under totalitarian conditions. She
describes this experience as that of ‘not belonging to the world at all’, which is, she adds,
‘among the most radical and desperate experiences of man’.13 Arendt demonstrates that
during the 19th and the 20th centuries ever more groups of people in the industrialized
European countries were made or declared superfluous as a consequence of a number of
social, economic and political mechanisms. This experience of redundancy made up one of
the prerequisites for the emergence of imperialism and the crimes perpetrated in the
overseas colonies, especially ‘the scramble for Africa’.14 Superfluous people, Arendt asserts,
are capable of doing anything when they are thrown back upon themselves in a world
unknown to them and in which the domestic moral rules no longer apply. ‘Anything,
anything can be done in this country’.15 There is no account which captures this insight in
the experience of Empire as accurately as the story of the corruption of imperialist Captain
Kurtz in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of darkness (1902).
He had taken a high seat amongst the devils of the land. (...) You can’t understand.
How could you? - with solid pavement under your feet, surrounded by kind
neighbours ready to cheer you or to fall on you, stepping delicately between the
I will elaborate this argument in chapter 7.
OT, 474.
11 I use the term ‘being-together’, to avoid confusion with the term ‘society’. With ‘being-together’ I want to
refer to the political bond between citizens, where for Arendt society or the social is exactly not political. For
the distinction between the social and the political, see Introduction Part III and chapter 8.
12 Similarly, Arendt concluded that being-together turns into fusion, when people are together without being
distinct. I will call this the paradox of isolation and fusion in §4 of this chapter and in the Introduction to part
II.
13 OT, 475.
14 Race-thinking constituted another prerequisite according to Arendt. Never did she suggest a mono-causal
explanation for imperialism, for reasons discussed in chapter 1.
15 Conrad, 1983 [1902], 64.
9
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butcher and the policeman, in the holy terror of scandal and gallows and lunatic
asylums - how can you imagine what particular region of the first ages a man’s
untrammelled feet may take him into by the way of solitude - utter solitude without a
policeman - by the way of silence - utter silence, where no warning voice of a kind
neighbour can be heard whispering of public opinion? These little things make all the
great difference.16
The essence of the experience of superfluousness is being uprooted and loosing a stabile
point of reference that people share. Conrad’s Captain Kurtz is the perfect embodiment of
this experience:
There was nothing either above or below him (...). He had kicked himself loose of
the earth. Confound the man! He had kicked the very earth to pieces.17
Since superfluous people do not inhabit a place in the world, they no longer have access to
the framework that is anchored in the common world and which provides individuals with
a shared perspective. As a consequence, they are extremely susceptible to ideological
manipulation, because they potentially believe anything and anyone.
Although periodic solitude is ‘a fundamental experience of human life’18, unmitigated
isolation is unbearable. Through instilling fear, totalitarianism destroys ‘the togetherness of
men’19, i.e. human plurality. It isolates people against each other and replaces it by the mere
presence of others. The result is powerlessness, that is, the loss of the capacity of
concerted, associative and plural action and ‘the destruction of rapports, the drying up of
the whole sphere of human relationships, the ‘quiet of the cemetery and the desert’’.20
Isolation and superfluousness are the result of a potent and destructive mixture of
terror and ideology, the two elements of any totalitarian system. Ideology is the principle of
action of totalitarianism.21 Totalitarian ideologies claim a total, absolute explanation of
reality. This explanation is derived from only one idea, for example ‘race’, which constitutes
its basic given premise. Totalitarian ideology is not interested in reality as experienced,
Arendt argues, but projects an idea, an absolute, rational truth, which is presented as ‘the
key to history or the solution to the riddles of the universe’22, onto history and nature and
coerces reality to conform to its rules. As such, ideology achieves ‘emancipation from the

Conrad, 1983 [1902], 85-86.
Conrad, 1983 [1902], 107.
18 OT, 475.
19 ‘Montesquieu’s revision of the tradition’, PP, 69.
20 Arendt, ‘Montesquieu, Charles de Secondat, baron de’, 1955, archive number 024192.
21 OT, 457-74.
22 OT, 457-58.
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reality that we perceive with our five senses’23 and replaces it with a kind of ‘supersense’24,
which is in fact synonymous with ‘non-sense’25. By asserting a single rational truth as the
explanation of reality as a whole, totalitarian ideology annuls the plurality of perspectives
people have on the world and their sense of reality and freedom.
Totalitarian terror achieves the same, through the application of various instrument
of violence. Apparently innocuous legal measures are applied, such as de-juridification and
de-nationalization, but violence is also directly perpetrated upon the body through
persecution, expulsion or deportation, imprisonment and annihilation in concentration
camps). Arendt describes the loss of world totalitarian terror in general brings about, as the
destruction of the space between people and hence of freedom:
[Terror] substitute[s] for the boundaries and channels of communication between
individual men a band of iron which holds them so tightly together that it is as
though their plurality has disappeared into One Man of gigantic dimensions. (…) By
pressing men against each other, total terror destroys the space between them.26
This space between people is ‘the living space of freedom’27, which requires protection by
law, that is, positive, man-made, law. This is exactly what totalitarian governments abolish.
This means, Arendt says, that laws lose their role and meaning as ‘stabilizing factors for the
ever changing movements of men’28 and as frameworks of stability within which action can
take place. In tandem, terror and ideology destroy the plurality of human perspectives as
expressed in judgments, opinions, stories, etc., by treating individuals ‘as if all of humanity
were just one individual’29. As a consequence, totalitarianism destroys worlds, as Arendt
was to show most impressively in her report of the trial of Eichmann in 1963. What made
the crimes the Nazi regime perpetrated unprecedented, Arendt argued, was their ‘attack
upon human diversity as such’30, because the Endlösung pursued the physical extermination
of the entire Jewish people.31 Then ‘the new crime, the crime against humanity - in the

OT, 470.
OT, 470-73.
25 OT, 457-58.
26 OT, 465-66; cf. MDT, 31.
27 OT, 466.
28 OT, 463.
29 OT, 438.
30 EJ, 268-69.
31 The reason why the crimes Eichmann committed could not be captured by any previously known crime,
such as ‘crime against the Jewish people’; anti-Semitism being as old as mankind himself. ‘Only the choice of
victims, not the nature of the crime could be derived from the long history of Jew-hatred and anti-Semitism.’
(EJ, 269).
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sense of a crime ‘against the human status’, or against the very nature of mankind appeared.’32
Now, what is lost in the totalitarian experience of loss of world? This is an important
question, if we are interested in the non-pathological political human condition. It is my
suggestion that Arendt learned about the latter through a via negativa. She saw the human
condition as the mirror image of the totalitarian experience. First, people who are deprived
of their rights and are reduced to biological life, reveal the very condition of political life,
which is sharing a world with others, ‘which is the result of our common and coordinated
effort.’33 What terror and ideology destroy in tandem is the artificial dimension of human
being-together, i.e. the law and the political community, which human beings create by
mutually granting each other rights and duties. Politically, a loss of world means a loss of a
lawful, political community, which offers stabile juridical institutions and a stage where
people interact. In interaction, people shape their lives and show who they are. Without
membership in such a community, i.e. without civil and human rights, one is deprived of ‘a
place in the world which makes opinions significant and actions effective.’34 Arendt argues
that the fate of stateless people reveals that the loss of world refers to the existential level
of lived experience or of our sense of belonging to a particular political community, as
distinguished from juridical abstractions such as the loss of nationality, citizenship or
human rights. What is at stake are (relative) stability and legal protection.
Second, totalitarianism destroys a less tangible though equally important quality of
human existence and being-together, which is the human plurality of stories, judgments
and opinions. More concretely, at stake are the world’s commonality, its meaningfulness, its
reality and freedom.35 The fear totalitarian terror induces isolates people against each other;
totalitarian ideology wipes out the articulation of various perspectives, stories, opinions,
and judgments on the same reality upon which the existence of a common world is
dependent. Notice that isolation for Arendt refers to a lack of difference from others and
being too close to them, rather than to a mere absence of others or to being too distant
from them. By disabling discourse between people, totalitarian isolation subsequently
destroys meaningfulness which in Arendt’s view is not a function of a transcendent extrahuman source, such as God, Nature or the laws of History. Nor, however, is it the product
of human intentions or motives. It is generated intersubjectively, in the interaction between
EJ, 268.
OT, 302.
34 OT, 296. More exactly: the ‘right to action’ and the ‘right to speech’ (OT, 296); however, it may be inferred
from the immediate context of these phrases that ‘right’ in these instances is not to be taken in any positive
juridical sense. ‘Right’ here means: having the possibility of access to.
35 Vasterling, 2002, 158-60.
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people, that is, in the space between them. Ultimately, isolation undermines one’s sense of
self and sense of reality. Apparently, we cannot maintain our sense of self very long outside
the company of others, i.e. others who, as a rule, are really different from us due to the fact
of plurality. Reality, our sense of realness of the external world as well as of our own selves,
is intersubjective. It depends on sharing a world with others. To maintain a sense of self,
we need the recognition of others who are embedded in a world we share with them.
‘[O]ne’s own self (...) can be realized in solitude, but confirmed in its identity only by the
trusting and trustworthy company of my equals.’36
It is this shared world that makes it possible for us to distinguish self from other, fact
from fantasy. This shared world is threatened (...) by withdrawal into a fantasy world
in which only the self and eventually only a fantasy of the self – for a self cannot
sustain itself as a self for very long in isolation – and the fantasy world it invents
exist. (...) [W]ithout a world that is a shared reality there is no self, no other, no
humanity. There is only fantasy, mechanics, logic, and repetition without meaning.
(...) Only when there are political conditions which make it possible for others to
oppose our fantasy, to question our claims, to resist our view of the world by
opposing theirs to it, only when there is a voice that can say ‘but the king has no
clothes’ and be heard, can there be intersubjectivity and thus subjectivity and not
mere delusion.37
Even our ‘sense of the reality’38 of the external world is dependent upon the confirmation
of others. Without a shared world, people are left to a sense of unreality, perhaps best
compared to the experience of dreaming or sleepwalking. The world, then, has become
one-dimensional or uniform.
Only where things can be seen in a variety of aspects without changing their identity,
so that those who are gathered around them see sameness in utter diversity, can
worldly reality truly and reliably appear. (…) Under the conditions of a common
world, reality is not guaranteed by the ‘common nature’ of all men who constitute it,
but rather by the fact that, differences of position and the resulting variety of
perspectives notwithstanding, everybody is always concerned with the same object.39
Only the experience of sharing a world with equal others who both recognize us and our
place in that world, ensures that we acquire a sense of reality: ‘the presence of others, who
see and hear what we hear assures us of the reality of the world and of ourselves.’40 Stories,
OT, 475.
Meehan, 2002, 186, 191.
38 HC, 208.
39 HC, 57-58.
40 HC, 50; cf. OT, 477 and HC, 208.
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opinions and judgments, which presuppose the presence of others, play a constitutive role
as they confer the quality of reality on the intersubjective, immaterial, and therefore highly
fragile, aspect of the world.41 Totalitarian ideology, including propaganda, affects the very
roots of reality, since it teaches us to distrust our sense perception and common sense.
Conrad’s Heart of darkness again powerfully clarifies the protagonists’ sense of ‘weird
unreality’, alienation and narrowing of awareness and the illusion of being lost in a shadow
world, insulated from the rest of the world:
The rest of the world was nowhere, as far as our eyes and our ears were concerned.
Just nowhere. Gone, disappeared; without leaving a whisper or a shadow behind.42
Arendt describes the extermination camps as dream-like, or rather nightmarish. ‘All the
conditions which make a world real were absent; there were no consequences connected to
actions, no recognition of individuality, no intelligible meaning to events, nothing that
made sense because there was no world that could be shared.’43
Finally, totalitarianism aspires to destroy human spontaneity, the human capacity to
start something unexpected and unprecedented that Arendt later identified as the principle
of freedom. Spontaneity is destroyed both in the laboratories of the totalitarian experiment,
the camps, and through the logic of ideology, the tyranny of logical deduction and a truth
that purports to explain everything.

2. Arendt’s phenomenology of the vita activa
Arendt’s phenomenological anthropology is, I suggest, rooted in her reflections on the
totalitarian experience. It made her discover the importance of especially human plurality
and natality and provoked a deep distrust with respect to metaphysical and scientistic
conceptions of a universal human nature.44 Instead, she asks how different human activities
each in their own way contribute to the establishment of a human world and which the
conditions are for these contributions.45 Arendt’s analysis focuses upon the way in which
human experience and existence is shaped in relation to a number of conditions;
respectively life itself, worldliness, plurality and natality. Human conditions are features of
the common human situation. Together they constitute the coordinates within which
human existence unfolds. They combine naturally given circumstances with conditions
Vasterling, 2002, 158-60.
Conrad, 1983 [1902], 74.
43 Meehan, 2002, 191.
44 HC, 10, 193.
45 Vollrath, 1979a, 35.
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human beings create themselves in a bidirectional mode: they determine human existence
and are determined by it in return.46 Human conditions comprise both prerequisites for
human existence, on the one hand, and determinations of human existence, on the other
hand. The first enables freedom; the latter constrains freedom, that is, the determinations
of human existence pose the limits within which freedom may be realized.47 In other
words, human beings and their natural and worldly environment are mutually conditional.
The human conditions point to the interaction between people and the common world
rather than to a common nature. Because of their conditioned existence, the relation
between human beings and their environment is circular, but, again, not in the way of a
vicious circle. Additionally, unlike the idea of human nature, a condition may or may not be
realized, depending on other conditions and circumstances. And unlike an essential
characteristic, a condition is not a causal mechanism or a one-way determination. By
opening up the horizon of the future, the human conditions preserve freedom. Notice that
the phenomenological background of the idea of conditionality ensures that conditions are
both constants of human experience and existence and historically variable in their
particular constellations and combinations: ‘in different historical periods, the terms are
differently connected, and the concepts men have of the terms vary with the different
connections.’48
Each of the human conditions is associated with particular activities which together
constitute the vita activa: labor, work and action; temporal modes, i.e. futility, durability and
fragility; and spatial modes, i.e. nature, the material world and the intersubjective world.
Also, each of the conditions is connected to a particular role human beings typically fulfill
from time to time or under a particular perspective: animal laborans, homo faber and citizen or
ζῷον πολιτικόν. Note that these are roles rather than particular, essentialist human types. I
will now discuss each of the human conditions in relation to the human activities, the
human spatial and temporal modes and the human roles, and sketch their respective
phenomenological background in the totalitarian experience.
The condition of life itself concerns our embodiment and our embeddedness in
earthly nature; the features of which are typically experienced as unchangeable and
necessary. This condition corresponds to the activity of labor, including care and
consumption, which serves production and reproduction, the maintenance of the human
organism. The natural needs of the human body are endless, forever recurring, cyclical and
continuous, and can never be satisfied definitively. For this reason, the temporality of life
itself is futility. The human role connected to the condition of life itself is animal laborans,
Krüger, 2007, 612.
Vollrath, 1979a, 34.
48 Young-Bruehl, 1982, 319-20.
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that is, humans in their capacity as laboring, caring and consuming beings. The condition
of life itself is a-political. As animal laborans, we are no more than replicas of the species
homo sapiens, that is, we are all the same, rather than equal, and lack the unique identity that
distinguishes us from others. As a consequence, from the perspective of life itself, there is
no real being-together of distinct human beings, but rather the isolation of a homogenous
group which lacks the differences that enable being-together in the first place. Life itself is
embedded in nature. As such, it is not typically human, because it is not worldly. This
worldlessness, however, is of a temporary nature, for by far most people’s lives are not
entirely spent laboring, caring or consuming.
The imperial and totalitarian experience taught Arendt to appreciate, even to
celebrate, the artificiality of agreements, conventions and the law as protections against the
naturalization of human beings.49 The condition of worldliness refers to the man-made
environment required for raising a properly human existence. The sphere of humanly
constructed things, including institutions and the law, in short, the material world,
represents the element of utility in human existence. The material world comes into being
in the activity of work in the hands of homo faber. The reification and de-naturalization
which the human artifact inserts in the world, offers a stable foundation for human life that
protects humans against natural processes. Worldliness corresponds to the temporality of
durability, and although this durability is relative - man-made things are obviously subject
to decay - it is more stable than both nature and the immaterial human affairs which are
ephemeral as a matter of course. The notion of worldliness has, however, a broader
meaning, referring not only to the condition of the material world, but also to the human
embeddedness in the intersubjective world.50
Finally, the conditions of plurality and natality are associated with the human
activities of action and speech which bring about the immaterial, intersubjective space of
stories, opinions, judgments, relationships, etc. The rest of this section will be entirely
devoted to these conditions. Contrary to the tangibility of the material world, the
intersubjective world is an entirely immaterial space.51 It is the home of men-as-citizens, of
individuals as politically acting and speaking beings, ζῷον πολιτικόν. Action in Arendt’s
sense of the word can best be understood as interaction or participation. The temporal
mode of plurality is fragility, more particularly irreversibility, unpredictability and
uncontrollability. Deeds and words run the risk of not even surviving their own
HC, chapter IV; cf. Canovan, 1992, 108-10.
Hence I disagree with Canovan (1992) who restricts the meaning of world in Arendt’s work to its aspect of
objectivity and takes the public realm as more encompassing than world.
51 Instead of ‘intersubjective’, Jaeggi (1997) calls this dimension of world ‘communicative’ (which she, just like
me, distinguishes from the world of things, die Dingwelt.
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performance. Each act is marked by unpredictability due to plurality. Action is
unpredictable, because it is impossible to know for sure in advance what consequences it
will have. One never knows what one effects when acting, because of the fact no one is
ever the sole inhabitant of the world. Plurality also ensures that the effects of action and
speech cannot be undone; hence the feature of irreversibility. Due to plural nature of the
intersubjective world, the meaning of one’s deeds and words can never be secured or
guaranteed in advance. For this reason, action is dangerous; much more dangerous than
work and labor. Action, finally, is uncontrollable, because its outcome cannot be
controlled. We are incapable of determining if, what and how phenomena will develop.
One cannot completely control the outcome of action. Only when acting completely
solitarily, in the vacuum of a laboratory, could we at least hypothetically control the results
of our deeds. In real life, however, we will never find ourselves in such a situation, because
we always act in a plural world.52
Because of its uncontrollability, irreversibility and unpredictability, action is
contingent. Nothing that has happened was necessary; not that it happened, nor the way in
which it happened.53 The outcome of action lacks any necessity; it is never compelling.
Contingency is the condition of newness, of action as beginning and initiative. As such,
contingency enables freedom.54 I will return to this issue below, in my discussion of the
condition of natality.
Plurality is not just a description of human reality, but it is also has normative
meaning. At issue in the public sphere is first of all the protection and preservation of the
diversity of people. Plurality is crucial in Arendt’s intersubjective anthropology, her account
of human being-together-in-the world. The emphasis Arendt puts on speech is telling. This
human capacity is so closely connected to action that they seem to be near-identical: all
examples Arendt gives of action are in fact speech-acts. The closest Arendt comes to a
definition of human nature is by singling out the capacity of speech, ‘[d]as, was an einem
Menschen das Flüchtigste und doch zugleich das größte ist’.55 Human beings, Arendt
asserts, can neither be defined as rational beings, nor, for that matter, as emotionally
sensitive or compassionate beings, as Rousseau has it. If something could be predicated of
HC, 234. The rest of the sentence reads: ‘and not, as the tradition since Plato holds, because of man’s
limited strength, which makes him depend upon the help of others.’
53 Vollrath, 1979b, 93.
54 Vasterling argues that contingency is the necessary though not sufficient condition of newness and
freedom. It is not sufficient, for human action always has unpredictable, but not always new outcomes.
Action always brings about change, but change does not always imply a new beginning (Vasterling, 2011a)
55 ‘that which is most volatile, yet simultaneously most grandiose in a human being’, funeral oratory for
Jaspers, March 4, 1969, Köhler und Saner, 1985, 719-20.
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human beings at all, it would be that they are ‘speaking animals’, ζῷον λόγον ἔχον.56 And
speech only makes sense when used in company. Speech is neither natural nor universal,
since it withers away in protracted absence of the company of others. Speech is a worldly,
not a natural predicate of human existence, in that it withers away outside the context of
the world we share with others. Speech principally presupposes the presence of others,
unlike reason or feeling, which are monological and speechless.57 ‘The reason of man, like
man himself, is timid and cautious when left alone, and acquires firmness and confidence
in proportion to the number with which it is associated.’58
The ‘who’, the ‘what’ and the person’s life-story
In acting in public space and talking about a worldly issue, the person discloses who she is.
Arendt defines who we are as the ‘living essence’ of the person.59 What we are is the sum
of our objectifiable features; the properties an individual shares with many others, including
markers of collective identity, such as class, gender, ethnicity, etc. Who we are, on the
contrary, refers to our non-objectifiable unique and incomparable life-stories. Typical for
Arendt is that she relates the disclosure of the who to the person’s public appearance and
interaction. Interaction in public always also implies self-display, according to her.
Man express[es] [his] distinction [from others] and distinguish himself, and (...) he
can communicate himself and not merely something – thirst or hunger, affection or
hostility or fear.(…) Through [speech and action], men distinguish themselves instead of
being merely distinct; they are the modes in which human beings appear to each other, not
indeed as physical objects, but qua men.60
Who-ness is the typically human aspect of identity because of its dependence upon
speech and action which are reserved for human beings. Although animals also exhibit an
‘urge towards self-display’, only human beings in Arendt’s view turn self-display into ‘selfpresentation’ in deeds and words.61 Decisive is choice; the ‘active’, ‘conscious’ and
‘deliberative’ choice of how one ‘wishes’ to appear, ‘what to show and what to hide’ and of
what one thinks is ‘fit to be seen and what is not.’62 Unlike many contemporary
LOM I: 88; cf. HC, 178-79, among others.
Arendt, 1990, ‘Philosophy and politics’, 85.
58 The Federalist, No. 49, February 5, 1788. Its author is most likely James Madison. The first part of the
sentence is quoted in OR, 227, 22.
59 HC, 181.
60 HC, 176.
61 IN HC, the emphasis is on self-display, in LOM I on self-presentation. ‘In addition to the urge towards
self-display, by which living things fit themselves into a world of appearances, men also present themselves in
deed and word.’ (LOM I, 34).
62 LOM I, 34, 36.
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postmodernist scholars, Arendt asserts the existence of a doer behind the deed, provided
that ‘behind’ is not taken in the hierarchical sense of metaphysical two-world theories. It is
important, however, not to confuse the intentionality of initiative and choice with control.
Deliberate choice should not be confused with the illusion that ‘Man (…) has created
himself’.63 The who which appears is an epiphenomenon of our words and deeds rather
than a project, something we can manipulate, control and master completely. The doer
does not determine the meaning of her deeds, nor master her own appearance completely.
The disclosure of the who, Arendt warns, ‘can almost never be achieved as a willful
purpose, as though one possessed and could dispose of this ‘who’ in the same manner he
has and can dispose of his qualities.’64 Although I choose to make my appearance in deeds
and words, I cannot determine how others perceive my words and deeds. The meaning of
my words and who I am, are in the eyes of the beholder, that is, the spectator’s, due to the
plurality of the world. Arendt applies the metaphor of the δαίµων and the actor in a play
for the political agent in order to grasp this plural dimension of ‘who-ness’. Δαίµων in
Greek mythology, Arendt argues, is a divinity which ‘accompanies man throughout his life,
always looking over his shoulder from behind and thus visible only to those he
encounters.’65 Therefore, it is the person as it shows itself to others though it ‘always
remains hidden from the person himself’. Who we are constitutes our own blind spot since
we do not appear to ourselves directly as we do to others and others do to us.66 Or rather,
there is no person independent from or beyond appearing and being perceived by
spectators.67 The political actor or agent is not the author of her story. ‘[T]he stories, the
results of action and speech, reveal an agent, but this agent is not an author or producer.
Somebody began it and is its subject in the twofold sense of the word, namely its actor and
sufferer, but nobody is its author.’68
The who eventually defies definition, the determination of a list of one’s personal
traits, qualities, motives, preferences, one’s emotional make-up and the features of one’s

LOM I, 37.
HC, 179.
65 Arendt, 1987, ‘labor, work, action’, 40. In both Xenophon’s and Plato’s Apology, Socrates claimed to have a
δαιµόνιον, a small δαίµων, an inner guiding quasi-divine, though in fact fully secular, voice, that warned him
against mistakes but never told him what to do. However, this is actually more of an interior principle, what
Arendt calls conscience, than an apparent one. Actually, Arendt rather evokes the figure of the genius in
Roman mythology, a kind of personal guardian spirit, accompanying each person. Cf. HC, 179-80.
66 Visker, 2007, 40.
67 Cf. HC, 10-11, 178-88, 193, 206, 211.
68 HC, 184.
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social identities, such as being born then and there, as a child of that and that mother and
father, male or female, black or white, etc. Such features instead compose what one is.69
Motives and aims, no matter how pure or how grandiose, are never unique; like
psychological qualities, they are typical, characteristic of different types of persons.
Greatness, therefore, or the specific meaning of each deed, can lie only in the
performance itself and neither in its motivation nor its achievement.70
The person can never be reduced to what it is, neither on the level of the individual, nor
the level of the species homo sapiens, without losing what makes it most distinct. Such
objectification is exactly what happens in one-sided, absolute metaphysical or scientistic
definitions of human nature, for example animal rationale, a bundle of affects, a complex
ape, etc. Arendt compares the who with Greek oracles that ‘neither reveal nor hide in
words, but give manifest signs’71, namely in stories. This is the existential dimension of
narrativity.72 Stories have the potential to be faithful to the phenomenal nature of the
political, i.e. its character of appearance and disclosure. More exactly, stories are ‘the
outcome of action’73. Histories relate of acting people and their words and deeds, in the
process doing justice to the outside, the surface of the political, instead of hidden motives,
for example; and second, to individual experience. As a consequence, stories are political in
themselves, not just because their substance consists in political phenomena and events,
but also because they fit the nature of action as appearance and disclosure. If people
disclose who they are in action and speech, stories have the same disclosive effect. They are
the ‘phenomenal appearance on paper of political lives’74. Stories are not only media of
disclosure, but are in themselves a space of appearance, because people’s lives have to be
told and read, recognized by others. The appearing who is dynamic, for it exists only as
long as the performance and interaction last. The performing and interacting person
acquires a certain solidity in its biography. In Arendt’s conception of the hermeneutics of
the person, we do not have direct access to our own, current selves75; nor is this a true,
deep, inner or hidden self to be discovered by means of soul searching or introspection.
Having a story, in the sense of playing a part in one’s own life and subsequently being
noticed, recognized and remembered, procures appearance as a who.

HC, 179.
HC, 206; cf. OR, 96, 98.
71 HC, 182.
72 In chapter 1, I addressed its methodological aspect.
73 HC, 164.
74 Herzog, 2001, 187.
75 I guess this is one of the reasons for Arendt to speak of the heart’s darkness.
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Who somebody is or was we can know only by knowing the story of which he is
himself the hero — his biography, in other words; everything else we know of him, I
ncluding the work he may have produced and left behind, tells us only what he is or
was.76 This unchangeable identity of the person, though disclosing itself intangibly in
act and speech, become tangible only in the story of the actor’s and speaker’s life.77
Who we are is an effect of interaction and appearance in deeds and words, rather than of
an innate self or soul, and is therefore open-ended. This follows from Arendt’s
phenomenological foregrounding of appearance. Phenomenology focuses on lived
experience and is confined to the investigation of appearances, i.e. phenomena. The
question of Being, something which the metaphysical tradition postulated behind or
beyond appearance, is bracketed. And indeed, Arendt never wished to go behind
experience, to find its causes or its psychological origins, for example in an inner self.
Arendt’s argument to the effect that we cannot tell appearances from being, draws upon a
dismantling of the metaphysical fallacy of two-world theories.78 As argued, we only know
who we are through other’s perceptions, reflections and interpretations of our deeds and
words that result in stories. Moreover, as actors we ourselves do not have privileged access
to it. Arendt’s image of the δαίµων suggests that others know better whom we are than we
do ourselves. So the process of storytelling requires the person takes a somewhat distanced
perspective upon itself, in the view backwards. But more often, we learn about our selves
intersubjectively, through the view from outside, that is, through others’ views on our lives,
deeds and words.
What the storyteller narrates must necessarily be hidden from the actor himself, at
least as long as he is in the act or caught in the consequences, because to him the
meaningfulness of his act is not in the story that follows. Even though stories are the
inevitable results of action, it is not the actor but the storyteller who perceives and
‘makes’ the story.79
Ricoeur calls this ‘the opaqueness of any life-story for its ‘hero’’.80 We here see at play the
paradoxical relationship between determining and being determined that is inherent in the
phenomenological notion of human conditions.
The life-story proceeds as a compromise from the encounter between the events
initiated by man as the agent of action and the interplay of circumstances induced by
the web of human relationships.81
HC, 186.
HC, 193.
78 See chapter 1.
79 HC, 192.
80 Ricoeur, 1983, 67.
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Self-presentation and disclosive appearance do not imply the expression or outward
manifestation of an inner disposition, for example the soul or self. Disclosure does not
mean that I show or reveal an inner self, i.e. ‘something inside me that otherwise would not
appear at all’82. The dualism between the subject’s supposed inner life and her outward
appearance is but another version of the metaphysical dichotomy of true being and mere
appearance. By the same token, self-presentation is not self-expression, if by expression we
mean the expression of something other than itself, more particularly of something inside,
some quality or property of the person, i.e. what one is. Appearance in the Arendtian sense
is self-referential. It expresses nothing other than itself. Hence her preference for the
notions ‘exhibit’, ‘display’, ‘performance’ and ‘show’ instead of ‘express’.
When I make such a decision, I am not merely reacting to whatever qualities may be
given me; I am making an act of deliberate choice among the various potentialities of
conduct which the world has presented me. Out of such acts arises finally what we
call character or personality, the conglomeration of a number of identifiable qualities
gathered together into a comprehensible and reliably identifiable whole, and
imprinted, as it were, on an unchangeable substratum of gifts and defects peculiar to
our soul and body structure.83
Like all distinctions Arendt makes, the distinction between who and what is not an
absolute dualism between two separate substances.84 Although she distinguishes between
them, Arendt did not think that who we are is completely independent from what we are.
The who is constituted also by the what. Who we are as a whole consists in the complex
interaction of everything we have done and have experienced, the situation we are in and
social factors, etc. So what we are, for example white and male, is input to who we are; but
the latter cannot be reduced to the first. Still, they refer to different experiential modes in
which the person shows itself; ‘who’ for example in public action, ‘what’ in private and
social transactions. Moreover, denying what you are, rather than accepting it, eventually
undermines the possibility of becoming who you are, as Arendt shows for example in her
biography of Rahel Varnhagen. Only when Varnhagen accepted her Jewishness towards
the end of her life, could she become a unique person.85

Ricoeur, 1983, 67.
LOM I, 29.
83 LOM I, 37.
84 See chapter 1.
85 Arendt, 1997 [1957], Rahel Varnhagen.
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Plurality, natality and freedom
Let us return to plurality. The phenomenological background of Arendt’s understanding of
this human condition is her analysis of the experiences of superfluousness, isolation and
powerlessness under totalitarian rule. It made her aware of the political requirements of
respecting and appreciating the irreducible differences between people and of keeping open
a distance between them in which these differences can flourish, the so-called inter-esse.
This space in-between does not only provide the distance we need in order to become
distinct individuals, but it is simultaneously a prerequisite for proper being-together, in
contrast to the deceptive oneness, homogeneity or fusion of human society under
conditions of totalitarianism.
The eventual failure of the aspiration to total domination brought to Arendt’s
attention the condition of natality. The uncontrollability and contingency of action makes
up the very condition of human freedom. Due to the condition of natality are human
existence and action fundamentally open, spontaneous and creative. Human action, unlike
behavior, is not causally determined, neither by our past, nor by our genes, etc. However
bleak her analysis in The origins of totalitarianism, she finishes with a hopeful conclusion about
the eventually ineradicable and irreducible human spontaneity and indeterminacy, i.e. about
men’s capacity to begin. The well-known last paragraph of The origins of totalitarianism reads:
But there remains also the truth that every end in history necessarily contains a new
beginning; this beginning is the promise, the only ‘message’ which the end can ever
produce. Beginning, before it becomes a historical event, is the supreme capacity of
man; politically, it is identical with man's freedom. (...) This beginning is guaranteed
by each new birth; it is indeed every man.86
Arendt identifies this capacity to begin, to initiate something that did not exist before and
cannot be deduced from precedents, as the principle of freedom.87 In The human condition
she calls this ‘miraculous’ ability to start something new ‘natality’.88 Like mortality, which is
also one of the human conditions, in the philosophical tradition refers to the meaning of
death; natality refers to the meaning of the biological fact of birth or nativity for human
being-together.89 The principle of natality is the key to human freedom. Because of the
condition of plurality, each deed and word has the same unpredictable quality of making
something unexpected happen. Indeed, the plurality of the common world implies that as
soon as an action is initiated, it is inserted in an intersubjective network. ‘Since we always
act into a web of relationships, the consequences of each deed are boundless, every action
OT, 478-79.
OT, 473.
88 HC, 247.
89 Note, again, that natality cannot be separated from nativity.
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touches off not only a reaction but a chain reaction, every process is the cause of
unpredictable new processes.’90 Thus, freedom in the Arendtian sense does not refer to
freedom of choice or freedom of will, but to contingency and to the inherent spontaneity
and unpredictability of action and speech. This implies that I never know what my words
and deeds will bring about because of the world’s inalienable plurality.
The life of the mind and the human conditions
I hope I have made it clear by now how the vita activa relates to the human conditions.
However, though less obvious, the life of the mind is also tied to the human conditions in
a paradoxical way. Arendt was convinced, on the one hand, that thinking demands a
withdrawal of man-as-thinker from the visible, plural world of the human affairs into the
solitude of his or her inner world. On the other hand, the thinker also belongs to the
world, and is bound to the human conditions. The metaphysical tendency to totalize
withdrawal from the world means that the metaphysical fallacies are various ways of
ignoring the embeddedness of the life of the mind in the world and in the human
conditions, in particular plurality. In the final paragraph of The human condition, Arendt for
example writes that thinking requires freedom, the worldly public freedom that
totalitarianism annuls:
Thought (...) is still possible (...), wherever men live under the conditions of political
freedom. Unfortunately, and contrary to what is currently assumed about the
proverbial ivory-tower independence of thinkers, no other human capacity is so
vulnerable, and it is in fact far easier to act under conditions of tyranny than it is to
think.91
Public freedom is a condition of possibility for thinking, because it derives from discourse,
the public use of reason, if it is not to wither away. Additionally, the activity of thinking
itself bears an indication of the world’s plurality. In the internal dialogue between ‘me and
myself’, which is Arendt’s description of the thinking process, ‘I am not altogether
separated from that plurality which is the world of men.’92 Hence, it does not come as a
surprise that the last sentence of The human condition, and the motto of The life of the mind I
(thinking) as well, is the following statement: ‘Never is he more active than when he does
nothing, never is he less alone than when he is by himself’.93

Arendt, 1987, ‘Labor, work, action’, 41.
HC, 324.
92 Arendt, 1990, ‘Philosophy and politics’, 88.
93 Cato. HC, 325.
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3. Arendt’s phenomenological topology of reality
Hitherto, I discussed Arendt’s phenomenological anthropology from the perspective of the
person. In the current section, I will reverse perspectives and take a closer look upon the
environment or context in which the person finds herself, consisting in respectively nature,
the material world and the intersubjective world, and attend to their phenomenal
differences.94 It is important not to take spatiality in a literal sense, as many interpreters
tend to do, only to blame Arendt with essentialism.95 Nature and the immaterial and
material world, do not constitute geographically or materially separate spaces, but are
different dimensions of the same earth we inhabit.
Nature and the objective world
Nature, our biological environment, is characterized by impermanence and repetitiveness,
an ‘eternal recurrence of the same’ or ‘constant movement’96. Arendt calls the cyclical time
sequence of nature ‘futility’. It constitutes the ‘condition of human life’97 that is, of humans
as biological, embodied beings. As natural beings we assume the role of animal laborans.
This already suggests the specificity of the human condition as opposed to other animals.
Humans have to labor in order to survive, because they lack the instincts and physiological
specification animals have.98 As natural beings or animal laborans, we are bound to the
earth’s vital cycles. It is only by virtue of our worldly existence, that is, by relating and
contributing to both the material and the intersubjective world, that we become unique
individuals, rather than members of the species homo sapiens, which we are by virtue of our
earthly, embodied life.99 Belonging to the world in both its material and intersubjective
dimension is prerequisite for a properly human existence, as opposed to all other modes of
being on earth. ‘Without a world into which men are born and from which they die, there
would be nothing but changeless eternal recurrence, the deathless everlastingness of the
Another topology of spheres could focus on the spaces in which activities take place: private, public,
social/society. These two divisions cut across each other, but do not coincide. Cf. Freud’s two topical models
of the psyche: the (first) dynamic topographical model (unconscious - pre-conscious - conscious) and the
(second) static structural model (Id, Ego, Superego) which also cut across each other, but do not coincide.
Also, Freud stresses that both systems fulfill a heuristic function, rather than pointing out parts of the brain.
Cf. Laplanche and Pontalis, 1973.
95 For example Schnell, 1995, 319-20.
96 HC, 137.
97 HC, 134.
98 Cf. Gehlen, 1940.
99 For the phenomenological distinction between the human and natural sphere of life, see Burke, 1997, 30-31
and Vasterling, 2007c, 76-77.
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human as of all other animal species.’100 Human beings need the freedom which may only
come about in entering the intersubjective world, to counter nature’s one-sided necessity.
But first of all, they need the stability which the material world provides to counter nature’s
transience. ‘[T]he world and the things of the world constitute the condition under which
this specifically human life can be at home on earth.’101 The material world ‘stands between
nature and humanity’.102 During the process of manufacturing products, ‘the builder or
fabricator remains the sole lord and master’103, but once it is finished, the product acquires
a relative independency from its producer. Everything human beings make in the course of
time, comes to obtain a certain autonomy vis-à-vis both its producer and its user.104 This
transcendence holds even more for works of art, which frequently are ‘more and essentially
greater’ than the artist herself.105 The material world is also an objective world. ‘Objective’
in this context should be taken as denoting no more than ‘reified’ or ‘constituted by
objects’, i.e. material things. It is not to be confused with a normative epistemological
notion of the validity of bodies of knowledge, for example the Archimedian ideal of
knowledge.106 For this reason, I prefer to call it the ‘material’ world, in order to avoid
confusion.
In accordance with the logic of ‘condition’, artifacts obviously are things to be
manipulated by human beings, but they also have a habit of themselves conditioning
human existence. This is best understood as the consequence of the bi-directionality of the
relationship between human beings and artifacts, i.e. the fact that artifacts, instruments,
technology, works of art etc. feed back into the realm of human beings who produced
them and start to serve as a human condition in their turn.
The objectivity of the world - its object- or thing-character - and the human
condition supplement each other; because human existence is conditioned existence,
it would be impossible without things, and things would be a heap of unrelated
articles, a non-world, if they were not the conditioners of human existence.107
Technology offers good examples of this double face of artifacts as both determined, that
is, instruments for human beings, and determining, that is, condition of human beings.
HC, 96-97.
HC, 134.
102 Villa argues the objective world does not subsume nature but remains juxtaposed to it. The objective
world ‘provides distance from the natural, a distance that is necessary if we are to know or manipulate nature.’
(1996, 27-28).
103 IP, 190.
104 HC, 137.
105 HC, 210.
106 See chapter 1.
107 HC, 9.
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Weapons of mass destruction, for example, may be either used as deterrents or actually be
deployed in international conflicts.108 They changed strategies of modern warfare and,
indeed, human existence as well since they opened up the possibility of an arms race and of
the complete destruction of the planet.
Arendt describes private property as the ‘most elementary’ type of worldly things:
‘the privately owned share of a common world’.109 For this reason, she conceives of the
expropriation of laborers during the Industrial Revolution, upon which the rise and
successes of capitalism were entirely dependent, as a form of de-reification, renaturalization or world destruction, ‘the deprivation (…) of [a] place in the world and [the]
naked exposure to the exigencies of life’.110 Other examples of worldly things include
buildings and infrastructural works such as borders, tools, arms, books, photographs,
newspapers, movies, statues, flags, monuments, etc. Works of art play an exceptional and
unique role among the things of the world.111 Unlike the other products of world, they are
not commodities, that is, they are ‘strictly without utility’.112 Still they are potentially more
durable than any commodity. Indeed, works of art have a far greater chance to be
preserved to posterity than has any other artifact. This is why Arendt calls them ‘the most
intensely worldly of all tangible things’.113 For example, the works of Plato and Aristotle, to
the extent that they have been preserved, are as alive to us today as they must have been to
their contemporaries. A second class of worldly things which is somewhat at odds with the
material things I mentioned previously, are constitutions, laws, political institutions,
governments, etc. Though they may be immaterial and intangible, they cannot exist without
sedimentation in material things, such as codes of law, constitutional charters,
parliamentary buildings, etc. Arendt insists that, as the product of fabrication, they install
stability and therefore do not belong to the intersubjective world. Because of their
stabilizing and solidifying role for the human affairs, they protect human being-together as
effectively against the vicissitudes of nature as does the physical and visible artifact.114
Especially in On revolution, she repeatedly describes the (American) constitution as ‘the

Arendt herself uses the example of nuclear arms in her introduction to The human condition.
HC, 253.
110 HC, 254-55.
111 HC, §23.
112 HC, 167. For this reason, some have suggested that works of art rather belong to the sphere of action.
113 HC, 167. This implies that Arendt considers oral cultures, and nomadic peoples who make their living
solely through hunting and collecting as less worldly.
114 Arendt describes the ’structure’ of the ‘public context’ as ‘laws, constitutions, statutes and the like’ (IP,
106) and laws as the ‘boundaries of the world’ (IP, 190); Cf. Canovan, 1992, 108.
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foundation of freedom’.115 The law’s role and meaning is reification or de-naturalization.
Laws are ‘stabilizing factors for the ever changing movements of men’, and provide a
‘framework of stability within which human actions and motions can take place’.116
Arendt’s insistence on the artificiality and stability of the man-made world makes
sense against the background of her reflections on the totalitarian experience and
statelessness I sketched before. As we saw, refugees and camp inmates who lost
citizenship, that is, the protection of the law and nation-state - a process which could be
called de-reification - were reduced to their biological existence - the process of renaturalization. This came down to a complete loss of meaning and human dignity. The
juxtaposition of man as a natural being and men as worldly beings may be reminiscent of
the Aristotelian distinction between ζωή and βίος. The first refers to bare, naked or mere
life117, that is, to the a- or pre-political, non-discursive aspects of life which are entirely in
the service of sustenance. Βίος, on the other hand, denotes the qualified, politically relevant
element of human existence. However, unlike Aristotle’s, Arendt’s distinction between the
natural and the worldly is not metaphysical in nature, because it is not a statement about an
essential and constant human nature, but a phenomenological and normative description.
It is a phenomenological analysis, because Arendt takes into account the contingency of
human condition, i.e. the fact it can change, as, for example, the camps have shown.118 It is
a normative distinction, because she acknowledges that only worldliness, unlike
naturalness, allows for a typically human existence. The loss of world, reversely, robs
human beings of their potential for understanding, storytelling, disclosive speech and
action, in short, of those capacities and qualities that Arendt regards as indispensable for a
truly human, meaningful existence.
The objective and the intersubjective world
The intersubjective world ‘overlays’ or ‘overgrows’ the material world.119 As opposed to the
latter, it is strictly immaterial or symbolic, but, Arendt insists, ‘no less real’.120 It is nonobjective, i.e. not composed of tangible things, but instead of what Arendt calls the web of
Cf. ‘What is authority?’, BPF; on (positive) laws: OT, ‘Ideology and terror’, 463, 465 and 467. For
literature on the law in Arendt’s work, see Degryse, 2008, Cornelisse, 2007, Lindahl, 2006, Klabbers, 2007,
Waldron, 2000.
116 In Arendt’s view, the law, that is, positive law as distinguished from natural law, creates and maintains a
distance between human beings through mediation, whereas in the totalitarian conception, the eternal,
absolute, superhuman Law, of either history, nature or God, inscribes itself directly upon human beings.
117 Agamben, 1998.
118 For recent literature on the relation between Arendt and Aristotle, see Giesler, 2005 and Mahrdt, 2007.
119 HC, 182-83.
120 HC, 183.
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relationships, i.e. the immaterial network of human interactions or human affairs and the
vast range of intersubjectively generated meanings that circulate between people.121 The
intersubjective world is composed of ‘deeds and words’122, that is, stories, opinions and
judgments, and the relationships between people. As a principle, the world is public, that is,
something which appears and something we have in common. Hence for Arendt, a private
world is a contradictio in adiecto.123
The first difference between the material respectively the intersubjective world,
concerns the tangibility of the products of work, whereas ‘the process of acting and
speaking can leave behind no such results and end products.’124 Next, the material world is
created by human beings in their capacity of homo faber; it is the product of work, i.e.
fabrication, which follows the logic of utility. The intersubjective world, by contrast, is the
product of action and speech, of man qua citizen, ζῷον πολιτικόν. This latter dimension
of the world is not ordered according to, or judged in terms of, standards of utility or
usefulness, nor is it concerned with finding appropriate means to given ends. Instead, it is
solely concerned with meaning or meaningfulness. Finally, though the permanency of the
world of things is always relative – obviously time wears out any artifact – it definitely lasts
far longer than the intersubjective world which bears the marks of action’s and speech’s
fundamental fragility, their unpredictability, irreversibility, and uncontrollability. As a
consequence, the material world requires regular maintenance to counter natural decay, but
the intersubjective world needs to be attended to permanently and more radically. It needs
the persistent commitment of the majority of citizens who talk about it in order to
continue to exist at all. Next, it requires regular renewal, both through actions which start
something unprecedented, as is expressed in the condition of natality, and through the
introduction of new generations of human beings, that is, through birth.125 The
intersubjective world is more resistant to destruction than the artifact, but once it is
destroyed, for example in total wars of annihilation or through terror, its consequences are
far more disastrous. Since it ‘does not owe its creation to production but to human action’
it ‘cannot be produced again by human hands’, like the material world.126 And terror
curtails people’s very spontaneity and readiness to act. When the intersubjective world is

HC, 182-84.
HC, 183.
123 Cf. Wittgenstein’s similar argument with respect to the construct of a private language.
124 HC, 182-83.
125 ‘The crisis in education’, BPF, 192.
126 IP, 190.
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destroyed ‘the laws of political action are replaced by the laws of the desert’, that is, it is no
longer fit for living a truly human life, because it ‘knows neither law nor politics’.127
By distinguishing between nature and the world, on the one hand, and the material
and the intersubjective world, on the other, I did not mean to separate them rigidly or to
insulate them. These distinctions are phenomenological in nature and therefore not
absolute. First, the contents of the material and the intersubjective world frequently defy
simple classification. For example, the law is intangible, but still belongs to the material
world. And works of art belong to the world of things, though they are not useful like
other manufactured things and, like action, frequently transcend the artist’s original
intentions, aims and motives. And the house, that is, the private sphere, including private
property, is situated on the threshold between nature and the human world. But second,
and more importantly, the material and intersubjective world refer to one and the same
world. And nature and world are located on the same planet, that is, our planet. The world
is both material and intersubjective; and men are both natural and worldly beings,
depending on the perspective one takes. The two poles constitute experientially different,
but interdependent dimensions of the same world.128 A phenomenological analysis
attempts to show that the materiality of the world has a different significance for human
existence than its intersubjective dimension. Additionally, third, the spheres are mutually
conditional. The intersubjective world is crucially dependent upon the material one. The
world of things is the, necessary though not sufficient, condition of the intersubjective
world, as both the topic of speech, and its stage or context. The comparison of the world
with a stage underlines that intersubjective action and speech need an artificial, material
environment which allows individuals to show themselves to others.
I would also like to draw attention to the significance Arendt attributes to the world
of things.129 One could say the human affairs are at least largely concerned with the human
artifact.130 It endows the most unstable dimension of the globe, the intersubjective world,
with stability. ‘[W]ithout the human artifice to house them, the human affairs would be (...)
floating, (...) futile and vain’.131 On the other hand: artifacts and utensils only constitute a
world to the extent that they are being talked about, interpreted, discussed, evaluated, etc.,
that is, to the extent that they are meaningful things for human beings, instead of just a
IP, 190.
See chapter 1.
129 For the Arendt’s and Heidegger’s different appreciations of the distinction between nature and the human
artifact, see Taminiaux, 1997, 13-15.
130 Along with events, facts, states of affairs which cannot completely be reduced to objects, though of course
are related to them.
131 HC, 204.
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collection of otherwise disconnected things. Without the intersubjective dimension, the
material world would lack meaning. Only through discourse do things, facts, events, etc.
become human and meaningful, that is, worldly.132
[T]he human artifice (…) unless it is the scene of action and speech, of the web of
human affairs and relationships and the stories engendered by them, lacks its ultimate
raison d’être. Without being talked about by men and without housing them, the world
would not be a human artifice but a heap of unrelated things to which each isolated
individual was at liberty to add one more object.133
The topic of debate is in fact often the material world. ‘[M]ost words and deeds are about
some worldly objective reality’.134 In other words, the world of things offers an ‘objective
frame of reference to test our impressions against reality.’135
Together, the material and the intersubjective aspects of the world install a dwellingplace for human beings; the material world by providing stability and opening up an
artificial environment which protects human beings somewhat against nature; the
intersubjective world by enabling meaningfulness. The world is like a home for human
beings. To avoid misunderstandings, we are not at home in the world as a matter of course.
On the contrary, Arendt insists we enter the world as strangers and need to engage in
various activities, such as labor, work, action, speech and understanding, and have both a
private place or a house, and access to the public sphere, to become at home in it. Human
beings are situated in a world ‘die nicht ohne weiteres, d.h. nicht ohne politisches handeln,
als eine menschliche von Menschen bewohnt werden kann.’136 Arendt herself called this
her lack of ‘homesickness’: ‘I do not believe in a world, be it a past world or a future world,
in which man’s mind (...) could or should ever be comfortable at home’137. Hence the need
of material maintenance and of commitment and active participation. One has to actively
involve oneself to be able to appreciate the world as a meaningful context.138
Understanding plays an important role in this respect. Understanding may initiate processes
of reconciliation with past events and of reorientation, that is, of becoming at home in the
world. Understanding implies endowing contingent events with meaning, ‘without

MDT, 24-25.
HC, 204.
134 This has led some to suggest that town planning and the like are particularly appropriate objects for
politics from an Arendtian perspective.
135 Canovan, 1985, 619.
136 Vollrath, 1979a, 31.
137 LOM II, 158.
138 Vollrath, 1979a, 49 connects this to power as action in concert and the ‘right to have rights’ as the ‘original
right to a place in the world’.
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committing the error of defining it’139.140 Eventually, understanding allows human
coexistence, that is, sharing one and the same world.
[O]nly an ‘understanding heart’, and not mere reflection or mere feeling, makes it
bearable for us to live with other people, strangers forever, in the same world, and
makes it possible for them to bear with us.141
Additionally, we are never completely or absolutely at home in the world. Despite its
relative stability, the material world is subject to decay. And the intersubjective world needs
maintenance as well. Still, Arendt never engaged in a celebration of a fundamentally human
Unheimlichkeit, as did Heidegger, Jacques Taminiaux notes.142 Instead, it led her to embrace
a stabile artifact, in particular the law, and perpetual discourse as the very condition of
possibility of a properly human existence and political life.
I want to conclude this section with three final remarks on the relations between
nature, the material world and the intersubjective world. First, whereas the earth comprises
the natural dimension of life, the material and the intersubjective world combine to
constitute the typically human dimension of reality which is the world. In other words,
unlike labor, both work, on the one hand, and action and speech, on the other, are worldbuilding activities, though for entirely different reasons. World is the meaningful space for
human action and speech, unlike the ‘sublime indifference of an untouched nature’143. Vice
versa, the world entails both the tangible world of things and the intersubjective world of
meanings and relations.
Second, the world consists in two tendencies pulling in opposite directions, a
revolutionary and a conservative one.144 The intersubjective world is the scene of the
potential emergence of the new, because of the condition of natality. The material world,
on the other hand, keeps both the impermanence of nature and the boundlessness of
human action within limits. It also contains the material preservation of past events, for
example in monuments, works of art and books. The conservative and revolutionary
dimension have always ‘balanced and checked each other’.145
Finally, the world is not simply the collection of everything that is, since it excludes
nature and refers to the typically human world. More importantly, it is not a descriptive but
MDT, 105.
Cf. chapter 1.
141 UP, 322.
142 A former stateless refugee herself, Arendt used to be an example of what she herself called a pariah, i.e. a
person ‘who ha[s] no place in the political and social world’, Taminiaux, 1997, 15.
143 HC, 137.
144 Canovan (1992) only has an eye for its conservatism.
145 ‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 78-79.
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a normative notion as well, since the world consists in the things we made ourselves in the
course of many generations and the meanings and stories that circulate between people,
together enabling a properly human, meaningful existence. The world, in other words, is
the typically human home on earth that requires our constant attention in order to keep it a
place fit for human existence.

4. The worldliness of human existence and the paradoxes of plurality
‘Politik beruht auf der Tatsache der Pluralität der Menschen.’146 Plurality is the condition of
political life, that is, it is not just its necessary condition (conditio sine qua non), but also its
sufficient condition (conditio per quam).147 Without plurality, there is no politics. This means
that only when there is plurality, and only then, is political action possible. And whenever
there is plurality, the possibility of politics exists. Because plurality is both the necessary
and sufficient condition of politics, politics and plurality are equivalent. However, this does
not imply that plurality is the only condition of politics. Life itself, natality and worldliness
are conditions as well.
Plurality can only appear and flourish in public space, the space in which human
beings are equal and in which speech is not merely instrumental, but disclosive as well. This
argument should be considered against the background of Arendt’s distinction between the
private and the public spheres of human existence. In the private sphere of the family and
the household, human beings are just the same, or similar, but not equal. I think this is best
understood as follows. As natural, biological beings, humans as such have roughly the same
basic physical needs. The care for these needs belongs to the private sphere, Arendt holds.
Because of our bodily vulnerability, we are dependent upon others’ care. The paradigmatic
example is the bond between parents and young children. This relationship is vertical and,
at least partially, instrumental. The infant’s physical, emotional and economic dependence
upon its parents is absolute. In terms of needs and vulnerability, the parent-child
relationship is hence asymmetrically structured. Rule is involved, in Arendt’s own terms. At
least during the first years of any human life, parents, guardians or custodians are
responsible for the child’s survival and wellbeing, not the reverse. This is not to deny that
parents may be emotionally dependent upon their children during their infancy. However,
this need is relative, the infant’s absolute. Furthermore, the communication between
parents, on the one hand, and infants and young children, on the other hand, is predicated
146
147
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upon physical vulnerability, needs and care. In short, this is an instrumental mode of
communication to a large extent. Something similar applies to the bond between siblings.
If only for their specific situation within the family genealogy, the relationship between
brothers and / or sisters is not simply horizontal, as the relationships between citizens and
self-chosen friends ideally is. Moreover, siblings relate through their parents to which they
entertain a vertical relationship. Finally, the emotional dependence of children upon their
parents and the intimacy between parents and their child and between the child and, if any,
its siblings, easily induce loyalty or even identification. This does not foster or even
discourages dissent and taking divergent views.148 Whenever Arendt suggests that private
relationships, especially between members of a family, are typically non-worldly and nonplural, and that, as a consequence, appearance, action and speech in the strict sense of noninstrumental, disclosive speech, is impossible in private life, she means the following.149
Our bodily structure and needs, and our emotional and psychic lives that are in Arendt’s
view intimately connected to it, are more or less the same in all human beings as members
of the species homo sapiens, and hence do not deserve appearance in the world. However,
this sameness disappears as soon as we express our needs, feelings, passions and emotions
in words. ‘[B]y doing so we add to them an element of reflection and thought, and even
some form of decision, by which we individualize them and turn them into appearances
deserving of being displayed amongst other appearances in a world that is common to a
plurality of human beings’, Taminiaux argues.150 This happens, for example, whenever
parents and children start to argue about or negotiate their needs and emotions, which is,
as a principle, excluded from the relationships between parents and infants that are unable
to speak. So action and speech, deserving of appearance in the world, indeed are possible
even in the private sphere. However, the relations and words between parents and children
stop being non-worldly and non-appearing as soon as they become reflexive and discursive.
Again, world and nature, the private and the public, as well as labor, work and action, do
not refer to separate domains or types of persons, but to different attitudes and types of
relationships.
The relation between citizens, on the other hand, is horizontal. Relations of rule, i.e.
command and obedience, are by definition a-political and hence undesirable in the civic
sphere.151 Since, strictly speaking, the plurality of human beings can only appear in public, it
is only there that action, freedom and equality can occur. Arendt’s notion of plurality
presupposes an anthropology of human being-together, a sharing-of-the-world-withI am not sure if this applies to types of families other than the Western nuclear family.
On Arendt’s thoughts on families, see DB, 16, 38; WiP, 10.
150 Taminiaux, 1997, 201.
151 Cf. HC, 33.
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others. Human existence is not isolated, but always occurs and is lived within a web of
relationships. Political action is impossible whenever people are isolated against each other.
As a consequence, plurality is opposed to the experience of isolation. More particularly, the
political concerns ‘das Zusammen- und Miteinander-Sein des Verschiedenen.’152 Plurality
simultaneously refers to what differentiates and relates people. Therefore, plurality is a
paradoxical notion.153 I will now reconstruct and elaborate four phenomenally different
aspects of this paradox, respectively difference and equality, commonality and difference,
solitude and being-together or isolation and fusion, and, finally, communication and
conflict.
The first, most fundamental and also most abstract and theoretical paradox I want to
discuss, is the paradox of difference and equality, that is, the fact that in public space, we
live ‘as a distinct and unique being among equals’.154 Arendt’s notion of the political
implicitly presupposes a strong norm of equality that should be guaranteed by the
constitution, civil rights, the law, etc. Plurality means that as soon as we enter the public
sphere, we obtain equality by showing in words and deeds our own view of the world. This
view is always unique, because we are situated beings with a unique biography, each taking
a different perspective on the world. This first paradox implies that difference is not
opposed to equality. Difference and equality mutually presuppose one another. If we had
all been the same or identical, it would make no sense to pursue equality. Equality, indeed,
presupposes that a person is equal to someone else. Similarly, relevant differences can only
be identified with respect to the norm of equality. ‘Because of equality, I can measure this
difference’, the immense diversity of individuals.’155 Equality is not at all identical to
sameness or similarity. Arendt distinguishes, implicitly and frequently inconsistently,
between sameness and equality. Equality pertains to citizens in the public sphere, in other
words, it is a political notion. Political equality is only possible under conditions of plurality
and can only arise whenever citizens enter the public sphere. As a consequence, human
beings are not naturally equal, as a matter of course, in Arendt’s view. This is, obviously, a
highly un-modern point of view. The modern discourse of human rights, for example, is
based upon the assumption that human beings are equal by nature, that is, by birth: ‘All
human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights.’156 Arendt, on the contrary,
argues that equality is not an inalienable human property, but only comes into being as
WiP, 9.
Cf. paradoxes, chapter 1.
154 HC, 178.
155 Arendt, 1955, ‘Montesquieu, Charles de Secondat, baron de’, archive numbers 024191-024192.
156 Article 1 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UN, 1948). See chapter 7 for an elaboration of
this argument.
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soon as people start to act and speak vis-à-vis each other in public space and mutually grant
each other equal rights, equal treatment before the law, equal educational opportunities,
etc. Political equality is always the result of equalization of differences. ‘When we talk about
equality, we must always ask what equalizes us,’ Arendt writes. For example, ‘[j]urors are
equalized by the task and the place.’157 Equality, therefore, is a political and a normative
notion that refers to an ideal or task, not a descriptive one that submits the sameness of all
people. Sameness, on the other hand, is a descriptive notion that indicates the naturally
given similarity of human beings. Because they belong to the same species, homo sapiens,
human beings possess a shared biological constitution that accounts for a limited number
of basic needs, such as the need for oxygen, shelter, food, water, clothing, health, care, love
and the like. Since a world is lacking, members of a family, as members of a family, do not
differentiate.158 We are the same as human beings, but not as citizens.
A second paradox is the one of commonality and difference. We are both relational
beings and unique individuals.159 Only when it’s the point of reference of a plurality of
perspectives does the world obtain the feature of commonality. Although we take different
perspectives, we talk about a world we share. Otherwise, discussion would be void.
Formulated reversely, unity in the sense of uniformity, unanimity or sameness, threatens
the world’s commonality. Human beings both rely upon each other because they share a
world, and appear as unique individuals when they move about the public sphere. This
paradox implies that what renders people as citizens unique and distinct individuals, is not
opposed to what they have in common. It is opposed, though, to isolation, loneliness and
confinement to the private sphere. Uniqueness and individuality do not refer to the private
sphere, to personal or collective identity for example, but are effects or epiphenomena of
public performance and interaction. Commonality is not concerned with a property, or set
of properties, that human beings share naturally, for example a human nature or essence,
that is, with what renders them similar or the same, but with the world they share.
Commonality is not simply a given, but should be brought about and maintained through
interaction in public space. It is the world we have in common and which at the same time
enables the distinctions between us. Only by performing and interacting in the common,
public world, do citizens obtain uniqueness. The diversity among individuals as citizens is
much more extensive than the diversity among groups based upon collective identities like
‘peoples, nations and ethnicities’160, simply because there are more individuals than groups
to which individuals belong. Only when it is the subject of a variety of perspectives does
Arendt, 1977, ‘Public rights and private interests’, 105.
See the qualifications about the non-worldly nature of the family at the beginning of this section.
159 Blättler, 2001.
160 WiP, 12.
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the world obtain its character of commonality. Or put reversely, unity, oneness, unanimity,
uniformity and sameness threaten the world’s commonality. Consequentially, commonality
is not opposed to differences, but on the contrary, crucially dependent upon them. For
Arendt, the individual and community, in the sense of the common world, are not
opposed. Political, that is, non-given, non-natural, non-homogenous and pluralistic
community only emerges when individuals as citizens display their plurality of perspectives
and opinions (δόξαι) in public space. Its aim is not to achieve consensus, harmony or
another form of unity by homogenizing differences, as is the case in traditional conceptions
of community, but instead to play out or do justice to the multiplicity and diversity of
individual perspectives. As a result, a common world comes into being. In Arendt’s view,
community is never given, but an artifact that citizens should actively shape and
maintain.161
The paradox of difference and commonality implies the paradox of solitude and
being-together. Arendt held that that people need both temporary solitude, and a shared
worldly space or being-together or commonality. Solitude turns into the pathological
condition of isolation, when people become distinct without being together. Being-together
turns into fusion, the fusion of plural men into single Man, when people are together
without being distinct. So the reverse of the paradox of solitude and being-together is the
paradox van isolation and fusion.162
The paradox of difference and commonality gives rise to a final paradox, which is, as
it were, its more explicit political translation, the paradox of communication and conflict,
or, in other words, the paradox of interaction and agonism, or intersubjectivity and
individuality. Political action and speech have both an individuating or agonistic and an
intersubjective or associationist dimension. Action only takes place where people act in
concert in a common world, but simultaneously show who they are, as unique individuals.
The individuating aspect of action may be called performance, the intersubjective
dimension association, communication or participation. The opposition between the two
which is often presupposed in the Arendt-scholarship is a false one, while communication
and conflict in fact presuppose one another.
Communication inherently presupposes different beings and the possibility of
something between them; it points to both separateness and relatedness. If we
automatically coincided, formed a not-very-differentiated whole, we would not need
to speak or listen or argue, nor would we if we were doomed to non-communication,
to sheer unbending differences. Communication is an effort that acknowledges a
161
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more-than-one, a separateness, a difference that may be the source of conflict, and at
the same time foregrounds the possibility of bridging that gap by devising a means of
relatedness.163
The paradoxes imply that plurality and worldliness are mutually conditional or presuppose
each other. They are, in other words, co-original. This becomes manifest in particular when
plurality is destroyed, in the experience of isolation and superfluousness.164 Plurality is a
condition of human existence, because human existence is lived within the world. This
argument may also be reversed. Human existence is worldly, because it is plural. It is
decisive that the world only exists by the grace of the many, multiple perspectives of its
citizens. Had people not been interdependent upon each other, on an anthropological level
and not just for their material survival, that is, had they been self-sufficient, they would not
have shared a world. Had citizens not radically differed as regards their views of the world,
the latter would have become uniform and gradually wither away. And vice versa, if people
would not share a world, they would have been deprived of the possibility of speech and
action in public and hence of the possibility of obtaining both equality and individuality
among each other.
Since Arendt holds that plurality and the world are mutually conditional, a loss of
plurality at the same time implies a loss of world, and vice versa. When people get radically
isolated over and against each other, plurality is lost and they fall prey to the experience of
radical isolation. Loss of world, world-alienation and worldlessness cause a loss of plurality,
and, as a consequence, at the same time a loss of equality, commonality, meaningfulness
and sense of reality.
The inter-esse, the space of appearances and the web of relationships
In the previous sections, I introduced the phenomenological distinctions between nature,
the material world and the intersubjective world. In Part II and III, I will elaborate the
various dimensions of the intersubjective world, which, as we have seen, is the nonsubstantial, that is, relational, dynamic and fragile, space of meanings and stories. The
intersubjective world comes about whenever people relate to each other through words
and deeds and ceases to exist when people no longer relate to each other. It concerns the
res publica, that which is of concern to everyone, as distinguished from one’s private affairs.
In the current section, I will briefly introduce the various aspects or dimensions of the
intersubjective world in Arendt’s own terms, respectively the inter-esse, the space of
appearances and the web of relationships. Finally, I will cluster these notions in two
163
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dimensions, a phenomenal, i.e. public and visible, and a communal dimension, which I will
address in part II and III respectively.
Of all of Arendt’s conceptualizations of the world, we probably find the ‘in-between’,
inter (homines) esse, most frequently throughout her work, both as a description of the
material and of the intersubjective world, because it is phenomenologically most basic and
fundamental. The world is something which ‘lies between human beings’165, it constitutes
‘interspaces between men in all their variety’166, is a ‘unique intermediary space’167 or ‘the
thing that arises between people and in which everything that individuals carry with them
innately can become visible and audible’168, etc. The intermediary quality of the world
implies, first, that it is outside of people. ‘It is the space between them that unites them,
rather than some quality inside each of them’.169 Second, it is paradoxically both a meetingplace, which provides for relation and engagement between people, and a buffer or
medium between people, which provides for distance between them.170 The world does not
coincide with the people inhabiting it. On the contrary, it is the ‘impersonal’ or
‘anonymous’ point of reference.171 The point, is, first, that it shift the political centre of
gravity from the self to the artificial sphere where plural people meet, from to the inner to
the outer world, or from Man, taken as an essentialist conception of a human nature, to
men, and from concern with the life process, production and reproduction to concern with
the res publica, the public cause and its concomitant value of public freedom. Arendt
attempts to shift the focus from the private to the public realm and from those experiences
I can have in isolation, when I am completely on my own or with my beloved ones, to
those experiences which I can, as a principle, impossibly have unless among others. Arendt
puts the implications of this argument quite astutely: ‘[T]he world and the people who
inhabit it are not the same’172. ‘[M]an is apolitical. Politics arises between men, and so quite
outside of man.’ It is ‘established as relationships.’173
[T]he world and the catastrophes that occur in it should [not] be regarded as purely
human occurrence, much less that they should be reduced to something that
happens to man or to the nature of man. For the world and the things of this world,
in the midst of which human affairs take place, are not the expression of human
MDT, 4.
MDT, 31.
167 IP, 95.
168 MDT, 10.
169 Canovan, 1985, 68. Cf. OR, 227.
170 For this reason, I will speak of a fundamental paradox of distance and engagement in the Conclusion.
171 Kirsch, 2009.
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nature, that is, the imprint of human nature turned outward, but, on the contrary, are
the result of the fact that human beings produce what they themselves are not - that
is – things – and that even the so-called psychological or intellectual realms become
permanent realities in which people can live and move only to the extent that these
realms are present as things, as a world of things. It is within this world of things that
human beings act and are themselves conditioned, and because they are conditioned
by it, every catastrophe that occurs within it strikes back at them, affects them.174
Second, respecting the inter-est appeals as much to being-together as to keeping distance. It
implies both alliance and separation. The much-cited image of the table, which is more
than just a metaphor because of Arendt’s heavy emphasis upon the thing-character of the
world, is instructive here. The world is something which simultaneously relates the people
who sit around it and separates them. ‘The public realm, as the common world, gathers us
together and yet prevents our falling over each other, so to speak.’175 The table represents
the world in that it is a topic of discussion, which everyone inevitably regards from a
different perspective. No two persons gathering around it will ever see the same table,
though all different perspectives relate to one, i.e. this particular, table. Besides, the table,
not the people, is central. Compassion and love, on the contrary, do not require
argumentative speech ‘in which someone talks to somebody about something that is of
interest to both’176, and for this very reason are politically irrelevant or even dangerous.177
‘Because compassion abolishes the distance, the worldly space between men where political
matters, the whole realm of human affairs, are located, it remains, politically speaking,
irrelevant and without consequence.’178 The world is a meeting place and a medium or
intermediary at once. It prevents human relationships from fusion by putting a ‘third’ in
their midst which creates a certain distance in which plurality can flourish. Only when it is
the point of reference of a plurality of perspectives does the world obtain the feature of
commonality, I argued previously. As such, it corresponds to the paradox of commonality
and difference.
[C]onsent’ (...) constitutes inter-est, that which is between men, ranging all the way
from material and spiritual and other matters. This ‘between’ can be a common
ground and it can be a common purpose; it always fulfills the double function of
binding men together and separating them in an articulate way.179
IP, 106-07; WiP, 24-25.
HC, 52.
176 ‘The social question’, OR, 86.
177 Reversely, compassion and love are destroyed when relying exclusively on arguments.
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Like in the description of the world as the inter-esse, interaction and intersubjectivity are
stressed in another one of Arendt’s favorite descriptions, the web of relationships. This
web refers to the fact that we are embedded in a network of human relationships,
consisting in the stories, opinions, discussions, etc. that people bring about when acting
and speaking.180 With the metaphor of the web, Arendt underscores the intangible, fragile
and ephemeral quality of the human world. Since nobody’s existence, not even the
hermit’s, is ever absolutely and permanently solitary, actions and words are inserted in
existing networks of meanings and relationships. As a consequence, words and deeds end
up in stories, but are also interpreted in ways which may not reflect the person’s motives
and aims. Therefore, the network of relationships is in permanent need of being sustained
by acting and speaking people, who thus make it more substantial and solid.
Finally, Arendt describes the world as the space of appearances or space of display.181
This is probably the most encompassing of all descriptions of the world. In an interview,
she asserted that the world is broader than the space of politics. It is ‘der Raum, in dem
Dinge öffentlich werden, als Raum, in dem man wohnt und der anständig aussehen muß.
In dem natürlich auch Kunst erscheint. In dem alles Mögliche erscheint.’182 This notion
follows from her phenomenological approach of politics, which foregrounds appearance.183
The world is strictly phenomenal, that is, visible to all and hence public.184 The world as the
space of appearances is the locus where individuals appear vis-à-vis others, i.e. where they
perform deeds and are seen, where they articulate opinions, judgments and stories and are
heard. It is ‘the space where I appear to others as others appear to me.’185 Words and deeds
do not precede this space, but constitute it the moment they are performed and spoken as
well as perceived by others: ‘The space of appearance comes into being wherever men are
together in the manner of speech and action’.186 Notice that this implies that there is no
essentialist distinction between the private and the public sphere in Arendt’s work, for in
some conditions - think for example of dissidents under totalitarian governments - even a
living room can constitute a public space. Provided that people act and speak together, any
place can be a public space. Note that I reject the current one-sided association of the
world’s character of appearance in Arendt’s work with the postmodernist notion of
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performativity. Appearance, indeed, also requires one’s performance appear to others,
whereas this intersubjective element is frequently downplayed by adherents of agonism.187
The most general qualities of the intersubjective world which connect its various
shapes, namely the space of appearances, the web of relationships and the inter-esse, I would
suggest, are, on the one hand, its phenomenal or public quality, that is, its nature of
appearance, publicity and visibility; and, on the other hand, its communal dimension. It is
both a public space and a common world. The emphasis shifts dependent upon the
context. As the space of appearances, the phenomenal nature of the world is stressed, as
the web of relationships its communal dimension, while the inter-esse joins both dimensions
in equal proportions. Public space is a common world as a matter of fact. The world is
public since it contains ‘everything that appears in public’188 and because it is common to all
its inhabitants.189 Since the world is visible to all, it is a common world. The common
world, vice versa, is also public as a matter of course.
[T]he common world is what we enter when we are born and what we leave behind
when we die. It transcends our lifespan into past and future alike. (…) But such a
common world can survive the coming and going of the generations only to the
extent that it appears in public.190
In Part II, I will address the communal dimension of the world, in Part III its phenomenal
or public quality.

Conclusion Part I: Arendt’s hermeneutic phenomenology and the traditions of
metaphysics, scientism and postmodernism
In the Introduction and Part I, I have tried to reconstruct Arendt’s implicit but strong debt
to the spirit of the hermeneutic-phenomenological tradition and her original extension of
this tradition to include a phenomenological analysis of political phenomena. One of the
aims of Part I has been to clarify the critical position of Arendt’s hermeneutic
phenomenology of the political vis-à-vis a number of methodological, epistemological,
scientific and conceptual frameworks and intellectual traditions: metaphysics, strong
empiricism and scientism, and postmodernism. As a conclusion, I will briefly summarize
Arendt’s position with respect to these traditions.
For example Honig.
HC, 45.
189 HC, 52: ‘Second, the term ‘public’ signifies the world itself, in so far as it is common to all of us and
distinguished from our privately owned place in it.’
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Through a hermeneutic phenomenology of the political and a phenomenological
anthropology of the human conditions, Arendt deconstructs the metaphysical legacy,
which persistently plagues both political philosophy and scientism on a methodological
level and with respect to their presuppositions concerning the self or Man. From Arendt’s
perspective, the problems with which the metaphysical tradition struggles are manifold,
including dualism, essentialism, reductionism and determinism. As a phenomenologist she
rejects the essentialism or naturalism inherent in the very quest for human nature, i.e. the
aspiration to discover, define and determine a definite and universal human essence, for
example as animal rationale or homo economicus. Instead, as a phenomenologist, she regards
humans as situated beings. Moreover, she adds to human situatedness the human condition
of plurality. ‘Man’ is in her view an unacceptable objectification, abstraction or
generalization of the human plurality. A definition of human nature reduces persons to
what they are, i.e. subjects, selves or specimens of Man, at the expense of who they are.
Such definitions ignore human plurality, the manifold different and historically variable
views that concrete, situated men-in-the-plural take on reality. Arendt’s celebration of
plurality and worldliness also implies a criticism of the substance of the traditional
definitions of human nature, most notably their insistence on rationality or compassion and
sovereignty. Rather, she stresses the worldliness and intersubjectivity of human existence.
Moreover, definitions of the constants of human nature are deterministic for ignoring the
contingency of human existence and human action and hence undermine the possibility of
human freedom. Epistemologically, the metaphysical dislike of contingency translates in
the tendency to ignore the contingency of factual truths and to replace it by coercive logical
truths.
Furthermore, phenomenologists are critical of the so-called subject-object dualism
that is presupposed in the metaphysical tradition. This dualism entails the separation and
opposition of, on the one hand, a subject, perceiver or self, and, on the other hand, an
object or perceived, i.e. world and nature, including one’s own body, other human beings,
etc. Moreover, more often than not, this dualistic way of thinking ends up in reductionism
as well, since human beings are overwhelmingly reduced to the subject-side of this dualism,
i.e. consciousness or mind. In Arendt’s view, men are both natural and worldly beings:
there is no dualism between ‘consciousness’ and ‘nature’ running through human beings.
For example, birth and death are not ‘simply natural occurrences’, but also worldly events,
that is, they are endowed with meaning in relation to the intersubjectively shared world.
[B]irth and death (...) are related to a world into which single individuals, unique,
unexchangeable, and unrepeatable entities, appear and from which they depart.
[They] presuppose a world which is not in constant movement, but whose durability
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and relative permanence make appearance and disappearance possible, which existed
before any one individual appeared into it and will survive his eventual departure.191
As a hermeneutic-phenomenologist, Arendt deconstructs the dualism of subject and object
and posits an alternative conception that avoids its pitfalls. The insistence on the
worldliness of human existence, i.e. its embeddedness in the world, is key to this
alternative.192 Phenomenology concerns the descriptive analysis of phenomena, that is, of
the way things and events appear to us in lived experience. This means that
phenomenologists always take a relational, and in Arendt’s case also a perspectival, point of
view with respect to the things they study. Things and events are not seen in isolation, as
entities or realities external to us, but as phenomena that appear to us. Subject and object
are never separate entities, phenomenologists hold, but should always be regarded in their
relationship to each other. The subject-object dualism has both an existentialanthropological and a methodological-epistemological dimension. The existentialanthropological dimension concerns the assimilation of human beings to things, i.e.
substances, as a consequence of which they are considered subjects that are enclosed in
themselves. This assimilation therefore implies, in Arendt’s vocabulary, the reduction of
human beings to what they are. How, phenomenologists ask, could such a self-enclosed
being possibly relate to and interact with something or someone else, without the aid of a
lever?193 The classical problem of the relation between mind, consciousness or res cogitans
(Descartes) on the one hand, and body or res extensa on the other hand, is the best-known
example of this anthropological problem. In the metaphysics of the subject, world and
nature are identified with necessity and being determined by laws of nature. This is what
Kant calls das Reich der Notwendigkeit. The self, on the other hand, is associated with freedom
and determining, das Reich der Freiheit. Phenomenologists, on the contrary, show that the
subject-object dualism is nothing but an anthropological misunderstanding, since we are
situated, worldly beings. For example, Arendt’s phenomenological conception of the
person as a showing-but-slippery who, is an alternative to the reduction of people to what
they are.
The methodological side of the subject-object dualism is manifest in the
representation of the position of the perceiver or epistemological subject, including the
scholar, as an external observer over and against the perceived or the epistemological
object, i.e. the world. This representation is key to the Archimedian ideal of objectively

HC, 96-97.
Since they reject the subject-object dualism, phenomenologists avoid the term subject and often introduce
other terms, such as Dasein (Heidegger).
193 Krüger, 2007, calls this ‘das anthropologische Integrationsproblem’ (614).
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valid knowledge.194 Again, phenomenologists raise the question how such an external
observer is ever to obtain knowledge of the world, its own body and others if it is radically
separated from the latter.
Arendt suggests the narrative method of understanding of the scholar-as-spectator as
an alternative.195 The perspective we as perceivers take upon phenomena is central to the
phenomenologist’s attention. They focus on understanding from a second-person
perspective as a methodic entrance to the topics they investigate. Thus, they avoid the
metaphysical problem of the subject-object dualism. This is nicely expressed in the famous
phenomenological motto Zu den Sachen selbst! and the appeal to saving the appearances, that
is, to the things as they appear to us.
Scientism and its epistemological assumption, strong empiricism, is as essentialist,
dualist and determinist as metaphysics. It is essentialist to the extent that it tries to catch
the nature of human being in one definition, for example homo sapiens or homo economicus. It
is determinist, because of the tendency to construct causal regularities in the variability of
events and phenomena. Consequentially, it reduces the new to the already existing and
denies the experience of freedom. It is dualist to the extent that it adopts the Archimedian
ideal of objectivity and the corresponding view of the scholar-as-observer taking an
external perspective on the objects of study. Additionally, strong empiricists presuppose
uncritical conceptions of both experience and factuality. They disregard that we select facts.
Likewise, their assumption that we can have direct, immediate access to reality overlooks
the requirement of interpretation. As a hermeneutic phenomenologist, Arendt holds that
incidents, facts and events are not immediately clear to us. Experiences require
interpretation in order to say something at all, that is, to convince or disclose their explicit
meaning.196
Postmodernist thinkers have recently shown great interest in Arendt’s work.
However, though they certainly share a number of concerns, the postmodern
appropriation of Arendt’s work is misguided in my view for ignoring her hermeneuticphenomenological approach of the political. Postmodernists, I argued, are driven by radical
skepticism with respect to their non-foundationalism, that is, their affirmation of the
contingency and ultimate groundlessness of judging, action and with respect to their
rejection of any claim to the universal validity of truth. Arendt, however, stressed the
contingency of action and the groundlessness of judgment for quite another, that is,
hermeneutic-phenomenological, reason. She thought of understanding as situated, not
because she was a relativist, but because she thought understanding is engaged in a
See chapter 1, §4.
See chapter 1, §4.
196 Arendt, 1962, ‘Action and ‘the pursuit of happiness’’; UP, 320-21.
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hermeneutic circle, which implies that all proper, reflective understanding arises from the
unreflective preliminary understanding of the world we always already have because of our
practical engagements with it. There is no place outside our preliminary understanding
from which we can build up understanding.
Likewise, Arendt denied that political and moral judgments can be justified by
reference to universal and objective validity, let alone are concerned with the establishment
of truth, not because she was a skeptic doubting any basis of truth, but because she held
the hermeneutic-phenomenological conviction that judgment and understanding as
politically relevant faculties are concerned with meaning, which is plural, contingent and
variable as a matter op course, rather than with truth, which is by nature singular and
coercive and hence unfit for the political realm of human affairs. Metaphysicians tend to
conflate meaning and truth. Political and moral judgment is never objectively valid and
cannot attain objective validity because it lacks a cognitive foundation, like logical or
mathematical truths - 1+1=2, for example - and factual data, such as that I was born on
August 6th, 1974. This is not because Arendt as a postmodernist, non-foundational skeptic
avant la lettre throws into doubt any foundations, but because she is a hermeneutic
phenomenologist. The distinction between truth and meaning is crucial here. Judgment, in
Arendt’s view, is concerned with understanding, and hence with meaning, instead of
knowing and hence with truth. Whereas truth is compelling, meaning is not, because
assertions concerning meaning are intersubjective, open to debate and open-ended as a
matter of course. This also means that meaning is contingent and expresses human
freedom.
Next, their epistemological skepticism leads postmodernists to a wholesale rejection
of the meaning of experience, of facts and of the ideal of impartiality.197 If experiences,
facts and impartiality are considered merely ideological scientistic constructions, any
criterion for making normative distinctions is lost, for example between sound and
unsound judgments and opinions. For this reason, Arendt, on the contrary, never rejected
impartiality completely, but set about rethinking impartiality as situated.
Also, like postmodernists, Arendt rejected the idea of a human nature and believed in
the historical variability of particular constellations of human conditions, but she also held
that these conditions provide particular constants.
Finally, though Arendt’s notions of plurality, action and public space certainly
involve an agonistic or performative view of politics, the agonistic moment, in her view,
presupposes a communicative or associationist moment. Conflict and communication,
indeed, constitute a paradox.
197
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Introduction to Part II
The common world, community and the citizen

In Part II, I will explore the aspect of the commonness of the world, that is, the
relationship between the individual, community and world. ‘Community’ is a question
rather than an answer for Arendt. Arendt’s starting point differs considerably from many
other political philosophers investigating the problem of community who are worried
about society’s disintegration or fragmentation. Arendt, on the contrary, is worried about
the social tendency towards and the coercion into homogenization or fusion. Arendt’s
philosophical readers have largely ignored the fact that her reflections on political
community are rooted in her analysis of the totalitarian experience. The national-socialist
ideology of Blut und Boden generated in her a deep distrust of ethnic or otherwise natural
foundations and justifications of community and made her favor artificial citizenship
instead. Additionally, Arendt’s account of totalitarianism led her to identify two totalitarian,
anti-political predicaments: first, the condition of all encompassing isolation, which finds it
expression in the experience of superfluousness and loneliness, ‘this desert of
neighborlessness and loneliness’1; and second, the fusion of plural men into single Man,
through the ‘iron band’ of ideology.2
The totalitarian experience taught Arendt that people need both temporary solitude,
and a shared worldly space or being-together. Solitude is the necessary precondition of
thinking. This temporary withdrawal from the world in which one is together with oneself,
is required for thinking, since thinking in Arendt’s view consists in the dialogue between
me and myself, or what she frequently calls the two-in-one of the thinking person.
However, we need others to call us back to the world and to become one individual, the
appearing who, again.3
In solitude, we are always two-in-one; we become one whole individual, in the
richness as well as the limitations of definite characteristics, through and only

‘On the nature of totalitarianism’, EU, 334, 348.
See chapter 2.
3 ‘On the nature of totalitarianism’, EU, 358-40.
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through the company of others. For our individuality, in so far as it is one unchangeable and unmistakable - we depend entirely on other people.4
I previously called this the paradox of belonging and withdrawal.5 Philosophers, because of
their experience in solitude, possess ‘extraordinary insight into all those relationships which
cannot be realized without this being alone with one’s own self’.6 However, they tend to
forget the equal importance of being-together, the ‘relationships between men and the
realm they constitute, springing simply from the fact of human plurality.’7
Solitude is not at all the same as loneliness, first, because ‘[i]n solitude we are never
alone, but are together with ourselves’8, and second, as long as one is not separated from
others, in solitude one is also ‘potentially together with everybody’.9 This potential beingtogether-with-everybody is what Arendt calls the ‘enlarged mentality’ (erweiterte Denkungsart)
which is the condition of representative thinking, understanding and judgment.10 Solitude
only turns into loneliness or isolation ‘if through some physical or some political accident
we are robbed of company or companionship’11. This might happen on an incidental basis,
but it becomes a collective human situation under totalitarian conditions, in the experience
of superfluousness. ‘Loneliness develops when man does not find companionship to save
him from the dual nature of his solitude, or when man as an individual, in constant need of
others for his individuality, is deserted or separated from others. In the latter case he is all
alone, forsaken even by the company of himself.’12 In other words, solitude turns into the
pathological condition of isolation when people become distinct without being together;
being-together turns into fusion, when people are together without being distinct. Both
happen under totalitarian conditions, because they gave rise to the experiences of
superfluousness and living in an iron band. Also, modern mass society offers examples of
the paradox of fusion and isolation, in this case through the phenomena of conformism
and subjectivism. By conformism, Arendt means the herd-like collection of people
‘behav[ing] as though they were members of one family, each multiplying and prolonging
the perspective of his neighbor.’13
Arendt’s acknowledgment of the paradox of isolation and fusion led her to identify,
‘On the nature of totalitarianism’, EU, 358.
See chapter 1.
6 ‘On the nature of totalitarianism’, EU, 360.
7 ‘On the nature of totalitarianism’, EU, 360.
8 ‘On the nature of totalitarianism’, EU, 358.
9 ‘On the nature of totalitarianism’, EU, 359.
10 ‘On the nature of totalitarianism’, EU. Cf. chapter 1.
11 ‘On the nature of totalitarianism’, EU, 359.
12 ‘On the nature of totalitarianism’, EU, 359.
13 HC, 58.
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reversely, the paradox of being-together and solitude, since solitude and being-together
appear to condition each other mutually. Also, it led her to acknowledge the paradox of
difference and commonality and the paradox of communication and conflict.14 The
paradox of difference and commonality demonstrates that the existence of different
individual perspectives does not jeopardize community. Only when it’s the point of
reference of a plurality of perspectives does the world obtain the feature of commonality.
Reversely, unity in the sense of uniformity, unanimity or sameness, threatens the world’s
commonality. Therefore, Arendt rejects both traditional communitarian or foundationalist
answers to the question of community and radical individualist responses.15 Due to the
paradoxes of plurality, the individual and the common world are not antithetical. Truly
political community, that is, non-given, artificial and heterogeneous community, emerges
whenever citizens publicly display their plurality of views and opinions. Its purpose is not
to achieve agreement, consensus or harmony by homogenizing or equalizing differences,
but to do justice to the multiplicity and divergence of individual views, in order to establish
a common world. These views need not concur. If everyone would think and feel the same,
we indeed would not need communication at all. Indeed, conflict and communication
constitute a paradox.
Community for Arendt is never a given, that is, it lacks an ultimate foundation. But
what, then, do people as citizens have in the common, positively defined? How do they
build a common world if there is no foundation? Arendt points out a number of activities,
practices and conditions that shape our relation to the common world: exchanging
opinions and making promises (chapter 3), common sense (chapter 4) and civic friendship
(chapter 5).

14
15

See chapter 2.
For a similar critique of the concept of community, see Young, 1989.
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Chapter 3
Political community and the contract

Arendt was a critic of two different strands of social contract theory: the quasi-liberal
model of the social contract, grounded in enlightened self-interest, associated with Hobbes,
on the one hand; and organic models of community grounded in a sovereign people’s
general will and appealing to generalized compassion, associated with Rousseau, on the
other hand.1 She held that the foundation upon interest or will cannot generate stabile,
non-violent communities.2 Ex negativo, Arendt’s critique throws light on her own alternative
ideas about the nature of the social contract, the political community and the relations
between individual and community. Rather than interest, will or sovereignty, I will argue,
her horizontal model is predicated upon opinion, promise and power as action-in-concert.

1. The general will and enlightened self-interest: Rousseau and Hobbes
Arendt’s rejection of the perspectives on community in the social contract theories of
Hobbes and Rousseau can best be explained by focusing on the pivotal concepts of
respectively interest and will, more particularly enlightened self-interest and the general will.
As the generally acclaimed first modern political philosopher, Hobbes aspired to solve the
question how citizens are to live together peacefully which arose when religious
justifications of sovereignty no longer sufficed. This made him shift the locus of
sovereignty from God to a secular entity, the Leviathan or absolute monarch, through the
construct of a social contract. His version of the social contract is, says Arendt, a vertical

Although Arendt is highly critical of both of these theories, she is obviously closer to Rousseau than to
Hobbes. Both she and Rousseau are republican thinkers and favour civil participation.
On differences and similarities between Arendt and Rousseau, see: Canovan, 1983, 287-89; Markell, 1997;
Cooper, 1976, section IV; Herb, 2001.
2 For Arendt’s challenges of Rousseau’s and Hobbes’ assumptions: Canovan, 1992, chapter 6; Villa, 1996, 7277, 247-48; Markell 1997; Wagner, 2003.
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one3, that is, a contract between individuals (citizens) and a sovereign ruler. Hobbes regards
the absolute sovereignty of a ruler as the final guarantee of peace, security and safety.
Arendt particularly takes issue with Hobbes’ assumption that the public or common good
or interest is derived from, so in fact subservient to, according to Arendt, private interests
and with his celebration of the pursuit of enlightened self-interest as the sole political
virtue. Individuals’ private interests, concerning the protection of their lives, physical safety
and property, Hobbes argues, coincide with the public or common good, which is the
safeguarding of citizen’s safety and the support of the accumulation of property. Politics,
therefore, is merely regarded as a means for the protection of the pursuit of private
interests. Out of enlightened self-interest, individuals decide to bind themselves into a
political community by submitting to an absolute sovereign, the Leviathan, who ‘overawes
them all’4. The sovereign offers protection against being killed in exchange for the
monopoly on killing and absolute obedience or submission of his or her subjects.
Arendt criticizes Rousseau’s social contract for its appeal to the constructs of the
general will and the people, and for his invocation of a politics of compassion.5 His
‘fundamental problem’ is the question how citizens can live together in freedom. This is
possible only under the condition that the person ‘may still obey himself alone, and remain
as free as before.’6 The solution his social contract provides, is basically to shift the locus of
sovereignty and rule from the Hobbesian absolute ruler to the people. This means that the
people becomes both the subject and the object of its own rule. This means it rules and is
ruled by itself. Rousseau identifies that which provides the ground and legitimacy of the
people’s sovereignty as the general will (volonté générale). The political community, i.e. the
people and its general will, is to be acquired and preserved through the perpetual struggle,
individually and collectively, against the will of all (volonté de tous), that is, the sum of all
particular wills of the citizens which not necessarily serve the common interest. Rousseau
presupposes that the general will and the people are grounded in human nature, consisting
in passion, in the double sense of ‘pathos’, feeling, emotion or sentimentality as well as the
capacity to suffer, and more particularly in compassion, the ‘innate repugnance against
seeing a fellow creature suffer’7 and the capacity to ‘suffer-with’.8 Rousseau regards
‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 86. Strictly speaking, this is incorrect: the subjects do not enter into the social
contract with the monarch, but among themselves. However, though the initial contract is a vertical one,
once it is established it becomes horizontal: the monarch exerts absolute power over his subjects.
4 Hobbes, 1985 [1651], part I, chapter 13, 185.
5 ‘The social question’, OR, §3-4.
6 Rousseau, 2003 [1762], book I, chapter VI, 8-9.
7 Rousseau, 1984 [1755], part I, 99.
8 OR, 75.
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compassion as a felicitous leftover of natural feelings, that is, of passions in the state of
nature, uncorrupted by society. Whereas for Hobbes instrumental reason, which for him
means ‘reckoning with consequences’9 enables a community of self-interest, for Rousseau
passion is the foundation of compassion, the people and subsequently of community.10
Solipsism
The political appeal to enlightened self-interest, or interest in general, and to the general
will, or the will in general, has disastrous political consequences in Arendt’s view. Why? She
mentions four properties the invocation of the will and interest share: subjectivism, unity,
sovereignty and naturalism.11 Arendt’s first objection concerns the ‘extreme
individualism’12, or subjectivism, solipsism or monologicity inherent in approaches of the
social contract based on interest, whether or not enlightened, and the will, whether or not
general. Despite their very different representations of the state of nature - for the one a
peaceful, paradisiacal condition, supportive of compassionate feelings; for the other a civil
war-like and hellish situation ruled by fear, mutual suspicion and hostility - both Rousseau
and Hobbes envisage individuals in the state of nature as living in isolation. They
apparently conceive of the isolated individual as primordial and community as secondary.13
Rousseau’s ‘noble savage’ is a solitary creature. And according to Arendt Hobbes’ selfinterested individual by nature ‘will consider his advantage in complete isolation’.14 For
Hobbes, individual rationality consists in calculating, or ‘reckoning with consequences’.
Individuals’ interests are by nature conflicting and non-cooperative, since there exists
‘neither fellowship nor responsibility between man and man’15. In the state of nature, ‘men
have no pleasure, (but on the contrary a great deale of griefe) in keeping company, where
there is no power able to over-awe them all.’16
Hobbes’ and Rousseau’s solipsist conception of human nature is also reflected in the
absence, respectively prohibition, of civic discourse. The, real or anticipated, dialogue with
others is replaced by the monologue of introspection, or at most the silent dialogue
between me and myself. The fact that the Hobbesian inner dialogue appeals to reason, the
Hobbes, 1985 [1651] part I, chapters 4 and 5, 111: ‘Reason (...) is nothing but Reckoning that is, Adding and
Subtracting) of the Consequences of generall names agreed upon.’ Arendt seems to be fond of this phrase, cf.
HC, 172, 283, 300, 320, 322.
10 For Arendt on Rousseau, see ‘The social question’, OR, §3-4.
11 I borrow the first three from Markell, 1997, 381-84.
12 BPF, 163.
13 Herb, 2001, 61.
14 OT, 139.
15 OT, 140.
16 Hobbes, 1985 [1651], part I, chapter 13, 185.
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Rousseauan dialogue to (com)passion, does not change the fundamentally similar structure
of interiority. The Hobbesian human being is not by nature endowed with a sense of
community. The only way the isolated self is ever able to establish a community is through
introspection. Introspection, ‘to read oneself’ will show the individual according to Hobbes
‘the similitude of the thoughts, and Passions of one man to the thoughts, and Passions of
another.’17 The rules and standards by which to establish and judge the political community
are ‘inclosed in the inwardness of man, open only to introspection’18. What the individual
will discover in particular is his own capacity to kill and hence the fear to be killed.19
Enlightened self-interest means that the individual subsequently applies reason to her
discovery of this commonality. Through deduction and calculation, she concludes that her
long-term interest is served best when all transfer their freedom to the sovereign. The
violence or awe, which is required to safeguard individual’s life and limbs against others,
and to prevent the disintegration of the community, is proportional to the individual’s lack
of a sense of community. For ‘[i]f it does not belong to the concept of man that he inhabits
the earth together with others of his kind, then all that remains for him is a mechanical
reconciliation by which the atomized Selves are provided with a common ground that is,
essentially alien to their nature’, Arendt argues.20
Rousseau’s general will is no less solipsistic. It essentially excludes the exchange of
opinions. ‘[T]here is no possible mediation between wills’21, Arendt writes. Indeed, In
Rousseau’s ideal state, introspection takes the place of communication and dialogue
between citizens, since in his view communication undermines, rather than supports,
community. Discussion, Rousseau held, only serves to produce factions and disagreement
and thus to threaten the stability and unanimity of the people. Only through silent selfexamination, i.e. ‘think[ing] only [one’s] own thoughts’22, will the individual discover his
own opinion uncontaminated by those of others, that is, he will discover the common
good as dictated by the general will. What is probably more important is that there is
actually no need for deliberation in Rousseau’s ideal state, since all citizens are of the same
Introduction of Leviathan, Hobbes, 1985 [1651], 82. Arendt refers to these sentences in HC, 299. Read thy
self is Hobbes’ translation of The Delphic maxim Nosce teipsum - the Latin translation of γνωθι σεαυτόν, know
yourself.
18 HC, 299
19 Hobbes, 1985 [1651], part I, chapter 13, 183-84; OT, 142.
20 ‘What is existenz philosophy?’, EU, 181. Actually, this is Arendt’s criticism of Heidegger’s solipsism. She
argues that Heidegger’s concept of the Self is predicated upon ‘absolute isolation’ or ‘absolute Self-ness, its
radical separation from all its fellows’ whence a ‘mechanical reconciliation’ is needed to forge a bond between
atomized selves.
21 OR, 76.
22 Arendt, BPF, 163; cf. Rousseau, 2003 [1762], book II, chapter III, 18.
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opinion, which indeed expresses the general will.23 Likewise, compassion excludes
deliberation. As an innate, natural affect, it is experienced directly, without the mediation of
speech.
Unity
Equally, both Hobbes and Rousseau regard the community, i.e. the Commonwealth,
respectively the people, as a unity. Despite the fact that in Hobbes one man or woman,
namely the Leviathan, rules over the many and in Rousseau the many bind themselves into
a single general will, both conceptualize the resulting community as a homogenous unity.
For Hobbes the political community or Commonwealth is embodied in the Leviathan,
binding people together as a body uniting its various parts, as the telling frontispiece of
Leviathan shows. The unity of the commonwealth is imposed upon the citizens with the aid
of the threat of violence since the Leviathan binds people together by ‘overaw[ing] them
all.’24 Plurality is repressed, since it refers to the violence of the state of nature, the everpresent potential of a war of all against all. Likewise, for Rousseau, the general will
necessarily consists of a unity.25 The faculty of the will is ‘one and indivisible’26. The
political community is identified as the sovereign people, thereby substituting unanimity for
the plurality of the citizens. Rousseau represents the people as a collective I or personality,
what he calls a moi commun27, which he illustrates by the metaphor of the body as well.
Arendt points out that compassion, the rule of which she rejects in the political sphere,
shares this very logic of unity. It unites both the subjects and objects of compassion, that
is, those who do not suffer themselves but feel compassion towards those who do, on the
one hand, and the masses, suffering from poverty, on the other hand. This unification is
threefold, according to Arendt. First, virtue, defined as ‘selflessness’ or ‘the capacity to lose
oneself in the suffering of others, rather than active goodness’, unites the privileged among
themselves.28 Second, compassion unites the objects of compassion, le peuple toujours
malheureux, the suffering masses, les misérables or les hommes faibles, by ‘lump[ing] them
together into an aggregate’.29 And finally, Arendt argues, compassion is supposed to unite
both groups, i.e. the compassionate and the sufferers, in a grand solidarizing gesture,
Rousseau, 2003 [1762], book II, chapter III; OR, 76; BPF, 163-64.
‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 87.
25 Rousseau, 2003 [1762], book I, chapter VI, 9: ‘Each of us puts his person and all his power in common
under the supreme direction of the general will, and, in our corporate capacity, we receive each member as an
indivisible part of the whole.’ For Arendt’s view on the indivisible unity of the people, see OT, 73-79.
26 OR, 76.
27 ‘Common me’, ‘self’ or ‘identity’. Rousseau, 2003 [1762], book I, chapter VI, 9.
28 OR, 80-81.
29 OR, 85.
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aiming to recover the supposed authentic and natural bond which society has lost.30 For
example, the Jacobin Rousseau-inspired politics of compassion demanded from its actors,
the compassionate, the identification of their own will with the will of the people they
claimed to represent, the sufferers.31
Next, Arendt severely attacks Hobbes’ ‘liberal’ assumption of any ‘harmony of
interests’, the belief that the private and the public interest may ever ‘happily coincide’.32
Instead, she argues that private and public interests are opposed and should be kept
distinct and should be mutually protected from the encroachment of the concerns of the
other sphere, in order to maintain its specific mode of dignity and happiness. More
concretely, Arendt argues that what gets lost in the identification of the public with the
private interest, is the mediation of ‘worldly institutions which th[e] people ha[ve] in
common’33, such as the law ‘which determines the rights and wrongs of the individual
interest with respect to public affairs.’34 Likewise, the immediacy with which compassion is
felt encourages direct and spontaneous action without the interference and mediation of
institutions or the tedious and lengthy discursive political process of discussion, persuasion
and negotiation.35 ‘[T]here is no possible mediations between wills as there is between
opinions’36, Arendt writes. She, on the contrary, attributes great importance to mediating
institutions, such as constitutions37 and proposes standards which ‘lie outside of men (…)
something men have in common in a worldly reality perceived by the senses or by the
mind.’38
Naturalism
A third similarity between Hobbes and Rousseau is their shared naturalism. Both take a
natural, vital faculty as the foundation of community. For Hobbes, individuals are ‘naturally
equal’, because of ‘the equality of fear resulting from the equal ability to kill possessed by
everyone’.39 The vital interest all human beings have in common, is, therefore, selfpreservation, the protection of life and limb. Enlightened self-interest simply means that
OR, 81.
OR, 74-75.
32 Arendt, 1977, ‘Public rights and private interests’, 105.
33 OR, 76.
34 OT, 139.
35 OR, 85-87. Empathy and compassion are distinguished from what Arendt calls enlarged mentality or
representative thinking. According to Arendt, the latter do not, like the first, destroy plurality.
36 OR, 76.
37 OR, 164.
38 HC, 299.
39 ‘On violence’, CR, 165. Cf. Hobbes, 1985 [1651], part I, chapter 13, 183-84; OT, 140.
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the person’s vital private interests are transferred onto the public interest. For Rousseau,
seeing someone suffer is felt instantly, spontaneously and seemingly non-discursively, by
virtue of our capacity of compassion.40 This is indeed a natural fact, which occurs as a
consequence of our biological make-up. The Rousseauan politics of compassions arises out
of the sight of someone suffering, typically from hunger, and this is felt as an immediate
call for direct and spontaneous action. ‘The cry for bread will always be uttered with one
voice. In so far as we all need bread, we are indeed all the same, and may as well unite into
one body.’41 Indeed, both Rousseau and Hobbes represent the political community as an
organism, quite literally a body politic, namely as respectively the ‘multi-headed one’42 and
the biblical monster Leviathan that incorporates its subjects as a body incorporates its
organs. Arendt is worried about the singularity and indivisibility suggested by this image of
the polity as a ‘a mass that moves as one body and acts as though possessed by one will’.43
This image is very similar to Arendt’s nightmare of totalitarian rule, which she describes as
‘One Man of gigantic dimensions’44.
Sovereignty
Finally, although in Rousseau’s social contract theory, the will of Hobbes’ absolute
monarch is transferred to the will of the people, this transfer does not affect nor challenge
the principle of sovereignty.45 Sovereignty is an anti-political principle in Arendt’s view.
Due to the condition of plurality, we are never the masters of our actions. Sovereignty is
not only an ‘illusion’46, but even completely alien to political action which is always
contingent, according to Arendt. ‘[T]he faculty of the will and will-power in and by itself,
unconnected with any other faculties, is an essentially nonpolitical and even anti-political
capacity’47, she argues, because it runs counter to the condition of plurality.48 As a
That is, in human beings considered sane. The fact many people find the behaviour of autistic people, who
lack empathy, so disturbing, is I think, a quite adequate illustration of the supposed naturalness of
compassion and of common-sense definitions of humanity. There is much neurological evidence about the
natural dimension of compassion today.
41 OR, 94.
42 ‘The social question’, OR, 77, 94.
43 OR, 94; cf. 76, 77.
44 OT, 465-66. See chapter 2.
45 On the place of sovereignty and the will in the political sphere, and in particular the different roles they
played in the political thought of respectively the American and the French revolutions, see OR, 30; 150-56;
183-85, 163, 225.
46 ‘What is freedom’, BPF, 164.
47 ‘What is freedom’, BPF, 164.
48 ‘What is freedom’, BPF, 164; cf. OR, 225.
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consequence, sovereignty is also alien to and destructive of political freedom, which is
predicated on this very contingency, as expressed in the condition of natality. ‘If men wish
to be free, it is precisely sovereignty they must renounce’ because ‘in the realm of human
affairs sovereignty and tyranny are the same’.49 Sovereignty also invites violence. The
sovereignty of political bodies ‘can be maintained only by the instruments of violence, that
is, with essentially non-political means’ because it runs counter to the condition of
plurality.50 Next, sovereignty is also at odds with power in Arendt’s sense, i.e. the power of
individuals acting in concert.51 Whereas Rousseau opposes a separation of powers, arguing
that divided power implies less power, Arendt asserts that the more centres or foci of
power there are, the stronger the political community as a whole will be. Centralized
power, Arendt thinks, can only mean stagnation and a loss of power. ‘Power can be divided
without decreasing it, and the interplay of powers with their checks and balances is even
liable to generate more power, so long, at least, as the interplay is alive and has not resulted
in a stalemate.’52
Instability and violence
Arendt points out two consequences of the homogenous, organic models of political
community I discussed above: both are inherently unstable and invite violence. In her
view, Hobbes’ community is ‘built on sand’; Rousseau’s one even on ‘quicksand’53. Arendt
argues that Hobbes’ thought on the relationship between individual and community is
inconsistent, that is, self-defeating. While his main purpose is to provide the
Commonwealth with a solid foundation, his account of the human nature prevents a stable
community from coming about.54 The pursuit of stability is grounded upon instability, just
like the protection of safety is based upon fear. Hobbes’ community is an unstable and
fragile construct, and therefore permanently at risk of disintegration. Community is
therefore at most a ‘temporary and limited affair’, which ‘essentially does not change the
solitary and private character of the individual (…) or create permanent bonds between
him and his fellow-men.’55 Arendt also argues that the general will, like any will, is
‘What is freedom’, BPF, 165; OR, 153.
BPF, 164; cf. OR, 225.
51 For Arendt’s critique of sovereignty, see MDT, 149; ‘Civil disobedience’, CR, §III. For secondary literature
on this issue, see Beiner, 2000, 60; Canovan, 1992, 32, n.70; idem, 1993; Honig, 2003; Villa, 1998, 152-56.
For Arendt’s arguments on isonomy and no-rule, see OR, 30 (plus n.285); HC, 222; ‘Civil disobedience’, CR,
86; OR, 171.
52 HC, 201.
53 BPF, 163-64.
54 OT, 140, 142.
55 OT, 140.
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shortsighted. The will is inherently bound to present and to short-term interest only.
Rousseau even argues that ‘it is absurd for the will to bind itself for the future.’56 A
community, however, needs a longer-term perspective, which only political institutions, in
Arendt’s view ultimately referring to the promise, can provide. Unlike the will and
compassion, political institutions constitute ‘elaborate framework with bonds and ties for
the future’, without, however, destroying the fundamental contingency of action.57 Both
concepts of community are permanently threatened from the inside by either dissenting
particular wills or by self-interest. For this reason, both conceptions demand an instance
outside the web of citizens in order to, in Rousseau’s case, secure or, in Hobbes’ case,
violently impose this unity. In Hobbes, community cannot come about nor subsist without
the Leviathan’s permanent threat of awful punishment, for ‘Covenants without the sword
are but words’58. Less explicitly violent and repressive, even in Rousseau, the reconciliation
between particular wills eventually depends on the somewhat mysterious Lawgiver, who
knows better than the people themselves what the general will consists of and hence which
laws are best for them. Compromising the horizontality of the social contract, the Lawgiver
is introduced through the backdoor, like a deus ex machina, in order to guarantee that
individual citizens’ wills are indeed in accordance with the general will.59
Arendt stresses that Hobbes obviously justifies tyranny openly60, but that the effect
of Rousseau’s model is no less tyrannical, because both try to solve what is in their view the
problem of plurality, through abolishing it altogether.61 Peter Wagner distinguishes between
two modes of proto-totalitarian thinking, as two ways of solving the conflict or
contradiction between individual interests and the public, general or collective interest.
Rousseau’s way is to subordinate individual interest to the collective. Hobbes’ way,
reversely, is to subordinate public interest to the individual, by rendering the public good
no more than the sum of individual interests. Both ways lead to the erosion of public space
and the loss of the interest in the common. And hence both, Arendt claims, destroy public
freedom.62 Rousseau’s theoretical introduction of compassion as a political principle is the
key to the violent course the French Revolution as well as its children, subsequent
revolutions focusing on the ‘social question’, took. Whereas Rousseau is the representative
of the political theory of compassion, Robespierre represents its political praxis, the Reign
Rousseau, 2003 [1762], book II, chapter I, 15.
BPF, 164-65; cf. HC on the promise, §34.
58 Hobbes, 1985 [1651], part II, chapter 17, 223.
59 Cf. Markell, 1997, 380.
60 OT, 144.
61 HC, 197-98.
62 Wagner, 2003.
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of Terror.63 Since Robespierre, Arendt suggests, pushed the logic of the general will and
compassion as a political principle to its extreme, he brought to light the implications of
Rousseau’s theory, namely its inherent violence. Through unleashing the ‘terror of virtue’64
and the ‘war on hypocrisy’65, as he himself called it, Robespierre did no more than make
manifest what was already implied in Rousseau’s theory of the general will, the people and
compassion. Violence, i.e. the Terror, is not an accidental circumstance, i.e. an unfortunate
though unintended effect of compassion, but it is its necessary consequence. Feelings and
passions are by nature inarticulate or speechless, because they are felt immediately,
preceding arguments.
The immediacy and monological
nature of compassion encourage the use
of political violence, rather than speech,
i.e. the lengthy, tedious process of
negotiation and persuasion through
mediating political institutions. ‘A state in
which there is no communication
between the citizens and where each man
thinks only his own thoughts is by
definition a tyranny.’66 That the
unification based on compassion may
easily lead to violence, is exemplified in a
picture by Paul André Basset (see figure).
On the Jacobin flags, to the originally
inclusive and universalistic ideal of
fraternité, the ominous catchphrase ou la
mort is added. This addition addressed not
only the Jacobins’ external enemies, that
is, those opposed to the revolution, but
also its own members. Among the
brothers, no dissenting opinions were
Figure: colored print by Paul André Basset, 1796
allowed.

OR, 81. Similarly, for that matter, does Stalin relate to Marx, OR, 79.
Robespierre, 2009 [1794], 47; ‘The social question’, OR, 79.
65 ‘The social question’, OR, 99, 105.
66 BPF, 164.
63
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Hostility to plurality and worldlessness
To conclude, Arendt’s key objections to both Hobbes’ and Rousseau’s political thought,
concern the hostility to plurality and the blindness with respect to the phenomenon of
world and worldliness to which their theories testify. Their shared hostility to plurality is
related to their ignorance concerning the paradoxes of plurality.67 For both Hobbes and
Rousseau, equality in fact refers to social or natural sameness, that is, to our shared physical
ability to kill and vulnerability to be killed, respectively our physical needs. Hence they
disregard the paradox of difference and equality. For both, commonality refers to human
nature and unity, rather than to the world we share. Also, both think that the existence of
different individual perspectives threatens community, whereas Arendt thinks that
difference and commonality paradoxically presuppose each other. Finally, both regard
disagreement, dissensus and conflict as a problem. Installing community through the social
contract therefore means terminating conflict, and as a consequence communication, for if
everyone thinks and feels the same, we indeed would not need communication. Arendt,
therefore, sees individuality and intersubjectivity as mutually conditional.
Since they do not take into account the paradoxes of plurality, Hobbes and
Rousseau also represent two influential ways of doing away with plurality, either through
one-man rule, in Hobbes’ case, or through the fiction of the people as many-in-one, in
Rousseau’s case. Both ways foster the paradox of fusion and isolation.68 Both Rousseau
and Hobbes regard plurality as a problem, a regrettable condition to be solved in order for
the polity to subsist. For Rousseau, plurality is associated with selfish particular wills, for
Hobbes with unrestrained aggressive self-interests in the civil war-like state of nature.
Plurality therefore for Hobbes can have no other meaning than a mere conflictual
multitude of isolated individuals. Similarly, Rousseau and Hobbes represent two ways to
bypass and hence undermine the world. Rousseau’s reduction of unique individuals’ plural
perspectives to a general will and his introduction of compassion as a principle of public
affairs, ignore political institutions which lie outside of, that is, between, people and that
serve as media in their relationships.69 Compassion ‘abolishes the distance between
people’70, i.e. the common world. Hobbes’ enlightened self-interest means that the
individual applies instrumental reason to her discovery of this commonality. Through
‘reckoning with consequences’, she concludes that her interest is served best when all
people transfer their autonomy to the sovereign.
I introduced these paradoxes in chapter 2.
‘One of the crucial elements in Rousseau’s political thought is an attempt to overcome human plurality by
converting a multitude into one being willing one will.’ Canovan, 1983, 297-98.
69 Most scholars emphasise the first objection; Canovan in particular has noted the second objection.
70 OR, 86; cf. Markell, 1997.
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2. Arendt’s alternative: the promise, opinion, action-in-concert
Arendt rejects any foundation of community in interest or will, be it enlightened or general
or not.71 This is not only dangerous, but in fact we do not even need to share a common
will, nature or even interests in order to be able to live together politically, Arendt suggests.
It is sufficient to share a common world, that is, to relate to and be loyal to worldly
institutions. In this way, citizens are left room in which they are allowed to differ and in
which their plurality may even flourish. Arendt’s ‘point is that instead of being reduced to a
single will, diverse individuals can be united by sharing a common world; a common set of
external institutions.’72 Arendt accepts that ‘plurality is inescapable, but that worldly
institutions can nevertheless provide a way of holding people together while leaving them
space in which to differ.’73 If there should exist such a thing as a public interest, or inter-est,
in her words, it could never be derived from private interests in her view. The world has
interests of its own74, she writes and she praises the attitude of ‘vigilant partisanship for the
world’75. In the words of Canovan: ‘Our public interests as citizens are quite distinct from
our private interests as individuals. Public interest (...) has nothing to do with private
interests at all. Public interests, according to Arendt, are the interests of the public realm. As
citizens, we share that public realm and participate in its interests; but the interests belong
to the public realm itself rather than to people.’76 Disch argues that the Arendtian inter-esse
mediates between the extremes of liberalism and communitarianism. ‘In contrast to the
interests of interest group pluralism, Arendt’s interests are not private bargaining chips,
defined with reference to individual goals and traded competitively on the political
‘market’. I contrast to the communitarian ideal, the ‘inter-est’ is not a common cause that
in some way expresses the authentic beings of its disparate participants and harmonizes
their wills.’77 However, it is important to see that Arendt does not take a moderate middle
ground, as if she seeks a compromise. On the contrary, her view on the common is
informed by her reflections on the totalitarian experience and presupposes a
phenomenological understanding of the paradoxical nature of plurality; more particular, of
the paradoxes of difference and commonality, solitude and being-together, and
Cf. ‘The revolutionary tradition and its lost treasure’, OR; and ‘Civil disobedience’, CR. Secondary literature
on common interest, see Disch, 1997, 142; Bickford, 1996, 14-15, 86.
72 Canovan, 1983, 294. Cf. 297.
73 Canovan, 1983, 300.
74 ‘On violence’, OR, 175.
75 ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 5-8.
76 Canovan, 1985, 636-37.
77 Disch, 1994, 36.
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communication and conflict.
The opposition of private and public interest refers, first of all, to different
dimensions of human existence to which we belong, which are both valuable in their own
right. Individual interest concerns one’s ‘relationship to life’ and belongs to the private
sphere; common interest concerns one’s ‘relationship to the world’ and belongs to the
public sphere.78 When private interest becomes the measure for public life and politics, the
concerns of life displace the concerns of the world, which would imply the end of politics.
Second, private and public interests are opposed because of the different temporal logics to
which these dimensions of life obey: the short-term, immediate and urgent, versus the
long-term, permanent and solid. ‘The main characteristic of the common with respect to
the individuals who share it is that it is much more permanent than the life of any one
individual.’79 Due to the human condition of mortality, ‘the self qua self cannot reckon in
terms of long range interest, i.e. the interest of a world that survives its inhabitants.’80
I hope I have made it clear by now, what ‘common’ does not mean in Arendt’s work.
It does not mean unified, the result of some operation of fusion, through either
compassion or instrumental reason. Neither is it an aggregate or sum of individual
interests. Nor is it a lowest common denominator, something which ‘happen[s] to be same
in everybody’, which is not brought about in human action, for example ‘the structure of
[our] minds’81. Finally, the common world is not grounded in an innate human nature,
reason as little as passion, that would be shared preceding the exchange of opinions.
What, then, do people as citizens have in the common, positively defined? What is
the foundation of community, if it is not grounded in human nature, organically grows out
of a common interest, or is not the union of all particular interests? The simplest answer
would be: there is no such thing as a foundation; community is groundless.82 Still, despite
the anti-foundationalist agreement between contemporary postmodernist Arendt-scholars,
Arendt’s phenomenological anthropology suggests that human existence is intersubjective
through and through. This intersubjectivity points to the human condition of plurality that
refers to the interaction between people and the common world, rather than to a common
human nature. This sharing-a-world-with-others, instead of a solipsist individualism, is the
basis of political community. Citizens are ‘united by the objective bonds in a common
cause’83, aiming at the res publica. What we share as citizens in the public realm, is an interest
‘The crisis in education’, BPF, 185.
Arendt, 1977, ‘Public rights and private interests’, 105.
80 ‘On violence’, CR, 175.
81 HC, 283.
82 As, for example Villa (1996), Honig (1992, 1993), Herzog (2004) argue.
83 ‘The social question’, OR, 74.
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in something, a case or issue, outside ourselves. ‘What makes [the citizens] common is
something that is not subjective.’84 Now, the most general name of this public or common
cause or common good is the world. ‘The ‘public good’, the concerns of the citizen, is
indeed the common good because it is localized in the world which we have in common
without owning it.’85 This is a radical reversal of the Cartesian relation between self or res
cogitans and world or res extensa. Rather, this conception of the world disrupts the situation
of the mind as Archimedian point. What people have in common is not ‘the structure of
their minds’ or a ‘common outlook inside all their minds’, but the world that lies outside
and between them and that consists in institutions, buildings, stories, opinions, etc.86
How do people build such a common world if there is no foundation? In the last
part of this chapter, I will argue that it is by means of opinionating and making contracts
based on promises.
Opinion
Instead of a shared will, a self-subsisting common good, or the pursuit of private interests,
Arendt’s model of the political community is predicated upon opinions. Opinions require
the presence of others, i.e. they are typically generated and subsequently tested between
people, in the course of their exchange in discussion, rather than inside their minds. The
common good is ‘the shifting product of dialogue.’87 ‘Where an appropriate public space
exists, these opinions can be filtered into a sophisticated political discourse, instead of
being either left as a chaos of innumerable opinions on the one hand, or molded into an
unanimous ‘public opinion’ on the other.’88
Although they are typically formed in public contexts, opinions, unlike personality
traits, motives, interests and qualities, belong exclusively to individuals.89 My opinions, that
is, ‘how things seem to me’ (δοκει µοι90), qualify who I am, whereas my interests and will
rather express what I am, i.e. to which group I belong.91

Arendt, 1977, ‘Public rights and private interests’, 105.
Arendt, 1977, ‘Public rights and private interests’, 104. In this context, Arendt maps her well-known
distinction between the private and the public on the one between respectively ‘own’ (ἴδιος) en ‘common’
(κοίνος); quasi-epistemologically deriving the concept ‘own’ from ‘owning’, i.e. possessing.
86 HC, 283; Canovan 1988, 183.
87 Hinchman, S., 1984, 326-27.
88 Canovan, 1985, 634-35.
89 OR, 227; cf. Canovan, 1985, 634.
90 LOM I, 94; ‘Philosophy and politics’, 1990 [1954], 80; LKPP, 56.
91 Bickford, 1996, 60, 81, 85-86.
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Opinions cannot be reduced to interests. Particular interests do not dictate or
automatically give rise to particular opinions.92 Opinions differ from the will, in so far as
the latter is given and ‘one and indivisible’93, while the condition of plurality implies that
opinions are multiple and alterable. ‘Plurality implies that it is ‘natural’ for people to form
different opinions about their common affairs.’94 ‘Differing opinions are always
characteristic of ‘men in the plural’, as unanimity of opinion is characteristic of mass
society and tyranny.’95 The Rousseauan politics of compassion demands identification of
wills, rather than exchange of opinions.96
To be sure, Arendt’s turn to opinions, or rather, to the activity of opinionating, does
not imply an entry into mere subjectivism or relativism. In Arendt’s view, opinions, though
contingent, are not arbitrary, nor formed in solitude, but require exchange. Hence, they are
neither objective, nor subjective, but intersubjective and have a common point of
reference, namely the world that provides a situated objectivity.
Promises
Arendt situates her thinking about the common in a different tradition within social
contract theory, loosely associated with Locke.97 Let me briefly return to Hobbes and
Rousseau, and focus on their ideas of the social contract. Theirs, Arendt argues, is a vertical
version of the social contract98, which she describes as ‘an agreement in which an individual
person resigns his power to some higher authority and consents to be ruled in exchange for
a reasonable protection of his life and property’.99 This contract between a people and a
sovereign ruler, results in legitimate government, i.e. in a division between the ruled and
legitimate rulers, be it the sovereign will of the absolute Leviathan or Rousseau’s
‘theoretical substitute’, the general will.100 Both shapes of the social contract depend upon
consent which in Arendt’s view comes down to ‘mere acquiescence’101 and is ‘accomplished
by each person in his isolation’.102 Arendt, on the contrary, favors the horizontal contract
Bickford, 1996, 86; Canovan, 1988, 185.
OR, 76.
94 Canovan, 1988, 185.
95 Bickford, 1996, 81.
96 OR, 74-75.
97 ‘Foundation I’, OR, esp. §3 (165-78); ‘Civil disobedience’, CR, §III, esp. 85-87; Canovan, 1992, 151, 208,
211, 216.
98 See n.3.
99 OR, 169.
100 OR, 156.
101 ‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 85.
102 OR, 171.
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between independent individuals, associated with Locke and the American Revolution, or
rather with the pre-revolutionary ‘American experience’ in the colonies.103 The result of
such an ‘alliance’ is a political community in which citizens mutually bind themselves,
instead of a government in the sense of rulership.104 The horizontal contract presupposes
the equality of its constituting members, as opposed to the vertical relationship between
the people or ruled, and the government or ruler. It is based upon a promise, that is, ‘by
definition enacted ‘in the presence of one another’’105, unlike consent. This model of the
social contract presupposes that the contract among citizens themselves precedes the one
between citizens and the government:
All contracts, covenants, and agreements rest on mutuality, and the great advantage
of the horizontal version of the social contract is that this mutuality binds each
member to his fellow citizens. This is the only form of government in which people
are bound together not through historical memories or ethnic homogeneity, as in the
nation-state, and not through Hobbes’s Leviathan, which ‘overawes them all’ and
thus unites them, but through the strength of mutual promises.106
Making and keeping promises is a world-building human capacity, since it ‘provide[s]
stability in the ocean of future uncertainty where the unpredictable may break in from all
sides’.107 The social contract based upon the promise is institutionally embodied in
covenants, treaties, constitutions, the law, etc. These institutions propose standards which
‘lie outside of men’ and constitute ‘something men have in common in a worldly reality
perceived by the senses or by the mind.’108 It is exactly these intermediary institutions that
are conspicuously absent in the Rousseauan and Hobbesian vertical social contract. Unlike
the essentially short-sighted self-interest and general will, these institutions constitute
‘elaborate framework with bonds and ties for the future’ without, however, destroying the
fundamental contingency of action.109 Next to its long-term orientation, the law, unlike
compassion and the sum of self-interests, is impartial, that is, ‘without regard to persons’.110

OR, 172. Arendt suggests that Locke’s social contract theory should be seen as providing the ex post facto
theoretical articulation of this experience, rather than of inventing the corresponding version of the social
contract.
104 ‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 86.
105 OR, 171.
106 ‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 86-87.
107 OR, 175.
108 HC, 299.
109 BPF, 164-65.
110 OR, 90. This lack of regard for persons does not refer to unique individuals, but to persons as
representatives of a particular collective identity, in this case especially class.
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Power as action-in-concert
The promise and the horizontal contract are the basis for Arendt’s very different model of
power. She conceives of power not as sovereignty, neither in the shape of an absolute
sovereign monarch, nor of the sovereign people, but as action-in-concert. Promising
establishes the power of plural people. Consenting, on the contrary, brings about sovereign
power. Sovereignty is conceived as a property of an entity which rules over isolated
individuals who have resigned their individual power. Of course, Rousseau’s conception of
sovereign power, i.e. popular sovereignty, is more complicated, but essentially follows the
same logic. Although popular sovereignty implies that ‘each, while uniting himself with all,
(...) obey[s] himself alone, and remain[s] as free as before’, each citizens resigns its
individual power and will to the ‘supreme direction’ of the general will.111 Hence it is static
and absolute. Power, in the Arendtian sense of action-in-concert, on the other hand, is seen
as essentially consisting in a relation; hence it is dynamic, plural and relative. The Arendtian
horizontal contract lifts the isolation of each individual member and limits its individual
power, however in favor of an enhanced ‘new power structure’, that is, the power of the
citizens constituting the common world by participating.112

Conclusion
In Arendt’s view, the common, the civic bond, is not about common interests, or a
substantial conception of the common good. Though we may have very different, even
conflicting interests, and have very different conceptions of the good life, we share a
common world. The point of the matter is that the world allows for disagreement and
dissensus, that is, for debate about what the inter-esse actually is.113 The common does not
consist in the common denominator of different interests, but in the discussion between
these interests. Or as Bickford argues:
[P]olitics is not simply about shared interests or shared conceptions of the good; it is
how we decide what to do in the face of conflict about all theses things. Politics in
this sense is constituted neither by consensus nor community, but by the practices
through which citizens argue about interests and ends - in other words, by
communication. It is through such communicative practices that we come to

Rousseau, 2003 [1762], book I, chapter VI, 9.
‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 86-87; OR, 170-71, 175.
113 Cf. Canovan, 1985, 639.
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understand our interests and our identities in ways that inform our decisions about
what to do.114
Arendt’s account of the problem of community is neither radically individualistic, i.e.
solipsistic, nor communitarian, due to the second paradox of plurality I identified, which
comes down to the fact that commonality is not opposed to, but crucially dependent upon,
differences. Individual and community, in the sense of the common world, are not
antithetical. Truly political community, that is, non-given, artificial and heterogeneous
community, emerges when citizens publicly display their plurality of views and opinions. Its
purpose is not to achieve agreement, consensus or harmony by homogenizing or equalizing
differences, but to do justice to the multiplicity and divergence of individual views, so that
a common world emerges. Community is never a given, that is, it lacks an ultimate
foundation, but it is a construct which citizens should actively design and maintain,
through opinionating, contracts and promises.

Bickford, 1996, 11. The interdependency of world and plurality will be further elaborated in the next
chapter on common sense in Arendt’s work.
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Common sense

Much of what Arendt has to say about the common world is asserted in the context of
accounting for common sense. I provisionally define common sense as a ‘common feeling
for the world’1. Indeed, Arendt once called common sense Weltsinn.2 To her, common
sense is the principal political quality and the ‘political sense par excellence’.3 What is at stake
is expressed very clearly in the following statement Arendt made in an interview about the
faculties that the statesman needs.
Der Staatsmann wird umgeben, eingekreist, von einem Heer von Experten. (...) Der
Staatsmann muß ja schließlich die Entscheidung treffen. Er kann sie sachgemäß ja
kaum treffen. Er kann ja all das gar nicht wissen. Er muß es nehmen von Experten
und zwar von Experten, die sich prinzipiell immer widersprechen müssen. (...) Jeder
vernünftige Staatsmann holt sich die entgegengesetzten Expertisen ein. Denn er muß
die Sache ja von allen Seiten sehen. (...) Dazwischen muß er urteilen. Und dieses
Urteilen ist ein höchst mysteriöser Vorgang. In dem äußert sich dann der
Gemeinsinn.4
This applies, mutatis mutandis, to any acting citizen as well.
Arendt has been interested in common sense ever since The origins of totalitarianism.
This book provides a tentative response to the question the loss of which faculty turns
people away from the common world, and, conversely, the restoration of which prepares
them for worldly existence, and how this process works. Since, she reflected upon it in
chapter VI of The human condition about the typically modern loss of world, The life of the mind
I, in several essays in the course of her work5 and in her lectures on Kant’s political
philosophy. No doubt, the last have attracted most scholarly attention. Arendt’s concept of
Villa, 1996, 105.
Arendt, ‘Kultur und Politik’, 1958, 1142.
3 HC, 208-09; UP, 318.
4 ZP, 68-69.
5 Especially in ‘The crisis in culture’, BPF; ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT; and in several previously
unpublished lectures, most notably ‘Philosophy and politics’, 1990 [1954] and UP.
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common sense is usually studied in the context of her unfinished account of judgment and
hence in relation to political judging. The fact that it was first raised in the context of her
analysis of totalitarian ideology has been largely ignored in scholarship on Arendt’s theories
of judgment and action.6
In The origins of totalitarianism, common sense is related to our sense of the real, and its
operation is opposed to totalitarian ideological thinking. On the one hand, the advance of
totalitarian ideology benefits from a previous degradation of common sense, as a
consequence of which people can no longer tell fact from fiction. Hence, Arendt writes
that ‘the ideal subject of totalitarian rule is not the convinced Nazi or convinced
Communist but people for whom the distinction between fact and fiction (that is, the
reality of experience) and the distinction between true and false (that is, the standards of
thought) no longer exist.’7 On the other hand, when totalitarianism rises to power, it
destroys the remains of common sense by displacing it by ideological supersense.
Totalitarian ideologies, Arendt writes, specialize in creating entirely fictitious worlds,
especially by means of propaganda. Out of contempt for experience, reality and factuality,
they produce a ‘lying world of consistency’8 contrary to common sense. Internally they are
completely coherent and meaningful; externally, however, they are shut off from the real
world and devoid of any meaning, hence ‘no-sense’9, i.e. nonsense. ‘Over and above the
senselessness of totalitarian society is enthroned the ridiculous supersense of its ideological
superstition.’10 By deactivating their sensory relation to the factual world, whence
‘everything is possible’, totalitarian movements provide the superfluous and lonely masses,
robbed of status and common sense, with a home, even if it is a completely imaginary and
illusory one.11
The present chapter deals with the relation between common sense and the common
world. This question refers to one of the most hotly debated issues in present-day Arendt
scholarship, namely the status of common sense or sensus communis in Arendt’s theory of
judgment. The question which is raised is: is common sense a priori or a posteriori, i.e.
empirical? That is, is the common sense that makes judgment possible, based in a
universally shared transcendental faculty or capacity, or, on the other hand, in a shared
concrete community? Is common sense a given capacity or a socio-cultural achievement,
acquired through experience and socialization in the particular community one happens to
Cf. Norris, 1996, 174-75, n. 27.
OT, 474.
8 OT, 353.
9 OT, 458.
10 OT, 457.
11 OT, 343, 457-58, 470, 475, 477; cf. Canovan, 1992, 53, 55, 56.
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be born into? Scholarly debates on this issue focus on the relationship between Arendt’s
notion of common sense and Kant’s a priori, transcendental notion of sensus communis that
he elaborates in his theory of aesthetic judgment.12 There is by now a huge body of
literature studying this relationship by drawing upon the posthumously published notes of
Arendt’s Lectures on Kant’s political philosophy (1982).13 It has become a custom to read these
notes as containing in nuce Arendt’s thought on common sense and judging, even up to the
point that it is by now simply considered as the informal third part (Judging) of the planned
trilogy The life of the mind. Issues that are examined include: does Arendt do justice to Kant’s
critique of judgment, probably revealing implications he did not see himself? Is she a
faithful daughter? Is her reading of Kant valid, or did she, deliberately or not, misread it?
Or did she simply appropriate his thought for her own purposes, and in the process draw
conclusions which are invalid with respect to Kant’s text? For example: does she bring
about an empirical or sociological turn with respect the crucial Kantian distinction between
the transcendental principle of universal communicability and empirical communication in
a particular community? This would challenge the universal validity of judgment and imply
a turn, or a toning down according to her critics hold, to a more modest, situated validity.
What is at stake in this debate seems to be no less than the promise or ‘the
methodological treasure’ inherent in the concept of sensus communis, namely the
reconciliation of a commitment to the situatedness of understanding and judgment with
the universalistic aspiration to transcend mere partiality, subjectivism or arbitrariness.14 It is
widely felt that the Kantian universalistic approach of common sense, that is, the ‘shared
capacity to feel what may be universally shared’15, is no longer tenable. As an a priori
faculty, it supposedly grounds the universal communicability of our reflective judgments
and presupposes a ‘spontaneous agreement of our perceptual apparatus, supposedly the
same for every human being, and the object being perceived through it’.16 On the other
hand, however, approaches that make common sense solely dependent upon empirical
communities, are considered equally undesirable because of ‘the inevitable relativism
ensuing from a plurality of equally unquestionable traditions, horizons and life-worlds’.17

Beiner, 1982; Tassin, 1987; Norris, 1996; Yar, 2000; Vandeputte, 2008; Degryse, 2009; Peeters, 2009
For example: Bernstein, 1996; Beiner, 1982, 1992; Benhabib, 1988; Steinberger, 1990; Biskowski, 1993;
Clarke, 1994; Norris, 1996; Ferrara, 2008a and 2008b; Yar, 2000; Lara, 2008, etc. Also see the special issue on
judgment of Philosophy and Social Criticism, Vol. 34 (2008), No.1-2.
14 Ferrara, 2008a, 6-7.
15 Ferrara, 2008a, 12.
16 Ferrara, 2008a, 13.
17 Ferrara, 2008a, 12; cf. 2008b.
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I will elucidate my intervention in this debate in the second half of this chapter. For
now, it suffices to assert that Arendt is neither a transcendental philosopher, nor an
empiricist, but a hermeneutic phenomenologist. I will explicate the two most significant
implications for the aforementioned debate. First, Arendt’s own ideas about judgment and
common sense may be inspired by Kant’s theory of aesthetic judgment, but they are in no
way Kantian, i.e. transcendental. Therefore, it is advisable to read Lectures on Kant’s political
philosophy not as offering anything more than a course on Kant’s work. A scrupulous
reading at least reveals that is it is unclear when Arendt is expressing her own views, and
when she is illuminating Kant’s thought. Therefore, scholars should be very careful and
reluctant to attribute the contentions on sensus communis or common sense18 in the Lectures
on Kant’s political philosophy to Arendt herself, if these are not supported by her published
work. For this reason, I will refer to the Lectures in the present chapter only if it is in
agreement with previous writings in which Arendt addresses common sense.19 Finally,
Kant’s critique of judgment is not the only philosophical resource for Arendt in reflecting
on common sense. Another one is Aristotle’s account of φρόνησις, practical wisdom or
prudence in Ethica Nicomachea book VI.20 He describes φρόνησις as the typical politician’s
and citizen’s virtue of ‘judging insight’; as distinguished from σοφία, the ‘intellectual
wisdom’ of the philosopher.21 In contradistinction to σοφία, which is oriented towards
universal truths, φρόνησις deals with particulars and how to act in particular situations.
This is not a question of applying universal rules to particular situations. Judgment resists
the mechanical application of recipes because of the unpredictable variations and
complexities of the human affairs. Therefore, φρόνησις appeals to experience of the world
rather than to learning and applying universal rules. Whereas σοφία shuns discussion,
φρόνησις crucially involves deliberation.
Whereas young people become accomplished in geometry and mathematics, and
wise within these limits, prudent young people do not seem to be found. The reason
is that prudence is concerned with particulars as well as universals, and particulars
become known from experience, but a young person lacks experience, since some
length of time is needed to produce it.22
For this reason, φρόνησις is not only distinguished from σοφία but also from τέχνη, skill
or craftsmanship. Τέχνη only concerns the ability to achieve given ends or goals, i.e.
Arendt discusses common sense and sensus communis in LKPP, 64, 67, 70-71, 75.
Such as HC, LOM I, §8 and §10 and the essays ‘The crisis in culture’, BPF; ‘Truth and politics’, BPF; UP.
20 ‘The crisis in culture’, BPF, 221; cf. Beiner, 1982, 104, 134-35.
21 Aristotle distinguishes between five virtues of thought: φρόνησις, σοφία, τέχνη, ἐπιστήµη and νούς
22 Aristotle, 1976 [350 BC], 1142a.
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instrumental or teleological reason; φρόνησις, however, includes determining the ends
themselves also.23 It is indeed not hard to see why Arendt is interested in φρόνησις. Unlike
the philosopher’s wisdom, political insight or φρόνησις is not concerned with the insights
of Verstand but with the judgments of action, and unlike the craftsman’s skill, τέχνη, it
takes the contingency and particularities of human affairs into account.24
Second, and most importantly, the fact Arendt analyzes judgment and common
sense in a phenomenological fashion, implies that the very question whether her concept of
common sense is a priori or empirical is not pertinent. Once again, the neglect of Arendt’s
phenomenological background has caused much confusion and misunderstandings.
Before going into the details of this debate, I will explicate the broad outlines of
Arendt’s analysis of the operation and effects of common sense in the first part of this
chapter. Arendt never offered an unequivocal account of common sense. She sometimes
suggests the terms ‘common sense’ (‘sound human reason’, gesunder Menschenverstand, le bon
sens) and sensus communis (‘community sense’, Gemeinsinn) refer to different phenomena or
faculties.25 However, she never explains what exactly this difference pertains to and most of
the she time does not make a distinction at all, simply calling it ‘common sense’, and uses
the two notions interchangeably.26 Since her description of both common sense and sensus
communis is strikingly unambiguous - a sixth sense which is somehow related to common
world, and opposed to privacy and private sense27 - I simply assume that both have the
same referent.

1. Experience and the sense of the real
The substance of common sense is our daily experience of reality, i.e. of worldly
appearances. Remember that Arendt’s is a phenomenological, not an empiricist notion of
experience. For phenomenologists, lived experience refers to how we, human beings, live
our lives, are involved in projects and interact with each other. Far removed from the sense
See for example Beiner, 1982. Aristotle scholars do not completely agree upon this however. Some argue
that in the case of φρόνησις, the end is given as well, namely εὐδαιµονία.
24 Cf. Beiner, 1983.
25 HC, 283 (incl. n.44), 284; LKPP, 70, 71, 72.
26 For example: ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 28. (In the German original version of this essay:
‘Gemeinsinn oder gesundes Menschenverstand’, Arendt, 1989, ‘Gedanken zu Lessing. Von der Menschlichkeit
in finsteren Zeiten’, 28), ‘Crisis in Education’, BPF, 178.
27 For example UP, 318; ‘Philosophy and politics’, 1990 [1954], 100; HC, 208-09; ‘The crisis in education’,
BPF, 178; ‘The conquest of space’, BPF, 266; LOM I, 59; LKPP, 64.
23
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data of empiricists, lived experience is inherently meaningful.28 The presence of others is
prerequisite for our sense of reality and perception.29 It is so by virtue of our common
sense, ‘our mental organ for perceiving, understanding and dealing with reality and
factuality’.30 Common sense enables experience; and reversely, when common sense is
destroyed, we lose the capacity for experience.31 ‘[R]eality is not guaranteed by the
‘common nature’ of all men who constitute it’32 but it is the effect of common sense, ‘der
Sinn durch den wir Wirklichkeit qua Wirkliches erfassen’33. This sense of reality or realness
is the ‘sensorily perceptible property of the world’ that corresponds to common sense, like
the visibility of the world corresponds to vision, for the world is visible for human beings
and many other animals because they have vision.34 ‘[A] feeling of realness (or irreality)
actually accompanies all the sensations of my senses, which without it would not make
‘sense’.’35
In the context of realness, Arendt consistently compares common sense to a sixth
sense which she describes as ‘the one by which all other senses, with their intimately
private sensations, are fitted into the common world’36. It is certainly no coincidence that
she uses the notion ‘sense’ here, for as a phenomenologist she is adamant that our
perception of reality, our susceptibility to appearances, rather than ideas, or some innate
human substance, for example, plays a crucial role in the disclosure and constitution of the
common world. Experience in the hermeneutic- phenomenological sense, as opposed to a
strong empiricist one, always concerns the relation between a perceiver and the perceived.
The one does not exist without the other. For this reason, it is wrong to explain things only
in terms of subjective capacities, such as ideas or cognition, but equally wrong to reduce
them to objective qualities. Common sense, on the other hand, refers to the kind of
objectivity human beings are capable of, i.e. a common intersubjectively validated reality.
‘In a world of appearances, filled with error and semblance, reality is guaranteed by [a]
threefold commonness’, Arendt writes. Together, the three aspects of commonality
produce the sense of reality. First, commonness is achieved on the intrasubjective level, by
coordinating or aligning the five senses, that each in themselves are completely subjective

See chapter 1 on Arendt’s notion of experience.
See chapter 2; cf. Taminiaux, 1997, 202-03.
30 ‘On violence’, CR, 110.
31 OT, 474, 477.
32 HC, 57-58.
33 DB, June 1958, 595.
34 LOM I, 50.
35 LOM I, 51.
36 HC, 283.
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or private, ‘unreliable and treacherous’37 and so are absolutely incommunicable.38 In
isolation, the data of the senses, for example sound and smell, cannot be translated into
each other, so only the integration of the common sense ensures that they refer to the
same matter. For example, the tree I hear rustling is the same as the tree I can touch, see
and smell.39
Second, commonness is achieved on a worldly, intersubjective level. Human beings,
like other animals, for that matter, ‘have the context in common that endows every single
object with its particular meaning’ and that therefore guarantees that others ‘perceive as I
do’40. This commonness, as expressed in common names for things, for example ‘tree’, is
‘the decisive factor for intersubjective communication – the same object being perceived by
different persons and common to them’.
The subjectivity of the it-seems-to-me is remedied by the fact that the same object
also appears to others though its mode of appearance may be different. (It is the
inter-subjectivity of the world, rather than similarity of physical appearance, that
convinces men that they belong to the same species. Though each single object
appears in a different perspective to each individual, the context in which it appears
is the same for the whole species. In this sense, every animal species does not need
to compare its own characteristics with those of its fellow-members in order to
recognize them as such.)41
For example, for human beings a tree may have many different meanings, such as
provision of timber, recreational space, poetic or religious meaning, etc., but its potential
meanings have a common frame of reference: the human conditions and our physical and
mental capacities, including the design of our sensorial apparatus. It cannot, for example,
be a nesting place. For a bird, on the other hand, the same tree is not a source of timber,
nor can it have a poetic meaning, I suppose.
Because of its intimate relation to experience, common sense is opposed to
ideological thinking. Ideology is not interested in reality as it is experienced, Arendt argues,
but imposes an idea, an absolute rational truth, onto history and nature and coerces reality
to conform to its rules. As such, it substitutes for, or even completely rejects, reality and as
such achieves an ‘emancipation from the reality that we perceive with our five senses’.42

OT, 477.
LOM I, 50; OT, 477.
39 LOM I, 50; 119; OT, 477; cf. DB, August 1958, fragment 4, 600.
40 LOM I, 50.
41 LOM I, 50; cf. OT, 475-77.
42 OT, 470.
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What is called reality is deductively, i.e. logically, derived from a given, postulated idea. This
is what Arendt calls ‘supersense’ as opposed to common sense.43
Additionally, because of its intersubjective nature, common sense is also opposed to
logical thinking. Common sense coordinates private sensations so as to produce the
perception of a single world. The utter subjectivity and partiality of these sensations are
transformed into intersubjectivity, though without producing objective knowledge
according to Archimedian yardsticks.44 Absolute, that is, non-situated, objectivity is
incompatible with the fundamental fact of plurality: ‘the nonsubjective element in the nonobjective senses is intersubjectivity.’45 For logical thought, i.e. the deduction of conclusions
from premises, to arrive at valid statements, solitude is no hindrance at all. One does not
need someone else, or someone else’s opinion, to validate one’s conclusions, for these
follow necessarily from given premises as long as one applies the rules of logic correctly.
These rules derive from the way our brain works, which is the same in all human beings
who are in their right mind. Therefore, anyone sticking to these rules will necessarily arrive
at exactly the same conclusion. Every other form of mental activity, such as thinking,
judging and cognition, needs communication, i.e. sensus communis, for its very operation, for
these mental activities pertain to worldly phenomena, such as human affairs, events, etc.,
that are as a principle extremely variable. Common sense, therefore, is opposed to the
private sense or sensus privatus of logical reasoning. Unlike logical reason, common sense
withers away without or outside of the company of others, i.e. my equals. This happens
both in loneliness, as the pathological condition in which one is thrown back upon one’s
private, partial and entirely subjective experience; and under the equally pathological
condition in which ideological propaganda or scientistic discourse seem to make
communication on the many different perspective on the world obsolete.
Common sense is Arendt’s main weapon against the, typically modern, phenomenon
of subjectivism, which is philosophically prepared, so to say, by Descartes and Hobbes.
Common sense guarantees the world we perceive is not simply an illusion, either a
fabulation of my own mind or a trick an evil genius, such as Descartes’ malin génie, is playing
on me. However, it does so, not through providing a foundation in truth, a rock bottom of
knowledge, but through intersubjectivity. Common sense does not elevate cognition to the
sole reliable access to reality. It does not share the Cartesian doubt about reality, but
entertains a matter-of-fact relation to reality - ‘there we are and no questions asked’46 - and
thus lets itself be corrected by facts. Common sense only turns to reflection, knowledge or
OT, 457-58; 470-73; cf. chapter 2 of this dissertation.
See my discussion of the Archimedian ideal of objectivity in chapter 1.
45 LKPP, 67.
46 LOM I, 59.
43
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ideology when this matter-of-fact relation to reality is broken or disturbed by disrupting
events. Nor does common sense share ideology’s contempt for reality.47 Thus, it avoids the
traps of both subjectivism or solipsism, and the objectivism of strong empiricism or
scientism.48
Arendt asserts the phenomenological observation that though thinking may doubt
reality, it is unable to falsify, nor, for that matter, prove, the feeling of realness which
common sense produces.49 It is not consciousness, res cogitans or reason, but common
sense, which allows for our sense of reality.50 ‘It is by virtue of common sense that the
other sense perceptions are known to disclose reality and are not merely felt as irritations
of our nerves or resistance sensations of our bodies’51, she argues, and she is obviously
rebelling against Cartesian subjectivist or solipsist underpinnings of modern philosophy
here. Common sense is therefore opposed to Cartesian and Hobbesian reason, which is an
‘inner faculty without any world relationship’, ‘the playing of the mind with itself, which
comes to pass when the mind is shut off from all ‘reality’ and ‘senses’ only itself’52.
Descartes’ major error, as he so vividly represented in his Meditationes (1641), is his attempt
to establish the reality of the world, including both the outer world or res extensa, and the
inner world of the self or res cogitans, through introspective methods, in the isolation of his
study. ‘Descartes’ philosophy is haunted by two nightmares which in a sense became the
nightmares of the whole modern age. (…) In the one, reality, the reality of the world as
well as of human life, is doubted: if neither the senses, nor common sense nor reason can
be trusted, then it may well be that all that we take for reality is only a dream.’ Descartes
second nightmare is a variation of the first: the fear that an evil spirit or malin génie
manipulates us so that we ‘will never be able to reach any truth, never be able to be certain
of anything.’53 That is, Descartes tried to find yardsticks for certain and true knowledge in
the human mind. Hobbes’ definition of reason as ‘reckoning with consequences’, according
to Arendt testifies to a Cartesian ontology failing to integrate the faculty of common sense
and to take into account the worldly condition of human beings.54
Arendt’s criticism of modern Cartesian metaphysics extends to a much broader
criticism of modernity, which she grasps under the heading of world alienation and the
OT, 458.
Cf. Villa, 1992, 296-97.
49 LOM I, 49, 52.
50 LOM I, 19-20.
51 HC, 208-09.
52 HC, 284.
53 HC, 277.
54 HC, 284; LOM I; Arendt, 1990, ‘Philosophy and politics’, 1990 [1954], 80. Cf. Norris, 1996, 173; Canovan,
1992, 151.
47
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‘flight into the self’55. She suggests that the theories of 17th century philosophers
foreshadow a more general ‘subjectification of the real’56 and withering away of common
sense: ‘We live today in a world in which not even common sense makes sense any
longer’57. As a consequence, we are witness to the emergence of lonely mass man, the type
of person susceptible to ideological manipulation.58 Remember that common sense may be
destroyed, and along with it the common world. Common sense is lost both in totalitarian
societies and in modern mass society, a type of society in which men are reduced to animal
laborans and homo faber. ‘The disappearance of common sense in the present day is the surest
sign of the present-day crisis. In every crisis a piece of the world, something common to us
all, is destroyed. The failure of common sense, like a divining rod, points to the place
where such a cave-in has occurred.’59 Arendt describes this alienation as ‘the atrophy of the
space of appearances and the withering of common sense’60.
[T]he loss of the world (…) has left behind it a society of men who, without a
common world, which would at once relate and separate them, either live in
desperate lonely separation or are pressed together into a mass. For a mass-society is
nothing more than that kind of organized living which automatically establishes itself
among human beings who are still related to one another but have lost the world
once common to all of them.61
Common sense establishes our sense of reality, in other words, the sense of sharing a
world. The world is not just there; it is common world as well. For this reason Arendt
sometimes applies the more technical-philosophical term sensus communis or ‘community
sense’. Common sense or sensus communis provides us with a sense of orientation in this
common world. We need it in order to ‘know [our] way’62, ‘move about’63 and ‘orient’
ourselves in the world.64 Also, common sense is what makes it a common world. Through
common sense, we experience the world as something which is real and which we share
with others, by providing a common point of reference to which we relate and about which
we discuss, i.e. agree or disagree. Common sense therefore has an integrative or world-

Arendt, Rahel Varnhagen, 1997 [1957], 91.
Villa, 1992b, 717.
57 ‘Philosophy and politics’, 1990 [1954], 102.
58 Cf. HC, 280-88. Cf. Villa, 1992a, 301-02; Canovan, 1992, 151.
59 ‘The crisis in education’, BPF, 178.
60 HC, 209.
61 BPF, ‘The concept of history’, 89-90.
62 OT, 477.
63 ‘The crisis in education’, BPF, 178.
64 ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 13; ‘Tradition and the modern age’, BPF, 22-23.
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building effect. It regulates, ‘controls’65, ‘adjusts’66 or ‘coordinates’67 our five senses and in
doing so integrates or ‘fits’ us into a common world, Arendt claims repeatedly.68 Thereby, it
‘makes possible a common world’69, enables a sense of living in the same world and
‘make[s] us at home in the world given by our five senses’70. Arendt accords the same effect
to understanding.71 Indeed, the integrative or world-building effect, on the one hand, and
the world-disclosive effect of common sense, on the other hand, are two sides of the same
coin. Both effects serve as a bulwark, or antidote against world-alienation. In the next
section, I will turn to a more detailed discussion of the world disclosive effect of common
sense by situating common sense as the source of understanding and judging.72

2. Understanding and judging
Most basically, Arendt has it that judgment or ‘judging insight’ is rooted in common
sense73, or, reversely, that common sense is ‘the framework within which understanding
and judging [can] arise’.74 But how are common sense, on the one hand, and judgment and
understanding, on the other hand, related in Arendt’s view? She offers many tantalizing
suggestions, but has never developed a systematic analysis. Usually, Arendt’s analysis of
judgment and common sense is reconstructed on the basis of her Lectures on Kant’s political
philosophy. However, in the introduction of this chapter, I argued one should be reluctant to
take these lectures as containing her own theory of judgment. Rather, I think common
sense is best seen as part of a hermeneutic-phenomenological, instead of a transcendental,
i.e. Kantian, analysis of the processes of understanding and judgment. We get a glimpse of
OT, 475-76.
UP, 318.
67 ‘The conquest of space’, BPF, 266.
68 Cf. OT, 475-76; HC, 208-09, 283; ‘Philosophy and politics’, 1990 [1954], 84, 100; Arendt, 1954,
‘Philosophy and politics. The problem of action and thought after the French revolution. Appendix - File 4,
1; ‘The crisis in education’, BPF, 178; LOM I, 50, 59, 119; LKPP, 70; Arendt, 1971, ‘Thinking and moral
considerations’, 425.
69 ‘Philosophy and politics’, 1990 [1954], 100.
70 LOM I, 59.
71 See chapter 1.
72 Cf. Lara (2008) on common sense and world disclosure. Common sense is not just the source of the
mental processes of understanding and judging, but also of thinking and cognition, including science. I will
not go into this because I focus on the present scholarly debate on Arendt’s notion of common sense which
is entirely focused on its relation to judging and understanding.
73 ‘The crisis in culture’, BPF, 221.
74 UP, 316.
65
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Arendt’s hermeneutic-phenomenological understanding of common sense in her early
essay ‘Understanding and politics’.
The context of this essay is Arendt’s observation that traditional yardsticks for
understanding and judging phenomena and events no longer apply in the aftermath of the
totalitarian experience.75 The ‘thread of tradition is broken’, by which she means that we
can no longer take recourse to general rules handed down by the, in our case, Western,
tradition under which to subsume particular cases.76
The originality of totalitarianism is horrible, not because some new ‘idea’ came into
the world, but because its very actions constitute a break with all our traditions; they
have clearly exploded our categories of political thought and our standards for moral
judgment.77
In this situation, judging is ‘like counting without the notion of numbers’.78 It is, as it were,
lawless, that is, not guided by general or absolute rules, nor derived from any ground or
foundation, because of the contingency of facts. The particular issue at hand in the essay, is
the effort at understanding a phenomenon that, according to Arendt, is without precedent,
a novel phenomenon in human history, namely totalitarianism.
In this essay, she describes common sense as common uncritical, inarticulate or
preliminary understanding, which finds its expression in ‘popular language’79 and in our
‘common inherited wisdom’80. She emphasizes that common sense is double-edged,
because it ‘presents our effort at understanding with its chief discovery and its greatest
danger.’81 Common sense is at the basis of ‘true understanding’82, but it simultaneously
contains prejudices among other implicit understandings, and thus has a tendency to
reduce the new and unprecedented to the already existing and familiar.
[W]hile popular language (...) recognizes a new event by accepting a new word, it
invariably uses such concepts as synonyms for others signifying old and familiar evils
(...). It is as though with the first step, finding a new name for the new force which
will determine our political destinies, we orient ourselves toward new and specific
conditions, whereas with the second step (and, as it were, on second thought) we

See last section of chapter 1.
UP, 310-11, 321; LOM I, 212.
77 UP, 309-10; Cf. UP, 313, 316.
78 UP, 313.
79 UP, 310-12.
80 UP, 314, 316-17. Cf. chapter 1 and Vollrath, 1979b, 91.
81 UP, n.7, 324.
82 UP, 312.
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regret our boldness and console ourselves that nothing worse or less familiar will
take place than general human sinfulness.83
The preliminary, pre-reflective understanding of common sense is the indispensable and
non-substitutable source of true, reflective understanding. In other words, it constitutes the
source and substance of the hermeneutic circle. Understanding is always engaged in a
hermeneutic circle, which means that it starts with uncritical, pre-reflective Vorverständnis
and engagement, through taste, through critical explication, to explicit understanding.84
Preliminary understanding, that is, common sense, always remains the substance of true
understanding; and true understanding always returns to the subject matter of common
sense. For uncritical common sense to become reflective and explicit understanding, some
further operation of critical examination, explication, reflection and appropriation is
required. As we have seen, the faculty of imagination plays an important role in this
respect, by both distancing one from one’s primary affects and by enlarging one’s
mentality. The representation of phenomena and events through imagination allows for the
distance and disinterestedness that is required for judging soundly.
Common sense and imagination in tandem ensure that judgment eventually is no
longer the expression of merely subjective, partial and interested preferences. However,
this validity is neither objective. Because the human affairs are concerned with meaning,
which is plural and variable as a matter of course, judgment never attains absolute objective
validity. Judgment, in Arendt’s view, is concerned with understanding, and hence with
meaning, instead of knowing, and hence with truth. Whereas truth is compelling, meaning
is not. Assertions concerning meaning are intersubjective, open to debate and open-ended
as a matter of course. This also means that it is contingent and expresses human freedom.
So common sense and imagination do not achieve subjective, nor objective, but
intersubjective validity, or what I previously called situated impartiality85, or
representativeness86. ‘Die Urteilskraft erzeugt im Dialog der Menschen ein Allgemeines,
dessen Universalität nicht kategorialer Art ist, nicht als Seinsbestimmung naturhaft besteht,
sondern allein auf der Übereinkunft von Menschen beruht, die eine Meinung teilen
können.’87
An important implication of the circular nature of understanding and judgment
rooted in common sense, is its opposition to professional philosophical thinking, or what

UP, 312.
See chapter 1.
85 See chapter 1.
86 Cf. Vasterling, 2007b.
87 Vollrath, 1979b, 95.
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Arendt calls ‘speculative thought’88 or ‘pure reasoning’89. Common sense as intimately tied
to perception is the basis of political, judging insight and remains permanently in touch
with the common world, the reality of which it puts an automatic trust in.90 While common
sense entertains a matter-of-fact relationship with the world, philosophical thinking, on the
contrary, temporarily ‘willfully removes [man] from’91 the common world ‘for considerable
periods’92 and hence ‘constantly transcends’ common sense.93 This implies, on the one
hand, that professional philosophers, as philosophers, have no access to common sense. As
a consequence, Arendt contends, they lack orientation in human affairs. This is perfectly
illustrated by the fate of the philosopher in Plato’s parable of the cave. Upon his return to
the cave after having seen the sun, i.e. the Truth, he is unfit for living among the citizens.94
Arendt also refers to Hegel’s statement that ‘from the point of view of common sense,
philosophy is a world stood on its head, a verkehrte Welt.’95 On the other hand, from the
perspective of philosophical thinking, this opposition turns into hostility towards, and
frequently the complete rejection of, common sense, and hence of the hermeneutic circle.
Arendt calls the professional philosopher’s rejection of common sense a metaphysical
fallacy, namely the intramural warfare between thinking and common sense.96 Since Plato,
Arendt argues, ‘philosophical results’ are ‘formulated in opposition to common sense’.97
Still, thinking, like cognition and science, cannot escape being rooted in common sense at
the risk of committing a metaphysical fallacy.98

3. Neither transcendentalism nor empiricism
Let us now return to the scholarly debate on the status of Arendt’s notion of common
‘The crisis in culture’, BPF, 221.
‘The crisis in culture’, BPF, 220.
90 LOM I, 56.
91 Arendt, 1971, ‘Thinking and moral considerations’, 425.
92 LOM I, 81.
93 ‘The crisis in culture’, BPF, 221.
94 ‘Philosophy and politics’, 1990 [1954], 95.
95 ‘Tradition and the modern age’, BPF, 22-23; cf. LOM I, 89-90; LKPP, 35. Arendt refers to Hegel’s
Anthropology from a pragmatic point of view.
96 LOM I; ‘Thinking and moral considerations’, 1971; LKPP. For a discussion of the intramural warfare
between thinking and common sense, see chapter 1.
97 ‘Philosophy and politics’, 1990 [1954],102.
98 On the relation between science, metaphysical thought and political thinking to common sense, see DB,
Anfang 1958, fragment 42, 590-91.
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sense I mentioned in the introduction. I argued that it is neither an a priori, nor an
empirical concept. Before considering her phenomenological alternative to both, let us first
take a closer look at the arguments used in the debate.
Those scholars arguing in favor of an a priori and against an empirical concept, refer
to Arendt’s description of common sense as the organ which fits us into the common
world. Additionally, they fear the relativism that an empirical reading seems to make
inevitable. Do empirical conceptions of common sense not simply hand us over to mere
prejudice, customs, habits, etc., that is, to the arbitrary rules of conduct prevailing in a
particular community at a particular time? Would that not merely identify common sense
with its perversions, the ‘clichés of the public mood’99 or even worse, gesundenes
Volksempfinden? And was it not exactly for this reason that Arendt has always been skeptical
about handed down morality or mores, the bankruptcy of which National Socialism had so
plainly showed? Or is Arendt simply inconsistent here? Lyotard even goes so far as to
argue that Arendt because of her sociological reading of the Kantian sensus communis as a
concrete social consensus, risks the elimination of other voices, Stimmen. This confusion of
an Idea into an experience of the sensus communis can lead, according to Lyotard to a
totalitarian ideology.100
Most Arendt scholars, either to their regret101 or to their delight102, argue that Arendt
performs an empiricalization of the Kantian sensus communis, frequently by referring to her
statement in Lectures on Kant’s political philosophy that ‘one judges always as a member of a
community’.103 In her early essay ‘Understanding and politics’, Arendt calls common sense
‘that part of our mind and that portion of inherited wisdom which all men have in
common in any given civilization’104 and argues that it ‘presupposes a common world into
which we all fit’.105 Moreover, Arendt insists that common sense is an earth-bound
faculty.106 Another indication that Arendt regards common sense as an a posteriori
achievement, would be her presupposition of the possibility of the loss of common sense
and its replacement by ideologies, ‘superstition and gullibility’, scientistic theories and
propaganda.107 Ideologies and propaganda can, because of their inner consistency, have a
‘hypnotic effect’ and ‘put to sleep our common sense’, ‘our mental organ for perceiving,
Arendt, ‘On Hannah Arendt’, 1979, 309.
Lyotard, 1993. Cf. Vandeputte, 2008.
101 For example Beiner, 1982, 1992; Yar, 2000, Lyotard, 1991.
102 For example Disch, 1993, 1994; Young, 1997.
103 LKPP, 75.
104 UP, 316-17.
105 UP, 318.
106 ‘The conquest of space’, BPF, 273; cf. idem, 274.
107 ‘The crisis in culture’, BPF; HC, 209; OT.
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understanding and dealing with reality and factuality’.108 Our sensus communis is not a
transcendental, a priori faculty, for it is dependent upon real communication and we lose it
if we no longer engage in discussion, the actual exchange of opinions with others. This
actual communication concerns putting our opinions and judgments to the ‘test of free and
open examination’.109
However, most scholars, including those providing overriding arguments for an
empirical reading of the notion of common sense, subsequently assure that common sense
is not entirely empirical, because they hold that such a reduction would entail the loss of
any meaningful criterion to distinguish between common sense and mere prejudice and so
loose its critical effect.110 What is at stake here, is the tension between the claims of
Selbstdenken and representative thinking. Although common sense refers to a community, it
is argued, it does not refer to the actual judgments of my community members, but to my
imaginative anticipation of their potential judgments. Arendt’s claim that ‘one judges always
as a member of a community’ is thus qualified. Quite often, the following sentence in the
Lectures on Kant’s political philosophy is cited as evidence to this effect: ‘But in the last analysis,
one is a member of a world community by the sheer fact of being human; this is one’s
‘cosmopolitan existence’. When one judges and when one acts in political matters, one is
supposed to take one’s bearings from the idea, not the actuality, of being a world citizen
and, therefore, also a Weltbetrachter, a world spectator.’111 So Arendt would maintain that she
is after the idea, not the practice, of world citizenship. Moreover, sensus communis would be
proof to her that humans are political beings by nature. Our mental capacities would reveal
an a priori orientation towards each other, an interdependence that cannot be reduced to
physical dependence. Just because we are human beings, we partake in a world community,
not because of our needs, but because of our sensus communis.
It is my position that the question whether sensus communis is an a priori principle
or is concerned with empirical sociability, is the wrong one. In Arendt’s hermeneuticphenomenological analysis, common sense has nothing to do with a priori capacities, nor is
it identical with the arbitrary presuppositions of particular communities. I agree, on the one
hand, with those defending an aprioristic or transcendental reading of sensus communis, in so
far that common sense indeed relates to the constitution and conditions of human
existence for Arendt. However - and this is where I depart from this reading - for her it is
not, for that matter, a priori, because the human conditions change and are changed. I
agree with those defending an empirical, a posteriori reading of common sense, on the
‘On violence’, CR, 110.
LKPP, 40.
110 Zerrilli, 2005a, 2005b; Degryse, 2009; Vandeputte, 2008; Peeters, 2009.
111 LKPP, 75-76; cf. 43.
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other hand, to the extent that Arendt indeed appreciates the actual exchange of opinions
within a particular community in her analysis of common sense. However, she
acknowledges that common sense always also needs critical reflection to achieve sound
understanding and judgment. This fact is most of the time ignored in empirical readings of
Arendt’s notion of common sense.
Both transcendental and empirical interpretations of common sense share the aim of
discovering a definite yardstick to distinguish between sound judgment and mere prejudice;
a transcendental faculty, on the one hand, or the imaginative anticipation of others’
potential judgments, on the other hand. However, we simply never have a guarantee at our
disposal, a definite yardstick to distinguish in advance between healthy common sense and
mere prejudice. As Peter Fuss rightly points out, ‘nothing can be taken for granted here’:
‘our sense of sharing something in common may erode or be deliberately destroyed, and
the wisdom of common sense may at any time be unmasked as the folly of unexamined
stereotypes or all too long-standing bad habits.’ However, he continues, ‘the fact remains
that our sense of reality is intact only when ‘what is’ can be confirmed by many in a
diversity of aspects.’112 In this way, we see commonality, a common, relatively stable and
recognizable point of reference in plurality. Every judgment appeals to both Selbstdenken
and representative thinking, to independence and to taking into account others’ views.
Because the thread of tradition is broken, i.e. we live in a post-metaphysical modern
situation, the exact proportion between the two moments is never given in advance, but
context-dependent.
Both the risks of universalism, lurking in transcendental interpretations of common
sense, on the one hand, and of relativism in empiricist interpretations, on the other hand,
should be taken seriously. However, these risks do not apply to Arendt, for she takes a
position different from both transcendentalism and empiricism, namely hermeneutic
phenomenology. Besides Lectures on Kant’s political philosophy, we nowhere in her work
encounter a commitment to ‘Ideas’ and a priori principles. Quite on the contrary, Arendt is
particularly critical about any presuppositions of the foundation of community in naturalist
and essentialist assumptions. As a phenomenologist, she rejects the idea of human nature
altogether and instead adopts the perspective of human conditions, which may or may not
be realized, depending on other conditions and circumstances. Ideas and a priori principles
are external to the sphere of political action, whereas Arendt is interested in principles and
conditions which are internal to it. Besides, an a priori faculty cannot be destroyed, whereas
Arendt mourns the withering away or destruction of common sense in the modern world,
as we have seen. And finally, Arendt presupposes that common sense is dependent upon
112

Fuss, 1979, 166-67.
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communication, i.e. cannot maintain itself in solitude and is not a property of the
individual. Again, most readers of Lectures on Kant’s political philosophy seem to have fallen
prey to the temptation to attribute Arendt’s discussion of Kant’s position to herself. But if
we read this discussion in the light of the rest of her work, we encounter serious
discrepancies. Arendt uses a phenomenological startingpoint within which the dualism
between a priori and a posteriori does not make sense at all, because it presupposes the
very subject-object dualism phenomenologists reject. Arendt shows in a phenomenological
vein that, like human existence and the human conditions, common sense is neither an a
priori faculty, nor refers to a particular community, but is gleichursprünglich, co-original, with
the common world. Common sense both presupposes, and enables, fits us into, a common
world. It is the sense ‘that we not only all have in common but which fits us into, and
thereby makes possible, a common world.’113 Common sense and the common world are
thoroughly interdependent. This interdependency corresponds to the ontological
interdependency of world and plurality.114 Common sense refers both to a sense we have in
common as worldly creatures, that is, as beings who create an artificial habitat to survive
and to a sense of the common, which cannot be simply reduced to the first. It is something
which emerges in the space between a plurality of actors and spectators, in our perpetual
interaction with the common world, and which maintains this common world at the same
time. It is both a feature of the human condition and hence may or may not be realized,
and acquired through socialization in a particular community. ‘Only because we have one
common sense, that is, only because not one man, but men in the plural inhabit the earth
can we trust our immediate sensual experience.’115 From a hermeneutic perspective, there is
no problem of circularity here, as Norris suggests.116 The circle is not a vicious, but, indeed,
a hermeneutic one.

‘Philosophy and politics’, 1990 [1954], 100.
See chapter 2.
115 OT, 475-76. Cf. OT, 477; UP, 318; LOM I, 50; HC, 208-09.
116 Norris, 1996, 173, n. 23: ‘[G]iven the central role played by common sense in the revelation of the world,
it is circular at best to attempt to define the judgments of that sense in terms of the world it makes possible.’
Cf. Biskowski (1993) who makes a similar argument as I do.
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Chapter 5
Arendt and Derrida
on friendship and the problem of political community

As we saw in the preceding two chapters, the question of how the civic bond should be
thought, apart from the canonical, communitarian notion of political community, was for
Arendt an urgent one. She was concerned about the compulsion to homogenization and
uniformity that proceeds from such a community. In the last two decades, we have
witnessed a return of this concern in French postmodernist thought about political
community.1 This philosophical debate about the problem of community was instigated by
a lengthy exchange of ideas between Maurice Blanchot and Jean-Luc Nancy, that resulted
in the publication of Blanchot’s La communauté inavouable (1983), and Nancy’s La communauté
désoeuvreé (1986). After that followed Giorgio Agamben’s La comunità che viene (1990). Each
of these philosophers regards community as a philosophical and political problem, rather
than a solution for the problems of modernity. Whereas they try to rethink community, the
position of Jacques Derrida, who joined in the debate with his Politics of friendship (1997), is a
more radical one. In the last pages of this book, he reviews the books of Nancy and
especially Blanchot in a highly critical way, to finish with the following question: ‘I was
wondering why the word ‘community’ (avowable or unavowable, inoperative or not) - why
I have never been able to write it, on my own initiative and in my own name, as it were.
Why? Whence my reticence? And is it not fundamentally the essential part of the disquiet
which inspires this book?’2
Starting point of this chapter is that though both Arendt and Derrida are critical
regarding the dominant conception of community, they both do not reject community per
se. Both are, on the one hand, opposed to communitarian notions of community and relate
this to the classical figure of ‘brotherhood’. On the other hand, both reject radical

1 The comparison of French postmodernist thought on the political with Arendts thought is not arbitrary,
since both Nancy, Agamben (1998) and, to a lesser extent, Derrida (1997), draw from her thought.
2 Derrida, 1997, 304-05.
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individualism, that is, in Arendtian terms, subjectivism or solipsism.3 For both, the problem
of community comes down to the question of how to conceptualize a civic bond or
political being-together that cannot be reduced to the communitarian notion of
community, i.e. to brotherhood. Both suggest a particular conception of friendship as a
promising alternative perspective. For both something valuable is at stake, either
democracy (Derrida), or the common world (Arendt). Finally, neither Arendt nor Derrida
are driven solely by conceptual problems. Besides criticizing classical metaphysical
assumptions regarding politics, for example with respect to political agency and
sovereignty, their urge to rethink political community is also raised by particular political
developments, especially the increasing hold of the nation-state and other (quasi-)naturalist
views of political community.
In this chapter I will examine the relationship between, on the one hand, the political
and, on the other hand, friendship and brotherhood, as it appears in the works of
respectively Derrida and Arendt. Which are the consequences for their analysis of the
problem of community? And to what kind of a community does a politics of friendship
lead, as opposed to a politics of brotherhood? In this chapter I will, besides similarities,
mainly show differences between their conceptions of a politics of friendship. My guiding
question is what a politically fruitful interpretation of the civic bond comprises.
One last remark in advance. Staging a conversation between Arendt and Derrida is
possible, not just because they broach similar themes, but also because there are similarities
in the mode in which they respectively approach the political, and in their style of
philosophizing about politics.4 In an interview, Derrida makes clear that he does not intend
at all to develop a political programme or a new political theory:
What I am trying to do now, is to try to understand or to re-think (...) what the
political is, what is involved precisely in the dissemination of the political field. So,
I'm not proposing a new political content within the old frame but trying to redefine, or to think differently, what is involved in the political as such.
According to him, ‘the political’ should be distinguished from ‘politics’, ‘if by the name
‘politics’ we mean a programme, an agenda, or even the name of a regime’.5 Even though
Arendt does not make explicit the now established distinction between ‘politics’ and ‘the
political’, it is clear that she is not interested in the business of politics, in the sense of
3 I hereby use the phrase radical individualism, and not individualism per se, because both reject only the
former, not the latter.
4 This similarity undoubtedly has to do with the fact that both are embedded in and at the same time have a
critical attitude towards the same philosophical tradition, most notably Heidegger’s phenomenology.
5 Derrida, ?, ‘Politics and friendship. A discussion with Jacques Derrida’. As far as I know, this extremely
clarifying interview has never been published.
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government or public administration, as situated, for example, in the parliament and other
clearly determined institutions. Just like Derrida, she was committed to understanding the
political by demonstrating the experiences that are the basic principles of our ideas about
the political being-together.

1. Friendship and brotherhood
It is remarkable that Derrida and Arendt introduce the question of friendship and
brotherhood in their reflections on the political being-together, the civic bond, since it is
not immediately obvious to connect politics with friendship and brotherhood. Derrida’s
Politics of friendship is, as the title suggests, even based completely on an analogy between
friendship and the political.6 On the basis of canonical texts about friendship, such as
Plato’s Lysis (380 BC), Aristotle’s Ethica Nicomachea (350 BC), Cicero’s Laelius de amicitia (44
BC), Montaigne’s ‘De l’Amitié’ (1580) and passages from the works of Kant, Nietzsche and
Schmitt, Derrida shows that the political community and friendship are strongly connected
in the western tradition of thinking about democracy and politics in general:
[A]s soon as you read the canonical texts in political theory starting with Plato or
Aristotle you discover that friendship plays an organising role in the definition of
justice, of democracy even. (…) [A]ll the concepts which are fundamental in politics (...) sovereignty, power, representation - were directly or indirectly marked by th[e]
canonical concept [of friendship].7
This is the case most explicitly with Aristotle:
Friendship (…) seems to be the bond that holds communities together, and
lawgivers seem to attach more importance to it than to justice; because concord
eliminating faction, which is enmity. Between friends there is no need for justice, but
people who are just still need the quality of friendship; and indeed friendliness is
considered to be justice in the fullest sense.8
Arendt also connects friendship with the political. She points out that for modern people it
is ‘perplexing’ that for the ancient philosophers ‘humaneness should be sober and cool,
rather than sentimental; that humanity is exemplified not in fraternity but in friendship; that
friendship is not intimately personal but makes political demands and preserves reference
to the world’.9 And she agrees openly with Aristotle when she states: ‘For the Greeks the
6 Lynch, 2002.
7 With ‘canonical’ Derrida means the same as what I indicate as ‘communitarian’.
8 Aristotle, 1976 [350 BC],1155a.
9 ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 25.
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essence of friendship consisted in discourse. They held that only the constant interchange
of talk united citizens in a polis.’10
The ‘canonical understanding of friendship’, that Derrida finds in the works of the
aforementioned philosophers11, is according to him, most of the time implicitly,
synonymous with brotherhood: ‘the figure of the friend [regularly comes back on stage]
with the features of the brother (…). Democracy has seldom represented itself without the
possibility of at least that which always resembles (…) the possibility of a fraternization.’12 I
understand his meticulous deconstructions of the classical philosophical texts therefore so
that he brings to light unintentional tensions between explicit and implicit meanings of
friendship, and thereby shows that the figure of friendship is systematically threatened
from within by the figure of brotherhood. Arendt also makes a normative distinction
between friendship and brotherhood; the first is politically relevant, the second is not. A
distinctive feature of the brotherhood that Derrida points towards is its androcentrism or
phallocentrism, for in the tradition it is reserved for men. Arendt does not pay attention to
this; something I will return to later. However, for her brotherhood, unlike friendship,
does, as it does for Derrida, refer to a politicization of the naturalism and familialism or
consanguinity. With that, the discourse of brotherhood is one of unity, that is, what
Derrida calls ‘identity’ and Arendt calls ‘sameness’. The ground of brotherhood is a
collective identity, a well defined ‘we’ from which is acted and judged. So far, Arendt and
Derrida agree. Their ways part when we regard their views on the consequences of such a
naturalist concept of friendship. I will first discuss Derrida’s argument.

2. Fraternization, différance and the coming friendship
Derrida points out that the effect of the logic of consanguinity is exclusion; primarily of the
other as other, or as stranger, but also of the sister as sister. Brotherhood cannot
accommodate differences, in the sense of alterity or (sexual) difference, what he calls
différance13. Women are even excluded in two ways, because brotherhood does not allow for
friendship between a man and a woman, or between two women. They are being made
invisible because the only way they can appear is as brothers.

10 ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 24-25.
11 Nietzsche seems to be the only exception.
12 Derrida, 1997, viii.
13 The term différance is a neologism Derrida coined in the context of his philosophical reflections on
language. It is a deliberate misspelling of the French word différence with which it is homophonous.
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This fraternal figure is politically beyond all innocence, because it is regarded in
influential metaphysical texts as the preeminent model for the political, according to
Derrida. ‘From the beginning, democracy has been associated with values, with axioms,
which belong to this canonical concept of friendship: that is, brotherhood, family, roots in
a territory (autochthony), the nation-state depending on a territory, soil and place, and so
on.’14 Political community, in its canonical form, is based on a particular collective identity
and therefore operates through the mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion. The members
of a society, i.e. the ‘brothers’, are included at the cost of those who are not. This makes
Derrida’s discomfort with community intelligible.15 Exclusion means a violation of the
universal law of justice, i.e. the demand of equality and justice for all.
However, striving towards universal equality cannot be the only political principle,
because it neglects, eliminates or neutralizes differences between people as a principle, by
assimilating the other to the self or same.16 Because of that, Derrida asserts that the
principle of equality, should be complemented by one that acknowledges ‘the absolute
singularity of the other’17. In short, the democratic community should do justice, according
to Derrida, to two opposite demands, a ‘double injunction’, that is, the universalistic
demand of equality and the particularistic demand of respect for the singularity, alterity and
difference of the other.18 With that, Derrida sets democracy the following task: to respect
the singularity of all people. ‘How can we, at the same time, take into account the equality
of everyone, justice and equity, and nevertheless take into account and respect the
heterogeneous singularity of everyone?’19 According to Derrida, this is impossible, an
‘aporia’.20 Even stronger, the political is located exactly in the middle of the irresolvable
tension between equality and difference. So brotherhood does not only have a high moral
price, namely the sister and the other, but also, in the end, a political one, democracy, i.e. a
‘democracy to come’ (à venir) or a ‘coming democracy’.21 Derrida hopes that friendship, that
is, a ‘coming’ friendship ‘beyond the principle of fraternity’22, can do justice to the tension
between equality and difference.
Consequently, he strives to evocate or open up a democratic community by a
deconstruction of the dominant image of political community as a form of kinship. ‘Why
14 ‘Politics and friendship. A discussion with Jacques Derrida’.
15 Caputo, 1999, points out the biographical background to this discomfort.
16 Derrida here follows Levinas.
17 Derrida, 1997, 276.
18 ‘Politics and friendship. A discussion with Jacques Derrida’.
19 ‘Politics and friendship. A discussion with Jacques Derrida’.
20 ‘Politics and friendship. A discussion with Jacques Derrida’.
21 Derrida, 1997, 104.
22 Derrida, 1997, viii.
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would the friend be like a brother? Let us dream of a friendship which goes beyond this
proximity of the congeneric double, beyond parenthood.’23 Derrida calls such a politics
‘coming’ (à venir). The universal law of justice for singular people is not a positive, legal or
moral, law, as is, for example, the moral principle of universal equality, but needs, as a
principle, always still be realized, specified or interpreted. Democracy, justice, the political,
and, I would like to add, community, can never be embodied in an actually existing politics,
democracy, law, constitution, nation state, etc. Striving towards a positive notion or
execution of community, or just even use the word, would mean a violation or betrayal of
this à venir, that is, of the impossibility of community under the condition of it necessity.
‘For democracy remains to come (…) not only will it remain indefinitely perfectible, hence
always insufficient and future, but, belonging to the time of the promise, it will always
remain, in each of its future times, to come: even when there is democracy, it never
exists.’24 Such a coming democracy does not refer to brotherhood, but to an idea of
friendship; indeed, a coming friendship.
An example might be able to clarify the aforementioned. In an interview, Derrida
declares what was the immediate reason for writing Politics of friendship, the impotence and
unwillingness of the present Western, wealthy nation states to admit immigrants and
refugees into the political community:
We have today (...) to think of a democratic relationship not only with other citizens
but also with non-citizens. (...) This non-citizenship of people we have to care for, to
welcome, urges us, compels us, to think of a democratic relationship beyond the
borders of the nation-state. That is, the invention of new practices, new international
law, the transformation of the sovereignty of the state. (...) In fact (...) we know today
that even within international organisations and institutions, the sovereignty of the
than others make the law.25
Even though Politics of friendship seems to be a purely intellectual exercise, it contains,
although concealed, a plea for a coming friendship, and for a coming, open, hospitable,
democracy, without concepts of national identity, citizenship, national borders and
immigration policies.26 As we know from this essay on hospitality, in which he, unlike in
Politics of friendship, enters into an explicit discussion with Arendt27, Derrida criticizes the
French immigration policy in particular. In Politics of friendship, he expresses this criticism
23 Derrida, 1997, viii.
24 Derrida, 1997, 306.
25 ‘Politics and friendship. A discussion with Jacques Derrida’. See chapter 7 on the issue of losing
citizenship. In fact, Derrida refers to Arendt in this respect.
26 See also Caputo, 1999, 187.
27 Derrida, 2000, 2001, 2002.
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more carefully: ‘This book set itself up to work and be worked relentlessly, close to the thing
called France. And close to the singular alliance linking nothing less than the history of
fraternization to this thing, France - to the State, the nation, the politics, the culture,
literature and language.’28
As has been already said, Arendt points out that the politics of brotherhood is
modeled after the family and consanguinity. Like Derrida, she is concerned about the
political consequences of this kind of naturalism. However, her arguments differ from
Derrida’s. A politics of brotherhood is worldless and because of that it denies difference.
Arendt conceives of this difference as plurality, instead of différance, alterity or singularity.

3. Brotherhood and the loss of world and plurality
An example of worldlessness and the denial of difference is the politics of identity of
marginalized groups, or what Arendt often calls ‘pariahs’29. In political ‘dark times’30 ‘the
insulted and injured’31, out of fear or hatred, tend to lock themselves up in a safe small
circle of fellow sufferers with the same cultural, religious or ethnical background for the
sake of comfort and security. Here she has in mind the attitude of the German Jews in the
Third Reich, but it applies just as much to other, marginalized collective identities. Such a
brotherhood is wordless in three aspects. First it is non-public, since brotherhood is
characterized by political aloofness and invisibility. Brotherhood is a social condition that
stands with its back to the world. It constitutes a secure, even more and obscure,
community that ‘you can afford (...) only in the private’.32 A common world, however, can
only come into being and flourish by acting in public space in Arendt’s view.
Secondly, brothers share an inner world, instead of the outside world. ‘Brothers’ do
not relate to each other as citizens in public space, but as members of a family. Because of
that, brotherhood is a form of identity politics: its foundation is a particular collective
identity. Differences between brothers, and sisters, for that matter, their plurality of ways of
life and visions on the world, cannot flourish under these conditions, because of the
28 Derrida, 1997, 264.
29 JW (‘We refugees’; ‘The Jew as pariah: A hidden tradition’; ‘Zionism reconsidered’), Ch 3 OT (‘The Jews
and society’) and Rahel Varnhagen, 1997.
30 The titles of ‘On humanity in dark times’ and MDT refer to this.
31 ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 16.
32 In a letter that Arendt wrote to the Afro-American writer James Baldwin who fought for the emancipation
of black citizens, Arendt 1962; cf. ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 13. On the relation between security,
darkness and obscurity, see Part III, in particular chapter 6.
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absence of a pathos of distance. The intimacy between brothers adopts the logic of the
family and love, which is characterized by social, quasi-natural, sameness, which is by
definition worldless, because it ‘burns’ as it were the ‘between’.33 And human relationships
without this in-between, Arendt writes in her Denktagebuch, are ‘welt-feindlich’ and ‘antipolitisch’34:
Wir verstehen einander gewöhnlich nur in einem Zwischen, durch die Welt und um
der Welt willen. Wenn wir einander direkt, unvermittelt, ohne Bezug auf ein
zwischen uns liegendes Gemeinsames verstehen, lieben wir.35
So, according to Arendt, this situation destroys the core of what she understands as the
political, namely speaking and acting in a common world that becomes and stays common
only as long as people, from a plurality of perspectives, tell meaningful stories about it.
Finally, brothers do not take responsibility for the world and public space, and
thereby condemn themselves to political irrelevance. By collectively retreating from the
world, they position themselves in an invisibility that is for Arendt an absolute curse. Those
who retreat from a hostile world ‘may feel wonderfully superior to the world, but their
superiority is then truly no longer of this world: it is the superiority of a more or less wellequipped cloud-cuckoo-land.’36 This cuckoo’s nest is warm, but obscure; safe and
comfortable, but completely cut off from the world. In ‘extreme cases’, in which this
situation persists for ages, it turns into ‘true worldlessness’, with which Arendt probably
alludes to early Christian brotherhood.37 She immediately adds: ‘And worldlessness, alas, is
always a form of barbarism.’38
Friendship, that is, the political friendship between citizens, on the other hand, is a
worldly relation. The world is the condition, topic and effect of the conversation between
friends. It is its condition, because the conversation between political friends takes place in
public space. Furthermore, this conversation is not self-referential, but relates to a common
point of reference, namely the world. Political friends do not exchange emotions, nor do
they share their inner worlds. What is being exchanged are opinions (δόξαι), perspectives
on a common world. Political or civic friendship is cool and distant: ‘This converse
[between friends] (in contrast to the intimate talk in which individuals speak about
themselves), permeated though it may be by the pleasure in the friend’s presence, is
33 See chapter 2.
34 DB, 493.
35 DB, 428.
36 ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 18; Arendt cites Aristophanes’ comedy ‘Oρνιθες’ (The birds), 414 BC).
Νεφελοκοκκυγία is a neologism that combines the words for cloud and cuckoo.
37 HC, 53.
38 ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 13.
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concerned with the common world, which remains ‘inhuman’ in a very literal sense unless
it is constantly talked about by human beings.’39 Rather than to intimacy or connection,
Arendt compares political friendship to respect, ‘the regard for the person from the
distance which the space of the world puts between us’.40 The world is the substance of the
distance between friends, which is the very condition for an effective exercise of plurality.
The differences between friends that make them situated individuals, is conditioned by
their mutual equality. The friend is both irreducibly different from, and equal to, though
not the same as, the self. In other words, friendship has a political quality to the extent that
it, firstly, constitutes a space in which the uniqueness of friends, i.e. their irreducibility, can
become visible. The dialogue between friends ‘doesn’t need a conclusion in order to be
meaningful’, Arendt states.41 Secondly, friendship is predicated on equality: ‘The
equalization in friendship does not of course mean that the friends become the same or
equal to each other, but rather that that they become equal partners in a common world.’42
The acknowledgement of the irreducible plurality of visions on the world that is possible in
friendship, enables the, polemic and never-ceasing, conversation about the common world,
and maintains the differences between the friends. That is why respecting, instead of
erasing, differences between people is for Arendt an important quality of friendship.
Equality also and mainly implies that friendship is a horizontal relationship, because, given
that, authority, i.e. rule, is not necessary.43
In conclusion, the conversation between friends about the world contributes to the
maintenance of the world, because it brings into being a mode of community. ‘Community
is what friendship achieves.’44 This happens in the conversation, in which we try to ‘see the
world (...) from the other fellow’s point of view’.45 ‘More than his friend as a person, one
friend understands how and in what specific articulateness the common world appears to
the other, who as a person is forever unequal or different.’46 So friendship is strongly
connected with what is for Arendt the political attitude par excellence, the erweiterte
Denkungsart or enlarged mentality.47

39 ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 24-25.
40 HC, 243.
41 Arendt, 1990, ‘Philosophy and politics’, 1990 [1954], 82.
42 ‘Philosophy and politics’, 82-83.
43 ‘Philosophy and politics’, 82-84.
44 ‘Philosophy and politics’, 82-83.
45 ‘Philosophy and politics’, 83-84.
46 ‘Philosophy and politics’, 83-84.
47 See chapter 1.
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4. Towards a politics or an ethics of friendship?
Just like Derrida, Arendt rejects a conception of political community as a politics of
brotherhood, grounded in a particular given collective identity; as well as a positively
defined political community based on universal equality, because such a community would
not do justice to the differences between people. For Derrida this observation leads to an
impasse which to me seems to be politically futile.
The relation between difference and equality takes the shape of an aporia for
Derrida. The ‘double injunction’ of democracy and the political in general, points to the
simultaneous impossibility and necessity of equality and justice for all, and with that of the
democratic political community. Derrida divides the democratic bond between citizens
into, on the one hand, a particularistic ethics of singularity and, on the other hand, a
universalistic politics of equality. The first, i.e. the demand for respect of singularity,
dissolves the political bond in the relation between the self and the ‘concrete other’48; the
political bond is in this respect intimate and dual. The two, that is, I and the other, replace
the many, i.e. I and the others, i.e. citizens in public space. The second, i.e. the demand for
universal equality, transfers the political to a transcendent future that is indefinitely pushed
forward. Equality and justice therefore always have the feature of being elsewhere, later or
not yet. This double shift implies that the bond between citizens shifts from the public
sphere of many to, on the one hand, the private relation between two, i.e. self and other,
and, on the other hand, to a future relation of equality that can by definition never be
described or judged in positive terms. The promise of the coming community of friends
can, as a principle, never be redeemed. In short, the political will be infinitely delayed and
therefore ends up being out of the reach and opinions of citizens, who are always with
many, and live together, under the condition of being here and now.
The fact that difference and equality constitute an aporia for Derrida, and a paradox
for Arendt, refers, I would suggest, to their various conceptualizations of difference and
equality. Derrida conceptualizes difference as différance, which turns it into the ethical ideal
of respecting the uniqueness of the singular other. It is radically opposed to equality,
because Derrida conceptualizes the latter as a universal and absolute value. Arendt, on the
other hand, analyzes equality and difference phenomenologically, that is, as lived
experiences. Such a phenomenological analyses reveals that these are different but
nonetheless related features, i.e. the two sides of the coin of plurality and the world.
Additionally, Arendt’s plurality refers to a uniqueness that we do not acquire until we act as
48 I borrow this term from Benhabib, even though she works from a completely different theoretical
framework.
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citizens in public space, in the company of others.49 For Derrida people are radically
different from one another as human beings, for Arendt just in their quality of citizens.
Uniqueness for Derrida points towards the private sphere, that is, to the relation between
self and other. For Arendt it is a public attribute, because it can appear and disclose itself
only in public space. Only in public space are we different from one another.
Even though Derrida’s project to think through democracy and the political as a,
coming, friendship aspires to strip the striving for equality inherent in identity politics and
brotherhood, his conceptual framework does not allow him to distinguish between
sameness and equality. From Arendt’s perspective, Derrida’s demands of différance,
respectively equality, are both a-political, because the first is of an ethical nature and the
second of a social one, that is, comes down to sameness. Hence différance and equality end
up in an aporia. For Arendt, plurality means that equality, that means, political equality, is
not opposed to difference, because both refer to public space and the common world. The
presence, respectively absence, of the world that mediates between people, is what
differentiates between political and social equality, or, in Arendtian terms, between equality
and sameness.

5. (M/F) = 2. Many is more than two
Some commentators have pointed out that Derrida’s politics of friendship is to be
preferred to Arendt’s position, because Derrida’s conceptual framework enables him to
denounce the androcentrism of the discourse of fraternity. Arendt, on the other hand,
seems to be blind to sexual difference.50 This objection against Arendt’s politics of
friendship runs parallel with early feminist criticism on Arendt’s work in a broader sense,
namely that there is no room for gender identity in her work, or even stronger, that her
work is male-identified or patriarchal. It is indeed true that Arendt does not discuss gender,
and that she herself held quite conservative views on the roles of men and women. Also
true is the statement that a politics of brotherhood is patriarchal, because it excludes
women by definition. Feminist philosophers have also pointed out that a politics of
sisterhood is just as undesirable as a politics of brotherhood, because it reproduces the
underlying logic of identity, and with that the exclusion that comes with it. Derrida seems
to be aware of this and does not plead for a replacement of the figure of the brother by the
sister. It is clear, however, that he regards sexual difference as an important aspect of
49 For the phrase ‘the presence of others’, see HC, 188, among others.
50 Cornell, 1993 and De Schutter, 2005.
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alterity. However sympathetic this sounds, sexual difference is again of a dual nature.51
Here again, it seems to me that Arendt’s argument against a conception of difference as
différance or alterity in the political sphere is valid. Her personal prejudices aside, it could be
stated that Arendt downplays sexual difference as a form of collective social identity
theoretically, for the sake of a far more radical understanding of difference, and with that
of equality in public space, namely plurality.52

6. The ‘coming community’ and the common world
For Derrida, the political, democratic, community, i.e. the ‘other’, non-canonical, noncommunitarian friendship, is always yet ‘to come’. We must hope for it to come, but we
may not expect it. There is nothing we can do to bring it closer. Thus, the community to
come has been rendered transcendent, since it will come from outside, that is, outside of
our civic being-together. Therefore, it is worldless, in the Arendtian sense of the word.53
Though from secular Jewish descent like Derrida, Arendt is not attracted to such a
messianism. An Arendtian notion of friendship is oriented towards the maintenance of the,
always contingent, common world that lies between us, and which is the effect, though not
the product, of our common action and speech in relation to that world. Even though we
make the world only to a certain degree – the artifact as part of the material world is a
human product; for the rest the political is alien to the logic of production and fabrication
– as citizens, we can and should act and speak, according to Arendt. The common world is
the, albeit contingent, result of that. Or, to turn it around, without acting in and speaking
about the public world, the commonality of the world will be lost. Arendt is thrifty with the
use of the word ‘community’, but generous with ‘common’ (κοινον) ‘common world’ and
‘common sense’.
For Arendt, human existence means living-together in a non-trivial, fundamental
manner. Our experience of reality and of ourselves is dependent upon others. Only
speaking about the world, with others, who regard it from other perspectives, enables us to
experience and understand it. One could even say that prior to that, the world doe not even
exist. The world comes into being in the conversation about it with one another. Our
experience of reality and ourselves is dependent on others, the web of relationships in
which we live. Speaking about reality with others who regard it from different perspectives
51 Although it is not necessary to assume two sexes or genders when talking about sexual difference, still
almost all thinkers do so.
52 This is not to say that Arendt’s thought cannot be made fruitful for feminist philosophy. See chapter 8.
53 Cf. De Schutter, 2005, 126.
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enables us to experience and understand it. Through speaking with each other about the
world that is between us, it gains solidarity and reality. The fact that we do not always agree
does not change that. On the contrary, a plurality of perspectives on the world will only
enrich it.
Political, that is, non-given, non-natural, non-homogenous and pluralistic,
community only emerges when individuals, i.e. citizens, display their plurality of
perspectives and opinions (δόξαι) in public space. Its aim is not to achieve consensus,
harmony or another form of unity by homogenizing differences, as is the case in traditional
conceptions of community, but instead to play out and do justice to the multiplicity and
diversity of individual perspectives, so a common world comes into being. This is exactly
what happens in the dialogue between friends. This common world is not reflected in the
dominant communitarian conception of community; but neither in the ‘coming
community’.
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Introduction Part III
Politics of in/visibility:
world as space of appearances

Denn die einen sind im Dunkeln
Und die andern sind im Licht
Und man siehet die im Lichte
Die im Dunkeln sieht man nicht.1

The ‘space of appearances’, i.e. ‘the space where I appear to others as others appear to
me’2, is phenomenologically the most fundamental dimension of the world. The space of
appearances is the phenomenological origin or beginning of the world, for every child that
is born appears into the world. Anthropologically, Arendt’s privileging of appearance, and
correspondingly of visibility, over being and invisibility, draws upon a dismantling of the
metaphysical two-world theories.3 Politically, Arendt’s focus on appearance and visibility
implies an approach of politics which foregrounds civic participation, i.e. action and speech
in public space. It is rooted in a phenomenological analysis of the (pre-)totalitarian
experience of expulsion from the public and the destruction of the private spheres.4

1. The private and the public and the pathologies of in/visibility
Typical for Arendt’s account of the space of appearances is her phenomenological and
normative distinction between the private and the public realms, on the one hand, and the
one between the social and the political, on the other hand. This distinction is of a
Bertolt Brecht, 2004 [1928], ‘Mackie Messer’, Dreigroschenoper.
HC, 198-99.
3 See chapter 1.
4 On appearance and visibility in Arendt: Leibovici, 2006; Assy, 2004, 2005; Hammer, 1997b.
1
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phenomenological, not of a conceptual nature.5 This means that for Arendt private and
public are distinct but related dimensions. We always need both, like day and night.
According to phenomenologists, appearing is a process, that is, something becomes visible
by emerging from a background of non-visibility. Crucial is the ‘that’, not the ‘what’ of this
distinction: there is no static or given substantial content of the private, respectively the
public. For phenomenological reasons, Arendt insists that there should be a distinction, not
what this distinction consists in.
The distinction between the private and the public, and the one between the social
and the political, which I will explicate shortly, indeed provides the framework within
which to tell good from bad forms of visibility and invisibility. The former are politically
sound and conducive to human dignity; the latter politically harmful and adverse to human
dignity. The world as the space of appearances refers to a public space, as distinguished
from, on the one hand, the private sphere and, on the other, the modern social sphere.
Only where there is a space of appearances, a stage, as it were, is visibility politically sound.
Private or natural and social visibility occur whenever life itself, natural man or animal
laborans are exposed to the public eye, causing a perversion of both the private and social
spaces of non-appearance and of the public space of appearances. I use the notion
‘participatory visibility’ in order to demarcate the visibility of the citizen from the visibility
of animal laborans and homo faber, the natural and the social person.
Public invisibility
Arendt quite consistently maintained throughout her work that public invisibility
constitutes the true inhumanity, or, as she calls it, ‘injustice’, ‘shame’ or ‘curse’6, of a
number of regrettable political and social predicaments, including poverty or the social
question, slavery, displacement and internment in concentration camps. She observes for
instance that the (extremely) poor ‘stand in darkness wherever they go’ and that ‘darkness
rather than want is the curse of poverty’.7 What does the poor’s invisibility or obscurity
imply? Basically, it means being excluded from the light of the public realm. In poverty,
self-preservation is at stake, but politically far more disastrous is the loss or lack of access
to the public space.8 As a consequence, the poor are deprived of the possibility of living a
truly human and meaningful existence. They are withheld the opportunity to appear in
deeds and words, to be seen by others and thus be remembered as individuals with unique
biographies. Indeed, ‘the insult of oblivion’ is ‘the fact that [the poor’s] sufferings remained
See chapter 1.
‘The social question’, OR, 71.
7 ‘The social question’, OR, 69; cf. MDT, 237-38.
8 ‘The social question’, OR, 69.
5
6
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in the dark and were not even recorded in the memory of mankind.’9 ‘Their lives are
without consequence’.10 Arendt quotes John Adams in approval:
[The poor man] feels himself out of the sight of others, groping in the dark. Mankind
takes no notice of him. He rambles and wanders unheeded. In the midst of a crowd,
at church, in the market (…) he is in as much obscurity as he would be in a garret or
a cellar. He is not disapproved, censured or reproached; he is only not seen (…) To be
wholly overlooked, and to know it, are intolerable.11
However, slavery, both in antiquity and in the modern age12 ‘carries an obscurity even
blacker than the obscurity of poverty; the slave, not the poor man was ‘wholly
overlooked’.’13 Hence ‘the fear of these obscure people themselves ‘that from being
obscure they should pass away leaving no trace that they have existed’.’14 Indeed, no written
testimonies are left from slaves, except from liberated slaves, like for example Seneca.
Slaves’ own experience of their condition is permanently foreclosed and hence ‘they remain
shadowy types rather than persons’.15
Still, slaves ‘belonged to some sort of human community’: ‘their labor was needed,
used and exploited, and this kept them within the pale of humanity. To be a slave was after
all to have a distinctive character, a place in society’16, unlike a third group of invisible
individuals Arendt describes, namely twentieth century displaced persons, in particular the
stateless between the two World Wars in Central Europe. Like the poor and slaves, their
actions were not seen, their opinions not heard. Since they had lost membership in any
polity whatsoever, they suffered structural indifference. Arendt cynically remarks that the
internment camp was ‘the only ‘country’ the world had to offer the stateless’17. In chapter
7, I will discuss the condition of statelessness in detail.
The one historical group suffering absolute invisibility, Arendt suggests, are the
inmates of the concentration camps. As ‘holes of oblivion’18, the camps constitute ‘anti-

‘The social question’, OR, 69; MDT, 238.
‘The social question’, OR, 69.
11 ‘The social question’, OR, 69; quoting from John Adams’ Discourses on Davila (1790), in Adams, 1851, 239.
Cf. the quote from Brecht’s Dreigroschenoper over this paragraph; MDT, 237.
12 Obviously, Arendt here refers to black slaves in eighteenth and nineteenth century America.
13 ‘The social question’, OR, 71.
14 HC, 55. Arendt quotes from Barrow, 1928, 168.
15 HC, 50 n.41, quoting from Barrow, 1928, 156.
16 OT, 297; cf. OT, 444.
17 OT, 284 (‘die einzige Patria die die Welt dem Apatriden anzubieten hat’ (Arendt, 1955, Elemente und
Ursprünge Totalitärer Herrschaft, 594)).
18 OT, 459.
9

10
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public spaces’19, maybe even non-places, u-topia’s (ου-τόποι)20. On the invisibility of those
in the camps, she writes: ‘the inmates, even if they happen to keep alive, are more
effectively cut off from the world of the living than if they had died.’21 This phenomenon is
unprecedented; neither slaves nor refugees were cut off from the world and their fellowpeople. The invisibility of camp-life consists in complete spatial isolation, being sealed off
from the rest of the world.22 Its inmates are ‘withdrawn from the sight and hence the
protection of their fellow-men (…) [N]obody knows to whom he belongs, because he is
never seen.’23 This isolation is of a far more radical nature than ever witnessed before,
Arendt argues. The oblivion which befalls the inmates does not just concern their life
stories, but the very fact of their existence itself.24 They were treated ‘as if they no longer
existed’25 and even ‘had never really existed’ at all26, making them ‘disappear in the literal
sense of the word’, that is, without leaving a trace testifying to their existence. The terror in
the camps enforces ‘organized oblivion’27 making ‘death itself anonymous’28. In the words
of former Buchenwald-inmate David Rousset (1912-1997): ‘[H]ere the night has fallen on
the future. When no witnesses are left, there can be no testimony.’29 The abovementioned
examples contain a number of important preliminary clues to the concept of public
invisibility, and hence of public, participatory visibility, of which I will mention three. First,
invisibility is to be analytically30 distinguished from physical abuse, maltreatment, genocides,
massacres, cruelty, material deprivation and ‘physical safety’31; as well as from degradation,
humiliation or contempt; and even from oppression and the loss of national citizenship
and civil rights, including justice and equality for the law, freedom of opinion32 and
‘Anti-Öffentlichkeit’, Marchart, 2005, 167.
Thomas More’s Utopia (1516) plays upon the ambiguity in the original Greek word ου-τόποι or ευ-τόποι,
which means respectively non(-existing) or good place. Obviously, in the utopian tradition in political
philosophy since, thinkers have mostly appealed to ευ-τόπος. Adversely, I wanted to draw attention to the
first meaning, ου-τόπος or non-places.
21 OT, 443.
22 OT, 445.
23 OT, 444.
24 OT, 442.
25 OT, 445.
26 OT, 453.
27 OT, 452.
28 OT, 453.
29 Quoted in OT, 451.
30 Though not practically. Obviously, invisibility in the examples mentioned always comes with the
phenomena mentioned, so in practice cannot be separated from them.
31 OT, 296.
32 Among others OT, 295-96.
19
20
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freedom of movement. ‘The disorder and the hunger, the massacres and the slaughterers,
the outrage over injustice and the despair ‘when there was only wrong and no outrage’, the
legitimate hatred that makes you ugly nevertheless, the well-founded wrath that makes the
voice grow hoarse’33 is worse than ‘the reality of persecution’ per se34. For example, Arendt
contends that the ‘plight’ of slavery is ‘that it excluded a certain category of people even
from the possibility of fighting for freedom’, rather than that they were deprived of
freedom per se, since this ‘can happen in many other situations’.35 And the ‘calamity’ of the
stateless
…is not that they are deprived of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, or of
equality before the law and freedom of opinion… but that they no longer belong to
any community whatsoever. Their plight is not that they are not equal before the law,
but that no law exists for them; not that they are oppressed but that nobody wants
even to oppress them (…). [T]heir freedom of opinion is a fool’s freedom, for
nothing they think matters anyhow (...). Something much more fundamental than
freedom and justice, which are rights of citizens, is at stake when belonging to the
community into which one is born is no longer a matter of course and not belonging
no longer a matter of choice (...) They are deprived, not of the right to freedom, but
of the right to action; not of the right to think whatever they please, but of the right to
opinion.36
Unlike, for example, the criminal, the refugee’s ‘treatment by others does not depend on
what he does or does not do’37. This is worse, more degrading, than having been robbed of
one’s nationality per se, she suggests. The point here is that Arendt is interested in the
existential and political meaning of public invisibility, i.e. of being deprived of the
possibility of speaking and acting in public, for those suffering from it.
The examples listed suggest that the infelicitous predicament of invisibility comes in
degrees. Some groups are more invisible than others. But, second, although it is important
to remember that invisibility is a heterogeneous phenomenon, at least two axes of
MDT, viii. Arendt here paraphrases two stanzas of Brecht’s ‘An die Nachgeborenen’: ‘Wenn da nur
Unrecht war und keine Empörung’ and ‘Dabei wissen wir doch:/ Auch der Hass gegen die Niedrigkeit /
Verzerrt die Züge. / Auch der Zorn über das Unrecht / Macht die Stimme heißer.’ (Brecht, 2004 [1938],
725).
34 MDT, 17.
35 OT, 297; cf. HC, 55.
36 OT, 295-96.
37 OT, 296. Cf. the definition of the Jews in the Third Reich as ‘the objective enemy’. The ‘objective enemy’
refers to an ‘objective quality’ ‘in accordance with an ideology’ which a totalitarian regime attaches to a
particular group which is entirely ‘independent of will and behavior’, as opposed to both the ‘real enemy’ and
the ‘suspect’ (OT, 422-24).
33
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in/visibility are apparent in each of the examples mentioned, access to the world, on the
one hand, and narrativity or meaningful/lessness, on the other hand. Invisibility always
implies having poor or no access to a stage, i.e. the public world, onto which one can make
one’s appearance and make one’s opinion be heard. As a consequence, it always involves
some degree of oblivion, to either one’s contemporaries or posterity, or both. To be
invisible means to run the risk of tracelessness, that is, of being without or not having a
story in which the how and who of one’s existence appears and is remembered, and hence
of meaninglessness. In the extreme case of interment in the camps this condition is
radicalized up to the point of erasure and oblivion of one’s that and what. To be publicly
invisible means to have been deprived of the faculty of disclosive speech. And Arendt
warns that the public invisibility of some affect the entire society. The limitation of
perspectives present in the public world, implies an attack upon human plurality, which
flourishes by virtue of the abundance of perspectives, and hence upon the world.
Ultimately, this implies an attack on, or impoverishment of, the world.
The more people there are in the world who stand in some particular relationship
with one another, the more world there is to form between them, and the larger and
richer that world will be. The more standpoints there are within any given nation
from which to view the same world that shelters and presents itself equally to all, the
more significant and open to the world that nation will be.38
Third, at stake are agency and responsibility. The politics of invisibility might be accepted
or refused by social groups. An important aspect of invisibility can be inferred from
Arendt’s conception of visibility as participation. The examples I discussed above may have
suggested invisibility is always an enforced condition. In a number of conditions this is true
without a doubt, most notably of course in the situation of the absolute invisibility of camp
inmates. This having been said, Arendt stresses that invisibility may in some cases be selfappointed or self-inflicted to a greater or lesser degree. Examples she discusses, not
without scorn, include those who conducted ‘inward opposition’ or went into Innere
Emigration, ‘inner exile’, and withdrew ‘from significant participation in public life’, during
the Third Reich.39 She regards this aloofness and the escape into ‘an interior realm, the
invisibility of thinking and feeling’40 as a politically irrelevant and irresponsible strategy and
remarks, brilliantly sarcastically: ‘No secret in the secret-ridden atmosphere of the Hitler
regime was better kept than such ‘inward opposition’.’41 The politics of brotherhood, i.e.

PP, 176.
MDT, 18-19; EJ, 126-28.
40 MDT, 19.
41 EJ, 126-27.
38
39
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the withdrawal from the world into a small circle of like-minded people, is another
example.42
Natural visibility
Reversely, however, Arendt held that natural visibility is politically as disastrous as public
invisibility. This light is not illuminative, like participatory visibility that throws things in
relief, picking them out against a background of darkness, but blinding. She shows, for
example, that the Reign of Terror after the French Revolution was accompanied by what
could be called a ‘war on hypocrisy’43 or a ‘hunt for hypocrites’44, in Robespierre’s words in
which Robespierre cum suis passionately, relentlessly and violently pursued unmasking, that
is, making allegedly dark motives visible. Totalitarian regimes expose its citizens even more
mercilessly. Totalitarian terror exactly works through destroying the protective invisibility
or healthy darkness of private life. Totalitarian regimes ‘proclaim the non-existence of
privacy’.45 ‘We know that the iron band of total terror leaves no space for (...) private life.’46
In chapter 7, I will elaborate a third example, the natural visibility of the stateless and illegal
immigrants. The slave and the poor woman or man sometimes suffer from natural visibility
as well. Think, for instance, of the many civilization offensives, i.e. waves of forced
civilization or enlightenment of the poor and uneducated masses by cultural-economic
elites, to which the nineteenth century Lumpenproletariat was exposed in industrializing and
industrialized North-West European countries. Compulsion, forced labor and detention
penetrated deeply in the person’s private life.47 These domestic movements have their
foreign parallel in Empire; just think of Rudyard Kipling’s poem ‘The white man’s burden’
(1899). And slaves, although incidentally treated well, have historically been regarded as
commodities, to be bought and sold for labor or sexual purposes, without any right to
privacy.

See chapter 5.
‘The social question’, OR, 99, 105.
44 ‘The social question’, OR, 97, 100, 108.
45 OT, 139.
46 OT, 474; cf. 475.
47 To mention but one example: the Dutch colonies, simultaneously labour colonies and penal colonies,
established by the ‘Maatschappij van Weldadigheid’ (Society for Charity) in the 19th century in the moor
lands of the regions Drenthe en Overijssel in order to uplift the poor and the criminal and to elevate their
poverty. Especially the penal colony of Veenhuizen has gained a particular notoriety.
42
43
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2. The social and the political and the pathologies of in/visibility
One of the most contested aspects of Arendt’s thought is the distinction between the social
and the political. This distinction leads us to the heart of the issue of social in/visibility.
Arendt’s somewhat idiosyncratic use of the terms ‘the social’ and ‘society’ concerns a set of
attitudes and interpersonal relationships, that Arendt considers typical for the non-political
animal laborans, namely necessity, material wants and natural bodily needs, i.e. life itself; and
for homo faber, namely utility, instrumental concerns and controllability.48 Whereas the
principle of the body politic is equality, the principle or ‘indispensable right’ of the social is
discrimination.49 Discrimination here refers to the legitimacy of group differences.
Sometimes Arendt uses ‘the social’ in a normatively neutral sense, as comprising the
sphere of the market, and of institutions such as schools, churches, and the like. As such, it
is the sphere in which modern man spends most of his time. For whenever we leave the
private sphere, ‘we enter first, not the political realm of equality, but the social sphere’,
Arendt writes. ‘We are driven into this sphere by the need to earn a living or attracted by
the desire to follow our vocation or enticed by the pleasure of company’.50 More often
though, Arendt speaks about the social in depreciatory terms, as a third, typically modern,
hybrid sphere between the private and the public. Despite its non-political nature, the
social tends to pervade the public sphere and push aside concerns which are not related to
the satisfaction of needs and the promotion of interests, namely action and freedom. She
argues that attitudes and relationships typical of homo faber and animal laborans have become
the norm of each and every attitude and relationship, including and most significantly, the
public sphere. As a consequence, politics has become economized and turned into
governance, management, the promotion of interest or the establishment of ‘Regeln für
den Menschenpark’51. Neatly fitting in this logic, ‘administration’ is used as the equivalent
of ‘government’ in the US. The social also stands for the substitution of spontaneous, nonrule-bound action by making and behavior guided by particular rules and norms. Justice, as
regards either socio-economic or socio-cultural issues, is a typically social concern.
The social possesses an inherent imperialist tendency that threatens to overwhelm
the political, as a consequence of which, first, plurality is destroyed. Social man, i.e. the
particular role we fulfill under a social perspective, is animal laborans, who is primarily
concerned with meeting his or her material and emotional needs and wants. These are
roughly identical and exchangeable in all human beings according to Arendt. Unlike the
Habermas calls these strategic acting, as opposed to communicative acting.
‘Reflections on Little Rock’, RJ, 205.
50 ‘Reflections on Little Rock’, RJ, 205.
51 Sloterdijk, 1999.
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public sphere of plurality, that is, of equality, individuality and distinction, the social
therefore is the sphere of normalization, conformism, homogenization and leveling of
people. The ‘rise of the social’52 since the beginning of modernity, has caused people to be
concerned mainly with their private interests, but also turned them into mere conformists
at the expense of the possibility of individuality.
Secondly, the reduction of political issues to concerns of necessity and utility strikes
at the roots of an authentic public sphere in which citizens make their appearance vis-à-vis
each other in words and deeds on equal terms and maintain the common world which only
exists by the grace of attribution of meaning by means of storytelling, judging, etc. In short,
what Arendt fears most is de-politicization and de-worldling, the loss or withdrawal of
political, worldly reality and the equality and freedom that come with it.
Social in/visibility
Whereas public space is the sphere of political equality, the social on the contrary is the
sphere of sameness, that is, the extension of natural similarities between people belonging
to the same social group.53 Collective identities, such as ethnicity, gender and religion point
to more or less immutable visible and / or audible natural features, such as skin color,
bodily shape, mother tongue, etc. according to Arendt. ‘Zu einer Gruppe zu gehören, ist
erst einmal eine natürliche Gegebenheit. Sie gehören zu irgendeiner Gruppe durch Geburt,
immer.’54 In a personal account of her own Jewish identity, in a famous correspondence
with Gershom Scholem following the controversy that emerged after the publication of
Eichmann in Jerusalem (1963), Arendt asserted that she saw belonging to the Jewish people as
a ‘natural, given fact’.55
Tatsache ist, daß ich nicht nur niemals so getan habe, als sei ich etwas anderes, als ich
bin, ich habe niemals auch nur die Versuchung dazu verspürt. Es wäre mich
vorgekommen, wie zu sagen, daß ich ein Mann sei und nicht eine Frau, also verrückt.
(...) Jude sein gehört für mich zu den unbezweifelbaren Gegebenheiten meines
Lebens, und ich habe an solchen Faktizitäten niemals etwas ändern wollen. Eine
solche Gesinnung grundsätzlicher Dankbarkeit für das, was ist, wie es ist, gegeben
und nicht gemacht, ‚physei’ und nicht ‚nomo’, ist präpolitisch, hat aber doch unter
außergewöhnlichen Umständen, wie etwa den Umständen jüdischer Politik, auch
gleichsam negativ politische Folgen: Sie macht bestimmte Verhaltensweisen
HC, 38.
See chapter 2, §4.
54 ZP, 63.
55 ‘Brief an Scholem’, IV, 31: ‚Ich (...) gehöre nur natürlicher- und faktischerweise zu [das Jüdisches Volk].’ Cf.
Young-Bruehl, 1982, 332-33.
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unmöglich.56
Belonging to a group by birth, i.e. by the grace of nativity, which determines what we are note the etwas in the first sentence of the previous quote - is in itself is a pre-political
predicament, which can subsequently be turned into either an anti-political or a political
one, Arendt held. An example of anti-political group affiliations is the withdrawal of
groups from the public sphere into a close, warm world of their own, on the basis of warm
feelings of solidarity, i.e. what Arendt calls ‘love’.57 I previously called this strategy the
politics of brotherhood.58 In the same interview, she says: ‚Ich halte [Liebe für den Juden]
für apolitisch, ich halte es für weltlos. Und ich halte es wirklich für ein ganz großes Unheil.’
The Jews are her prime example of such an a-political worldless people maintaining itself
through the ages. Equally a-political is the pursuit of social visibility without a concomitant
pursuit of political visibility. This is what happened in mainstream Zionism led by Theodor
Herzl, in Arendt’s view.59 Still, social groups can constitute politically relevant ones, Arendt
held, as soon as they start to mobilize and organize themselves, i.e. pursue political
visibility. ‘Diese Organisation erfolgt immer unter Weltbezug.’60 In the 1940s, Arendt
herself favored the establishment of a Jewish army, for instance, as a distinctly political
answer to the persecution of European Jewry.
Problems occur when natural differences are reified into social differences. Arendt
argues that in modern egalitarian societies, those groups who deviate from the norm, that
is, who are visibly different from the majority, run the risk of evoking resentment. The
typically social predicament of ‘being unwanted’, Arendt warns, is harder to bear than the
political predicament of persecution, ‘because personal pride is involved’.61 Pride, Arendt
held, is indispensable for our sense of self-respect and personal integrity. Her greatest
concern is that these conspicuous natural differences from the norm tend to be reified into
social visibility in public.

‘Brief an Scholem’, IV, 29-30.
HC, 53.
58 See chapter 5.
59 For an excellent account of Arendt’s view on and engagement with the Zionist movement in general and of
the Zionism associated with Theodor Herzl in particular, see the Ron Feldman’s introduction to JW.
60 ZP, 63.
61 ‘Reflections on Little Rock’, RJ, 193; cf. 199-200.
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Conclusion: the pathologies of citizenship
The pathologies of in/visibility are interrelated. The laying bare of private life to the public
eye is phenomenologically the reverse of the intrusion of the natural, and, mutatis mutandis,
the social, into the political. The private and the social spheres should be shielded against
the public eye, both of the state and of other citizens. Whenever this protection of private
life is undermined, not only the private is affected, but public life as well. Reversely, the
public sphere should be protected against natural and social concerns. When these ‘burst
upon’62 the public stage, they cause the perversion not only of the political, but of private
life as well. What makes public invisibility and natural visibility experientially hard to bear,
is being deprived of any chance of a political existence and hence a truly human, worthy
and meaningful life. In chapter 7 and 8, I will discuss the pathologies of in/visibility: public
invisibility and private visibility (chapter 7) and social visibility (chapter 8). Chapter 7 is
devoted to a particular case, namely Arendt’s reflections in the 1940s and early 1950s on
stateless aliens in inter-war Europe. By juxtaposing her account to current Dutch policies
and practices concerning aliens in the last section, I will investigate the relevance and
currency of this Arendtian politics of in/visibility. In chapter 8 I will discuss the exclusion
of a number of social groups, Afro-Americans, the poor and women.
As its pathologies, both public invisibility, and natural and social visibility provide
insight in the aspect of the world that is, under consideration in this chapter: the space of
appearances and consequentially in important ingredients of the political. Arendt regards
public visibility and natural invisibility as two sides of the same coin of sound political
action, i.e. participation, and citizenship. They enable a good life which Arendt defines as a
political life. In chapter 6, I will provide a more or less systematic reconstruction of
Arendt’s phenomenology of public, participatory visibility and its complement, natural
invisibility.
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Chapter 6
Public visibility and private invisibility

Arendt regards public, participatory visibility and private, natural invisibility as two sides of
the same coin of sound political action, i.e. participation, and citizenship. So like the
pathologies I sketched in the Introduction to Part III, the sound modes of in/visibility are
interrelated. In this chapter, I will explicate this interrelation and thus what sound
citizenship consists in, in Arendt’s view.

1. Publicity: public appearance and participatory visibility
In The life of the mind I, Arendt suggests that appearance is the universal mode of being of
earthly entities. It is what inorganic and organic, lifeless and living entities, animals and
human beings, have in common.1 She subsequently draws out a distinction between
appearance in a broad and in a narrow sense, i.e. between passive and intentional, active
appearance; between ‘merely appearing’ and ‘making one’s appearance’2. The space of
appearances is typical for perceiving beings, because appearance is relational, that is, it
always appears to someone. Lifeless, inorganic matter, on the other hand, appears as well,
but of course in a strictly passive fashion and does not perceive itself. So what sets living,
sentient beings, i.e. humans and other animals, apart from lifeless matter is not appearance
per se, for the inorganic, including the artifact, appears as well, but their urge towards active,
eloquent self-display. Fundamentally, to act, in contradistinction to laboring, working and
behaving, means displaying oneself in public sphere, through words and deeds and
subsequently being seen and heard by others. Men, that is, men as citizens, ‘make their
appearance in the human world’, namely though acting and speaking3, like actors on a

LOM I, 19-20.
LOM I, 21.
3 HC, 179.
1
2
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stage. Speech in particular, that is, disclosive and meaningful, sensible, speech4, as the
capacity of making one’s appearance explicitly in words, is inherent in public appearance,
whether implicitly or explicitly.5 Public appearance is both active and eloquent. Speech
carries with it the possibilities of performance and interaction, initiative and disclosure.
Citizens’ speech presupposes the presence of others, which, for Arendt, is just another way
of saying that it requires access to a public space of appearances or display6. The
performative nature of appearance is underscored in the many theatrical metaphors in
Arendt’s work. She frequently borrows metaphors for political appearance from the realm
of the performative arts, i.e. from drama or theatre, which she calls ‘the political art par
excellence’7, more particularly ancient tragedy.8 Her concept of action and speech itself is
modeled on the play. Political praxis is spectacular, and like a play produces no tangible
products. The performance itself is all that matters, leaving only stories. The political agent
is similar to an actor, as opposed to an author, which needs an audience of spectators to
disclose itself. There simply is no such thing as a performance without being watched and
without interaction. The space of appearances takes a place analogous to the stage, since
action and speech need an artificial environment which allows individuals to show
themselves to others.9 Other dramaturgical elements in Arendt’s account of political action
are its narrative dimension, i.e. storytelling; the metaphor of the mask, providing for both
revelation and concealment; and the lighting. The private sphere, on the other hand, is
unfit for performance and interaction as a principle. Its space is backstage, so to say. In §3,
I will elaborate the somewhat elusive metaphor of the mask; in §2 the one connected to
theatrical lighting.
Next, politically relevant appearance is initiatory because, first of all, it demands that
one stand up to engage in action and speech.10 Secondly, appearance implies initiative,
because every successful act creates something new and is in itself a new beginning by
virtue of the human condition of natality.

Birmingham, 2006, 59: ‘[S]peak[ing] or act[ing] without significance [like the fool or idiot] (...) is just another
kind of invisibility.’
5 HC, 198-99.
6 PP, 140.
7 HC, 167.
8 See, for example, Canovan, 1985; Curtis, 1999; Villa, 1992, 279. See the Introduction for the charges of
aestheticism this has provoked.
9 Again, this demonstrates the interconnection between the material and intersubjective dimension of the
world. See chapter 2.
10 HC, 176.
4
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Finally, public appearance is disclosive, because along with the acts and the words
themselves, action and speech reveal or disclose who someone is.11 Thus it contributes to
the lifelong process of individuation, i.e. of showing one’s unique and distinct identity, as
opposed to what one is, including one’s innate qualities and social identity markers.12
Conversely, although human beings are appearances by virtue of being born into a body,
that is, a what, or natural man, they need a space of appearances in order to appear as
citizens or who they are.13 ‘[I]t is the function of the public realm to throw light on the
affairs of men by providing a space of appearances in which they can show in deed and
word, for better and worse, who they are and what they can do’.14 Having a story, which
means that one’s existence is like playing a part and subsequently is noticed and
remembered, enables appearance.
Consequently, participatory visibility corresponds to the priority of appearance as the
criterion by which action and speech are to be judged politically. Action and speech are
politically relevant to the extent that they are visible to all. The main features of good
public visibility I want to foreground are participation, recognition and publicity.
Obviously, Arendt is mainly interested in appearance in the narrow, active and normative
sense which is best called ‘participation’. Only in the active sense of participation is
appearance, and hence visibility, politically relevant according to her. Even more,
participation is Arendt’s definition of the political. Appearance in the active sense implies
reciprocity as a matter of course, for I perform in order to be seen and heard, and will in
turn perceive others performing. To be visible means to appear, to show oneself to others
and be seen and remembered by them, and vice versa, others may also appear and be
visible to me. It is intersubjective, since it implies plurality and reciprocity. Action and
speech presuppose being seen and heard; in order for my and others’ appearance to be
politically relevant, it should be noticed, i.e. recognized. ‘Nothing and nobody exists in this
world whose very being does not presuppose a spectator. In other words, nothing that is,
insofar as it appears, exists in the singular; everything that is, is meant to be perceived by
somebody.’15 Appearance is relational, for deeds and words require the presence of others,
i.e. plurality. Action and speech need both at least one actor and at least one spectator.
Therefore, the actor and the spectator are mutually conditional. We are simultaneously
perceiving and being perceived. Recognition and equality are necessary conditions of the
political in Arendt’s sense, that is, of participation. An important feature of Arendt’s
See chapter 2.
See chapter 2.
13 HC, 176.
14 MDT, viii.
15 LOM I, 19.
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12
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thought that is closely connected to her stress on participation and active appearance, is her
dislike of passive victimhood. In her view, even outlaws are given limited chances.16
Finally, publicity is the conditio sine qua non in order for recognition and participation
to succeed. Arendt is interested in the Kantian notion of Publizität, publicity, that he
develops in ‘Was ist Aufklärung?’17 (1784) and ‘Zum ewigen Frieden’ (1795).18 However,
like communicability and sensus communis, Arendt keeps a firm distance from what is in Kant
a transcendental and monological principle.19
In Arendt’s view, publicity is inseparable from the principle of plurality, i.e. the
presence of others. This is where public space comes in.20 Disclosive appearance and
participatory visibility presuppose a public world, as distinguished from, on the one hand,
the private sphere and, on the other hand, the modern social sphere. The Arendtian
concept of public space is more encompassing than usual, since it cannot be reduced to
formal arrangements and institutions, but includes informal rapport as well. Words and
deeds do not precede this space, but constitute it the moment they are performed and
spoken as well as perceived by others. The physical public and political space, as well as
their formal arrangements, are only derivative of this more fundamental experience.
The space of appearance comes into being wherever men are together in the manner
of speech and action, and therefore predates and precedes all formal constitution of
the public realm and the various forms of government, that is, the various forms in
which the public realm can be organized.21
The public sphere cannot be located physically, but rather may be established ‘almost
anytime and anywhere’, as soon as people act and speak in concert, ‘no matter where they
happen to be’.22 The criteria for what constitutes a public space for Arendt are, first, its

‘We refugees’, JW, 274.
Kant, 1912, 33-42.
18 Kant, 1912, 341-386.
19 See chapter 4 on common sense. On Kant’s concept of ‘publicity’ and the public-private distinction, see
Laursen, 1986; on ‘publicity’, the ‘public use of reason’ and ‘freedom of press’, see Splichal, 2002; on Arendt’s
and Kant’s ‘principle of publicity’, see Schwan, 2006.
20 On Arendt’s concept of public space in general, see, among others, Canovan, 1985; Cohen, 1996; Mensch,
2007. On Arendt’s concept of public space in relation to the debate between associationism and agonism, see
Marchart, 2003, 82-89; Villa, 1992b. On Arendt’s concept of public space in relation to the debate between
communitarians and liberals, see Passerin d’Entreves, 1989. For a comparison between Arendt’s, respectively
Habermas’, concept of public space, see Villa 1992; Benhabib, 1990, 1992; Honig, 1993; Markell, 1997.
21 HC, 199.
22 HC, 198; cf. ‘Wherever you go, you will be a polis’ (HC, 198).
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visibility and publicity, that is, its accessibility to all; and second its commonality, that is, its
concern with the common good or the res publica.23

2. Privacy: the private realm of non-appearance and invisibility
For Arendt, we cannot appear, in the strict sense of participatory visibility, in private and
social spheres, for there is no space of appearances, to participate in, or to appear onto.
This is not to say that appearance never occurs in the private sphere. As soon as emotions
and physical experiences are being articulated and interpreted, they stop being entirely nonworldly. Arendt’s phenomenological reading of public space belies any essentialist and
reifying reading of the public-private distinction.24
Just as men-as-citizens are at home in the public sphere of visibility, man-as-man,
that is, as natural man, is at home in the private sphere of invisibility. In the private sphere,
appearance just occurs in an entirely passive fashion. Seen from the perspective of the
world, Arendt writes, ‘private man does not appear, and therefore it is as though he did not
exist.’25 Since ‘[his] physical identit[y] appear[s] without any activity of [his] own’26, natural
man is and should be invisible. To appear in a politically significant way demands that one
leaves behind the private sphere, that is, the sphere of non-appearance and invisibility, and
enters the public sphere. Visibility is the prerogative and responsibility of man as a political
actor, that is, as soon as he enters the public realm. The private sphere neither does, nor
should, allow for appearance and visibility in the political sense of disclosure, performance,
interaction, participation and recognition.
Disclosive and performative appearance and public, participatory visibility,
presuppose private and social invisibility. This also implies that visibility is good, i.e.
politically sound and conducive to human dignity, only in the public sphere; invisibility only
in the private and social spheres. What visibility is to the public realm, invisibility is to the
private. In other words, public visibility and private invisibility are complementary and
hence are to be kept distinct: ‘there are things that need to be hidden and others that need
to be displayed publicly to exist at all.’27 The non-appearing quality and the invisibility of
the private realm is not a weakness, or some condition to be overcome. On the contrary,
although Arendt is obviously mainly interested in the public sphere, she emphasizes the
Marchart, 2003.
See chapter 2, §4.
25 HC, 58.
26 HC, 179.
27 HC, 73.
23
24
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indispensability of the non-appearing character or invisibility which private and social life
enable and nurture. The value of the invisibility of the private is to provide protection and
safety or security, a shelter or hiding place.28 To the private realm belong the nurturance of
children, the care for our physical necessities, that is, life itself and animal laborans; our
emotional and psychic lives, or what Arendt calls the ‘heart’29; and everything else which
determines what we are, as opposed to who we are. These activities and identities need
protection from the public eye. Protection is needed, since although participatory visibility
is indispensable for political action, it poses risks, and makes people vulnerable. These risks
and vulnerabilities are related to action’s unpredictability, due to its plural and contingent
nature. The invisibility of the private sphere and natural man constitute the very condition
for disclosive appearance and participatory visibility to flourish, and hence have a
significance, integrity and dignity, if not in a political sense, of their own. Human beings
need a sphere of invisibility, a ‘dark background of mere givenness’ from which to appear,
as Arendt explains.30 ‘Wer Personalität dem Exklusiven Wettstreit mit seinesgleichen im
Licht der Öffentlichkeit verdankt, der bedarf auch der Dunkelheit des Privaten. Nur so ist
der Bürger gegen die Verflachung in der öffentlichen Konkurrenz der Worte und Taten
gefeit.’31
So Arendt’s evaluation of privacy is two-sided. On the one hand, it is a space of
privation32, on the other hand, it is a refuge and a condition for the flourishing of the public
sphere. Arendt does not make the mistake of establishing a simple hierarchy of public and
private, for the latter is indispensable to the former. There is a certain equivalence between
the two in terms of the basic condition of appearance, from darkness into the light into the
darkness again. This two-sided evaluation is expressed in the sophisticated imagery of light
and darkness Arendt develops. From a phenomenological perspective, darkness and light
belong together, like day and night; they cannot exist without each other. Visibility and
disclosure need light, whereas darkness leaves things invisible and concealed. We indeed
find many references in Arendt’s work to the metaphorical pair of light and darkness.33
Light illuminates by foregrounding some things, while leaving concealed other things,
which are not (yet) fit for the full light of the stage. Light is discriminatory; the demarcation
line being the distinction between private and public. The public world has the ‘power of
HC, 71. Cf. Herb, 2001, 62-65.
HC, 39, among others.
30 OT, 301.
31 Herb, 2001, 64.
32 According to Arendt, the ‘most elementary meaning’ of the private space refers to ‘privative’, ‘being
deprived of’ (HC, 73).
33 Cf. Herb, 2001, 59.
28
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illumination’34 by directing the spotlights onto something or someone.35 It is spectacular,
since the spotlights of the world bring into the open, make manifest, disclose and display
words and deeds, as well as speakers and actors. Notice that Arendt describes the operation
and meaning of storytelling, opinionating, understanding and judging in the same terms of
world disclosure. In other words, light has the connotation of meaningfulness.
Darkness, on the other hand, seems to be mainly a negative quality in Arendt’s work.
She frequently predicates it on the private sphere or privacy in general, and the individual’s
emotional and motivational life in particular. Following Augustine, she speaks, for instance,
of ‘the darkness of the human heart’36. According to Arendt, whatever goes on in our inner
emotional world ‘may hardly be called a demonstrable fact.’37 Without the presence of
others, the solitary individual easily gets absorbed in this shadowy realm and gets ‘caught in
contradictions and equivocalities’38 and ‘deadly conflicts’39. The human heart needs the light
of the public realm to be ‘redeemed’. It contains ‘a darkness which only the light shed over
the public realm through the presence of others (…) can dispel.’40
However, the darkness of the private and the natural is rather neutral than negative.
Darkness and safety are two sides of the same coin. The private, including the family, other
intimate relationships and our emotional lives, is and should remain hidden, opaque and
concealed, closed and veiled from public eyes, because of the risk of corruption. For the
light of the public realm is also ‘harsh’41, a ‘merciless glare’42, for appearing in the public
realm is a risky affair. What is more, Arendt regards darkness also as a necessary condition
of illumination. Appearance presupposes a darkness from which to emerge.43 Again, like a
performance on stage, public, participatory appearance needs a backstage outside of the
spotlights; ‘the darkness of the theatre necessary for the illumination of the stage.’44 In the
following, I will use the terms ‘obscurity’ respectively ‘exposure’ to signify the pathological
modes of invisibility, respectively visibility. I call them pathological since they are both

MDT, 4.
MDT, viii.
36 HC, 244; BPF, 44, 149; OR, 95-98. Cf. ‘the dark ‘chamber of the heart’’ which Arendt quotes from
Augustine’s Confessiones (1943 [397-398]) in ‘What is freedom?’, BPF, 158.
37 ‘What is freedom?’, BPF, 149.
38 HC, 237.
39 ‘What is freedom?’, BPF, 158.
40 HC, 237; cf. ‘The social question’, OR, 95-98; HC, §7.
41 HC, 51.
42 ‘The crisis in education’, BPF, 186.
43 Cf. ‘The crisis in education’, BPF, 186; HC, 51.
44 Merleau-Ponty, quoted in Flynn, 1978, 235.
34
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disabling and disempowering conditions that foreclose the possibility of political agency
and citizenship.
Arendt’s phenomenological and republican account of the distinction between the
private and the public spheres differs from the more conventional liberal conception. Both
Arendt and liberal philosophers such as Rawls hold that plurality, and hence individuals,
should be preserved, and that the private sphere should be shielded against the public or
political sphere. However, liberal thinkers posit the value of protecting privacy and
individual freedom, thought as autonomy, against politics, thought as state interference.45
Liberals also pursue the eventual liberation from politics as a source of bondage. For
Arendt, on the contrary, the protection of privacy serves the flourishing of the public
sphere. The integrity of the private sphere is a precondition for citizenship, participation
and public action. Therefore, the undermining of the private sphere leads to the
undermining of the public sphere as well, as occurs, for example, under totalitarian
conditions. Also, privacy should not just be protected against the public sphere, but the
public sphere should reversely also be protected against the encroachment of private
concerns, i.e. life itself. Moreover, Arendt views political action as a source of freedom,
rather than as a restraint upon it. Next, plurality is a condition that is typical of action in the
public sphere in Arendt’s view. Moreover, the agonistic conflict between different views on
phenomena and events is not a problem to be overcome, but should be played out and
confronted in the public arena. Liberals, on the other hand, take plurality, or pluralism, as
the multitude of incommensurable comprehensive doctrines, i.e. of the views of groups in
society that share a particular moral or religious outlook or world view, rather than as a
multitude of individual perspectives. Under modern conditions of irreducible pluralism,
liberals hold, comprehensive doctrines are best kept private and free of political
interference. Pluralism is a value of the private sphere and should be excluded from the
political domain in order to avoid violent confrontation and to enable human livingtogether.46

3. The paradox of revealing and concealing: the mask
The account of participatory visibility and private invisibility so far needs further
complication. For citizens not only need the protection of their natural qualities by means

45
46

Pettit describes the negative liberal notion of freedom as ‘freedom from interference’. Pettit, 1997, 2001.
See most notably Rawls, 1971.
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of the private personality the private sphere47 enables. Even in the public sphere, citizens
need some further concealment of their natural qualities, by means of legal personality,
which Arendt compares to a mask. The device of the mask, or persona, in ancient theatre,
Arendt argues, covered up the actor’s face on stage, while still disclosing, and even
amplifying, her or his unique voice. Hence, she thought it was an appropriate metaphor for
civil and legal personality.48 Arendt calls upon this trope in order to provide insight into the
artificial, constructed quality of citizenship. Who becomes visible is not natural man, i.e.
man-as-man, but men-as-citizens.49 The mask, in other words, refers to the legal fiction of
equality and the right to speech.
The point was that it is not the natural Ego which enters a court of law. It is a rightsand-duties-bearing person, created by the law, which appears before the law. Without
his persona, there would be an individual without rights and duties, perhaps a ‘natural
man’ - that is, a human being or homo in the original meaning of the word, indicating
someone outside the range of the law and the body politic of citizens, (...) but
certainly a politically irrelevant being.50
Secondly, also within the public space of visibility, one’s appearance has a dimension of
concealment. The mask underlines the concealing dimension of appearance. Appearance
implies the simultaneity of revealing, that is, the disclosure of the political actor or who,
and of concealing, of natural man or what someone is. Legal personality covers up what we
are, our politically irrelevant qualities and inevitable natural inequalities, in order to allow
the revelation of who we are and so to enable respect. This I would call the paradox of
citizenship, the fact that revealing and concealing, or disclosure and closure, are only
seemingly opposed, but upon closer inspection operate as two sides of the same coin. Since
the mask is never lifted during the play, it underscores that public appearance prevents the
appearance of qualities, needs, affects, etc. which cannot bear the light of the day, such as
motives, aims, etc. To be sure, the acknowledgement that revealing necessarily implies
concealing, is typically phenomenological. Arendt in agreement quotes phenomenologist
Merleau-Ponty: ‘No thing, no side of a thing, shows itself except by actively hiding the
others.’51

It is tempting to use the metaphor of the ‘house’ for the private sphere, but this has the undesirable
consequence of reifying the private-public distinction, as I argued above. Although in practice the two will
often coincide, this is not necessarily so.
48 ‘The social question’, OR, 106-09.
49 Cf. Visker’s (2007) non-expressivist conception of public space.
50 ‘The social question’, OR, 107.
51 LOM I, 25.
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[N]ot only do appearances never reveal what lies beneath them of their own accord
but also, generally speaking, they never just reveal, they also conceal (...). They
expose, and they also protect from exposure, and as far as what lies beneath is
concerned, this protection may even be their most important function.52
Finally, as related to the previous dimension, the mask draws attention to the safety and
protection that is required for political action and speech. Citizens need a political
community that offers and guarantees protection, through the establishment of institutions,
most prominently laws and the constitution. Only membership of an artificial community,
not of the human species, offers human beings the opportunity of disclosive appearance
and participatory visibility. The political actor, in other words, is a bearer of rights, granted
and guaranteed by political community itself. Note that the mask’s protective role is
different from the protection needed for private life. Though both are meant to protect
natural man against exposure, the mask does not bar participatory visibility, as does the
private sphere. The mask protects men against inappropriate visibility; the private sphere
disallows visibility entirely. The mask still allows for disclosure; the private sphere does not.
Arendt’s account of the mask has attracted much feminist attention, though,
remarkably, appreciations point in opposite directions. For example, Norma Moruzzi
appreciates the mask as a self-conscious staging of femininity.53 Susan Bickford, on the
other hand, takes it as an instrument of neutralization of gender, ethnicity, etc. Since
Bickford believes that what we are, i.e. our membership in collective identities, inevitably
affects who we are, i.e. how we publicly appear to others as citizens, the mask’s
neutralization is not only bound to fail; it is moreover an undesirable goal. What we are
may ‘obscure’ or ‘systematically distort’ who we are, she argues, for ‘the mask that
facilitates political appearance is inevitably constructed with certain ‘whats’ in mind’.54 As a
consequence, neutralization does not contribute to equalization, but to inequality in the
guise of equality, which makes it possible for those ‘naturally’ belonging to the majority ‘to
ignore their particularity.’55 This is a variation of the well-known objection of false
universalism. I doubt the adequacy of this objection. Arendt would not deny, as Bickford
thinks she does, that what we are, including our social identities, influences who we are.56
However, the question Arendt raised was whether we should focus on the what or the who
in politics, and concluded to the latter. Her aim is to draw attention to the legal and

LOM I, 25.
Moruzzi, 2000.
54 Bickford, 1996, 96, 101, 103.
55 Bickford, 1996, 103.
56 See chapter 2.
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political protection required for action and speech. Political or legal personality is a
construct meant to protect man as a natural being.
Unlike Bickford, Moruzzi adopts the metaphor of the mask as a way of ‘reexamining
the metaphysical relation between being and appearance’57, or between ‘essence’ and
‘performance’58, which she, like Arendt, considers a false dichotomy within the political
realm. In politics, the question what or who is behind the mask, is irrelevant, she argues.
The mask has a double role, namely both ‘hiding’ and ‘representing’.59 Moruzzi’s focus,
however, is on a different topic than Arendt, namely on the ‘problem of feminine political
agency’.60 As an ‘alternative to the seeming dead end of feminine essentialism’61, the mask,
or rather, masquerade, offers a solution to this problem. Moruzzi maintains that Arendt
displayed ‘interpretive resistance’62 to the problem of feminine political identity and even
viewed women as ‘incapable of this self-conscious performance’63. ‘Implicitly’, at least this
is how Moruzzi reads Arendt, ‘the body insofar as it is feminine, cannot assume the mask,
because the feminine body and the feminine role are apparently the same, a fixed and
essential reality incapable of self-representation and artifice.’64 Therefore, Moruzzi turns to
an early psychoanalytic feminist account of the mask, Joan Riviere’s 1929 essay
‘Womanliness as a masquerade’65. Riviere showed, contrary to Arendt according to
Moruzzi, that ‘the feminine body has the capacity to represent itself’.66 She held a
conception of femininity as strategic masquerade, that is, she thought ‘there is no
difference between an essential femininity and the feminine mask’67. Femininity is a selfconscious performance, which does not conceal an essential core behind appearance.
In her review of Moruzzi’s book, Disch questions Moruzzi’s suggestion of a selfconscious artificiality. ‘Masquerade, as Moruzzi describes it, is a deliberate performance. It
presupposes that agency is predicated on a self-conscious, self-critical subject. This
presupposition is precisely that I take to be at issue in the contradiction that Moruzzi aims
to resolve.’68 Additionally, another problem at hand is Moruzzi’s individualized choice for
Moruzzi, 2000, 33.
Moruzzi, 2000, 34, 39.
59 Moruzzi, 2000, 45.
60 Moruzzi, 2000, 40.
61 Moruzzi, 2000, 45.
62 Moruzzi, 2000, 40.
63 Moruzzi, 2000, 45.
64 Moruzzi, 2000, 39.
65 Riviere, 1929.
66 Moruzzi, 2000, 39.
67 Moruzzi, 2000, 43.
68 Disch, 2002, 677.
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the shape of the mask, as well as for the moment when it is put on or off. The Arendtian
mask does not allow for social differences, but only for individual differences, i.e. who’s.
Apart from the individual distinctness of the voice which it lets through, the shape of the
mask, as well as the appropriate
moment to put it on or lift it, are
given; it cannot be done at will.
Its protective role is dependent
upon this non-individual and
non-voluntary quality.
Strikingly, the picture on
the cover of Moruzzi’s book, a
painting of a veiled women (see
figure), undermines her argument,
or at least pulls the mask’s
potential interpretative strength in
a direction which is less politically
fruitful than it allows for. It
under-employs
the
political
meaning of Arendt’s concept of
the mask, which resolutely
undermines
the
distinction
between appearance and being.
The painting explicitly calls forth
questions like, What is behind the
mask? Which essence, essential
femininity or womanhood, is
concealed underneath the veil?
Woman, thus, appears as enigma,
for the veil leaves something to
Figure. Fumée d'Ambre Gris, 1880, John Singer Sargent
guess, but can be pulled away and
expose its mystery, to the male
and, in this case, western, gaze. She lifts the veil, in order to be seen, to expose her true
womanhood. Strikingly, she does not look at us, the spectators. She is no more than an
object of seeing. The erotic play of veiling and unveiling, of guessing what is behind or
underneath it, is not only deeply patriarchal and orientalist, it surely runs counter to the
meaning Moruzzi wants to convey, since the idea of female masquerade is exactly the
opposite. There is nothing, no essential femininity, behind the mask; the mask is all there is.
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In other words, the veil is no mask. Masquerade enables the actor to see and speak through
it, without the need ever to take it off. The veil, on the contrary, at least the type of veil the
woman in the painting is wearing, which covers her head and the upper part of her body
completely, as opposed, for example, to most contemporary modern Islamic headscarves,
prohibits both seeing, speaking and hearing. Even a burqa allows for minimal sight. This
veil is nothing but a prison, expressing anxieties about unbounded female sexuality which
should be kept in check. The mask, neither in Riviere’s, nor in Arendt’s sense, is not. The
mask does not prohibit, but allows for agency. Both in Arendt and Riviere, it is the very
condition of political subjectivity.69

Conclusion: citizenship
Disclosure in public, i.e. participatory visibility, on the one hand, and safety, i.e. the
protection of natural life, natural invisibility or darkness, on the other hand, together enable
access to the public sphere, political agency and participation. They are the conditions of
citizenship or participatory visibility. Public visibility requires natural invisibility, that is, the
concealment of natural man. This concealment is guaranteed by both privacy and the mask,
that is, by the safety and protection of private man in the former case, as well as of the
citizen in the latter case. I called this the paradox of disclosure and concealment. Darkness
is the condition of invisibility of natural man, combined with its protection through
privacy. Disclosure is the condition of visibility of men-as-citizens, combined with the
protection of natural man through the mask. Both public visibility and natural invisibility
are therefore politically sound conditions. In terms of theatrical lighting, a truly human,
political life, implies neither the ‘merciless glare’ of an exposed life, nor the obscurity of
public invisibility.
After this exposition of public visibility and natural invisibility, it has become clearer
why political invisibility and natural visibility are politically harmful and disabling. Both
pathologies are modes of blindness: too much and blinding light in the case of natural and
social visibility; or too little in the case of public invisibility. Public invisibility is
pathological, since without access to a public space, the concealment, protection and
security which the private sphere has on offer for natural man, turns into obscurity. Natural
visibility is no less damaging to political action and citizenship. When someone is deprived
of the possibility of retreat into invisibility and of the mask of legal personality, disclosure
of who gives way to exposure of what someone is, namely natural man, who is for that very
69

I will return to the issue of collective identity in relation to social and public visibility in chapter 8.
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reason no longer able to participate. Whereas disclosive appearance of who one is requires
initiative in public space, in order to achieve recognition and participation; exposure is
passive, hence non-participatory and devoid of publicity. Obscurity, then, is the condition
of invisibility without the protection of what we are, i.e. natural man or ζωή, which privacy
enables; exposure the condition of being visible without disclosure of who we are, i.e.
citizen or βίος, which the mask enables. There is no disclosure of who, either because there
is no concealment, on the one hand, or no participation and appearance in public space, on
the other hand.
Taken together, both natural visibility, that is, exposure, and public invisibility, that is,
obscurity, are disabling conditions, foreclosing political agency and participation, since they
bring about the breakdown of the paradox of disclosure and concealment. Devoid of both
privacy and mask, the protection and security of the private sphere and legal personality,
the disclosure of who is replaced by the exposure of what people are. Both are therefore
politically harmful conditions. This is illustrated by the fate of stateless people, among
others, as I will argue in the next chapter.70
Arendt’s framework allows her to make normative distinctions, of a
phenomenological, not an essentialist, nature71, which allow her to defend a politics of
visibility. Two distinctions are especially relevant regarding the issue of (in)visibility: the
conceptual pairs of private – public, on the one hand, and active – passive, on the other
hand. The distinction between active, i.e. disclosive, performative, participatory and
interactive; and passive, i.e. expositive, visibility, allows Arendt to defend a politics of
visibility which hinges on the difference between disclosing oneself and being exposed. The
private - public distinction yields the particular advantage that it confines visibility, namely
to the public sphere. For Arendt visibility is, i.e. cannot be but, limited. The visibility of the
public is always limited by the invisibility and darkness of the private. The Archimedian
ideal of scientific objectivity is an example of the illusion of totalized visibility.72 The
withering away of the ‘that’, rather than the ‘what’, of the distinction between the invisible
private and the visible public, is the very criterion for deciding about political pathologies.

I will demonstrate this argument in chapter 7.
As I argued in chapter 1.
72 For Arendt’s account of the Archimedean ideal, see chapter 1.
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The pathologies of in/visibility I:
public invisibility and natural visibility.
On the stateless and today’s illegal aliens

In this chapter, I will explore the pathologies of natural visibility or exposure and public
invisibility on the basis of a case study, the historical and current predicament of
undocumented aliens. In sections 1 through 3, I will reconstruct Arendt’s phenomenology
of statelessness and her hermeneutic deconstructions of the intertwinement of the
discourses and practices of human rights and the nation state system. In §1, I will sketch
her extensive meditations on the lived experience of statelessness in the interwar period in
European history. §2 is devoted to an interpretation of these phenomenological reflections
and her critical account of the Enlightenment discourse of human rights, in terms of the
pathologies of in/visibility. Arendt’s deconstructions, I will argue, call for a rethinking of
the Enlightenment discourse of human rights. In §3, I will demonstrate the painful
relevance of Arendt’s phenomenological and hermeneutic reflections up to now, by
juxtaposing her account with current Dutch policies and practices concerning aliens.

1. European refugees between the wars
In one of the rare essays in which she reflects on her personal experiences, Arendt gives a
personal account of the condition of German Jews, including herself, fleeing the Third
Reich.1 She warns that ‘being a Jew does not give any legal status in this world’: once they
become stateless, they lose the right to protection by ‘any specific law or political
convention’.2 She writes: ‘If we should start telling the truth that we are nothing but Jews it
would mean we expose ourselves to the fate of human beings who, unprotected by any
Arendt, ‘We refugees’, JW. Arendt herself was stateless between 1933, the year in which she fled NaziGermany, and 1951, the year in which she acquired American citizenship.
2 Arendt, ‘We refugees’, JW, 273.
1
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specific law or political convention, are nothing but human beings.’3 In 1940, she had
already noticed that post-WW I-Europe witnessed ‘the emergence of a new class of people
(...): the stateless’4. She calls them ‘the most important product of recent history’5 and ‘the
most symptomatic group of contemporary politics’6. In the chapter ‘The decline of the
nation-state and the end of the rights of man’ in The origins of totalitarianism, she gives a more
detailed account of the emergence of statelessness as a mass-phenomenon in pretotalitarian, inter-war Europe.7
The disintegration of multinational and multiethnic states, most notably Russia, the
Ottoman Empire and the Habsburg Empire, formed the historical-political context of this
account. She relates how at the end of WW I, this disintegration produced two novel
groups of people: minorities and stateless people. The successor states created by the peace
treaties after the model of the nation-state, such as Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia,
produced minorities consisting of around 30 % of their populations. These emerging
groups of minorities had to be protected by laws of exception, by means of the so-called
Minority Treaties, which failed more often than not. Additionally, an unprecedented
number of refugees was produced, including 1.5 million White Russians, a million Greeks,
700,000 Armenians, half a million of Bulgarians, and hundreds of thousands of Germans,
Hungarians and Romanians, who were forced to leave their country and move elsewhere,
even though they had nowhere and nobody to turn to and, in fact, became stateless. The
two legitimate ways of solving the problem within the limitations of national sovereignty
were nationalization8 or repatriation, i.e. expulsion. While nationalization procedures broke
down, repatriation and expulsion were no longer possible; the first because the country of
origin usually refused to take the refugee back; the second because he had become

Arendt, ‘We refugees’, JW, 273.
Arendt, ‘The minority question’, JW, 128.
5 Arendt, ‘The minority question’, JW, 127.
6 OT, chapter 9.
7 On Arendt’s account of human rights and the rights to have rights, see Cohen, 1996; Isaac, 1996;
Michelman, 1996. Since the beginning of this century: Benhabib, 2001, 2002a, 2002b, 2002c, 2002d, 2004a,
2004b, 2004c, 2007; Balfour and Cadava, 2004; Balibar, 2001, 2004 and 2007; Wilde, 2008; Cotter, 2005;
Parekh, 2004, 2007, 2008a and 2008b; Butler, 2007; Birmingham, 2006, 2007; Hamacher, 2004; Bauman,
2002; Jalusic, 2007; Krause, 2008; Menke, 2007; Brunkhorst, 1996; 2008; Rancière, 2004; Heuser, 2008;
Owens, 2005; Bernstein, 2005; Heuer, 2007; Williams, 2002, 2005; Lang and Williams, 2005. On Arendt’s
account of and criticism of the nation-state and nationalism, see Blättler, 2000; Canovan, 1999; Tsao, 2004;
Mahrdt, 2005.
8 ‘Nationalization’ means ‘naturalization’. In order to avoid confusion, however, I use the term ‘naturalization’
solely to denote the process of the reduction of human beings to specimens of natural man as described in
chapter 6.
3
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‘undeportable’.9 So the masses of stateless persons revealed the breakdown and
legitimization crisis of all the main political and juridical institutions and ideals of interwar
Europe; not just of the nation-state system, but of the human rights regime as well.
The key to the stateless refugee’s predicament, Arendt argues, is the loss of ‘his place
in a community’, of ‘his political status’ and ‘the legal personality which makes his actions
and part of his destiny a consistent whole’.10 As a consequence, he is ‘left with those
qualities which usually can become articulate only in the sphere of private life and must
remain unqualified, mere existence in all matters of public concern.’11
This predicament would repeat itself innumerable times afterwards, for example in
the case of the Jews fleeing the Third Reich after 1933, and of the expulsion of Palestinian
Arabs after the foundation of the state of Israel in 1946. Already during the war, Arendt
accused the Zionist leaders of simply overlooking the ‘Arab problem’, being too
preoccupied by the thought that ‘the people without a country needed a country without a
people.’12 The foundation of the state of Israel, inspired by Theodor Herzl’s Zionist
ideology, which Arendt regarded as ‘Jewish nationalism’, effectively left the Arab
Palestinians ‘the choice between voluntary emigration or second-class citizenship’13 and led
to ‘the creation of a new category of homeless people, the Arab refugees.’14
In both cases, the problem of minorities and the stateless, the nation-state turned out
to be incapable of serving as a guarantee of civil rights. Looking back on the peace
conferences following WW I, Arendt observes that ‘all politics dealing with minorities, and
not just with the Jews, have foundered on the existent and abiding fact of state
sovereignty.’15 The precursor of the UN, the League of Nations, which was supposed to
relieve the negative consequences of national politics, was not able to offer a political
solution, because it had no binding force of law and ‘turned out to be a club that one could
resign from whenever one wanted.’16 Proposing a depoliticizing cultural solution, by
offering minority rights in order to secure ‘cultural autonomy’17, the League of Nations
could not bring about any change in the ‘underlying state of affairs’, that is, the fact that
these people could not participate in politics on a par with the national majority. Arendt
concludes: ‘Culture without politics - that is, without history and a national context OT, 276.
OT, 301.
11 OT, 301.
12 Arendt, ‘Peace or armistice in the Middle-East?’, JW, 432.
13 Arendt, ‘Zionism reconsidered’, JW, 343.
14 Arendt, ‘Peace or armistice in the Middle-East?’, JW, 444.
15 Arendt, ‘The minority question’, JW, 127.
16 Arendt, ‘The minority question’, JW, 127.
17 Arendt, ‘The minority question’, JW, 126.
9
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becomes vapid folkloristics and Volk-barbarism.’18 In the case of the stateless, the principle
of national sovereignty again proved to be a serious hindrance to a political solution.19
Arendt’s reflections in the 1940’s and early 1950’s on the experiences of statelessness,
displacement and refugeeship contain in nucleus many of the intuitions about the meaning
of politics that would later guide her phenomenology of the political. Her reflections on,
and experiences of, statelessness contain all ‘essential motifs’ she would elaborate
theoretically in The human condition, such as plurality, action, opinion, freedom and world.20 I
read her account of the predicament of the stateless as featuring the simultaneity of the two
pathologies of political action and citizenship I described previously: obscurity, due to
public invisibility, and exposure, due to natural visibility. The stateless refugee is the
exemplary non-citizen, the exact opposite in every respect of the citizen. Her condition is
antithetical to political action, that is, to participation in public space. Indeed, the key to
participatory visibility is the right to belong to a political community, i.e. political
membership. She suffers simultaneously from harmful visibility and harmful invisibility.
First, because she is deprived of her legal personality and her ability to appear through
words and deeds in the space of appearances, which renders her publicly invisible. And,
second, because she is reduced to organic life; I will call this the ‘naturalist reduction’.21
This reduction did not emerge as a consequence of malicious intentions of governments in
the first place, i.e. in the years following WWI, but of the contradictions of the system of
the nation-state, on the one hand, and human rights declarations, on the other hand; two
institutions which heritage is still very much alive and problematic. I will explain this
argument in detail in the next section.

Arendt, ‘The minority question’, JW, 128-129.
For this reason, Brunkhorst’s (2008, 155) argument that Arendt failed to appreciate the ‘great and deeply
ambivalent advances of the modern European nation state’ and harboured a ‘too rosy picture’ of the
sovereign European state, is simply wrong. She would have defended a ‘bulwark theory of the nation-state’,
arguing that the nation-state protects us against internal imperialism. Brunkhorst quotes the following excerpt
from the English translation of the German version of The origins of totalitarianism (Elemente und Ursprünge totaler
Herrschaft): ‘Until now the greatest bulwark against the unlimited domination of bourgeois society, against the
conquest of power through the mob and the introduction of imperialistic politics in the structure of Western
states has been the nation-state. Its sovereignty, which once was supposed to express the sovereignty of the
people, is now threatened from all sides.’ However, this quote cannot be found in The origins of totalitarianism,
nor in Elemente und Ursprünge totaler Herrschaft.
20 Cf. Bernstein, 2005, 58: ‘Statelessness, the sudden loss of political rights (...) was the basic phenomenon
that provoked [Arendt’s] reflections (Nachdenken) on the meaning of politics.’
21 See chapter 6.
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2. The in/visibility of stateless refugees
Arendt argues that the miserable fate of stateless people reveals that the modern nationstate system is based on the contradiction between, on the one hand, its universalistic claim
to the discourse of human rights and, on the other hand, the particularism and naturalism
of the principle of national sovereignty; a contradiction she describes as a ‘deadly sickness’,
which therefore inevitably breaks down.22 However, the relationship between human rights
and national sovereignty is not only ‘conflict-ridden’, but also simultaneously one of
dependence, for the human rights regime is dependent upon the cooperation and consent
of sovereign nation states.23 The stateless refugee is the one who reveals both the concealed
contradictions, and their breakdown, Arendt asserts. The nation-state is founded upon the
tension between two equally constitutive principles, on the one hand, its universalistic
principle of legal equality of all its residents; and on the other hand its naturalist principle
of national sovereignty. Due to the latter, the nation-state turns out to be factually unable
and unwilling to treat non-national aliens, including those without a nationality whatsoever,
i.e. stateless people, as legal persons; and as such undermines the first principle. It is
important to stress that the problem of refugees and statelessness is not just a problem of
totalitarian regimes, though these may ‘have done the most to produce the uprootedness
and misery of the refugee’, but also, and more disturbingly, of liberal democracies.24
Arendt demonstrates that this state of affairs can be traced back to the prehistory of
the discourse of human rights. Our current discourses and practices of respectively civil
and human rights simultaneously came into being in the wake of the French Revolution as
they were articulated in the first declaration of human rights of 1789. This led to the
unwitting identification of human rights with civil rights from the very start. As a
consequence, the universal identity of being human, that is, the ‘man’ of the ‘rights of man’,
converged with the national identity of being citizen. This convergence is expressed in the
title of the 1789 declaration of human rights, the Déclaration des droits de l’homme et du citoyen.
This convergence implies that the ideal of human rights is thoroughly imbued with a
naturalist and nationalist, and therefore exclusive, restrictive, arbitrary and deterministic
logic, which gives the lie to its supposed universalism. The high-minded ideals of universal
OT, 290.
‘The rights of man are neither inalienable nor universal and (...) the principle of state sovereignty can be
used to deny individual rights and to produce refugees. The full realization of human rights is not possible
both because of and in spite of state sovereignty. The relationship between state rights and human rights is
simultaneously one of conflict and of dependence (of the latter on the former), and refugees are the
manifestation of this conflict-ridden, but dependent, relationship.’ (Cotter, 2005, 100).
24 Cotter, 2005, 96.
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human rights turn out to conceal a false inclusivism. This contradiction constitutes no less
than a bomb underneath both the politics of the nation-state system, and the human rights
regime.
Like the identification of human and civil rights, a similar identification of citizenship
with nationality is implicitly presupposed in the discourse of human rights. The fact that
even formal UNHCR documents use these notions interchangeably, testifies to the
strength of this identification to the point that it has been naturalized, that is, has become a
matter of fact, and is no longer noticed any more. The principle of the modern nation state
holds that only those people who are either born on the territory of a particular state, or
from have parents who are nationals of that state, are regarded as citizens of that state. The
first principle is called jus soli, ‘right of soil’, i.e. territory, and is traditionally followed as a
policy to determine one’s citizenship in France and Anglo-Saxon countries, for example the
US. The second principle, on the other hand, is jus sanguinis, ‘right of blood’, i.e. ethnicity,
and has traditionally been applied in Germany until 2000, and also, for example, in The
Netherlands since 1984. Consequentially, citizenship, i.e. political membership, is grounded
on birth within a certain territory or within a certain ethnic group. The ideology of the
modern nation-state system thus ties citizenship to the arbitrary conditions of one’s birth,
natio.25 Note that this argument also implies that, according to Arendt, human nature is the
secret of human rights as well, since, human rights and citizenship coincide. She argues that
the modern nation-state system is based upon two contradictory principles: the state or
civic principle of legal equality, that is constitutionalism or the Rechtstaat; and the national
principle of sovereignty or nationalism; be it based on blood, i.e. ethnicity or jus sanguinis; or
soil, i.e. territory or jus soli. The nation-state system is the product of ‘the conquest of the
state through the nation’ in the nineteenth century.26 In this system, national interest,
embodied in the principle of national sovereignty, gradually acquired priority over legal
institutions as a consequence. As soon as national interest became prevalent over
considerations of common interest, the former ‘precarious balance’27 between the two
collapsed into absolute national sovereignty, i.e. into nationalism. Note that Arendt takes
issue with the condition of nationality, rather than statism.28 Indeed, membership in or
Although Arendt is primarily referring to jus sanguinis and its presupposition of ethnic homogeneity, since as
a former German citizen she knew this particular type of nation-state intimately. The ideal of ethnic
homogeneity is still very much alive in most societies today, both at the level of popular sentiments and in the
rhetoric of some politicians. Recently, at least in the Netherlands, it has lost some popularity to the ideal of
cultural homogeneity, although it still remains to be seen if this does, actually, have a different referent.
26 EU, 208.
27 OT, 275.
28 I use the term ‘statism’ in a normatively neutral sense, as ‘constitutionalism’ or Rechtstaat.
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belonging to a state, a polity, is a conditio sine qua non for human dignity. Nationality,
however, is exclusive, arbitrary and restrictive as a matter of course for it is grounded in
natural, immutable properties one can do nothing about, that is, in birth within a particular
territory or ethnic group. A universally given human property, biological birth, i.e. nativity,
that should be the basis of the human condition of natality and universal inclusion, i.e. the
right to belong to some political community, is tied in a deterministic and arbitrary way to
natural boundaries, territory or ethnicity, which are subsequently naturalized into
nationality. For legal citizens, the convergences of Man, citizen and national are
unproblematic, to the point that they will not even notice them, because the convergences
are naturalized and concealed. For Arendt natality, though inextricably related to nativity, is
opposed to any form of naturalization, for she regards it as a human condition instead of a
definition of human nature.29 And since political organization in modernity is fully
determined or monopolized by the nation-state system, those without a nationality have
nowhere to turn to. Geographically, the nation-state system operates as an allencompassing global system, or what Oliver Marchart calls a Globus, as opposed to mundus,
world.30 For under conditions of the nation-state system ‘there is no longer any ‘uncivilized’
spot on earth, because, whether we like it or not, we’ve really started to live in One
World.’31 But actually, it is a closed economy with a leak in it. The nation-state system
produces its own outside, through which a residual group of people, those without a
nationality, are excluded inevitably and irreversibly, only to become completely invisible. As
I will argue in a moment, it turns out that the camp is the sole space left over in this system
for those who pass through the leak. ‘Die Lager sind die einzige Patria die die Welt dem
Apatriden anzubieten hat’32.
The ambiguities of human rights, citizenship, nationality and human nature are
illustrated by the tension between the second and third articles of the 1789 Déclaration des
droits de l’homme et du citoyen. The second article reads: ‘The aim of all political association is
the preservation of the natural and imprescriptible33 rights of man. These rights are liberty,
property, security, and resistance to oppression.’ Subsequently, the third article states: ‘The
principle of all sovereignty resides essentially in the nation. No body or individual may
See chapter 2 for the difference between a ‘human condition’ and ‘human nature’. Corresponding to what,
respectively who we are, nativity and natality are distinct but not separated: the capacity to start something
new is grounded in (though not reducible to) the immutable biological feature of birth. Cf. the distinction
between the ‘principle of givenness’ and the ‘principle of initium’ (Birmingham, 2006, 2007).
30 Marchart, 2005.
31 OT, 297.
32 Arendt, 1955, Elemente und Ursprünge Totalitärer Herrschaft, 594; OT, 284.
33 I.e. inviolable.
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Figure: Representation of the Déclaration des droits de l’homme et du citoyen, 1789.
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exercise any authority which does not proceed directly from the nation.’34 As a
consequence, only nationals, i.e. natives, can be citizens, and only citizens can have
‘inalienable’ human rights. In other words, human rights, Arendt argues, can only be
protected through civil rights, which can only be claimed by nationals, though one would
expect the protection of human rights to pertain to those individuals who have lost the
very protection of a nation-state against arbitrary violence in the first place. Born under an
unlucky star, a human rights regime came into being that was in name supposed to protect
the weak and the stateless, but in fact accomplished the reverse. Due to a weaving fault,
those people who need the protection of human rights most, are actually benefited least. In
a world governed by the nation-state system, human rights claims are powerless. At best,
they are a sign of a ‘hopeless idealism’, but more often than not they operate like a
‘fumbling feeble-minded hypocrisy’35, covering up the incapacity of the sovereign nationstate to grant non-citizens, i.e. non-natives, human rights. The nation-state system does not
provide for a political community for every individual, as a result of a structural and
irresolvable friction or conflict between national sovereignty and universal human rights.
This state of affairs is completely independent from the intentions of its individual officials,
whether or not benevolent. In fact, Arendt writes about the phenomenon of statelessness
between the two wars, ‘no ill will was involved’.36 Instead, it is the result of structural and
irresolvable frictions and conflicts within the discourses of the nation-state and human
rights. In this system, a passport, i.e. national citizenship, is the most precious thing a
human being can possess. As Kalle, one of the two protagonists of Brecht’s
Flüchtlingsgespräche, has it at the start of his ongoing conversations with Ziffel, another
refugee from Nazi Germany in Helsinki’s station buffet, sometime at the beginning of WW
II:
Der Paß ist der edelste Teil von einem Menschen. Er kommt auch nicht auf so
einfache Weise zustande wie ein Mensch. Ein Mensch kann überall zustande
kommen, auf die leichtsinnigste Art und ohne gescheiten Grund, aber ein Paß
niemals. Dafür wird er auch anerkannt, wenn er gut ist, während ein Mensch noch so
gut sein kann und doch nicht anerkannt wird.37
It is by no means sure that the assumptions of the 1948 UN Universal declaration of
human rights (UDHR) are less naturalist than the 1789 French Déclaration. The recent
experiences with totalitarianism had bred an acute awareness of the significance of national
Déclaration des droits de l’homme et du citoyen, 1789. See the caption of the picture of the 1789 Déclaration: ‘Aux
representans du peuple François’ (figure).
35 OT, 269; cf. EJ, 271.
36 Arendt, 1955, ‘Statelessness’, paragraph 7.
37 Brecht, 2000, opening.
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citizenship for one’s legal status. The drafters of the UDHR were aware of the difficulties
that come with a naturalist basis of human rights, Serena Parekh writes. Indeed, ‘the debate
over the extent to which ‘nature’ should be called upon to ground human rights became
one of the central debates during the entire process of drafting’.38 Article 14.1. states that
‘Everyone has the right to seek and to enjoy in other countries asylum from persecution.’
and article 15: ‘(1) Everyone has the right to a nationality; (2) No one shall be arbitrarily
deprived of his nationality nor denied the right to change his nationality.’ Still, this
awareness is highly ambiguous, since human rights are still related to human nature. They
are deemed inalienable, as is illustrated in the first preamble: ‘[R]ecognition of the inherent
dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all members of the human family is the
foundation of freedom, justice and peace in the world’. Furthermore, its first article is
almost identical to the first article of the French declaration of 1789, stipulating that ‘All
human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with reason
and conscience and should act towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood.’39
In our days, the legacy of the naturalism of both human rights declarations is still
alive and kicking, both in transnational migration policies and practices, and in theoretical
justifications of human rights. In a discussion on contemporary philosophical justifications
of human rights, Parekh calls this still influential position ‘essentialist’. Typical for its
adherents, she writes, is that they ‘base their justification of human rights on some essential
feature of the human being or morality’.40 Prime examples of philosophers defending such
an essentialist justification of human rights include prominent and widely read philosophers
such as Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum who justify human rights by referring to the
‘capabilities’ and needs of human beings as such, in their natural state. Parekh includes Sen,
for example, among the essentialists because ‘he seems to take for granted a kind of moral
realism - that moral principles exist independently of human recognition or power
relations, and that they simply need to be discovered. In other words, he is assuming that
morality is in some way natural and independent of human action.’41
Arendt, on the contrary, argues that rights, including human rights, are constructs,
conventions based on promises. Only belonging to a concrete, artificial, political
community, not to the human species, guarantees the granting of rights. Her
phenomenology of statelessness shows that the predicament of the stateless is marked by
the consequences of a series of convergences: human rights - civil rights or citizenship nationality - human nature. Since they are not born on the territory in which they are
Parekh, 2007, 763-64.
UN, 1948.
40 Parekh, 2007, 763.
41 Parekh, 2007, 767-68.
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residing and do not posses a national identity, that is, a passport, stateless people are not
considered citizens and hence cannot claim human rights protection. Their experience is
marked first of all by a loss, and second by their shifting human status. The stateless have
lost membership of a political community, that is, the worldly space in which actions are
performed and seen, opinions articulated and heard. The essence of the condition of the
stateless is their deprivation of membership of any political community, ‘a place in the
world which makes opinions significant and actions effective’42. The ‘calamity’ of the
stateless
(…) is not that they are deprived of life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, or of
equality before the law and freedom of opinion (…) but that they no longer belong
to any community whatsoever. Their plight is not that they are not equal before the
law, but that no law exists for them; not that they are oppressed but that nobody
wants even to oppress them (…) [T]heir freedom of opinion is a fool’s freedom, for
nothing they think matters anyhow. (...) Something much more fundamental than
freedom and justice, which are rights of citizens, is at stake when belonging to the
community into which one is born is no longer a matter of course and not belonging
no longer a matter of choice (...) They are deprived, not of the right to freedom, but
of the right to action; not of the right to think whatever they please, but of the right to
opinion.43
In sum, stateless refugees suffer from public invisibility. Secondly, an anthropological shift
occurs, because the stateless are reduced to members of homo sapiens and therefore ‘thrown
back (…) on their natural givenness’44 or ‘the abstract nakedness of being human’45.
[T]hey begin to belong to the human race in much the same way as animals belong to
a specific animal species. The paradox involved in the loss of human rights is that
such a loss coincides with the instant when a person becomes a human being in
general - without a profession, without a citizenship, without an opinion, without a
deed by which to identify and specify himself - and different in general, representing
nothing but his own absolutely unique individuality which, deprived of expression
within and action upon a common world, loses all significance.46
The stateless are just visible as natural man. Along with their public visibility to the world,
they lose the quality that renders people human, that is, their unnaturalness, those aspects
of human existence and modes of human being-together which are irreducible to organic
OT, 296-97.
OT, 295-96.
44 OT, 302.
45 OT, 299.
46 OT, 302.
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life, but refer to the artificiality and constructed character of both the world and its citizens.
In other words, they lose their natural invisibility in the world. The metaphor of the mask
draws attention to the protection against exposure required for political action and speech.
People need a political community, which guarantees protection through the establishment
of legal institutions and rights. As a consequence of forced demasking, the deprivation of
legal protection, both the paradox of citizenship, i.e. of disclosure and concealment47, and
the paradox of plurality, i.e. of equality and difference48, break down. The latter breaks
down, when the norm of equality is no longer guaranteed by the constitution, civil rights,
the law, etc. Difference, our unique perspective on the world, evaporates. Political equality
gives way to natural sameness, the naturally given similarity of human beings. Indeed,
Arendt holds that equality is not an inalienable human property, but only comes into being
as soon as people start to act and speak vis-à-vis each other in public space and mutually
grant each other equal rights, equal treatment before the law, equal educational
opportunities, etc. In other words, equality is an effect of an operation of equalization.49
How did this naturalization, the reduction of the stateless to natural man, proceed?
Just like some decennia later at the gates of Auschwitz Jews were deprived of their juridical
and moral personality, the stateless were robbed of their mask of legal personality, which
left them solely with their ‘humanity’.50 This process started with de-nationalization,
followed by restrictions and even the abrogation of the traditional right to asylum. Next,
the problem of statelessness was transferred from the nation-state to the police. Since the
stateless person is an ‘anomaly for whom the general law did not provide’51, she become
subject to the police’s arbitrary and unrestricted rule.
They are put under police observation, but [the] police now loses its constitutional
character of being only the executor of law and becomes the legislator as well as the
executor. (...) What happens to these people under police rule is no longer the
concern of anybody. With their citizenship they lost as it were the contact with
mankind.52
Without ever having committed a crime, the stateless refugee can be apprehended and
incarcerated at any given moment, since someone without the right to residence and work
See chapter 6.
See chapter 2.
49 See chapter 2, the paradox of difference and equality.
50 ‘The Nazis who were such legal pedants therefore always were careful to deprive those whom they
intended to exterminate of their citizenship. First, Jews who were deported and every Jew who had left the
country lost his citizenship (1940). Second (...) [they stipulated?] that the people of the Eastern occupied
territories do not have any ‘Staatsangehörigkeit’.’ Arendt, 1955, ‘Statelessness’, paragraph 12.
51 OT, 286.
52 ‘Statelessness’, paragraph 11 and 12.
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‘had of course constantly to transgress the law’.53 What is more, being a criminal or an
enemy alien in times of war is preferable to being a stateless refugee, since the law does
recognize and validate the criminal, respectively the enemy alien, by virtue of the criminal
or hostile act he commits. In other words, the criminal’s and enemy alien’s mask is
respected. ‘The distinction [between stateless people and the criminal] shows their
rightlessness in terms of domestic law; the [distinction between stateless people and the
enemy alien in times of war] in terms of international law.’54 Prisoners of war ‘can be
interned according to certain international conventions. Their status [is] always supervised
and much better than that of refugees whose only refuge was the Legion Étrangère.’55 In
contrast, the refugee’s ‘treatment by others does not depend on what he does or does not
do’56.
[W]hat happen[s] to [the criminal is] the consequence of a deliberate act and [it puts
him] not at all outside the law. The police has a very restricted right to deal with him.
His punishment is his right and again it is regulated by law. Jail and food is given him
not out of charity but out of right. [For the] stateless no deliberate act [is] necessary,
but his mere presence. [He has] no right to stay anywhere, not in prison either.
Except [when] he commits a crime (...) normalization [befalls him] (...) through being
an exception to the norm.57
So, being stateless means being rightless: ‘everything can be done, only decency or charity
preserve the right to live.’58 This leads to the absurd situation, a reversal, in fact, of ‘the
entire hierarchy of values which pertain in civilized countries’, that committing a crime
improves a stateless person’s situation.59 The question around which all discussions about
the ‘refugee problem’ revolve, Arendt argues, is: ‘How can the refugee be made deportable
again?’60; cynically adding in a 1955 lecture, ‘as though being deportable is the highest
right.’61 Finally, the extension of the police’s competence in dealing with the stateless paved
OT, 286.
‘Statelessness’, paragraph 10.
55 ‘Statelessness’, paragraph 10. As we today know, flagrant violations of these international conventions, i.e.
the Geneva convention, occur, with Guantánamo Bay as its sad acme, identifying the non-state enemy
combatant to illegal aliens. The French Foreign Legion has traditionally been composed of enlistees from
countries suffering social or political crises. For example, before and during WW II, many Eastern-European
Jews fled to France and enlisted in the Legion.
56 OT, 296. cf. ‘the objective enemy’ (422-24).
57 ‘Statelessness’, paragraph 10.
58 ‘Statelessness’, paragraph 12.
59 OT, 286.
60 OT, 284.
61 ‘Statelessness’, paragraph 8.
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the way for the establishment of internment camps, as the only remaining solution for
dealing with the stateless. Each and every of the successive measures, that is, denationalization, expulsion, the abrogation of the right to asylum and the interment of
people in camps, were formally recognized as rights pertaining to nation-states by virtue of
their sovereignty.62
The political catastrophe of statelessness is comprised by the reduction of individuals
to the naked naturalness of being-nothing-but-human, of being human-all-too-human or to
‘bare’ or ‘naked’ life, with Agamben’s phrase.63 Human dignity, Arendt demonstrates, does
not refer to some natural quality, but only flourishes under conditions of plurality and
publicity, that is, in participatory visibility and natural invisibility, under the protection of
legal rights. It has nothing to do with respecting a supposedly inalienable human nature,
but can only come about through the sheer artificiality of a man-made world, agreements
between people and membership of a shared common and public world. This points to a
fundamental lack in the discourse of human rights, namely the incapacity to formulate its
own condition. This condition is what Arendt calls ‘the right to have rights’, which is ‘the
right to belong to some kind of political community at all’64. What ultimately determines
the regrettable fate of the stateless individual is not so much that he or she has lost civil
rights and therefore human rights, but that she has no ‘right to have rights’. The discourse
of human rights is not able to address the real problem of stateless people, that is, that they
do not belong to a community whatsoever. As a consequence, stateless people lose all
significance as well as their human dignity and sense of meaningfulness, since, according to
Arendt, to live a truly human life is to live a political life. Obscurity and exposure means
having no right to have rights; it consists, from the point of view of the stateless, in the
spread of rightlessness.65 However, the spread of rightlessness affects citizenry as well; not
because citizens are like the stateless, which as rights bearing nationals they obviously are
not, but because person’s rightlessness implies ‘the spread of lawlessness’ which corrupts
society as a whole as well. ‘If we look at the whole of our civilization, then the fact of
statelessness and our incapacity to deal with it shows clearly that there is a danger from
within, that lawlessness or destruction may come through processes of decay.’66

‘Sovereign right of expulsion’ (OT, 283).
Agamben, 1998.
64 OT, 296-97.
65 Arendt here refers to Nazi practices and ‘logics’: ‘If we ask ourselves what the danger is, the best answer
may again be taken from the ruthless extremism of Nazi-logics: foundling is ‘stateless’ as long as his racial
belongings has not been determined.’ (‘Statelessness’, paragraph 14, 4).
66 ‘Statelessness’, paragraph 14, 4
62
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In sum, the stateless reveal the false universalism and naturalism of the sovereign
nation state system, the fact that human nature is the principle of citizenship and human
rights, and, moreover, that non-natives are excluded and reduced to the ‘nakedness of
being human’67.
Rethinking human rights and the nation-state
Arendt's phenomenology of the condition of statelessness and her hermeneutic
deconstructions of the human rights regime and the nation state system, thus seems to end
on a rather dark note. In The origins of totalitarianism, she is clear as to what communities can
not live up to the ideal of regaining citizen’s participatory visibility and protecting natural
man’s invisibility: neither the nation-state, nor the human rights regime; the reason being
that they are both complicit in the logic of naturalization which is the very problem of
statelessness. Neither, though, did she support the alternative of a sovereign ‘worldgovernment’.68 In her view any mode of sovereignty should be suspected as being
grounded in the confusion of politics with rule. In her mind, the political, as the realm of
freedom, does not allow for sovereignty.69 The abolishment of the plurality of states would,
she fears, lead to a police state.
Still, Arendt was not opposed to human rights per se. Rather, she challenged the
unfortunate historical foundations of our present human rights discourse and its
consequences. Hers is an internal criticism of human rights, calling for another discourse,
rather than a frontal attack, I believe. Hence I disagree with both scholars who argue that
Arendt rejected human rights tout court70, and with those who argue that Arendt simply
supports human rights.71 Since human rights are historically grounded in nationalism, they
may not be effectuated to protect those without nationality. So she basically shows the
failure of the human rights regime, despite its good intentions, as something that is highly
ineffective or empty, due to its intertwinement with the sovereign nation-state. The only
sensible interpretation of the notion of human rights is to belong to a common world that
takes responsibility for individuals’ right to have rights. Both in earlier and later pieces72,
OT, 299.
Cf. her essay ‘Karl Jaspers, citizen of the world’, MDT, 81-94. Arendt argues about the absurdity and
impossibility of a sovereign world government: ‘a forbidding nightmare of tyranny’ and ‘the end of all
political life as we know it’ (81). Cf. Kant’s fear for a ‘global Leviathan’. The unity of mankind and Jaspers
concept of ‘world citizenship’ does not consist in a world government but in ‘limitless communication’.
69 For Arendt’s critique of sovereignty, see chapter 3.
70 Cohen, 1996, for example.
71 Isaac, 1996; Parekh, 2007, for example.
72 Arendt, ‘The minority question’, JW; ‘‘The rights of man’. What are they?’, Modern Review, 1947; ‘The
social question’, OR; epilogue to EJ.
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Arendt envisaged alternatives to both the nation-state and a world government: first, a
European or cosmopolitan federalism and, second, a reformulation of human rights.
Hence I disagree with those scholars who hold that Arendt was too pessimistic.73 In 1940,
she favored federalism as an alternative to the sovereign nation-state grounded in a
homogenous national identity. Only a (European) federation, regarded as a non-sovereign,
civic association, could dissolve the ‘Trinitarian unity’74 of nation, state and territory, she
thought.75
The notion that nations are constituted by settlement within borders and protected
by their territory is undergoing a crucial correction. (...) There may soon come a time
when the idea of belonging to a territory is replaced by the idea of belonging to a
commonwealth of nations whose politics are determined solely by the
commonwealth as a whole. That means European politics - while at the same time all
nationalities are maintained. (...) [B]elief in a single homogenous European nation is
belief in a utopia - and not a pretty one at that (...) But I do not think it is utopian to
hope for the possibility of a commonwealth of European nations with a parliament
of its own.76
She first proposed it as a political solution to the ‘Jewish question’. The Jews, she argued in
1940, ‘are the first to have an interest in pan-European politics’ since they are Europeans,
but as a minority did not constitute a nation. The only chance of the Jews - ‘our sole
salvation’ and ‘indeed the only chance of all small peoples’ - she argued, ‘lies in a new
European federal system’ in which minority people are recognized and ‘represented in a
European Parliament’. ‘If everything were to play out very well, they might be the
forerunners of a new Europe.’77 In post-WW II pieces she additionally pleaded for a
reformulating of human rights and the establishment of supranational organs of law for the
Benhabib, 2002a; Powers, 2004, among others. The American genocide-scholar Samantha Powers, for
example, argues that ‘Arendt's suspicions about the false promise of liberal internationalism were wellfounded, but what she underestimated was the intrinsic appeal of human rights principles around the world a resonance that has resulted more in the bottom-up promotion of human rights than in the top-down
protection envisaged in 1948’: Amnesty International, Human Rights Watch, but, above all, ‘far more
important than international human rights groups’ are ‘the hundreds of thousands of indigenous human
rights groups... throughout the developing world’: ‘It is with these groups that hope lies.’ (Powers, 2004, 36).
Equally, though, I disagree with Agamben, that Arendt was justly pessimistic, since in Agamben’s work all her
normative concepts such as equality, human dignity and the right to have rights disappear. Cf. Menke, 2007,
for a similar argument.
74 Bauman, 2002.
75 Heuer, 2007; Cohen, 2006. See chapter 8 in which I elaborate Arendt’s preference for the council-model of
democracy.
76 Arendt, ‘The minority question’, JW, 129-30.
77 Arendt, ‘The minority question’, JW, 128-30.
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exclusive purpose of guaranteeing the right to have rights, that is, the right to wear the
mask, parallel to supranational courts pursuing crimes against humanity. The UN, being
and international organ of sovereign nation-states, principally fails to meet this end.78 All
other rights, she thought, could be guaranteed by international law that respects nationstates’ sovereignty. Arendt may have drawn her inspiration from the American Bill of
Rights, which she compared favorably to the French Déclaration des droits de l'homme et du
citoyen. Whereas the latter was grounded in life itself or ζωή, formulating the right to the
fulfillment of basic material needs, after the French Revolution; the former was formulated
after the American Revolution and meant to check and control state sovereignty in order to
protect human beings as citizens and to guarantee basic rights.79

3. Today’s in/visible aliens
Today’s predecessors of the stateless refugees Arendt described, are the global masses of
people - the UNHCR estimates their number at more than 28 million worldwide80 - who
are stateless de jure or de facto, including refugees, asylum seekers and illegal immigrants.81
In the epilogue to Eichmann in Jerusalem she judges harshly about Eichmann’s trial. Her criticism did not
concern the verdict, but the juridical arguments that were used to arrive at it and the legitimacy of the court in
Jerusalem. Both failed gravely in the light of the crimes committed. She emphasizes that the national Socialist
regime committed crimes that were unprecedented. Still, Eichmann was sentenced to death by an already
existing tribunal, i.e. the national Israeli court, for an already existing crime, i.e. crimes against the Jewish
people. Arendt passionately argues that Eichmann should have been put to trial for crimes against humanity,
by an international court.
79 OR, 108-09.
80 As of the beginning of 2009. This number includes 10.5 million ‘refugees of concern to UNHCR’, 4.7
million displaced Palestinians (registered as refugees in camps in the Middle East of United Nations Relief
and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA), more than 0.8 million asylum-seekers
of concern to the UN refugee agency and an estimated 12 million stateless people (UNHCR, ‘Figures at a
glance’, consulted March 2010).
81 International law acknowledges that refugees and asylum seekers may formally, i.e. de jure, be national
citizens, though de facto be stateless. The distinction between statelessness de jure and de facto is implicitly
recognized in the UN’s Convention relating to the status of refugees and stateless persons (1951), art. 1, lid A, sub 2: ‘As
a result of events occurring before I January 1951 and owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for
reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside
the country of his nationality and is unable, or owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the
protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his former
habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.’ For
political reasons, international law does not recognize illegal immigrants as stateless, i.e. as entitled for asylum.
In the light of the argument of this chapter, this should not come as a surprise. The regulation of immigration
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Not everyone in the world today is a citizen, i.e. national. Not everyone enjoys, de jure or de
facto, citizenship, i.e. nationality, in the country in which she is residing. Reversely, besides
citizens, including those who have successfully passed though and completed an asylum
procedure and foreign residents with a permanent staying permit, many nation-states
contain on their territories substantial amounts of more or less permanent non-citizen
residents. Who are these non-citizens? They consist of a heterogeneous group of people,
who, for a variety of reasons, left their country of origin, living on foreign soil without
either willing or being able to apply for citizenship. This group of non-citizen persons
includes those who are not (yet) legally recognized as refugees, stateless persons, civilians as
well as non-state enemy combatants, and illegal immigrants. A second group of noncitizens comprise those who do not enjoy citizenship but have not left their countries, socalled internally displaced persons. Apart from the latter group, highly generally speaking,
this group results from increasing transnational migration flows.
Philosophers only recently started to take serious the challenge transnational
migration poses to their theoretical frameworks, based as a matter of course on the nationstate system. Seyla Benhabib argues that the shifting status of the nation-state as a
consequence of increasing global migration, constitutes a theoretical challenge to liberal
political philosophy, including, I would add, its deliberative democratic versions, in
particular to John Rawls’ work. In her view, the theoretical self-understanding of current
liberal democracy lags behind the sociological facts of late modernity. Especially the fiction
of present nation-states as closed societies and the state-centeredness of most schools of
political thought needs adjustment.82 Philosophical reflections on normative issues,
including human rights, provoked by globalization and migration predominantly go under
the heading of global or international justice, mainly addressing juridical and moral issues.
Instead, I will investigate the critical force, relevance and currency of Arendt’s politics of
visibility in the context of the problems of statelessness and refugeeship. The merit of
Arendt’s reflections on statelessness is that she helps us understand and reflect upon some
of the most pressing and complex questions which haunt political arenas, imagination and
philosophy today. Her reflections challenge us to think beyond the confines of our
conventional moral and political vocabulary, most notably the very concepts of the nationstate and human rights. All of these were more like problems than adequate answers to the
global political condition Arendt witnessed. Her account may serve as a critical tool for
understanding and reflecting normatively on the political predicament of statelessness.

and the formal acknowledgment of refugees as asylum seekers are traditionally seen as the main and clearest
prerogatives of nation-states by virtue of their sovereignty.
82 Benhabib, 2004 a; cf. Pogge, 2007 and Fraser, 2005.
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Obviously, much has changed, seemingly to the benefit of refugees and stateless
people. Formally, ethnicity is no longer a ground for exclusion, for example due to
antidiscrimination laws. Politically, in Europe, the federative ideal seems to have been
realized in the shape of the European Union, as it gradually came into existence after WW
II. Legally, much has changed for the better in the realm of international law and human
rights since Arendt wrote her chapter on the problem of statelessness. However, to start
with the first, in issues and policies concerning immigration, the EU operates in fact like a
super nation-state, just shifting the inner borders of the individual member nation-states to
the outer borders of Europe, the so-called Fortress Europe. It seems that Arendt has been
too optimistic in 1940 when she embraced the European ideal.
Whereas in Arendt’s days, statelessness constituted an inner-European problem,
today’s non-citizen residents in Europe, including refugees and illegal immigrants, come
from countries outside the European Union. Developing a common European asylum and
immigration policy has lately been given priority. Example of the current politics of
in/visibility include the underground existence of illegal immigrants in the EU, who
frequently fled from former nation-states that have fallen apart, ranging from anonymous
African castaways, washing ashore on the Spanish beaches, to the illegal immigrants
camping in the no-man’s land just outside of Calais awaiting flight to the UK as stowaways.
They do not formally exist for the French government, an official declared lately, since they
obviously do not register as asylum seekers. Their sole appearance consists in being
watched by CCTV surveillance cameras.
I suggest that, in the context of the Netherlands in the present-day, the pathologies
of the visible are primarily found among certain categories of aliens and particular asylum
seekers involved in an application procedure. These consist in undocumented aliens trying
to make a living in Dutch society, and non-convicted undocumented aliens in custody, who
suffer the consequences of an increasingly restrictive migration policy, in addition to the
emergence of a regime of control, surveillance and identification of aliens. Disturbing
parallels stand out between the successive measures that Arendt observed WesternEuropean nation-states take against stateless refugees in the first half of the twentieth
century, on the one hand, and the way in which the Netherlands and other WesternEuropean countries currently deal with asylum seekers and undocumented immigrants, on
the other hand. I will point out three parallels. First, over the last two decades we have
once again become witness to ever more restrictive European immigration and asylum
policies. This process produces new groups of illegal aliens in Western European countries
and refugees haunting the outer borders of the European Union. As a Human Rights
Watch report notes: ‘Over the past several years, the Netherlands has left behind its
traditionally protective stance toward asylum seekers to take up a restrictive approach that
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stands out among Western European countries.’83 In 2001, the Dutch Aliens Act 2000
entered into force, for the purpose of revising ‘the existing legislation on the admission and
expulsion of aliens, the supervision of aliens who reside in the Netherlands, and border
control’. Its primary aim was to speed up and improve decision-making in asylum cases and
to make ‘problems surrounding immigration’ ‘more manageable’ (catchword: ‘Clearer rules,
shorter procedures’)84. One of the key instruments in this objective was the adoption of the
‘accelerated application procedure’85 that demands the full processing of an initial
application within 48 hours. Since the initiation of this course of action, 60% of all
applications in the accelerated procedure have been rejected.86 The number of asylum
application in the Netherlands has decreased dramatically over the last few years. In 2000,
44.000 people applied for asylum in the Netherlands; in 2004 this number has dwindled to
9.800.87 This fact made Rita Verdonk, the contemporary Minister for Immigration and
Integration, conclude that the Aliens Act had ‘proven to be successful’88; a remark that
nurtures the impression that the reduction of the number of asylum seekers in itself had
been one of the objectives of the new asylum policy.
A number of authoritative organizations have criticized Dutch migration and asylum
policies recently, especially after the implementation of the 2000 Aliens Act.89 In 2006, the
Commission evaluating the Aliens Act, commissioned by the government, concluded that
there is ‘evidence that decisions established in the accelerated procedure are indeed less
meticulous than those established in the normal procedure.’90 The brevity of the application
procedure affects functionaries’ meticulousness, and especially increases the risk of
refoulement, i.e. of the deportation of applicants to unsafe countries. Reformulated in
Arendtian terms, the careless and unfair execution of the procedure deprives the applicants
of their protective mask of legal personality.91 Human Rights Watch and the UNHCR
Human Rights Watch, 2003, executive summary.
Ministry of Justice, 2004, 1.
85 ‘AC-procedure’ means ‘asielprocedure in het aanmeldcentrum’, asylum procedure at the application centre,
or the so-called ’48 hour procedure’.
86 Human Rights Watch, 2003, executive summary.
87 IND, 2010, ‘Cijfers en rapportages’.
88 Ministry of Justice, 2006, 4.
89 UNHCR Committee against Torture, 2007; Human Rights Watch, 2003; Council of Europe Parliamentary
Assembly, 2005.
90 Commissie Evaluatie Vreemdelingenwet, 2006, 24; translation mine. Cf. asylum lawyer Frans-Willem
Verbaas’ account of the asylum policy from within, 2005.
91 This is not to say that undocumented aliens are completely de-juridified, devoid of any rights. Children
have a right to education and in life-threatening situations illegal aliens can claim first medical aid. However,
for a number of reasons, illegal aliens do hardly ever use these rights.
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Commission against Torture warned that the Dutch migration policy violates the principles
of the 1951 Convention and protocol relating to the status of refugees (the Refugee
convention for short92). As in Arendt’s days, this criticism appears to be without
consequence. The Dutch government does not show interest in these warnings - nor, as a
sovereign state, can she be forced to do so. The ‘rights of Dutchmen’ take precedence over
the ‘rights of man’, with a variation on the line by Edmund Burke that Arendt quotes
frequently.93
Secondly, the Aliens Act of 2000 assigned wider responsibilities in tracking down
illegal immigrants to the police, and extended this competence to other public officials as
well. In a leaflet that the Ministry of Justice issued to inform the public on the Aliens Act,
this is formulated as follows: ‘The Aliens Police and the Royal Military Constabulary have
the right to check and see whether aliens are lawful residents in the Netherlands. They may
stop them, ask them for identification and take them away for questioning if they suspect
that they are illegal immigrants. They may also stop vehicles, confiscate travel and identity
documents and, if they suspect unlawful residence, enter a home without the owner’s
permission.’94 Since 1994, the year in which the Restricted Compulsory Identification Act
(‘Wet op de uitgebreide identificatieplicht’) was put into force, police officials have been
entitled to request of people in public spaces that they show their identity documents in the
case of a ‘reasonable suspicion’ of illegal residence.95 They may do so ‘whenever this is
reasonably required during the course of their duties’96. Questioned about the effectiveness
of compulsory identification as a means of increasing public security and safety, the policy
aim of the act, the Minister of Justice, Mr. Donner, in fact, paved the way for arbitrary and
unrestricted police action by defending the enforcement of compulsory identification to
the parliament as follows: ‘It is about the police operating more efficiently. This is sure to
contribute to security, to the sense of security and the atmosphere of security.’97
Moreover, since then, other ‘supervisors’ (‘toezichthoders’)98, that is, public officials
other than the police, are also entitled to request the submission of identification
documents. Employers may also request employees to show their ID. Although the
restriction of illegal immigration is not the aim of compulsory identification – since 2005, it
UN, Refugee convention, 1951 / 1967.
OT, 175-184 (‘The rights of Englishmen vs. the rights of man’), 299; OR, 108-09, 148. Burke argued
against political systems based on abstract ‘rights of man’ and called for concrete and particular civil rights
instead, the ‘rights of Englishmen’ (Burke, 2001 [1790], 183).
94 Ministry of Justice, 2004, 14.
95 Aliens Act, section 50.
96 Politiewet (‘Police Act’) 1993, section 8a; Compulsory Identification Act, 1994, section 2; translations mine.
97 Volkskrant, January 15, 2005. All translations of Dutch newspapers’ articles are mine.
98 Compulsory Identification Act, 1994, section 2.
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has applied to everyone on Dutch territory over the age of 14 - it obviously has major
consequences for undocumented aliens.99 The implementation of the Linkage Act
(‘Koppelingswet’) in 1998 has reinforced these consequences. This act excludes
undocumented aliens from entitlement to most rights, public provisions, services and
benefits, by means of linking the entitlement to rights with one’s residence status. It
stipulates that only Dutch citizens and immigrants who legally reside in the Netherlands are
allowed to lay claim to public provisions, such as social benefits. If an undocumented alien
nevertheless applies for public provisions, the ‘relevant body’ may report her to the police
‘although it is not obliged to do so’100. Deterrence and discouragement of illegal residence
are the aim of this act.
Aside from these Dutch laws and measures, European conventions and accords are
equally relevant for aliens. The Dublin Convention, implemented in 1997101, was
established in order to coordinate the application process for asylum seekers among the
EU member states. The primary aim of the convention is to prevent asylum seekers from
applying in multiple member states. They are obliged to apply in the member state that they
first entered and are excluded from any further applications in other member states. In
order to facilitate the implementation of European migration policies, comprehensive and
technologically advanced systems of identification, surveillance and registration are being
developed, the results of which are stored in databases and subsequently integrated into
European networks. These systems join information and communication technologies, on
the one hand, and biometric devices, taking fingerprints, iris scans, X-ray and DNA
Obviously, reliable figures on undocumented aliens are not available. Estimates of their number vary
between 78,000 and 88,000 non-European illegal aliens and between 40,000 and 60,000 European illegal
aliens on a yearly basis (Heijden et al, 2006; Engbersen et al, 2002) On the one hand, due to the expansion of
the number of EU member-states, the number of European illegal aliens will decrease. On the other hand, it
is expected that the number of undocumented immigrants will rise as a consequence of the increasingly
stricter Dutch migration and asylum policy. Not everyone whose application is rejected leaves the
Netherlands but some go into hiding; and many others simply do not initiate a procedure because of their
low chance of success and, instead, settle illegally on Dutch territory right away. Research commissioned by
the Dutch Ministry of Justice states that they estimate that the number of illegal non-Europeans between
April 2005 and April 2006 comprised between 62,000 and 114,000; and the number of European illegal aliens
between 12,000 and 70,000 (Heijden, 2006). Four years before, Engbersen et al. had estimated the number of
illegal non-Europeans between 65,000 and 91,000; and the number of European illegal aliens between 47,000
and 72,000 on a yearly basis. They expected real figures to be higher, as many undocumented aliens keep
indoors to lead a shadow life (Engbersen et al, 2002).
100 Ministry of Justice, 2004, 8.
101 Signed in 1990. Present signatories are Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, the United Kingdom, Austria, Sweden, Finland and
Switzerland.
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identification technologies, on the other hand. Sociologist Godfried Engbersen, the leading
Dutch expert on illegal residence, convincingly argues that these systems of administrative
internal migration control - its agents are public officials and professionals protecting
public institutions and the labor market from the intrusion of illegal immigrants increasingly replace external border controls in European countries. The most appropriate
metaphor for European immigration policies is no longer that of a ‘fortress’, but of a
‘panopticon’.102
Rodhan Al Galidi, a poet who fled to the Netherlands from Iraq, has meticulously
documented his experiences as an asylum seeker and, finally, as an undocumented
immigrant in weekly columns in regional Dutch newspapers.103 What catches the eye is the
abundance of bureaucratic measures and rules he encounters. In a column titled ‘Captive’
(‘Gevangen’), he writes:
Yes, I’m a captive. Both my soul and my body are. Not even in the prisons I’ve been
in, did they succeed in doing so. That only happens in the Netherlands. (...) No
prison in countries which are said to be unfree, affects the soul. She is free. Strong.
Even in the harshest of prisons. But here... They are so shrewd that they are even
able to catch the soul. (...) They have my fingerprints. If I leave for another country
which takes my asylum case seriously into account, they will return me to the
Netherlands, because it is here that I first handed in my fingerprints.104 I changed my
name in order to flee my native country. Should I cut off my hand and fingers and
throw them away so as to be able to leave the Netherlands? (...) Sometimes I sense
that Saddam Hussein’s shoes are fairer than the heads of the COA’s105 employees.
You can flee Saddam Hussein, unlike the COA. Saddam kills your body. These
people kill your very heart and soul.106
After that, he describes his fortnightly trips from the Asylum seekers centre to stamp
documents at both the police office and the COA, an obligation which appears to be
subject to, at least seemingly, arbitrary change of rules, which both the COA’s officials and
the police refuse to explain.
Arendt could not possibly have foreseen the current force and omnipresence of
technologically enabled regimes of surveillance and identification. She was aware that
Engbersen and Broeders, 2007, 1595.
Such as De Gelderlander and De Leeuwarder Courant.
104 Al Galidi is referring to the Dublin Convention that aims at preventing asylum seekers from submitting
applications in multiple EU member states.
105 COA is Centraal orgaan Opvang asielzoekers, the Dutch organization in charge of the reception of asylum
seekers, in particular through managing asylum seekers centres.
106 Al Galidi, 2002, 34-35; translation mine.
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technology, as a mode of work, or making, is only able to make visible what we are, never
who we are. Through new information and communication technologies and biomedical
technologies, the scope of natural, i.e. naturalizing, visibility is taking off. At the same time,
natural visibility increasingly has to be taken more literally than Arendt could ever have
imagined given the level of technological progress. Advanced technologies penetrate the
body, right into the very cells out of which it is composed, in order to identify the
individual with what he is by nature, namely someone who is born at this or that time, to
such and such parents, furnished with a so-and-so shaped body, etc.
Increasingly, however, these regimes of surveillance are extended to include everyone
residing on the nation-state’s territory, its citizens as well. The state’s legal citizens are also
subject to a breathtaking expansion of registration and surveillance measures and
techniques, which directly affect the protection of their private lives and bodies. Salient
examples include the introduction of compulsory identification; the near-omnipresence of
camera surveillance in public space; the obligation to submit fingerprints when applying for
a passport107; the installation of smart power meters in domestic residences; the
substitution of regular public transfer tickets by chip cards registering one’s personal
details, etc. This is enabled by the joined effects of innovations in information and
communication technology, and transformations within the juridical apparatus, which are
increased, though not initiated, by the so-called war on terror after September 11, 2001.
Especially the augmented competences of the police threaten citizens’ privacy, i.e. their
natural invisibility. The shared features of the pathology of privacy, on the one hand, and
the pathology of illegality, on the other hand, are the exposure of life itself, national and
personal identity; and the impairment of civil rights. Arendt already saw sharply the state’s
tendency to extend control to all its residents: ‘The clearer the proof of [the nation-state’s]
inability to treat stateless people as legal persons and the greater the extension of arbitrary
rule by police decree, the more difficult it is for states to resist the temptation to deprive all
citizens of legal status and rule them with an omnipotent police.’108
A third and final parallel between Arendt’s observations and current practices and
policies concerning illegal aliens, is the resurfacing of the question of ‘how to make the
refugee deportable again’. The current Aliens Act provides for a ‘return policy’ for those
asylum seekers whose application is rejected, including forced expulsion of those who
refuse to leave. Along with undocumented aliens, the Dutch state detains non-convicted
asylum seekers who have exhausted all legal procedures pending their expulsion. Under
Section 59, the Aliens Act allows for the restriction or deprivation of an alien's freedom of
107
108

In the Netherlands as of October 2009.
OT, 290.
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movement in certain cases in order to prevent someone going into hiding to avoid
deportation.109 Next to undocumented aliens who have been apprehended in the street and
asylum seekers whose application has been rejected and are detained in order to be
expelled, another group of non-convicted aliens in custody are those who entered the
Netherlands by air- or seaports, in most cases Schiphol Airport, and who cannot lay claim
to residence. Under section 6110 of the Aliens Act, all of these aliens are detained in border
custody straight away. The aim of this measure is to prevent entry into the Netherlands.
Some of them apply for asylum and have to await the procedure in custody, known as the
so-called ‘Closed OC-procedure’111. These applicants are detained for 100 days on average;
but peaks of 381 days have been reported.112 At a rough estimate, 22,000 non-convicted
aliens are detained in the Netherlands per year, which amounts to 31% of the total
population of prisoners.113 Many of them are not incarcerated in regular prisons, but in
expulsion centers, detention boats, police cells and on secret locations. The detention of
non-criminal aliens is a relatively recent development, operating within a ‘juridical twilight
zone’114. Although the detention conditions of aliens is a ‘black box’ as far as the world is
concerned, both human rights organizations and penal law scholars have provided
evidence that these are worse than those of convicted criminals. The detention of noncriminal individuals violates basic principles of penal law, in particular the principles of
ultimum remedium, of ‘minimum restrictions’ and of ‘resocialization’115. Basic rights are
violated in custody, such as the right to privacy. Most of the undocumented aliens are kept
under a regime of ‘restricted community’, i.e. solitary confinement, which is usually only
inflicted on extremely violent criminal detainees. Unlike convicted criminals, they are
detained for an indefinite period of time. Moreover, under-aged children are detained.116
Applying the basic test Arendt devised to detect de-juridification is revealing: ‘The best
criterion by which to decide whether someone has been forced outside the pale of law is to
Aliens Act, Section 59, 1: ‘If necessary in the interests of civil order or national security, our Minister may,
with a view to expulsion, order the remand in custody of an alien who is not lawfully a resident.’
110 Aliens Act, Section 6, 1. ‘An alien who has been refused entry into the Netherlands may be required to
stay in a space or place designated by a border control officer’; 2. ‘A space or place as referred to in
subsection 1 may be secured against unauthorised departure.’ And Vc 2000, A5/2.2.3.
111 OC means ‘Onderzoek- en Opvangcentrum’, investigation and reception centre.
112 Vogelaar 2007. Investigation by the Dutch Refugee Council Association (VluchtelingenWerk Nederland),
commissioned by the UNHCR. Cf. Boone 2003, 305.
113 Kalmthout, 2007.
114 Kalmthout in NRC, December 14, 2005.
115 Boone, 2003.
116 Boone, 2003; Kalmthout, 2007; Human Rights Watch 2003. In February 2008, it was announced that a law
is in the making that prohibits the detention of under-aged children for over 14 days.
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ask if he would benefit by committing a crime.’ If that indeed improves one’s legal
position, ‘one may be sure that he has been deprived of human rights.’117 ‘I don’t know for
how much longer I will be detained. If I had committed a crime, that for sure would have
been clear’, a Polish man in alien detention reported recently.118
The difficulty of nationalizing, assimilating, or repatriating refugees combined with
the comprehensiveness of the nation-state system, has led to the production of groups of
individuals whose citizenship has been suspended, sometimes indefinitely, and whom could
be called in-between-, semi-, and factually even non-citizens. Corresponding to the
suspended legal status of undocumented aliens, refugee reception centers, the back rooms
of immigration offices in airports and asylum-seekers detention centers, etc. abound, that
from a legal point of view could be called ‘non-places’, i.e. ‘u-topia’s’119. Governments
increasingly take recourse to the construction of places with an in-between status, for
example the detention centers for undocumented aliens already mentioned and sites
created within the juridico-political framework of the Australian government’s
euphemistically called ‘Pacific Solution’, among which most notoriously the island of
Nauru.120 The EU is currently considering setting up similar offshore ‘asylum seeker
processing centers’ in North Africa.121
Law, bureaucracy, i.e. policy measures and practices, and technology align to produce
a significant group of in-between or semi-citizens within Dutch society, in particular
asylum seekers involved in an application procedure; undocumented aliens trying to make a
living in Dutch society; and non-convicted undocumented aliens in custody. They are
subject to procedures of identification obsessed with establishing national identity, i.e. their
OT, 286.
Volkskrant, June 23, 2006.
119 See Introduction to Part III, n.20.
120 The ‘Pacific Solution’ was the name of the Australian policy between 2001 and 2007 of transporting
asylum seekers to detention camps on small island nations in the Pacific Ocean which were previously
excised from Australian territory, in order to prevent them from landing on the Australian mainland and from
applying for a visa or asylum. On these excised islands, they had no right to apply for either a visa or asylum.
121 Although it is a detention place for so-called ‘non-state enemy combatants’, instead of undocumented
immigrants, Guantánamo Bay, is of course another example of such a non-place that essentially follows the
same logic. I will return to this argument in the Conclusion. BBC News reported that ‘the European Union
has agreed to help to finance five United Nations projects inside Africa aimed at dealing with asylum seekers.’
(BBC News, October 1, 2004). These ‘projects’ consist of camps destined to process asylum seekers outside
the EU, in North Africa, before they reach European territory. At the same time, a proposal was launched for
an EU-wide asylum agency, or, in the words of the EU's Dutch presidency, for ‘the establishment of a
European office in matters relating to the common European asylum system’ (Daily Telegraph, October 2,
2004). The UNHCR questioned the legality of such camps, asking under what legal code these would be
managed.
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ethnicity and place of birth or nativity, and mapping and storing the unique surface of their
bodies by means of their fingerprints, iris scans, photos and videos; as well as the interior
of their bodies, that is, their bones through X-Ray; and DNA, as ways of establishing what
rather than who they are. The ultimate aim of identification is to tell legality from illegality,
that is, those who are to participate in this nation from those who are not, and thus to
decide upon expulsion. As non-nationals, they are only human, due to the convergence of
nationality and citizenship; as non-citizens, the human rights regime is unable to change
their situation, due to the convergence of civil rights and human rights.
The politics of in/visibility simultaneously features regimes of exposing and regimes
of obscuring; the first severely impairing aliens’ natural invisibility, the latter their
participatory visibility. Due to the weakening of their legal status, they are more or less
deprived of the protective mask one needs to enter the space of appearances. They are at
the mercy of authorities’ arbitrary decisions, since nobody, literally, sees or can control
what happens to them. This is especially pressing for undocumented aliens, either those in
detention or those trying to make a living in Dutch society. Since they obviously do not
register as asylum seekers or residents, and hardly ever apply for benefits, ‘as a matter of
principle’ they do not ‘exist’ for the authorities122, nor does society at large see them. This
means that they are invisible and are deprived of the capacity to appear as a who, as is
illustrated in many accounts of undocumented aliens. As an undocumented Moroccan who
had been in custody for over half a year said: ‘I know I don’t exist. That’s simply how
things are.’123 And after a fire broke out in a detention centre at Schiphol Airport on
October 27, 2005, killing 11 illegal immigrants, one of the survivors reported in a
newspaper interview: ‘I thought: if I should die, I’ve been nobody. I don’t exist here. (...)
Only if I can talk, will I know that I do exist again.’124
An evaluation of the ‘effectiveness, efficiency and legitimacy’ of the Linkage Act,
commissioned by the Ministry of Justice, also concludes that its implementation has not
succeeded in reducing the existing counts of illegal residence and labor, nor in deterring
new aliens from settling here illegally, but has merely ‘increased chances of creating a
permanent marginalized group within our society’.125 In other words, rather than doing
away with undocumented aliens, the Linkage Act renders them ever more invisible, i.e.
obscure. It has succeeded in recreating, in striking similarity, the desperate predicament of
the stateless that Arendt has analyzed so perceptively more than half a century ago.

NRC, September 8, 2001.
Volkskrant, June 23, 2006.
124 NRC, November 5, 2005.
125 B&A groep, 2001, 25.
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The politics of in/visibility produces a large number of non-citizens within Dutch
society, who are simultaneously obscured and exposed. Illegal immigrants have recently
developed various strategies of what I think might best be called self-obscuration, that is,
of making oneself invisible. Undocumented aliens are the one group who, at the level of
individuals, though not as a group, benefit from maintaining, supporting and even
increasing their invisibility, through manipulation or even obfuscation of their personal and
national identities. Engbersen lists three major counterstrategies that he joins under the
heading of creating ‘foggy social structures’: the adoption of a false identity, through
purchasing false identification documents; the obliteration of one’s identity, by destroying
documents; and, finally, hiding one’s illegal status from others. Some of them resort to the
withdrawal from the public sphere altogether to stay at home semi-permanently. Illegality,
he argues, is an ‘invisible status’, in that the undocumented aliens tend to go out of their
way to hide it from others out of fear of abuse. As an illegal immigrant, public visibility is
obviously dangerous, risking deportation at any time. Their lives are therefore ruled by
secrecy, the ‘essential characteristic of their social identity’126, or what I would call selfinduced obscurity. This feature, Engbersen argues, is the main point of divergence between
undocumented aliens, on the one hand, and other marginalized groups, on the other
hand.127 Undocumented immigrants are ‘shadow people’128; they are forced into
underground existence, that is, public invisibility, to lead a ‘shadow life’ in the ‘twilight
zone’ of society.129 Although self-obscuration proves to be a fairly successful strategy for
mere survival in preventing identification and expulsion, it is politically irrelevant. Their
natural invisibility is certainly not conducive to participation. Due to strategies of selfobscuration, illegal aliens are almost dead to the world, since they neither appear as who,
i.e. citizen, nor as what, i.e. man.
In conclusion, Arendt’s account of the politics of in/visibility seems to be have lost
none of its critical force, as interlocking regimes of obscuring and exposing are still
operative within Dutch society. Moreover, the modern discourse of human rights, as it
emerged after the French revolution, is still very much alive, both within political theory
and in political practices and policies concerning transnational migration, among others.
Meanwhile regimes of exposure have emerged that undermine even further the already
precarious political status of the nation state; the fact it is based on a contradiction it
cannot solve and becomes exacerbated ever more. And the careful hope Arendt invested in
a federal European community seems to have been even too optimistic.
Engbersen, 2001, 241.
Engbersen, 2001; 2007.
128 Ivereigh, 2007.
129 Engbersen, 2001, 243.
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I hope to have demonstrated that increasing police control as a solution to the
problem of illegal immigration, is not going to solve the political problem of the nation
state, that is, the contradiction between the universalistic principle of human rights
protection, on the one hand, and the nationalistic, that is, naturalist and restrictive,
principle of sovereignty, on the other hand. Amplifying policing eventually increases the
exposure of all people residing in its territory, illegal aliens as well as legal citizens, turning
the nation slowly but surely into a police state.
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Chapter 8
The pathologies of in/visibility II: social in/visibility.
The social question, the race question,
the Jewish question and the woman question

In the previous chapter, I discussed the pathology of public invisibility and natural
visibility; in this chapter I will add another pathology of in/visibility: social in/visibility in
public space. The concept of social in/visibility corresponds to notions of in/visibility
familiar from theories of extra-parliamentary new social movements and critical theories of
ethnicity (‘race’), class and gender. In these theories, the problem of exclusion, domination
or exploitation of groups is diagnosed in terms of social invisibility; the remedy for this
problem is formulated in terms of social visibility. The feminist political philosopher Iris
Marion Young, for example, distinguishes between five ‘faces of oppression’, the
experience of one of which, ‘cultural imperialism’, she describes as ‘to experience how the
dominant meanings of a society render the particular perspective of one’s own group
invisible at the same time as they stereotype one’s group and mark it out as the Other’.1
Metaphors of in/visibility are also pervasive in black American prose: ‘[Invisibility] evokes
much that has been of crucial import in the black man’s American experience: [it] suggests
the situation of a group stripped of its native culture and forced to adhere to alien
standards and values while its own cultural qualities were ignored; socially it reflects the
condition of a group whose basic plight was long overlooked or pushed into obscure
shadows; perhaps most significantly it embodies the complex psychological dilemmas of
men without a sense of vital group identity, whose sense of individual human identity is
often denied by the dominant society.’2 In the aforementioned discourses, social invisibility
refers to social injustice and inequality, along two axes, one a socio-economic, the other a
socio-cultural axis. At least ever since Marx, the classical politico-philosophical concept of
justice has encompassed redistribution, the just, i.e. fair, reasonable or legitimate,
distribution of welfare, material resources and social power. Take, for example, Rawls’
1
2

Young, 1990, 58-59.
Lieber, 1972, 86. Cf. Weate, 2003, 5.
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famous ‘difference principle’, which asserts that social and economic inequalities, that is,
inequalities in the distribution of primary social goods, such as wealth, authority and/or
status, are justified only to the extent that they benefit the least-advantaged members of
society.3 Institutionally, the principle of redistributive justice has been given shape in the
welfare state. In this chapter, I will discuss the ‘social question’, i.e. poverty and the labour
movement, as the major example of redistributive injustice and the fight against it.
A second, more recent, concept of justice concerns the recognition of collective
identities and the group membership of minorities or groups who are otherwise excluded,
oppressed, discriminated against, marginalized, stereotyped, abjected, etc., such as women,
migrants, Muslims, homosexuals, etc. Concrete examples of the struggle for recognition
include multiculturalism, emancipation policies, extra-parliamentary activities of new social
movements, etc. Examples of socio-cultural injustice I discuss in this chapter are the ‘race
question’, i.e. racism and the black civil rights movement; the ‘Jewish question’, i.e. antiSemitism and pariah politics, including the Zionist movement; and the ‘woman question’,
i.e. patriarchy or phallocentrism and the feminist movement. Philosophers such as Charles
Taylor, Axel Honneth and Iris Marion Young, among others, each played a major role in
expanding the older concept of socio-economic justice in social and political theory and
philosophy.4
The best-known form of the struggle for recognition is identity politics, that is, the
demand of disadvantaged groups for recognition of their particular group identity, i.e. of
the very ground on which recognition had been withheld before, instead of their inclusion
in some allegedly universal common humanity. This implies, for example, the struggle of
Afro-American to be recognized as Afro-Americans, or of women as women, rather than
as human beings simpliciter or in spite of their difference, and instead of, or at least in
addition to, the demand for enfranchisement.5 Identity politics is to be opposed to, for
example, the first-wave feminist call for the acknowledgement of women as human beings
just like men, worthy of the same universal rights, in particular suffrage, that men already
possessed; or to the strategy of Booker T. Washington (1856-1915), the most influential
spokesman for the Afro-American community right after the abolition of slavery.
Washington, a former slave himself, was the first black dean of the all-black college
Tuskegee. He thought that by providing education, Afro-Americans would contribute to
society as responsible citizens. This, he hoped, would lead white American to accept them
in spite of their difference.

Rawls, 1971, §13.
Markell, 2008; Honneth, 1992, 2001, 2003; Fraser, 2003; Taylor, 1992; Young, 1990.
5 Kruks, 2001, 85. Cf. Heyes, 2007.
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Arendt’s problem with social justice, and by extension with the struggle for social
visibility, concerns not the principle of social justice in itself, but instead the politicization
of what she saw as a social principle and the usurpation of the political by this principle.6
She presents an alternative paradigm, another perspective on political action, which centres
on freedom rather than justice. Many, if not most, political philosophers and theorists
object to Arendt’s rejection of a social approach, that is, any approach focussing on socioeconomic and socio-cultural justice, of the political sphere. More particularly, many
feminists disapprove of Arendt’s exclusion of identity issues from the political sphere and
as a consequence either reject her work altogether or set about heavy revisions. Arendt’s
critics object that her approach would render the content of the political unintelligible or
vacuous, since in our world the political is primarily concerned with socio-economic and
socio-cultural issues. That which we usually understand by ‘politics’ roughly coincides with
Arendt’s notion of the social, and consequentially is non- or even anti-political in Arendt’s
vocabulary. Most famous is Hannah Pitkin’s rhetorical question ‘What is it that they talked
about together in that endless palaver in the agora? What does [Arendt] imagine was the
content of political speech and action and why is this question so difficult to answer from
her text?’7 And Benhabib reproaches Arendt for anti-modernism because of her supposed
exclusion of the social: ‘Arendt’s agonistic model is at odds with the sociological reality of
modernity, as well as with modern political struggles for justice.’8 Benhabib maintains that
the distinction between the social and the political has become porous and meaningless,
‘because the struggle to make something public is a struggle for justice. (...) When freedom
emerges from action in concert, there can be no agenda to predefine the topic of public
conversation. The very definition of this agenda entails a struggle for justice and freedom.’
Benhabib calls this lacking insight Arendt’s ‘blind spot’.9
Challenges of Arendt’s distinction between the social and the political like these and
others usually take issue with those writings in which Arendt indeed applies this distinction
in a methodologically quite essentialist way, by reifying both spheres, such as her notorious
essays ‘Reflections on Little Rock’, ‘The social question’ and, in some instances, The human
condition. In these texts, Arendt condemns the struggle against, respectively, racial
segregation in the educational system, and poverty, as social issues to be prevented
entrance to the political sphere. While the distinction between the social and the political is
based on a phenomenological analysis of the implications of lived experiences of
in/visibility, in these essays she instead imposes the social-political distinction as a preFor the social-political distinction in Arendt’s work, see Introduction to Part III.
Pitkin, 1981, 336.
8 Benhabib, 1992, 95.
9 Benhabib, 1990, conclusion; Cf. Bernasconi, 1996.
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conceived substantial framework onto events. This is a very anti-phenomenological move,
and therefore on the whole uncharacteristic of Arendt’s work. These texts are hence
exceptions in a body of work in which Arendt argues that both issues, racism and poverty,
do have political aspects. For good reasons, Arendt never renounced the distinction
between the social and the political, but she often took this distinction in a non-essentialist
sense.
The objective of this chapter is to defend an alternative Arendtian political
perspective on those issues and conflicts, as well as the extra-parliamentary social
movements to which they gave rise, which are usually defined in social terms, such as
exclusion, oppression, marginalization and exploitation. For this alternative option, I draw
inspiration from Arendt’s council-model of political action (§1). It diagnoses exclusion not,
at least not exclusively, in terms of social invisibility, i.e. as a lack of socio-economic
redistribution or socio-cultural recognition, but in terms of political invisibility, i.e. as a lack
of participation and public freedom. Subsequently, as a strategy for emancipation or
empowerment, it advocates a struggle for political, rather than social visibility, i.e. for
participation, political equality, empowerment and freedom. In sections 2 through 5, I will
exemplify the issue of social and political in/visibility respectively, by means of four cases
of social movements and the social conflicts and struggles against social invisibility that
they are concerned with. I will discuss socio-economic justice and the politics of
redistribution in §2 on the social question. Subsequent sections will deal with three cases of
socio-cultural justice and the politics of recognition or identity politics, namely the Jewish
question (§3); the race question (§4); and the woman question (§5). In each case, I will
show what a social, i.e. socio-economic or socio-cultural, and subsequently a political,
Arendtian outlook on groups’ in/visibility could mean.

1. Councils
For Arendt, the key to taking a freedom perspective on issues, which are conventionally
defined in terms of socio-economic or socio-cultural justice, is the participatory or
republican model of the civic organization or the horizontal social contract.10 Voluntary
associations of citizens, sometimes federally connected into council republics, Arendt
observes, resurface spontaneously and vanish every now and then throughout modern
history, for instance in the French revolution’s revolutionary councils, the Parisian
Cf. chapter 3. On Arendt’s model of the council, see Schindler, 2000; Kateb, 1983, 1984 (chapter 4); Wolin,
1983; Hoheneder, 2004; Sitton, 1987; de Vries, 2004; de Haan, 2004; Isaac, 1994; Wellmer, 2000.
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Commune, the early Russian soviets, the München Räterepublik, the Hungarian revolution,
the kibbutzim in Israel, the civil rights movement starting in the mid-1950s, the student
protest movement and the antiwar movements of the 1960’s and 1970’s, the eastern
European dissident movements, up to present-day American city councils and jury system,
etc. In an interview conducted in 1970, Arendt summarized her thoughts about this system
or model with great clarity:
Since the revolutions of the eighteenth century, every large upheaval has actually
developed the rudiments of an entirely new form of government, which emerged
independent of all preceding revolutionary theories, directly out of the course of the
revolution itself, that is, out of the experiences of action and out of the resulting will
of the actors to participate in the further development of public affairs. This new
form of government is the council system, which, as we know, has perished
everytime and everywhere, destroyed either directly by the bureaucracy of the nationstates or by the party machines. (...) It seems to me (...) the single alternative that has
ever appeared in history, and has reappeared time and again. (...) [Council systems]
never came into being as a result of a conscious revolutionary tradition or theory, but
entirely spontaneously, each time as though there had never been anything of the
sort before. Hence the council system seems to correspond to and spring from the
very experience of political action.11
What turns councils into movements struggling for political rather than social visibility?12
There is a triple relation of councils to action. First, councils spontaneously and
unpredictably spring out of action. Second, they constitute the framework within which a
plurality of citizens acts and speaks and thus realizes public freedom. Simultaneously, third,
councils safeguard action against its excesses, through the principle of mutual promises that
is internal to action and which Arendt describes as the ‘remedy for the failure of
institutions, the unreliability of men, and the uncertain nature of the future’13.
Unlike individual acts of resistance, rebellion or conscientious objection, councils
entail associative practices of citizens, or what Alexis de Tocqueville dubbed the ‘art of
associating together’14 and John Stuart Mill ‘the capacity of cooperation for a common

‘Thoughts on politics and revolution’, CR, 231-32.
Especially in ‘Civil disobedience’ and ‘On violence’, CR.
13 ‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 102.
14 Quoted by Arendt, ‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 94. See Democracy in America (2000 [1835, 1840]], 219 (last
sentence of book II, chapter 5): ‘Among the laws that rule human societies there is one which seems to be
more precise and clear than all others. If men are to remain civilized or to become so, the art of associating
together must grow and improve in the same ratio in which the equality of conditions is increased.’
11
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purpose’15. This presupposes what Arendt usually calls ‘action in concert’, which is
grounded on mutual promises and results in power.16 The Arendtian notion of power is a
positive one and very similar to the more recent concept of empowerment. It implies the
non-violent concerted action of organized groups of citizens. Civil disobedience is an
example of such action.17 Second, unlike identity politics, council politics is not based on
substantive collective identities or ideological commitments, but concerns the practical, adhoc organization of citizens pursuing ‘actual’ and ‘short-term’ goals and disappears as soon
as these goals have been achieved.18 The council system is also opposed to the democratic
party system and is in fact even often destroyed by parliamentarism19, for a number of
reasons. Voluntary associations are non- or extra-parliamentary and non-representative, for
being direct and based on the participation instead of the representation of citizens; they
are non-ideological, for being plural and horizontal alliances or contracts that avail
themselves of opinion and persuasion20; they are small-scale as opposed to the mass scale
of bureaucracy, which by itself precludes action in concert à la Arendt; and, finally, they are
opposed to the very idea of government in the sense of rule.
The booth in which we deposit our ballots is unquestionably too small, for this
booth has only room for one. The parties are completely unsuitable; there we are,
most of us, nothing but the manipulated electorate. But if only ten of us are sitting
around a table, each expressing his opinion, each hearing the opinion of others, then
a rational formation of opinion can take place through the exchange of opinions.21
In short, councils are based on the power of groups who mobilize and organize around a
common problem, issue or purpose, instead of being based on a common identity or
aiming at consensus. The former make action an associative, the latter an agonisticpluralistic affair.

Quoted by Arendt, ‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 97. In his review of volume I of Tocqueville’s Democracy in
America, Mill maintains that ‘The many, for the first time, have now learned the lesson, which, once learned, is
never forgotten—that their strength, when they choose to exert it, is invincible. And, for the first time, they
have learned to unite for their own objects, without waiting for any section of the aristocracy to place itself at
their head. The capacity of cooperation for a common purpose, heretofore a monopolized instrument of
power in the hands of the higher classes, is now a most formidable one in those of the lowest.’ Mill, 1972, 51.
16 ‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 95, 98. Arendt borrows the phrase ‘action in concert’ from Edmund Burke.
17 See ‘Civil disobedience’, CR.
18 ‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 95, 98.
19 ‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 95.
20 ‘Civil disobedience’, CR, 101.
21 ‘Thoughts on politics and revolution’, CR, 233.
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2. The social question
As is well-known, Arendt challenges the belief implied not only in Marxism, but also in the
French Revolution, the welfare state, and contemporary consumer society, that the
alleviation of poverty and the advancement of welfare or redistribution should be the aim
of politics. For Marx, according to Arendt, the true political scandal consisted in poverty
and scarcity. He would have defined the end of politics as welfare or abundance and its
means as the proletarian revolution.22 As such, he turned the social question rather than
tyranny and oppression into a political force, Arendt argues. She criticizes Marx for
sacrificing freedom, and hence politics, to necessity, i.e. economy, by reducing human
beings to specimens of animal laborans, and all human activities, including political action, to
labour.23
However, throughout her work, Arendt points to a number of socialist and
communist theorists who have reflected, at least occasionally, on the political dimensions
of the predicament of poverty. She lists a number of examples of political struggles within
the labour movement. The early Marx, that is, prior to his conversion to what is in Arendt’s
view an ideology, historical materialism, is the most notable communist theorist to have
analysed the problem of poverty in political rather than economic terms.24 Though later in
life, Marx would analyse poverty and scarcity, respectively welfare or abundance, as natural
or historical necessities, in the beginning of his career as a social theorist he still saw
poverty as the consequence of ‘man-made violence and oppression of man by man’25.
Hence, as a starting philosopher, he would have formulated the aim of the revolution as
liberation from oppression, instead of poverty, and as the foundation of freedom, instead
of welfare, as he later in his philosophical career would do.
Bertolt Brecht receives the same ambivalent appreciation.26 Arendt’s criticism of his
commitment to the communist cause and of his active involvement in the communist party
later in life, even after he had learned about Stalin’s crimes - Brecht’s ‘sin’27 in her view has been notoriously merciless.28 However, she used to admire and praise him as a younger
poet and playwright for his genuine, impartial though passionate, care for the world and the
In the social-democratic version of Marxism, the means to achieve welfare are redefined as redistribution
through the welfare state.
23 HC and ‘The social question’, OR.
24 ‘The social question’, OR, 62-65.
25 ‘The social question’, OR, 63.
26 ‘Bertolt Brecht’, MDT.
27 MDT, 243.
28 Arendt’s harsh criticism of Brecht’s communist commitment caused a controversy (1968-1971), raging in
Times Literary Supplement, Merkur and New York Times.
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miseries of its inhabitants, ‘over and above his own’.29 ‘[Brecht] understood and was
outraged by not only the sufferings of the poor but their obscurity (...) [H]e thought of the
poor man as the invisible man. And it was out of this outrage, perhaps even more than out
of pity and shame, that he began to hope for the day when the tables would be turned.’30 In
a portrait of Brecht, she observes that to her, he used to be a ‘voice (...) of the world and
everything that was real’, before he ‘became engagé.31
Rosa Luxemburg, too, offered a positive example of world-orientation in Arendt’s
32
view. Arendt praises the direction of Luxemburg’s moral commitment, namely towards
the world: ‘Rosa Luxemburg was very much concerned with the world and not at all
concerned with herself. (...) [S]he couldn’t stand injustice within the world.’33 Additionally,
Arendt celebrates Luxemburg as a non-ideological, non-orthodox, Marxist socialist who
emphasized the spontaneous, unplanned character of the revolution, which emerges ‘from
below’, as self-organisation of labourers: ‘this sudden uprising of an oppressed people for
the sake of freedom and hardly anything else, without the demoralizing chaos of military
defeat preceding it, without coup d’état techniques, without a closely knit apparatus of
organizers and conspirators, without the undermining propaganda of a revolutionary
party’.34 As Luxemburg herself put it:
Die moderne proletarische Klasse führt ihren Kampf nicht nach irgendeinem
fertigen, in einem Buch, in einer Theorie niedergelegten Schema; der moderne
Arbeiterkampf ist ein Stück in der Geschichte, ein Stück der Sozialentwicklung, und
mitten in der Geschichte, mitten in der Entwicklung, mitten im Kampf lernen wir,
wie wir kämpfen müssen.35
This conception of revolution is juxtaposed to the Marxist deterministic ideology of
revolutions as dictated by historical materialism.36

MDT, 224.
MDT, 238.
31 MDT, 246.
32 For Arendt’s views on Rosa Luxemburg, see ‘Rosa Luxemburg’, MDT; ‘Thoughts on politics and
revolution’, CR, 203; Arendt, 1979, ‘On Hannah Arendt’, 311; OT, 1958, ‘Epilogue: Reflections on the
Hungarian revolution’, 480-510. Scholarship on the affinity between Arendt and Luxemburg includes Blättler
and Marti, 2005; Cocks, 1995; Deppe, 2007; Auernheimer, 2007; Heller, 1985; Storlokken, 2006.
33 Arendt, 1979, ‘On Hannah Arendt’, 311.
34 OT, 1958, 482.
35 Luxemburg, 1990, 465. Apart from Luxemburg’s thoughts on councils, Arendt is also inspired by her
theory on imperialism. See OT, Part II.
36 Luxemburg indeed has been decried within the SED for her Spontaneismus, spontaneism, the very quality for
which Arendt praised her (Deppe, 2007).
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Apart from theorists, Arendt also discusses a number of examples of politically
significant organisations within the labour movement. In a little commented upon passage
in The human condition, Arendt herself already complicated the assumption that the labour
movement is necessarily a strictly social affair.37 After first establishing the most extremely
unworldly nature of labour - indeed the most unworldly of all human activities for her and hence the anti-political approach of the labour movement, which is reflected in its
appeal to the ‘unitedness of many into one’38 and the necessary loss of ‘all awareness of
individuality and identity’ within the ‘labor gang’39, she is struck by the observation of the
‘sudden and frequently extraordinarily productive role which the labour movements have
played in modern politics’.40 ‘From the revolutions of 1848 to the Hungarian revolution of
1956, the European working class, by virtue of being the only organized and hence the
leading section of the people, has written one of the most glorious and probably the most
promising chapter of recent history.’41 This, however, she concludes, is exceptional. It
cannot be ascribed to the trade union movement, which in her view has never been
revolutionary at all, since it has never been the objective of the unions to transform society
fundamentally, but merely to serve the interest of labourers. On the contrary, it should be
understood as emerging from ‘the people’s political aspirations’: sudden spontaneous
uprisings of labourers, entirely independent from official party doctrines, programs and
ideologies, who established their own ‘new form of government’.42 Previously, in her
columns in Jewish periodicals in the 1940s, she had already noted that socialism in the
beginning, before turning ideological, that is, historical-materialist, featured an authentic
political impulse in the shape of the labour movement.43 The kibbutz movement,
established by socialist Zionists, did not conduct a social identity politics, nor was it
nationalistic like the dominant Zionist school of Herzl, but it was a form of government
‘by’, ‘of’ and ‘for’ the people.44 Other examples of politicized socialist organisations include
the Paris Communes I and II and the soviets in the very first years of the soviet system.45
The alter-globalisation movement, in particular the so-called social forums, is, I
think, the most adequate contemporary example of an activist movement organizing itself
HC, §30, ‘The labour movement’.
HC, 214.
39 HC, 213.
40 HC, 215.
41 HC, 215.
42 HC, 215-16.
43 Arendt, ‘Zionism reconsidered’, JW, 351-53.
44 ‘Peace or armistice?’, JW, 442-43.
45 The Paris Commune I existed during the French revolution; Paris Commune II in 1871. On the political
nature of both movements, see OR, 64, 239-48, 256-57, 266.
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around socio-economic issues, now called ‘global justice’, but in a manner which is political
through and through in the Arendtian sense.46 Oliver Marchart argues that alterglobalization activism is best considered as a struggle against the Alternativlosigkeit, the lack
of alternatives, i.e. the economic and normative determinism, of the neo-liberal discourse
of globalisation. This determinism expresses itself in the consensus on the ‘impossibility,
even the impossibility of thinking (Denkunmöglichkeit)’ a ‘new beginning’ and in complete
economization, as is summarized in the slogan ‘There Is No Alternative’ (TINA).47 With
Arendt, Marchart understands this ‘oblivion of beginning’ (Anfangsvergessenheit) as a form of
world alienation (Weltvergessenheit) and hence as a loss of the political (Politikvergessenheit).
This is already clear in the ‘fatal’ neo-liberal conception of world as globus, or earth, that is, a
neutral and all-encompassing totality in which economic and political processes necessarily
and mechanically unfold according to their inherent functionalist logic.48 Marchart opposes
this concept of world as globus to an Arendtian concept of world as mundus which defies
determination by any functionalist logic whatsoever because of the contingency of the
status quo.49 Marchart insists on the importance of shifting our understanding of world
from globus to mundus, that is, from necessity to freedom, and sets his hopes on the alterglobalists.50By replacing TINA with the slogan ‘Another World is Possible’, this movement
executes such a ‘change of point of reference’51. Marchart argues that the alter-globalists are
motivated by the same ‘revolutionary pathos’ as the councils in Arendt’s work, namely the
belief in the possibility of beginning.52 Marchart points to a number of features the
movement has in common with Arendt’s council model: its heterogeneity and plurality;
commonality and associative as well as agonistic practices; the element of public happiness,
which Marchart calls ‘fun’ and the movements organization as public space.53 In this
context, Marchart speaks of re-politicization or ‘the return of the political’ because it entails
a turning away towards freedom from any determinism.54 Any discourse that suggests that
there may be alternatives, and that new beginnings are possible, is already political in itself,

I do not want to suggest that all theorists of global justice are adherents to the alter-globalisation
movement.
47 Marchart, 2005, 25, 94-95.
48 Marchart, 2005, 89-95.
49 Marchart, 2005, 169.
50 Marchart, 2005, 92-95.
51 Marchart, 2005, 69, 167.
52 Marchart, 2005, 69.
53 Marchart, 2005, 26, 70-72, 121, 124, 169-70.
54 Marchart, 2005, 168.
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even if it also poses social-economic questions, he argues.55 The alter-globalists, therefore,
constitute a politicisation movement in Marchart’s view.

3. The Jewish question
Arendt occasionally acknowledges that the struggle for the socio-cultural recognition of
collective identities may be politically relevant. This is especially the case in limit situations
whenever a group’s identity is ‘under attack’, due to persecution, sometimes up to the point
of its physical extermination.56 The experiential background of this acknowledgment
consists in her own personal, but also shared Jewish-German experience, with antiSemitism, Jewish assimilationism, the Holocaust and Zionism, the Judenfrage for short. The
distinction between pariah and parvenu that she borrowed from Bernard Lazare has been
pivotal for Arendt’s analysis of collective (Jewish) identity.57 Pariah existence, i.e. being a
social, political and/or legal outcast, has been typical of Jewish life in Europe - Arendt
focuses on Germany - since the Enlightenment. Pariahs ‘have no place in the political and
social world’.58 In The origins of totalitarianism, Arendt reminds us that German Jews were
deprived of ‘legal or civil status’ between 1812 and 1869 and after that ‘socially ostracized’
from society.59 Though they were economically fully integrated in German society, they
lived ‘outside the law’60, a condition that would repeat itself on an even larger scale in
twentieth century Europe in-between the two world wars, in the predicament of the
stateless61. The pariah can neither appear as a Jew, nor as a citizen. She is both socially and
politically invisible, i.e. invisible both as a Jew and as a citizen. This starting point leaves
him or her with a number of options. She can become a ‘separatist’, i.e. choose life in
isolation from wider society in a brotherhood; become an assimilated parvenu; a Zionist; or
appropriate her pariah existence in a politically conscious way.62 In ‘dark times’, Arendt

Marchart, 2005, 92-94.
‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 18.
57 Arendt on the figure of the pariah: JW (‘We refugees’; ‘The Jew as pariah: A hidden tradition’; ‘Zionism
reconsidered’), Ch 3 OT (‘The Jews and society’) and Rahel Varnhagen, 1997. Secondary scholarship includes
Barnouw, 1990; Bernstein, 1996; Feldman, 1978; van der Hoek, 2000; Herzog, 2001; Young-Bruehl, 1982,
121-22.
58 JW, 279.
59 OT, Part I (Anti-Semitism).
60 JW, 74.
61 See chapter 7.
62 I borrow the term ‘separatist’ from Disch, 1994.
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writes, pariahs tend to stick together and withdraw into warm brotherhood.63 Though she
is not without understanding altogether, Arendt objects to this type of organization
because it neglects the world, i.e. is a-political, since those withdrawing do not speak up
politically, as Jews, against their persecution.64 This group of pariahs condemns itself to an
existence of social and political invisibility. Throughout her work, she demonstrates the
political unfruitfulness and disastrous consequences of the politics of brotherhood in
relation to the social question65, the race question66 and the Jewish question67. Starting with
the Jacobin Terror, she argues that ‘strong fraternal sentiments’ inevitably lead to
violence.68 ‘Brothers’ and, mutatis mutandis, ‘sisters’, constitute warm communities, grounded
in the natural solidarity of belonging to the same ethnic group. Arendt’s powerful example
of this type of community draws on her own experiences as a persecuted German Jew. She
observes that many of her fellow Jews tended towards a ‘brotherly attachment’ to each
other ‘which springs from hatred of the world in which men are treated inhumanly’.69 The
‘powerful need (...) to move closer to one another, to seek (...) the warmth of intimacy’, a
home or haven in an unsafe and unheimliche world, is a ‘well-known characteristic’ of all
pariahs, persecuted or oppressed groups. The ‘emotional closeness and consolation, a
specific kind of humanity’ between brothers, ‘their beauty, their capacity for joy, their
warmth, and their humanity’ that ‘grow out of suffering’ are ‘the proudest possession of all
pariahs’, she writes more than once.70 ‘[I]t is the advantage that the pariahs of this world
can always and in all circumstances have over others’.71 However, in fraternity, plurality is
denied. The ‘excessive closeness of (...) brotherliness (...) obliterates all distinctions’ since
brothers and sisters ‘avoid disputes and try as far as possible to deal only with people with
whom they cannot come into conflict.’72 A crucial quality of brotherhood is that it collapses
the political phenomenon of equality into the natural and social phenomenon of sameness.
Brotherhood is laden with a fatal confusion of equality, on the one hand, and sameness,
identity or unity, on the other. Discussing the book that is somewhat like a bible to the
black power movement, third-world liberation movements and anti-colonial movements of

For Arendt’s account of the politics of brotherhood, see chapter 3, 5 and the present chapter, §1.
‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT.
65 ‘The social question’, OR.
66 ‘On violence’, CR.
67 ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT.
68 See chapter 3 on the politics of compassion and chapter 5 on the politics of brotherhood.
69 ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 12-13.
70 MDT, 13, 30; Arendt, 1962, Letter to Baldwin.
71 MDT, 13.
72 MDT, 30.
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the 1960s, Frantz Fanon’s The wretched of the earth73, Arendt writes: ‘[I]n military as well as in
revolutionary action ‘individualism is the first [value] to disappear’; in its stead we find a
kind of group coherence which is more intensely felt and proves to be a much stronger
though less lasting, bond than all the varieties of friendship, civil or private.’74 Therefore,
the relationship between brotherhood, on the one hand, and coercion or outright violence,
on the other hand, is more than a mere historical coincidence. The logic of brotherhood
requires ‘us’ to be a homogeneous unity. Disagreements within the brotherhood are
neutralized, as they threaten its unity. The logic of the politics of brotherhood dictates that
difference and conflict can only exist and be tolerated in-between communities. Still
discussing Fanon’s work, Arendt writes: ‘[O]nce a man is admitted [to an illegal enterprise],
he will fall ‘under the intoxicating spell of the practice of violence [which] binds man
together as a whole, since each individual forms a violent link in the great chain, a part of
the great organism of violence which has surged upward’.75 Second, the type of solidarity
that is based upon brotherhood, is usually short-lived, Arendt warns: ‘[T]he strong fraternal
sentiments collective violence engenders have misled many good people into the hope that
a new community together with a ‘new man’ will arise out of it. The hope is an illusion for
the simple reason that no human relationship is more transitory than this kind of
brotherhood, which can be actualized only under conditions of immediate danger to life
and limb.’76 ‘Unfortunately, [brotherhoods] have never survived the hour of liberation by
even five minutes.’77
The strategy of the parvenu, however, is no less a-political. Like the separatist, she is
invisible, both socially and politically. As social climbers or nouveaux riches, seeking what
Arendt calls ‘the idols of social privilege’78 and ‘using [their] elbows’79, parvenus are ready to
assimilate to the norms of any society they happen to live in. In earlier centuries, this group
comprised the figures of the exception Jew and the court Jew, in the twentieth century for
example wealthy Jewish philanthropists such as the Rothschilds. Essentially anti-political
beings, parvenus pursue social opportunity, while disregarding their given, natural, in this
case Jewish, identity.80 Arendt cites Lazare’s condemnation of ‘the spurious doctrine’ of
assimilation which would have the Jews ‘abandon all their characteristics, individual and
Fanon, 1963 [1961].
‘On violence’, CR, 164. Arendt cites Fanon, 1963 [1961], 47. On Arendt and Fanon, see Cocks, 1995; King,
1992, chapter 7; Kruks, 1996.
75 ‘On violence’, CR, 164. Arendt cites Fanon, 1963 [1961], 93.
76 ‘On violence’, CR, 166.
77 Arendt, 1962, Letter to Baldwin.
78 JW, 279.
79 JW, 296.
80 ‘We refugees’, JW.
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moral alike, and give up distinguishing themselves only by an outward mark of the flesh
which served but to expose them to the hatred of other faiths.’81 Arendt makes no secret of
her aversion against parvenus, who were more than willing to deny any Jewish trait in order
to be accepted by gentile society. Her personal experience may throw light on this aversion.
As a child initially unaware of being Jewish and, as a consequence, in the increasingly antiSemitic atmosphere in Germany during her youth, ‘being unwanted’, Arendt’s mother
taught her a basic pride over and against anti-Semitic remarks: ‘Man darf sich nicht ducken!
Man muß sich wehren!’82 Arendt’s rejection of the figure of the parvenu refers to the denial
of his natural Jewishness, which is doomed to fail anyhow, because of its visibly
conspicuous signs, but also due to its highly individualistic strategy: ‘[I]nsofar as the Jew
seeks to become ‘indistinguishable’ from his gentile neighbours he has to behave as if he
were (...) utterly alone; he has to part company, once and for all, with all who are like him.’83
Zionism is a third strategy open to the pariah. During and after the war, Arendt
became engaged with the Zionist movement, although she never wholeheartedly embraced
it. She applauded the wish to fight anti-Semitism and to assert Jewishness, but dismissed
the non-political and nationalist form it took in the first part of the twentieth century in the
predominant Zionism of Theodor Herzl cum suis. In her view, this strand within the Zionist
movement engaged predominantly in the social struggle to assert Jewish identity, without
an accompanying political struggle.
The fourth and final strategy Jews, and mutatis mutandis other pariahs, may choose and
which Arendt obviously favored, is related to a political, finally unsuccessful, undercurrent
within Zionism, associated with Lazare. Lazare called Jews to become so-called ‘conscious
pariahs’. The conscious pariah ‘enters the arena of politics and translates his status into
political terms’.84 Refusing to accept his pariah status, ‘the emancipated Jew must awake to
an awareness of his position and conscious of it, become a rebel against it - the champion
of an oppressed people’.85 Arendt’s ideal of the emancipation of Jews is ‘an admission of
Jews as Jews to the ranks of humanity, rather than a permit to ape the gentiles or an
opportunity to play the parvenu.’86 Persecuted Jews who refuse to deny their Jewishness
make themselves unpopular, that is, ‘unwanted’, but, according to Arendt, receive the
JW, 283-84.
ZP, 52; cf. Young-Bruehl, 1982, 11-12. Young-Bruehl interestingly suggests that Arendt in her
controversial ‘Reflections on Little Rock’, in which she opposed state intervention in the racially segregated
educational system, may have confused the situation of the Little Rock Nine with the predicament of German
Jews in the Third Reich (308-18).
83 JW, 291.
84 JW, 284.
85 JW, 283.
86 JW, 275.
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inestimable advantage that ‘for him history is no longer a closed book, and politics ceases
to be the privilege of the Gentiles.’87 The figure of the conscious pariah throws into doubt
any essentialist and substantial distinction between the social and the political. His strategy
is, and cannot be but, ambiguous.88 For the conscious pariah does not strive for social but
for political visibility and in order to become so is compelled to sacrifice her social
invisibility to some extent. ‘Wenn man als Jude angegriffen ist, muß man sich als Jude
verteidigen. Nicht als Deutscher oder als Bürger der Welt oder der Menschenrechte’,
Arendt said in an interview.89
The key to the strategy of the conscious pariah is, first, that he takes responsibility,
that is, refuses the position of a victim, and ‘fe[els] himself responsible for what society had
done to him (...). For insofar as a man is more than a mere creature of nature, more than a
mere product of divine creativity, insofar will he be called to account for the things that
men do to men in the world which they themselves condition’90. Second, it is essentially a
non-individualistic, associationistic strategy: ‘For only within the framework of a people can
a man live as a man among men, without exhausting himself. And only when a people lives
and functions in concert with other peoples can it contribute to the establishment upon
earth of a commonly conditioned and commonly controlled humanity.’91
So Arendt implicitly acknowledges that making visible collective identity sometimes
plays a preparatory role with respect to action and participatory visibility, since, generally
speaking, what we are is relevant to who we are92, in particular when this what, i.e. one’s
social identity or membership in a social group, is ‘under attack’.93 The pariah is both
socially and politically invisible, i.e. invisible as a Jew and as a citizen. The strategy of the
separatist only serves to confirm this social and political invisibility. The parvenu’s social
invisibility is equally a-political by definition, but such is the mainstream Zionist’s social
visibility, as long as it is not accompanied by a political struggle. As a consequence, both
social visibility and invisibility can lead to political invisibility. Only the conscious pariah
‘We refugees’, JW, 274.
Young-Bruehl, 1982, 89. Arendt demonstrates this ambiguity in a narrative fashion in her biography of
Rahel Varnhagen (1771-1833), a German-Jewish salonnière in Berlin, who struggled severely with her
Jewishness. Arendt demonstrates that Varnhagen moved from pariah to parvenu, by converting to
Catholicism and marrying a gentile husband, and back again. Towards the end of her life, Arendt writes,
Varnhagen eventually came to accept her Jewish identity in the ambiguous way of a conscious pariah. Arendt,
1997 [1957], Rahel Varnhagen. The life of a Jewess.
89 ZP, 57. Cf. ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 17-23.
90 JW, 284-85. Parvikko (1998) indeed stresses the aspect of responsibility.
91 JW, 297.
92 See chapter 2.
93 Arendt, ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 18.
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succeeds in turning social visibility into a political condition. She pursues political visibility
and in order to become so has to renounce her social invisibility to some extent, for she
refuses to compromise her Jewish identity.

4. The race question
The Afro-American activism of the civil rights movement starting in the early 1960’s offers
another interesting case which features the struggle for both social and political visibility.
Arendt’s focus on the political and political visibility and disinterest in what presents itself
as a social struggle, initially blinded her for the political dimension and relevance of the race
question and the black civil rights movement. In her notorious ‘Reflections on Little Rock’,
Arendt indeed argued that the events in Little Rock during the entire month of September
1957 constituted a social rather than political struggle, namely the parvenu struggle for
social recognition, endangering political equality and freedom.94
In the summer of 1957, the board of the formerly racially segregated, all-white
Central High School in Little Rock decided upon desegregation of the school, to be
implemented in the school year 1957-1958. Nine black students, who later became
collectively known as the Little Rock Nine, were to attend from September 1957. In this
decision, the board followed the US Supreme Court’s ruling. On May 17, 1954, the Warren
Court95 had issued Brown v. Board of Education, which ruled that racial segregation of public
schools, a practice which was particularly alive in the South, is inherently unequal and
hence a violation of the Equal Protection Clause of section 1 of the Fourteenth
Amendment of the US Constitution. This clause provides that ‘no state shall (…) deny to
any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws’.96 As a consequence, the
Court called for desegregation in order to achieve equal educational opportunities for black
and white students. Also, it abolished de jure the Jim Crow ‘separate but equal’ doctrine
which amounted to legally enforced racism, most clearly through racial segregation and
See Bohman, 1997.
The Warren Court was the US Supreme Court between 1953 and 1969.
96 The entire section 1, which defines citizenship and protects people's civil rights from infringement by any
State, reads: ‘All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are
citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law
which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive
any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its
jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.’ This section lists respectively the Citizenship Clause, Privileges
or Immunities Clause, Due Process Clause and finally the Equal Protection Clause (Fourteenth Amendment
to the United States Constitution, 1868).
94
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racial discrimination in elections.97 On September 4, 1957, however, things went different
than planned. On their first school day, the black students were prevented from entering
the school by an angry mob of white citizens, supported by governor Orval Faubus, who
deployed the Arkansas National Guard to block the school’s entrance. Subsequently,
President Eisenhower decided to intervene and sent federal troops, the 101st Airborne
Division, to enforce integration and protect the nine students on September 24.98
Arendt’s objection against federally ordered desegregation, familiar enough in its
notoriety, is that it confused the social and the political spheres. In her 1970 piece ‘Civil
disobedience’ she, however, implicitly revises her judgement on black agitation in her Little
Rock essay, although this has never been noticed, as far as I know, in the Arendt
scholarship99. She now takes a quite different perspective on the civil rights movement,
including the key role of the Fourteenth Amendment. What she previously saw as a
struggle for social visibility and social equality, she now turns out to regard as a struggle for
political visibility and equality; the first comprising Afro-Americans’ struggle for
recognition of social identity claims, that is, of their visibility as Afro-Americans; the latter
their struggle for recognition as citizens, that is, for access to the public sphere. In the latter
essay, a different perspective on the same issue, i.e. black activism, emerges with different
consequences. Arendt demonstrates that the civil rights movement constitutes a form of
civil disobedience which fits into the council tradition. Arendt describes civil disobedience,
as opposed to conscientious objection100, as a form of organized, associative dissent. Only
the right to dissent lends credibility to the polity’s social contract that presupposes, most of
the time tacit consent.101 Agreement with the foundation and the constitution of the polity
one belongs to is necessary, but inevitably also fictitious. For with the exception of the first
generation, none of the citizens has been physically present at the moment of foundation.
In the first instance, the citizen is to agree with the rules of a game she did not choose
herself. Since a truly free consent to the rules of the game is impossible - the individual
Not before 1964 / 1965 did racial segregation in public buildings, including schools, and racial
discrimination in elections cease de facto through respectively the Civil Rights Act (1964) and the Voting
Rights Act (1965)). The so-called Jim Crow era in the Southern states of the US is formally dated between
1876 and 1965.
98 Escorted by soldiers, the nine students were finally admitted to Central High on September 25.
99 See for example Bernasconi (1996), who simply takes it for granted that Arendt never changed her mind
and therefore reads ‘Civil disobedience’ as being in line with ‘Reflections on Little Rock’.
100 On conscientious objection, see §1. For clarifying remarks on this point, see Marchart, 2005, 117-18, 12324.
101 CR, 87. Note the difference between respectively Arendt’s and Habermas’ notion of consensus or consent.
Unlike Habermas, for whom consensus basically means agreement and harmony of opinions, for Arendt
consent means ‘the active support and continuing participation in all matters of public interest’ (CR, 85).
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citizen is always confronted with given rules that were established before she was even
born - every citizen should at least have the possibility and right to disagree with these rules
and to mobilize for joint resistance or the amendment of these rules. Since the world is
dynamic and contingent, rules should be equally dynamic.102 In other words, consent, the
consensus universalis, is conditional upon the possibility of dissent, provided that the latter
entails concerted, associative and non-violent action. Moreover, Arendt even suggests that
civil disobedience contributes to the strength of the consensus universalis, and therefore to the
polity.
While thus defending the civil right to organized and civil disobedience as organized,
non-violent dissent, and as being in line with ‘the spirit of American Law’103, Arendt at the
same time explicitly acknowledges the ‘original crime’ of the Declaration of Independence
against citizens of Afro-American and Indian descent.104 They were excluded from the ‘tacit
consent’, the consensus universalis of the American republic105: ‘There was nothing in the
Constitution or in the intent of the framers that could be so construed as to include the
slave people in the original compact.’106 The ‘inability or unwillingness of the federal
government to enforce its own laws’, in casu the Fourteenth Amendment which the
Southern states did not accept ‘for roughly a hundred years’107 after its ratification on July 9,
1868, made the ‘tacit exclusion from the tacit consensus’ even more ‘conspicuous’.108 It is
not the law itself, i.e. the constitution including the Fourteenth Amendment, which
brought about change and ‘remedied’ the ‘original crime’, but civil disobedience, the
mobilization of people who organized and mutually acted in concert through dissenting
with the supposedly universal consent and in doing so concretely shaping the principle
expressed in the law, that is, equal protection or ‘racial equality’, as Arendt calls it.109
In his historiography of the black civil rights movement, Richard King underwrites
Arendt’s account. He makes a strong and convincing case for considering the civil rights
movement as a political enterprise, transcending merely social, i.e. socio-cultural aims, at
least during its initial phase roughly up to the mid 1960’s.110 Making use of both existing
See Marchart, 2005, 125.
CR, 88.
104 CR, 90.
105 CR, 88.
106 CR, 90.
107 CR, 80, 81. I suppose Arendt refers here to Brown vs. the Board of Education of which the Fourteenth
Amendment constituted the background and hence of the ensuing federally enforced de-segregation of public
life in the South, starting with ‘Little Rock’.
108 CR, 90-91.
109 CR, 81.
110 King, 1992.
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historiography of the civil rights movement as well as oral history interviews, King provides
‘a political-theoretical analysis of [the civil rights movement’s] rhetoric and thinking’, in
particular of its ‘freedom talk’.111 King’s account of the rise and fall of one of the principal
organizations within the black civil rights movement, the Student Non-violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC), nicely illustrates the difference between a political and a
social take on civil rights.
The SNCC was founded in 1960 within the context of non-violent student protests.
From an initially political organisation, it turned into a socio-cultural one and subsequently
forfeited its political, participatory notion of freedom. Eventually it perished due to the
social ideal of brotherhood which is similar to the separatist strategy of pariahs I discussed
in the previous section and which gradually took hold of it, as King argues.112 The SNCC’s
initial commitment to participatory politics is exemplified by the organization of nonviolent protests, voter registration actions and sit-ins. Famous examples include the
Freedom Rides (1961), the March on Washington (August 28, 1963)113, the Mississippi
Freedom Summer (1964) and the establishment of the so-called Freedom Schools. Due to
a number of disappointing experiences, part of the SNCC activists gradually lost faith in
the effectiveness of non-violent action by the end of 1964. The group split into a moderate
and a more militant faction; the first continuing the politics of non-violence, the other
faction under the leadership of Stokely Carmichael turning its focus towards Black Power
and advocating violence in order to end oppression. This change of focus is reflected in the
aims of the movement, shifting from freedom to interest and brotherhood; its methods,
shifting from essentially non-violent to violent means; and its structure, shifting from an
open, inclusive structure which welcomed both blacks and whites, to a separatist structure
admitting blacks only. ‘Freedom-talk’ was increasingly replaced by ‘Black Power!’, in which
power should be understood in the usual, narrow, non-Arendtian, sense of control,
domination and rule.114
Apart from the wealth of historical details about the tumultuous decades of midtwentieth century black activism in the US, King’s book is especially valuable for its
assertion of the centrality of freedom in this movement and its elaboration of the particular
republican or participatory nature of the concept of freedom which abounded in it. This
concept will prove to be of great significance for the other movements described in this
King, 1992, 10.
King, 1992, 150-71. On Martin Luther King’s ideal of ἀγαπη, love, on the other hand, see 136. Another
example of the politics of brotherhood that King discusses critically is Frantz Fanon’s black radicalism.
113 A largely though not exclusively Afro-American political rally that took place in Washington, D.C. During
this political rally, Martin Luther King, Jr. delivered his historic ‘I Have a Dream’ speech.
114 King, 1992, chapter 6.
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chapter too. This understanding of freedom, King argues, differs from the liberal, negative
definition of civil rights as freedom from racial discrimination or other arbitrary
restrictions. It points beyond freedom from Jim Crow, as well as beyond a restrictive
meaning of political participation as voting, to a notion of freedom, resembling Arendt’s, as
empowerment and participatory democracy that engenders self-respect and selfdetermination in the black community. Freedom thus understood embraces the idea of
individuals and communities taking responsibility for their own lives and shaping their own
futures. Having emerged spontaneously and unexpectedly, King describes the civil rights
movement as in itself a ‘new beginning’115 which embodied a ‘new notion of politics’116 and
a ‘new political culture’ which fell outside the liberal conception of politics ‘with its
emphasis upon the pursuit of interests and defence of political and legal rights as the raison
d’être of politics’117 and outside of a conception of power as control and domination.118 That
is, apart from ‘the attainment of individual liberty through the dismantling of the Jim Crow
system’, it forged ‘a new sense of individual and collective identity through political
mobilization.’119
In conclusion, Richard King and Arendt in ‘Civil disobedience’ entertain the idea that
the civil rights movement fought not just for social, but also and more importantly, for
political, participatory visibility. Initially, the Afro-Americans not only suffered from social
invisibility, namely from the oppression or exclusion of Afro-Americans as a group, but as
a consequence also, and more importantly, from political invisibility, because of their
exclusion from participation by mainstream society. The members of these groups
mobilized around a shared issue or purpose, namely participatory freedom, rather than
around a collective racial identity. Their purpose was first and foremost the attainment of
political visibility.

5. The woman question
The third and last example of the struggle against group invisibility that I will discuss is the
feminist movement. Feminist identity politics, i.e. the struggle for social-cultural justice,
that is, for the recognition of female gender identity and against the social invisibility of
women, is often expressed in the ideal of universal sisterhood. The rhetoric of sisterhood is
King, 1992, 3-4.
King, 1992, 5.
117 King, 1992, 6.
118 King, 1992, 6.
119 King, 1992, 4.
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about a century younger than the French Revolution’s ideal of brotherhood. As far as I
know, it at least dates back to the late 19th century American and European women’s
movement. Since the 1980’s, it has been criticized for its lack of sensitivity to in-group
differences and for its essentialism or naturalism, that is, the assumption of ‘woman’ as a
predetermined category of identity or object of analysis.
What is at stake in critical debates in feminist theory in general about the perplexities
of identity and identity-politics? These debates have at least a practical and a conceptual
motive, though alliances between these perspectives have been created frequently. Starting
at the beginning of the 1980’s, postcolonial theorists120, black or Afro-American121, Chicana
or Latina122 and Indian feminists have argued that Western, white women colonised the
feminist movement. Concealed under the guise of the rhetoric of global sisterhood,
ethnocentrism or even racism went unchecked. This objection could be summarized as the
charge of false universalism.123 These feminists rejected identity politics in favour of a
politics of diversity or intersectionality, which is sensitive to in-group differences.
Postcolonial challenges of identity politics roughly coincided with the emergence of
postmodernism in academia, which employed a somewhat different, more theoretical,
critique of identity-politics, which fitted well in their broader agenda of deconstructing the
very humanist or modernist notions of identity, subjectivity and experience. Under the
influence of this critique of humanism, some feminist philosophers started to challenge the
legitimacy of ‘woman’ as a predetermined, essentialist category of identity or object of
analysis, to which they felt feminism as a modern emancipatory movement so far had
appealed unreflectively. The slogan of the second feminist wave, ‘the personal is political’,
and the rhetoric of sisterhood, for example, tacitly presuppose a universally shared female
experience and the allegedly self-evident collective identity of ‘we women’.
The diverse attacks on the very assumptions of subjectivity, in particular of a unified
and predetermined gender identity, provoked much feminist debate, since many felt it
undermined the very possibility of feminist solidarity and a feminist movement altogether.
How to mobilize women and to engage in joint resistance when female gender identity is
indeterminable? Or, in the words of Diana Meyers who quite aptly summarized the
perplexity as it was felt: ‘If there is no such thing as a self with persistent attributes, it seems
that gender cannot be a feature of every woman’s identity. But if there is nothing that all
women have in common, it seems that there are no interests that all women share, and
Chandra Talpade Mohanty, for example.
Audre Lorde and bell hooks, for example.
122 Linda Alcoff, Maria Lugones and Gloria Anzaldua, among others.
123 For example see Mohanty, 1984; hooks, 1986; Amos and Parmar, 1984; Simons, 1979; Lugones and
Spellman, 1983; Dhruvarajan and Vickers, 2002.
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there is nothing for feminism to be about.’124 As a consequence, alternative perspectives
were formulated which attempted to refute postmodernist undermining of identity and
subjectivity and to restore the belief in a universal female gender identity, and hence in the
possibility and significance of feminist identity politics.
This general intellectual background is reflected in the feminist Arendt scholarship of
the last two decades of the twentieth century. Though Arendt was anything but a feminist,
since the 1980s feminist thinkers have raised the question how her thinking on identity is to
be made to bear on the task of rethinking or deconstructing identity politics. Various
dimensions of Arendt’s work have proven to be quite attractive to feminist scholars who
reflect on the perplexities of non/identity, not the least because of her own biographical
situation - woman, Jew, German-citizen-later-turned-stateless-later-turned-American - and
because of her personal struggles in interpreting her social, i.e. primarily Jewish, identity.125
Two opposed feminist interpretations of Arendt’s work have been defended. On the one
hand, political thinkers such as Bonnie Honig regard Arendt as a postmodernist avant la
lettre, because of her deconstruction of metaphysical notions of the subject, of human
nature and of social identity politics, that is, of what I have previously called the separatist
and Zionist forms of pariah politics. These postmodernists praise Arendt for challenging
the demands of any predetermined group membership and of other models of solidarity
predicated upon naturalism, i.e. upon allegedly non-discursive, quasi-immediate bonds. On
the other hand, however, other feminist thinkers such as Benhabib, Cavarero, Kristeva,
Collin and Moruzzi consider Arendt a sophisticated humanist, even a post-posthumanist.126 They praise her for her thematization of natality, which they often interpret as
a celebration of birth, motherhood and embodiment; for her narrative and intersubjective
notion of embodied identity, i.e. the who; for her notion of plurality which some of them
interpret as sexual ‘difference’127; and for her attention to representative thinking, or
erweiterte Denkungsart in her own words, which, according to these modernist feminists,
admonitions taking into account the perspectives of differently situated groups and
persons. Finally, they are fascinated by Arendt’s defence of some sophisticated form of
identity politics, notably the position of the conscious pariah.128

Meyers, 2004, §3.2.
She never writes about women as a marginalized group, as has often been noted.
126 Kristeva, 2001; Cavarero, 2000; Moruzzi, 2000; Verhoeven, 2003; Cornell, 1993; Birmingham, 1997, 1999,
2002, 2003a, 2003b, 2006, 2007; Collin, 1999; Hahn, 2004, 2005, 2007; Weissberg, 1997; Bowen Moore, 1987;
Hermsen, 2002; Cutting-Gray, 1991; 2002; Vacchiarelli Scott, 2002; Schües, 1999; and others.
127 See chapter 5 on Derrida’s notion of différance, difference.
128 Cf. in particular in the feminist reception of Arendt’s biography of Rahel Varnhagen.
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Although it might be argued that Arendt indeed shares particular motives with both
positions, as I said in the Introduction, I take issue with the adoption of Arendt’s thought,
either in an affirmative or deconstructive sense, as a participant in debates between those
defending feminist identity-politics, anti-identity politics or anti-anti-identity politics.
Arendt nowhere engages in a discussion of identity in the way feminist critics of identity
do; their stakes, purposes and reasons differ widely from hers. Except for limit situations,
when a particular group’s identity is under attack, Arendt is not really interested in social
difference and identities or what-ness, in her own terms, i.e. differences between people
construed along a finite number of sociological categories such as man-woman; poor-rich;
black-white, Jew-Gentile, etc., but rather in individual differences and unique identities, or
what she calls who-ness. From Arendt’s perspective, the world is primarily populated
neither by Man, nor by groups, though in limit situations the latter may become politically
relevant, but first of all by individual citizens. Moreover, identity, i.e. who one is, is
something that emerges from political action, and cannot be separated from it. One’s
identity is an epiphenomenon of political action. Additionally, the selection of the issue of
identity from Arendt’s work, even if it would be correctly represented, prevents feminists
from looking for other inspiring thoughts and concepts in her work. A more fruitful
employment of Arendt’s categories is possible, which is neither on a pro-female-identity,
nor on its opposite side, nor somewhere in the middle, but cuts across the very logic of
identity and non-identity. The debate between proponents of identity-politics, anti-identity
politics and anti-anti-identity-politics is currently becoming highly academic and politically
unfruitful. As long as the very terms of the debate are left intact, every critique has a nasty
habit of remaining tied to what it strives to fight, as a kind of unbreakable tragic embrace.
Critiques of identity and identity politics, as well as critiques of critiques of identity politics,
ultimately remain tied to the conceptual framework of political identities, subjectivities or
selves, including the concept of gender, albeit this time conceived as non-essential and
multiple. The deconstruction of identity does not mean that the politics of difference yields
collective identity-related claims. On the contrary, it aims at the recognition of ever more
dispersed and fragmented collective identities. The succession of identity and identitypolitics, critiques of identity-politics, and critiques of critiques of identity-politics,
demonstrates that the focus on issues of identity has turned feminist theory into a dead-end
that threatens to turn it into a sterile and merely self-referential and navel-gazing intellectual
game, which has lost touch with the very political experiences which used to, and still do,
inspire and fuel feminism in the first place. Feminist politics and political practices are not
exhausted by the framework of non/identity. Other practices and concepts of feminist
struggles beyond the framework of non/identity do exist, which are less inwardly turned, to
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the ‘subject’ of feminism, and more outwardly turned, towards the worldly issues at stake in
feminist struggles.
My thesis, now, is that a hermeneutic phenomenological reading of Arendt’s approach of
collective action and the political may be the source of a fruitful intervention in this debate.
This intervention challenges identity politics more radically than anyone has done so far by
shifting attention from social identity, or the lack or failure thereof, in debates and
collective struggles, to the world, to which we relate from plural perspectives. In other
words, my suggestion is to take serious the distinction between the social and the political
and focus on women’s aspiration to political rather than social visibility. Arendt could help
feminist see that common empowerment is made possible not by a shared identity, which
is the target of postmodernist critics, but by associative and agonistic action in the service
of a particular worldly issue or common end.129 Indeed, a minority of feminist Arendt
scholars has already defended such an approach to feminist practices, consisting, for
instance, in practices of freedom130, female empowerment as action-in-concert131, and in
‘feminism as a politics committed to the spontaneity and unpredictability of persons acting
together in concert as speakers of words and doers of deeds’132. Amy Allen suggests that
Arendt’s positive conception of power, entailing both the capacity to act in concert and
empowerment, rather than the conventional concept of power as rule, control or
oppression, offers a good starting point for a non-identity-based feminist movement and
for practices of group solidarity as expressions or modalities of this power: ‘[W]hen
individuals bind themselves together by means of promises and engage in concerted action,
they become powerful.’133 Solidarity, among, for example, women, is something to be
achieved on the basis of concerted action, rather than to be assumed in advance or given,
as based on a shared identity for example.134 Women have been invisible from the
perspective of the common public world for ages, and still are, to a greater of lesser extent,
dependent upon one’s geopolitical location. And because of this exclusion from the public
sphere, they have enjoyed the public freedom which comes from it less than men or even
not at all. Following Arendt, Sidonia Blättler argues that feminist should realize that issues
On the ambivalent relationship between feminism and republicanism, see Phillips, 2000. Both share an
unease with liberalism. Further research to Arendt’s position within republican thought is needed to see if all
possible feminist appreciations as well as objections to republicanism apply to Arendt’s thought as well.
130 Zerrilli, 2005a.
131 Allen, 1999a and 1999b.
132 Dietz, 2002, 132.
133 Allen, 1999b, 113.
134 Allen, 1999b, 112-13.
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become a political reality only in public articulation.135 ‘Anders als ein bloßes Faktum, das
den betroffenen diffus und schicksalhaft widerfährt und dem sie aufgrund seiner
Unfaßbarkeit ohnmächtig ausgeliefert sind, zeichnet sich eine politische Realität dadurch
aus, daß sie beschrieben, kritisiert, zurückgewiesen und bekämpft werden kann.’136 Instead
of a shared identity, the public presence of women and female-specific issues should
provide the ground for feminist mobilization. Finally, drawing from Arendt’s work and in
particular her concept of freedom, Linda Zerrilli suggests that we think about feminism as
a practice of freedom, that is, a new beginning in itself.137
The early days of each of the various waves of the feminist movement offer nice
examples of such feminist practices of freedom: its revolutionary pathos and its urgent
sense that something new is happening; its lack of ideological dogmatism; and its
abundance of taking pleasure in a public, here feminist, cause. The first feminist wave, for
example, saw the rise of the unorthodox, militant but humorous activism of the
suffragettes, in the UK organized in, among others, the Women’s Social and Political
Union (WSPU), led by Emmeline and Christabel Pankhurst. The second feminist wave saw
the equally playful-though-serious activism of the Dutch feminist movement Dolle Mina,
established in December 1969, that was open to both female and male members.138 Riot
Grrrl, a feminist underground subculture, at its height in the US in the early 1990s, is
sometimes seen as the starting point of third wave feminism.139 Though centred on music,
that is, punk rock or hardcore punk, it is a feminist movement as well, including political
activism, magazines, so-called zines, and consciousness raising groups. All the elements of
the council system are there: spontaneous emergence; associative action; its revolutionary
pathos - ‘Revolution girl style now!’ - ; the very urgent sense that something new and
empowering is happening; and, sadly, also its short-lived existence.

Blättler, 2001, 127.
Blättler, 2001, 125.
137 Zerrilli, 2005a and 2005b.
138 Linda Zerrilli elaborates the Milan women’s bookstore collective as an example of a feminist practice of
freedom. 2005a, chapter 3.
139 In 1991, in the US the Christian Coalition‘s Right to Life attack on legal abortion and the Anita Hill case
(in which Anita Hill accused Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas of sexual harassment and was mocked
by the media) aroused a spontaneous, joint protests and actions by young women (mostly students). In august
1991, an independent record label, K Records, organized an underground music festival with an all-female bill
on the first night, called ‘Revolution Girl Style Now’. At the end of 1991 the girls participating in the political
protests and / or festival had loosely organized in the movement which became known as Riot Grrrl.
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6. Gestaltswitch from justice to freedom
Arendt acknowledges the political dimension inherent in the predicaments of poverty,
oppression and discrimination. Exclusion, oppression and discrimination do not
necessarily, or at least not exclusively, refer to social invisibility or injustice, i.e.
misrecognition or maldistribution, per se, but to a lack of political freedom due to the
inaccessibility of the public sphere which allows people to be seen and heard by their fellow
citizens and to exercise their common freedom. In particular circumstances, poverty,
oppression and discrimination do constitute politically relevant issues, because they cause
public invisibility too. Arendt argues that human dignity is not brought about through
attaining social visibility or justice, i.e. economic redistribution and/or recognition of
identity groups alone, but requires the freedom to participate as well. For Arendt, the
meaning of political freedom entails the right to be seen and heard in the world, that is, to
have access to the space of appearances.
Arendt is not insensitive to the sufferings of marginalized social identities, but she
tends to think of discriminated groups in terms of a lack of freedom, rather than of
injustice, i.e. misrecognition. Their suffering refers to worldlessness, that is, to political
rather than social invisibility, because marginalization impairs political agency and
participation. She understands the wrongs inherent in the situation of the extremely poor,
slaves and discriminated groups in political rather than in socio-economic or socio-cultural
terms. Worse than social and material deprivation, which may be very real, even up to the
point of being unbearable, is their political deprivation, i.e. their invisibility as regards the
world. This political invisibility is not to be remedied through social visibility. Poverty, on
the one hand, and the exclusion of ethnic minorities, Jews and women, on the other, have
usually been considered social issues, namely socio-economic and cultural or identity issues,
but Arendt argues that the struggles against poverty or exclusion should not only be viewed
through social glasses, but could very well, and to surprising and valuable effect, be seen
through political glasses. This takes something like Gestaltswitch. A particular problem may
have both a dimension of freedom and of justice. Arendt herself uses the metaphor of a
‘double face’140. The social and the political are best seen as two, only analytically distinct,
dimensions that are inextricably linked up in reality. The social and the political are two
possible faces of single events or phenomena that touch each other, rather than two
separate processes or domains.141 Some, especially feminist, Arendt-scholars have indeed

Arendt uses the double face metaphor in Arendt, 1979, ‘On Hannah Arendt’, 318.
Although, as we have seen before, particular texts could be singled out in which Arendt reifies and
essentializes this distinction and imposes it onto reality.
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adopted an attitudinal and dynamical (as opposed to an essentialist and static) view on the
social-political distinction.142
The preceding analyses of the questions of race, poverty and gender have
demonstrated the phenomenal pertinence of Arendt’s controversial distinction between the
social and the political, namely that these questions have both social and political
dimensions that are actually experienced and partly articulated, but have got snowed under
because of the dominant socio-economic conception of the political.143 The distinction
between the social and the political is a phenomenological clarification which allows us to
distinguish between social and political dimensions of one and the same problem, conflict
or event. Problems are not in themselves social or political, but depending upon the
perspective one takes upon them, appear as either social or political. Schnell formulates this
as a hermeneutic commonplace: ‘Das Politische an sozialen, gesellschaftlichen,
ökonomischen, ökologischen und verwaltungstechnischen Angelegenheiten ist ihre
Deutung, durch die sie erst zu dem werden, was sie sind.’144 The nature of the claims of
marginalized groups turns poverty, racism and patriarchy or misogyny into social or
political problems respectively. For example, the struggle for visibility of women as women
makes feminism a struggle for recognition, that is, a social struggle; the struggle for women
as citizens, that is, for access to the public sphere, makes it a struggle for freedom and
participation and hence a political issue. It is not the what of its substance, but the how of
our interpretations and practical dealings and solutions which determine what is a social
and what a political question.
The image of the Gestaltswitch is also helpful in demonstrating that in the case of
poverty and discrimination, social and material deprivation, i.e. socio-cultural injustice or
social invisibility, go hand in hand with political deprivation, i.e. invisibility in the world and
lack of freedom. Discrimination and exclusion impair or even disable participation.
Restoring or installing human dignity and freedom demands that both be raised. It is
impossible to participate in political action on an empty stomach or if one belongs to a
group which is excluded categorically from the public realm. But although lifting absolute
material and physical wants and group-specific discrimination is a necessary condition for
political action, it is far from sufficient, nor is it in itself a political pursuit, Arendt held. The
proliferation of passive victimhood is the price to be paid for the exclusive struggle for

Allen, 1999a, 1999b; Honig, 1992, 1993a, 1993b, 1995; Bickford, 1995, 1996; among others.
In the Conclusion, I will demonstrate the contemporary political relevance of this distinction and present
some topical examples of this distinction between the social and the political, the perversions of the public
sphere that occur as soon as the political is usurped by the social.
144 Schnell, 1995, 274; cf. chapter 1.
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social visibility. The struggle for public visibility, on the contrary, is characterized by
participation and active appearance.145
What is the significance of the preservation of the distinction between the social and
the political and, subsequently, of the struggle for political rather than social visibility?
According to Arendt, the political itself and consequentially political freedom are at stake.146
She calls for saving the common world or for the re-politicization of the public world,
against the socialization and moralization of the political. In contemporary words, this
means a ‘return of the political’147. This shift from an orientation on social to one on
political in/visibility, implies a turn from a focus on the self and nature, as it is expressed,
for example, in identity politics and political economy, to the world. What is eventually at
stake in saving the political, Arendt argues, is the redemption of freedom. The
phenomenon of freedom that Arendt celebrates also plays an important role in the social
movements I have discussed in this chapter: the labour movement and, more recently,
alter-globalisation; the civil rights movement and the feminist movement.
Arendt’s is a republican and phenomenological, rather than a liberal concept of
freedom.148 According to Philip Pettit, liberalism emphasizes freedom from interference,
including the law, while republicanism emphasizes freedom from coercion, domination or
what Arendt calls rule. In the republican conception, freedom is to be guaranteed by the
rule of law.149 In both cases, especially in the case of liberalism, emphasis is on negative
freedom. I would, however, add that both traditions also entertain a positive conception of
freedom. The liberal philosopher John Stuart Mill, for example, embraces a concept of
freedom as autonomy or sovereignty over self, as he calls it. Think of the famous line in On
liberty: ‘Over himself, over his own body and mind, the individual is sovereign.’150 Generally
speaking though, the negative dimension of freedom is liberalism’s ‘conceptual core’.151 The
positive dimension of Arendt’s concept of freedom is much more extended. Above all it
refers to civic participation, participatory citizenship and to the freedom to be ‘participators
in government’152. This notion of participatory freedom is closely related to her positive
concept of power as empowerment. An important difference between the liberal and
Arendt’s republican concept of freedom, is that liberals posit the value of safeguarding the
See chapter 6.
Cf. Marchart, 2005, 92-94 and Villa, 2008. On Arendt’s conception of freedom in relation to both the
liberal and the republican tradition, see Wellmer, 2000, 223-32.
147 This is the title of a book by Chantal Mouffe, 2005.
148 Classical liberal accounts of freedom include Berlin, 1969 and Mill, 1985 [1859].
149 Pettit, 1997, 2001.
150 Mill, 1985 [1859], 69.
151 King, 1992, 26-27.
152 OR, 244.
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private sphere against state interference. Liberals also pursue eventual liberation from
politics as a source of bondage. Arendt’s freedom, on the contrary, is public; it concerns
the ability to shape the common world in associative, public action. She also embraces
politics as a source of freedom, not as a limitation of it.
For Arendt as a phenomenologist, freedom also refers to the human condition of
natality and to plurality, because freedom can only come about amidst and together with
other citizens in public space. Because of its uncontrollability, irreversibility and
unpredictability, action is contingent. The outcome of action completely lacks any
necessity; it is never compelling. Because of the condition of plurality, each deed and word
has the same unpredictable quality of making something unexpected happen. Indeed, the
plurality of the common world implies that as soon as an action is initiated, it is inserted in
an intersubjective network. Contingency is the condition of newness, of action as
beginning and initiative. As such, contingency is the necessary condition of freedom.153
Due to the condition of natality, human existence and action are fundamentally open,
spontaneous and creative. Human action, unlike behavior, is not causally determined,
neither by our past, nor by our genes, etc. Arendt identifies this capacity to begin, to initiate
something that did not exist before and cannot be deduced from precedents, as the
principle of freedom. Arendt calls this ability to start something new natality. The principle
of natality is the key to human freedom. Thus, freedom in the Arendtian sense does not
refer to freedom of choice or freedom of will, but to contingency, to the inherent
spontaneity and unpredictability of action and speech and to newness, the human capacity
of making new beginnings.154
Thus, freedom in Arendt’s sense is dependent upon plurality, for it can only come
about amidst and together with other citizens in public space. Therefore, freedom is always
public or political freedom for Arendt. It can only emerge and exist whenever and as long
as citizens act in concert. Someone like Robinson Crusoe cannot be free in the Arendtian
sense, since his island lacked plurality. Participatory freedom is Arendt’s alternative to
justice as the political value par excellence. It is, as she said, the Sinn, meaning of politics.155
Participation is the alternative she proposes to redistribution of goods and to recognition
of social identities as the key to the political. In Arendt’s view, civic action or participation
is not a means to an end, such as a just society, not even to freedom, as if that would be
The contingency of action is not the sufficient condition for freedom, for human action always has
unpredictable, but not always new outcomes. Action always brings about change, but change does not always
imply a new beginning.
154 See chapter 2 for the Arendtian notion of natality and its relation to contingency, spontaneity, newness
and freedom.
155 WP, 12.
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something static one could possess. Action carries its goal, namely freedom, in itself.
Freedom is not something external to political action, but emerges in political participation
and action itself. In this sense, politics is not the way to reach freedom, to make it real.
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Amor Mundi

1. The paradox of distance and engagement
Arendt’s approach of political phenomena is often considered as suffering from elitism and
aloofness; her performance as a public intellectual regarded as cool, distant, arrogant and
impersonal. Ralph Ellison has probably voiced this criticism most eloquently, sarcastically
accusing Arendt of speaking with ‘Olympian authority’.1 Along the same lines, though in
somewhat more neutral terms, Adam Kirsch recently established in an article in The New
Yorker that ‘if it is true that, as Arendt once observed, ‘in the works of a great writer we can
almost always find a consistent metaphor peculiar to him alone in which his whole work
seems to come to a focus’, then her thought is certainly focused on the image of distance
or separation.’2
Indeed, throughout her work Arendt stresses distance, i.e. the in-between, or interesse, the world that is public and which we as human beings share. She takes great pains to
argue that the removal or destruction of this distance is catastrophic for the human affairs,
her preferred description of the political. This is exactly what happens in those warm
interpersonal feelings and rapport which are varieties of love of Man, which I will call Amor
Hominis, such as compassion, charity, Ahabath Israel, i.e. love of the Jewish people, brotherand sisterhood, and even in the Enlightenment discourse of human rights. It is also
destroyed, in her view, when the political is usurped by the social, that is, when the political
value of freedom gives way to social, i.e. socio-economic and socio-cultural, justice, the
pursuit of private interest, albeit enlightened, and moral considerations. In other words, the
distance that the world puts between us is destroyed whenever politics is reduced to a
means to elevate poverty, to acquire wealth or socio-cultural recognition, or to moral
considerations. And she consistently stresses the significance of those activities that enable
or preserve this distance, such as the mutual granting of legal personality, i.e. the mask, the
Ellison, 2003 [1964], 156. For Ellison’s criticism of Arendt’s essay ‘Reflections on Little Rock’, also see an
interview with Warren, 1965, 343-44.
2 Kirsch, 2009
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protection of the private sphere of natural invisibility, and the opening up of a public space
in which citizens can participate and interact with each other as free and equal peers, on the
basis of respect and civic friendship. Arendtian actors and spectators are, indeed, proud
individuals.
This pathos of distance is expressed in the primacy Arendt attributes to the world
over Man, over life itself and over the self.3 Politics, she writes, is ‘concerned with the
world as such and not with those who live in it.’4 ‘The world has interests of its own.’5 One
of the most important insights that Arendt provides is her acknowledgment that it is not
just plain hatred of the world, Contemptus Mundi, but also love of Man, Amor Hominis, that is
capable of inflicting harm and catastrophes in politics.6 Arendt’s pathos of distance is often
misunderstood as elitism, whereas it, on the contrary, enables a sharing of the world and a
non-sentimental humanism, as I will show in the subsequent sections.
What is overlooked in the accusations of Arendt’s aloofness, though, is that
‘distance’ is not the only metaphor or image that is typical of her approach of the political.
In the previous chapters I have argued that her work is as much characterized by a
hermeneutic-phenomenological attitude of engagement. To be sure, the juxtaposition of
distance and engagement is anything but a contradiction, nor is it an attempt at finding a
middle ground between, even less so a reconciliation of, two opposed concepts. On the
contrary, distance and engagement constitute a paradox, in the Arendtian sense. Arendtian
paradoxes are phenomenological deconstructions that elucidate the lack of fit between
theoretically, metaphysically and scientifically motivated conceptual motifs, often
Cf. the notion of the ‘pathos of distance’ in Nietzsche, 2002 [1886], §257, 151-52; idem, 1994, essay I, 2 and
essay III, 14, pp. 12-13, 97. However, Nietzsche’s aristocratic pathos of distance is, in fact, a pathos of
hierarchy or domination, of superiority of the strong individual over the weak ones. Despite her much
decried elitism and her insistence on pride, nowhere in Arendt’s work, however, do we encounter such a
pathos of hierarchy. In fact, she rejects any notion of rule and sovereignty and the elevation of the few over
the many (LKPP).
4 Arendt, ‘Freedom and Politics. A Lecture’, 1961b, 2000. Cf. ‘Courage liberates men from their worry about
life for the freedom of the world. Courage is indispensable because in politics not life but the world is at
stake.’ (‘What is freedom?’, BPF, 156).
5 ‘On violence’, CR, 175.
6 The concept of Amor Mundi that she borrowed from Augustine, with whose concept of love her dissertation
dealt, is Arendt’s herself. She mentioned it only once, in a letter to Karl Jaspers from August 6, 1955. From
this letter, it becomes clear that she originally planned to call the book she was writing at that moment Amor
Mundi. ‘Ja, die Weite der Welt möchte ich Ihnen diesmal bringen. Ich habe so spät, eigentlich erst in den
letzten Jahren, angefangen die Welt wirklich zu lieben, daß ich es eigentlich können müßte. Aus Dankbarkeit
will ich mein Buch über politische Theorien ‘Amor Mundi’ nennen.’ (Saner, 1985, 301) Eventually, she
changed the title to The human condition. In Medieval theology, Amor Mundi is opposed to Contemptus Mundi. I
devised the term Amor Hominis myself, with the help of Louis van den Hengel.
3
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oppositions, contradictions or dualisms, on the one hand, and the existential roots and
experiences from which these motifs derive, on the other hand. Arendt’s work abounds in
paradoxes, since as a phenomenologist she strives to do justice to the experience of
phenomena. Indeed, human existence itself is full of paradoxes.7 In this case as in so many
others, Arendt deconstructs the opposition of distance and engagement by uncovering how
the interdependence of engagement and distance is presupposed in the activity of judgment
and the formation of opinion. Most importantly, the paradox of distance and engagement
is expressed in Arendt’s phenomenological understanding of the world as the in-between,
that ‘relates and separates men at the same time.’8
The scholarly, or more generally existential, pathos or ethos which permeates
Arendt’s work is Amor Mundi, love or care for the world, or, in her description of Lessing’s
ethos that could as well be applied to herself, ‘partisanship for the world’.9 Arendt could be
considered an engaged intellectual. However, as this title in her time was associated with
ideologically committed Marxist fellow travelers, such as Sartre and Brecht, she eschewed it
wholeheartedly.
In this conclusion, I will explicate the ethos of Amor Mundi and its counterparts,
Amor Hominis and Contemptus Mundi. This way I will address all the key issues I raised in the
preceding chapters. In the second half of this chapter, I will demonstrate the urgency and
relevancy of this ethos and its current challenges.
Amor Mundi
The scholarly ethos of commitment to phenomena, events, facts, and appearances that
Arendt calls for is a precondition of Amor Mundi.10 This ethos appeals to the cultivation and
exercise of a radical openness to and engagement with the factual, that is, contingent and
unpredictable nature of events and phenomena. The engaged spectator exemplarily plays
out the paradox of distance and engagement inherent in Amor Mundi. She lets herself be
addressed by what she investigates, but she is not involved or a participant, as the actor is.
The scholar-as-spectator abandons the subject-object dualism of the scholar-as-observer.
The objectification of human action is replaced by the acknowledgment of the inherent
meaningfulness of human action. Amor Mundi enables intersubjective validity or situated
impartiality on the judgment, understanding and opinions we achieve as engaged
spectators.11 By informing and initiating the hermeneutic process of understanding, i.e. the
For my description of Arendtian paradoxes, see chapter 1.
HC, 52.
9 ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT.
10 See chapter 1.
11 See chapter 1.
7
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hermeneutic circle, Amor Mundi enables a kind of validity that is an alternative to
standpoints which are either detached or involved. The detached standpoint is the
objectivist one of scientism and strong empiricism, as expressed in the Archimedian ideal
of objectivity. Instead of meaningful, the world is considered but a collection of sense data
‘out there’. The involved standpoint could be called subjectivist. Subjectivism implies the
absence of representative thinking or erweiterte Denkungsart, the representation in one’s
imagination of views others might have on a particular situation. In fact, in subjectivism,
one withdraws from the world altogether, and confines oneself in a self-enclosed universe,
whether it is the mind with its metaphysical and logical reasoning or the soul with its
emotions and romantic soul-searching.
Amor Mundi finds expression in a plethora of human activities that I described in the
preceding chapters, such as speech and action, i.e. participation, interaction, and taking
initiative12; judging, including making distinctions, understanding, storytelling and the
formation and exchange of opinions13; promising and concluding contracts14; seeking,
exploring and telling factual truths15; and marginalized groups’ struggle for political
visibility16. These world-disclosive activities, among others, ensure the generation and
maintenance of the public and common intersubjective world. Likewise, Amor Mundi is
expressed in practices and phenomena, such as civic friendship, the kind of being-together
of citizens which ‘is not intimately personal but makes political demands and preserves
reference to the world’17; power, i.e. action-in-concert18; common sense19; and in fidelity to
factual truth and contingency20. Additionally, Amor Mundi is expressed in the worldbuilding activities of the fabrication of utensils, institutions, laws, works of art, etc., that
together constitute the material world. It also becomes manifest in contracts, which are an
effect of mutual promising, and which are subsequently materialized and institutionally
See chapter 2.
See chapter 1-4.
14 See chapter 3.
15 See chapter 2.
16 For example the black civil rights movement, feminist practices of freedom, labor movement, alterglobalization movement. See chapter 8.
17 ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 25. Cf. ‘a kind of friendship without intimacy and without closeness;
[the] regard for a person from the distance which the space of the world puts between us.’ (HC, 243) and
‘This converse (in contrast to the intimate talk in which individuals speak about themselves), permeated
though it may be by pleasure in the friend’s presence, is concerned with the common world, which remains
‘inhuman’ in a very literal sense unless it is constantly talked about by human beings.’ (‘On humanity in dark
times’, MDT, 24-25). See chapter 5.
18 See chapter 3 and 8.
19 See chapter 4.
20 See chapter 2.
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embodied in covenants, treaties, constitutions, the law, etc.21 These institutions and the
standards they establish constitute ‘something men have in common in a worldly reality
perceived by the senses or by the mind.’22
The attitude, activities and practices of Amor Mundi enable stability; reality;
meaningfulness; commonality; publicity, visibility and the appearance of who we are; and
public freedom. These values are the gifts of worldly human existence. Without the
material world human beings build themselves, including buildings, constitutions and laws,
human existence loses its stability. Isolated from the presence of and interaction with
others he encounters in the world, the individual loses his sense of reality.23 The
constitutive role of stories, judgments and opinions also consists in disclosing the meaning
of the very fragile immaterial intersubjective dimension of the world. Only through a
plurality of stories, judgments and opinions concerning the same reality, that is, the same
phenomena, events, facts and states of affairs, does the world become a common world.
For the world is not a common world as a matter of course and everyone’s place in it
cannot be taken for granted.24 A common world is also a public world, in the sense of a
stage for appearance. Without it, we cannot appear as who we are, that is, as individuals
with a unique biography. Hence the significance of public, participatory visibility, as distinct
from, but enabled by, natural invisibility, which reveals some aspects of the person, that is,
the who, δαίµων or men-as-citizens; and conceals other, that is, what or man-as-naturalman, through the distinction between the private and the public sphere and through the
mask of legal personality. Together, stability, reality, meaningfulness, commonality and
publicity enable freedom. In Arendt’s view, freedom is a public quality that refers to civic
participation and power in the sense of action-in-concert. It concerns the ability to shape
the common world in associative, public action and as such it is a thoroughly worldly
experience.
In other words, humans are worldly beings. Their situatedness becomes manifest in
the human conditions. Human beings and their natural and worldly environment are
mutually conditional. We are not simply specimens of some worldless universal humankind
who find themselves over and against others, our bodies and the world.25 What is at stake
in care for the world, becomes clear when we consider, reversely, what is lost when Amor
Mundi withers away. Without Amor Mundi, the human world slowly disappears, that is, it
ceases being a space of freedom and loses its public character, its commonality, its
See chapter 3.
HC, 299.
23 See chapter 1 and 4 on our sense of the real.
24 See part II on the commonness of the world.
25 On the idea of human conditions and the deconstruction of the subject-object dualism, see chapter 2.
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meaningfulness, reality and stability. It takes no less than a Gestaltswitch, from self to world,
to recognize its importance. For the world is the fragile human home and therefore more
important than individual human beings. Without a world, the earth is inhospitable and
unlivable for human beings, a wasteland in which individuals may be able to survive, but
which is unfit for a dignified human existence. Our continued care for the world is needed
in order to keep it a place in which we can be at home and exercise our freedom.
Contemptus Mundi
Amor Mundi is opposed to Amor Hominis, as we have seen. Still, it runs as much counter to
another de-politicizing pathos, Contemptus Mundi, hatred of the world. Contemptus Mundi is
expressed in a variety of phenomena, ranging from the totalitarian experience, metaphysics
and ideologies, to modern subjectivism. Obviously, these phenomena differ widely with
respect to their physical destructiveness. The very rage against the world that totalitarianism
accomplishes, made Arendt aware of the value and significance of worldliness, and of our
continued effort to keep it a public and common space in the first place. Totalitarian
Contemptus Mundi is expressed on multiple levels. As an ideology, totalitarianism disdains
facts and common sense. This is a more general feature that all ideologies share. Another
feature of the ideological hatred for the world, is the desire to change Humankind and
create New Man. However, Arendt writes, ‘we can no[t] change a world by changing the
people in it (…). If we want to change an institution, an organization, some public body
existing within the world, we can only revise its constitution, its laws, its statutes, and hope
that all the rest will take care of itself.’26 Next, through terror, totalitarianism destroys both
public and private life, and hence human plurality. And since plurality and worldliness are
mutually conditional, a loss of plurality also means a loss of world.
Less obviously, because without direct violence, metaphysics has been hostile to the
visible world of appearances ever since Plato. The metaphysical fallacies and prejudices are
the clearest corollaries of the typically metaphysical Contemptus Mundi.27 Modern Cartesian
metaphysics is no less aversive to the world. Rather than the ancient metaphysical flight
from the visible, versatile and contingent world of appearances into an invisible and
immutable world of True Being, for example Plato’s world of Ideas, modern metaphysics
executes a flight from the world into the Self, mind or consciousness. Philosophy in
Descartes and Hobbes becomes a ‘playing of the mind with itself’28, in Arendt’s view. Thus,
modern metaphysics prepared the way for a much broader subjectivist turn in culture in

IP, 106; cf. IP, 104-06.
For a discussion of the metaphysical fallacies and prejudices, see chapter 1.
28 HC, 284.
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Romanticism, the indulgence in inwardness and the romantic idea of a deep self, to be
discovered through introspection.
Amor Hominis
World-alienation and loss of freedom do not just occur in the phenomena of Contemptus
Mundi, but also, potentially, in those of Amor Hominis. In the political, Arendt holds, the
ethos of Amor Mundi should take precedence over Amor Hominis, care for the self, ‘whether
this self is your body or your soul.’29 Care for the body, or life itself, and care for the soul
or psyche, are the main shapes of Amor Hominis.
The care for life itself, for our physical and material wants and interests, is an
important ingredient of the activities of the private and social spheres, labor and work. As
natural embodied beings, i.e. as members of the species homo sapiens, we all need oxygen,
shelter, food, water, clothing, health, care, love, safety, i.e. personal and physical integrity,
recognition of our personal and socio-cultural identities, and the like. These basic needs are
absolute and, quite literally, beyond discussion, because they are indeed compelling.
Without meeting these needs, human beings will simply not survive. They are absolutely
necessary for the integrity of the self and the body. Besides, this does not mean we cannot
interpret, reflect upon and discuss these needs, in particular in negotiating the way they
should be fulfilled.30 But although guaranteeing the physical, psychological and social
survival of the person is a necessary condition for political action, it is far from sufficient,
nor is it in itself a political pursuit, Arendt held. The political is usurped by the social as
soon as natural and social needs become the substance of politics, that is, if the political is
reduced to pursuing private or group interests, the promotion of wealth or welfare, social
justice, whether socio-economic redistribution or socio-cultural recognition. Whenever care
for the world is replaced by care for life itself, public freedom is jeopardized. In Arendt’s
view, on the contrary, political action and the public sphere should center on the res publica,
i.e. on that which is of concern to everyone, on debate, interaction, participation, and as a
consequence on public freedom. As far as the political is concerned, her answer to the
question ‘Redistribution or recognition?’ would be: ‘Participation’! This would imply a shift
from justice to freedom as the key value of the political.31
The ethos of the political is care for the world; the ethos of the moral is care for the
soul. ‘In the center of moral considerations of human conduct stands the self, in the center
of political considerations of human conduct stands the world.’32. Arendt provocatively
Arendt, ‘On Hannah Arendt’, 1979, 311.
See chapter 2, §4.
31 See the discussion between Nancy Fraser and Axel Honneth in: Fraser and Honneth, 2003.
32 ‘Collective responsibility’, 1987 [1968], 47.
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assumes that morality, that is, moral codes and rules of conduct, conscience and the value
of goodness, is out of place in the public, political sphere. She seems to be particularly fond
of Machiavelli’s assertion that ‘I love my native city more than my soul’, which, in Arendt’s
interpretation, means: ‘I love the world and its future more than my life or my self.’33 And
she agrees with Brecht’s insight that ‘on the day that you must leave the world it will be of
greater consequence to leave behind you a better world than to have been good.’34
To be sure, in the private and social spheres, morality, the care of the self, is
appropriate and legitimate. Our conscience demands the agreement, or friendship between
me and myself, the two-in-one of the thinking process, as Arendt calls it repeatedly. In
order to be able to live with myself, who, indeed, is the one person I simply cannot desert,
‘it is better to be wronged than to do wrong’, as a Socratic wisdom reads that Arendts
wholeheartedly agrees with, since ‘you can remain the friend of the sufferer’, but ‘who
would want to be the friend of and have to live together with a murderer?’35 The side effect
of thinking, i.e. the conversation between me and myself, is the striving for integrity of the
self, that is, the agreement between me and myself, that Arendt calls the conscience.
Arendt illustrates the latter with the impressive example of the internal dialogue of
Shakespeare’s Richard III after committing many crimes.36 Conscience, in other words, is
interested in the self, in coming to terms with oneself, that is, in the preservation of the
self’s integrity or moral health37. It is not, however, concerned with the public good and the
preservation of the world. In Canovan’s words:
[T]here is a difference between looking at a political issue from a private point of
view, asking ‘what does my conscience demand of me?’, and looking at it from a
LKPP, 50. Cf. OR, 37 plus n.20 (286); HC, 57-58, 77-78; ‘What is authority?’, BPF, 136-41.
MDT, 236. Cf. Arendt on Lincoln: Canovan, 1985, 638.
35 Arendt, ‘Thinking and Moral considerations’, RJ, 185.
36 ‘O coward conscience, how dost thou afflict me! / The lights burn blue. It is now dead midnight. / Cold
fearful drops stand on my trembling flesh. / What do I fear? Myself? There's none else by. / Richard loves
Richard, that is,, I am I. / Is there a murderer here? No. Yes, I am. / Then fly. What, from myself? Great
reason why - / Lest I revenge. What, myself upon myself? / Alack, I love myself. Wherefore? For any good /
That I myself have done unto myself? / O no! Alas, I rather hate myself / For hateful deeds committed by
myself. / I am a villain; yet I lie, I am not. / Fool, of thyself speak well; fool, do not flatter: / My conscience
hath a thousand several tongues. / And every tongue brings in a several tale. / And every tale condemns me
for a villain. / Perjury, perjury, in the highest degree; / Murder, stern murder, in the direst degree. / All
several sins, all us’d in each degree / throng to the bar, crying all, ‘Guilty! Guilty!’ / I shall despair; there is no
creature loves me. / And if I die no soul will pity me. / And wherefore should they, since that I myself /
Find in myself no pity to myself? / Methought the souls of all that I had murder’d / Came to my tent, and
every one did threat / To-morrow's vengeance on the head of Richard.’ (Shakespeare, Richard III, 1591, Act
V, scene 3, 3681-708) Cf. Arendt, ‘Thinking and moral considerations’, RJ, 185.
37 ‘Truth and politics’, BPF, 245.
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public point of view, saying ‘what will become of the polity, and what actions must I
take to promote the public good?’. (...) [Arendt’s] point (...) was (...) to underline the
difference between living as a private individual with a conscience and living together
with others in a public world for which all are jointly responsible.38
This is where the crucial difference between, on the one hand, conscientious objection and,
on the other hand, civil disobedience lies.39 Except in emergencies, under very rare
conditions, conscience has no place in the political sphere, or rather, it undermines the
political, which takes its starting point in plurality instead of in the duality of me and
myself.40
An example of a line of action inspired by Amor Hominis of which Arendt is
particularly critical, is the application of, mostly well-intended, compassionate and
charitable feelings in the political domain. A case in point is the politics of compassion that
inspired the French revolution and the formulation of the Declaration des droits de l’homme et
du citoyen, the basis of the modern liberal discourse of human rights.41 Arendt’s criticism, to
be sure, does not concern the much-heard decrial of the alleged hypocrisy of compassion
and charity with respect to underprivileged people, including those devoid of civil right, but
their de-politicizing consequences. Declaring someone else to be after all a human being
like you and me, and hence worthy of compassion or charity, is anything but an assertion
of her political status. This will not gain her recognition as a citizen with a legal personality.
Neither is charity a solution to the fate of de-juridified persons, because it does not earn
them rights: ‘Charity is no right. Charity should come after justice is done. This is as old as
the hills. To throw them [refugees, the stateless] into the lap of charity organizations meant
practically: they are completely rightless. [They have] no right to live in the sense [of: they
have] no business to be on the earth.’42 The pivotal question is therefore how public
visibility can be gained or reclaimed, without natural visibility.
Amor Hominis is the conventional definition of humanism. And indeed, this type of
humanism is an appropriate ideal in private and social intercourse between people. In the
political domain, however, the humanism of Amor Hominis is out of place and even
dangerous. Still, this ethos is not the only possible substance of public humanism. In the

Canovan, 1985, 638.
See chapter 8.
40 See Arendt’s analysis of Adolf Eichmann’s ‘thoughtlessness’, most clearly in ‘Thinking and moral
considerations’, RJ, 188-89.
41 On Arendt’s criticism of the Rousseauan politics of compassion, see chapter 3. On Arendt’s criticism of
the Declaration des droits de l’homme et du citoyen and the Enlightenment discourse of human rights, see chapter 7.
42 Arendt, 1955, ‘Statelessness’, 1.
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next section, I will argue that Arendt, despite her disapproval of the ethos of Amor Hominis
in the public sphere, is a humanist, in a non-sentimental sense.
Arendt’s humanism
What we share as human beings, is not a common human nature, but the world through
which we relate to each other. We need this detour through the public world that we share
with others to achieve and maintain a meaningful and truly human life. That is, a life in
which human beings can rise above the level of being an animal species having to deal with
the necessities of survival, in order to achieve a biography, i.e. a life which through its
contribution in word and deed, tells a story and hence is distinguishable and memorable.
Humanity or human dignity comes about in love of the world, Amor Mundi. This, again, is
an Arendtian-style paradox, for it implies that humanity consists in worldliness. Reversely,
Arendt’s concern about loss of world and world alienation refers to a desire to save
humanity and meaningfulness from barbarity and meaninglessness. ‘Outside the body
politic, man’s life [is] without meaning and dignity’.43 Humanity does not refer to a given
human nature and inalienable human dignity with which we would be endowed by birth.
On the contrary, humanity is to be actively acquired, granted and maintained; it requires a
political endeavor. Humanity and meaningfulness are values which are to be retrieved
from, on the one hand, the non-humanity of an indifferent nature and of imprisonment in
subjectivism; and, on the other hand, the inhumanity of a life led outside the spotlights of
the public world or fully exposed to it. The first retrieval refers to world-building, the
fabrication of a stable, material world which constitutes a barrier or buffer over and against
the impermanence, constant motion and futility of nature and life itself. This retrieval
means ‘developing nature into a dwelling place for a people’, ‘fit for human habitation’
through the activity of work.44
However, the material world of the artifact is a necessary but not a sufficient
precondition for a truly human life. Humanity and meaningfulness are also to be retrieved
from the inhumanity of an obscure and / or an exposed life, that is, a life completely
withdrawn from the intersubjective public world and / or without an intact private sphere
into which to withdraw from the public. This fate traditionally befell slaves and women,
whose lives were reduced to labor in the private sphere. It is still common in many parts of
the world, from the modern slaves in Asian sweatshops, to the formal or informal
exclusion of women from the public sphere in some African and (Middle) Eastern
countries. In the present Western world, we see it primarily among illegal immigrants. The
43
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‘The modern concept of history’, BPF, 71.
‘The crisis in culture’, BPF, 212-13.
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spread of surveillance, though, increasingly exposes citizens by depriving them of the
protective mask of legal personality as well.45 This second retrieval refers to worlddisclosure and to the value of human dignity as exemplified in the Roman ideal of humanitas
that ‘manifests itself in a readiness to share the world with other men.’46 The world only
becomes truly human through speech, discursive articulation, and the perpetual discussion
among human beings about it.
[T]he world is not humane just because it is made by human beings, and it does not
become humane just because the human voice sounds in it, but only when it has
become the topic of discourse. However much we are affected by the things of the
world, however deeply they may stir and stimulate us, they become human for us
only when we can discuss them with our fellows. Whatever cannot become the
object of discourse - the truly sublime, the truly horrible or the uncanny - may find a
human voice through which to sound into the world, but it is not exactly human. (...)
We humanize what is going on in the world and in ourselves only by speaking of it,
and in the course of speaking of it we learn to be human.
Arendt compares this perpetual discussion to the one in civic friendship, which ‘in contrast
to the intimate talk in which individuals speak about themselves (...) is concerned with the
common world.’47
According to Arendt, the Roman notion of humanitas and the Kantian notion of
Humanität refer to validity ‘without being objective’ and beyond ‘mere subjectivity’; indeed,
the intersubjective validity or situated impartiality the engaged spectator achieves in her
pursuit of understanding.48 It is ‘never acquired in solitude’, she adds, but ‘can be achieved
only by one who has thrown his life and his person into the ‘venture into the public
realm’’.49 Outside of the common world, this humanity cannot emerge and flourish. It is
only possible under the condition of appearance and hence participatory visibility in the
public world, for it is only there that one can do justice to the human condition of plurality.
The humanity which is achieved in the constitution and maintenance of the material
and the intersubjective world, though, is not characterized by warm feelings but by the
distance of intersubjectivity. Though actions and events may certainly evoke euphoric
enthusiasm and hope concerning the state and future of humankind, humanity is not about
warm feelings for one’s fellow citizens. The world is not the sum total of human beings
dwelling in it, but consists in the relationships between people, and thus it is a quality of
See chapter 7.
MDT, 25.
47 ‘On humanity in dark times’, MDT, 24-25.
48 ‘Karl Jaspers: a laudatio’, MDT, 73.
49 ‘Karl Jaspers: a laudatio’, MDT, 73-74.
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something that lies in-between human beings.50 Human beings have to relate to the world
outside of, but not separate from, them, to become who they are.
I would call the ethos of Amor Mundi the Arendtian brand of humanism. To be sure,
it is a humanism of a peculiar kind that has little to do with the humanism for which
postmodernist thinkers blame modernist thinkers.51 Following to some extent from her
hermeneutic phenomenological approach, Arendt’s particular brand of humanism should
not be confused with what is commonly, in either modernist, postmodernist or
existentialist terms, understood by humanism. It is a humanism that refers to the
cultivation of human taste that is, the very starting point of the hermeneutic process of
common sense, understanding and judging.52 Taste is a worldly faculty because it ‘judges
the world in its appearance and in its worldliness; its interest in the world is purely
‘disinterested’, and that means that neither the life interests of the individual nor the moral
interests of the self are involved here. For judgments of taste, the world is the primary
thing, not man, neither man’s life nor his self.’53 For this reason, Arendt calls taste ‘the
political capacity that truly humanizes the beautiful and creates a culture.’54
Arendt’s reference to taste is far removed from the aestheticism that some ascribed
to her. As a hermeneutic phenomenologist, she insists on the worldliness of taste and its
role as a starting point for judging, opinionating, distinguishing and understanding.
Through taste, the spectator’s engagement with the world gets shape; through imagination
and representative thinking her distance. Both are part of the circular process of
understanding and judging. That is, by disclosing the direct appeal and significance of a
phenomenon, taste opens the circle of understanding which, through the distancing of
imagination, comes full circle in explicit understanding of its meaning. However, it is
equally removed from an ethical or moral view on politics.55
In order to qualify her worldly humanism, I will now quote at length Arendt’s
comments on the following statement by Cicero: ‘Errare mehercule malo cum Plato... quam cum
istis (sc. Pythagoraeis) vera sentire’ (‘I prefer before heaven to go astray with Plato rather than
hold true views with his opponents’).
What Cicero in fact says is that for the true humanist neither the verities of the
scientist nor the truth of the philosopher nor the beauty of the artist can be
Cf. Marchart, 2006, 37.
See Introduction.
52 See chapter 1 and 4.
53 BPF, 222.
54 BPF, 224.
55 For the early debate between those defending an aestheticist reading of Arendt’s work and those defending
an ethical reading, see Introduction.
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absolutes; the humanist, because he is not a specialist, exerts a faculty of judgment
and taste which is beyond the coercion which each specialty imposes upon us. This
Roman humanitas applied to men who were free in every respect, for whom the
question of freedom, of not being coerced, was the decisive one - even in
philosophy, even in science, even in the arts. (...) This humanism is the result of the
cultura animi, of an attitude that knows how to take care and preserve and admire the
things of the world. As such, it has the task of arbitrating and mediating between the
purely political and the purely fabricating activities, which are opposed to each other
in many ways. As humanists we can rise above these conflicts between the statesman
and the artist as we can rise in freedom above the specialties which we all must learn
and pursue. We can rise above specialization and philistinism of all sorts to the
extent that we can learn how to exercise our taste freely. (...) [W]e may remember
what the Romans - the first people that took culture seriously the way we do thought a cultivated person ought to be: one who knows how to choose his company
among men, among things, among thoughts, in the present as well as in the past.56

2. Today’s forms of Amor Mundi, Contemptus Mundi and Amor Hominis
Arendt’s hermeneutic phenomenology of the political and its ethos of Amor Mundi could
throw a new and clarifying light on present-day social and political issues. Current examples
of practices that breath the ethos of Amor Mundi, in other words, of practices of freedom,
include forms of civil disobedience, civic discussion and grassroots civic initiatives, ranging
from neighborhood committees to movements of concerned citizens organizing around
civil rights issues.57 Obviously, examples are too numerous to list. Interesting examples
include those of organizations of citizens who are concerned with the present undermining
of privacy, such as in the Netherlands Bits of Freedom58 and Het nieuwe rijk59, the European

BPF, 224-26.
On the present state of citizens’ social and political participation and engagement in the Netherlands, see
Bijl, 2009, chapter 8: ‘Maatschappelijke en politieke participatie en betrokkenheid’, (239-72). It is striking,
though, that the authors of this report conceptualize participation and engagement in terms of their
contribution to government policies and aims, namely ‘social cohesion’, ‘integration’, ‘maintaining facilities
for voluntary work and informal health care’, ‘empowerment of disadvantaged groups’ and ‘mobilizing
knowledge and experiences of those concerned in order to improve policies and public services’ (240). This is
highly ironic in the light of my discussion of the moralization of the political below.
58 www.bof.nl
59 www.hetnieuwerijk.nl
56
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Digital Rights Initiative (EDRi)60 and in the US Electronic Frontier Foundation61. Initiatives
include public campaigning, lobbying and the annual award of the Big Brother Award in
many European countries. DBCvrij.nl62 and De vrije psych63 are committed to the protection
of the privacy of patients and clients of psychotherapists and psychiatrists which the
current system of patient registration64 jeopardizes. Another example is the Alterglobalization movement.65 The 2008 presidential Campaign of Barack Obama is another
case in point. Apart from the fact that this campaign was obviously a very smart and highly
effective marketing instrument of Obama’s presidency, among others through its
innovative and extensive use of new media (internet, social network sites, weblogs, textmessages, etc.), powerful artwork (posters, logos), slogans (‘yes we can!’) and pop songs, it
also managed to mobilize groups of formerly a-political citizens, in particular teenagers and
bring them to civic awareness and discussion about their political opinions. Another
current example is the ‘Green revolution’ in Iran, i.e. the coordinated protests, or organized
dissent, against the dictatorial regime of president Ahmadinejad and in favor of the
opposition candidate since the fraudulent presidential elections on June 12, 2009.
Amor Mundi is also reflected in the classical ethos of journalism. This journalistic
ethos is often codified.66 Important aspects of Amor Mundi are expressed in the standards
and principles of truthfulness and accuracy, on the one hand, and fairness or audi alteram
partem, hearing both sides of the argument, on the other hand.67 Truthfulness and accuracy
www.edri.org
www.eff.org
62 www.dbcvrij.nl
63 www.devrijepsych.nl
64 The so-called DBC system refers to Diagnose Behandel Combinatie, ‘Diagnosis Treatment Combination’. I
will explain this system and its implications for patients’ privacy in more detail below.
65 See chapter 8.
66 For example in the Council of Europe’s Resolution 1003 (1993); the Declaration of principles on the
conduct of journalists (also called the Bordeaux Code) of the International Federation of Journalists (1954 /
1986); and in the Netherlands in the Code of conduct for Dutch journalists, of the Dutch Society of Editorsin-Chief (‘Nederlands Genootschap van Hoofdredacteuren’) (1995) and in the Guidelines of the Netherlands
Press Council (‘Raad voor de journalistiek’) (2007).
67 The principle of audi alteram partem refers to the fundamental principle that if someone is accused of or
blamed for something, she should have the opportunity to respond to and challenge this accusation. It dates
back at least to 5th century Ancient Greek tragedy and the Old Testament. Proverbs 18:17: ‘The first to
present his case seems right, till another comes forward and questions him.’ Famously, in Eumenides, the last
part of Aeschylus’ Oresteia, the goddess Athena, embodying the principle of Justice, reproachfully addresses
the Erinyes (furies) for chasing Orestes (who murdered his mother Clytemnestra) without hearing the latter’s
side of the story. She says: ‘There are two sides to this story. Only one has been heard so far. (...) My view is
that oaths alone must not determine victory over injustice.’ Aeschylus, 2003 [458 BC], 97 (verses 424-40).
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correspond to commitment to disclosing factual truth; fairness and audi alteram partem to
erweiterte Denkungsart or situated impartiality. On a meta-level, the ideal of pluralistic media
as promoted by critical media organizations such as Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting in
the US (FAIR)68, fosters Amor Mundi as well. Despite many threats world-wide to this
ethos, most notably through state censorship in authoritarian and totalitarian countries and
the concentration of media in few corporate hands (US, Italy) in liberal democratic
countries, critical independent journalism dedicated to disclosure of factual truth and
fostering of opinionating and sound judgment still exists. The global explosion of news or
political weblogs as new media of news dissemination and opinion formation since the
beginning of this century is an interesting development in this respect. Weblogs are
particular types of websites on which an individual posts comments on any topic on a
regular basis. Many blogs have an interactive format, offering the possibility for visitors of
leaving comments and starting discussions with other visitors. For my purpose, news or
political blogs are most interesting. Though often highly partial and lacking the professional
institutionalization and allegiance to traditional journalistic codes, I think they are
potentially valuable as a complement to, and sometimes even instead of, traditional media,
most notably under authoritarian regimes, but also in liberal democracies. First because it
supports the plurality of disseminated opinions. Especially in authoritarian states which
control media and do not grant freedom of press, blogs may, secondly, have an important
function in disclosing facts, because it is nearly impossible to control the internet. For
example, whereas the Iranian government prohibited foreign and domestic media coverage
of the street protests after the presidential elections, Iranian students effectively used the
Internet to promulgate state violence against protesters.69 Finally, next to their role of
telling the truth, blogs may be spurs to grassroots civic initiatives and public debate due to
its inherent interactive element. As such, weblogs may advance judgment and common
sense.
I will conclude my argument with a number of topical examples of Contemptus Mundi
and Amor Hominis in present day human affairs. The first thing that strikes me, is that the
effects of contemporary Contemptus Mundi are frequently met by some sort of Amor Hominis.
The prime contemporary example of Contemptus Mundi is the multiple underminings of an
important dimension of the material world, namely the constitutional state, the Rechtstaat,
and the rule of law. In the Netherlands, for example, authoritative lawyers have recently
www.fair.org
Unfortunately, authoritarian governments are becoming more willing and agile in persecuting, silencing and
suppressing bloggers. The governments of Egypt, Myanmar and China are notorious for censorship and
political pursuit of bloggers critical of the government. The Chinese government also controls citizens’ access
to the Internet by blocking particular websites.
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warned that ‘the Rechtstaat degenerates into a police state’ and warned for a ‘crisis in the
Rechtstaat’.70 Various factors contribute to this undermining, and it takes various shapes.
Well-known examples include the de-juridification of particular groups of people such as
‘enemy combatants’ of the war on terror and ‘irregular migrants’ in many countries,
including constitutional democratic states; the increasing infringements of the civil right to
privacy71; and the decline of the Italian constitutional state tout court in favor of Prime
Minister’s Silvio Berlusconi’s own private interest. I will be saying more about the first two
examples below.
A concomitant phenomenon is the effect on the public sphere of the popularity of
neo-liberal ideology since the last two decades of the twentieth century. Following US
president Reagan and UK Prime Minister Thatcher, many European governments
embraced neo-liberal ideology from the beginning of the 1980s.72 Advocating privatization
and de-regulation, neo-liberal policies perform a transfer of public functions, in some cases
including law enforcement, to the private sector of the market, and a decrease of
government rules, laws and regulations. Although primarily a movement or ideology of
economic liberalization, neo-liberalism has political implications as well. It sacrifices
political freedom completely, eminent Dutch liberal political thinker Frank Ankersmit
argues forcefully.73 He claims that neo-liberalism implies a peculiar return to Hobbesian
privatization of public interest.74 The withdrawal of the state endangers the protection of
civil rights.
In many constitutional democratic states, including Europe, US, Australia, and Israel,
the concern for political and civil rights, which Arendt calls care for the world, are
increasingly subordinated to the values of natural life, i.e. safety, security, health and quality
of life or livability, or care for life itself, in Arendt’s view, without much public
protestation. Since both citizens and politicians have increasingly sacralized these values,
Intermediair, December 13, 2006; Böhler, 2004.
In the Netherlands, the civil right to privacy is established in the constitution (articles 10-13). In other
(Western) countries it is part of privacy law.
72 In the Netherlands, neo-liberalism has been adopted by the Cabinets Lubbers I, II and II (1982-1994),
Cabinet Kok I and II (1994-2002) and Cabinet Balkenende I, II, III and IV (Cabinet Balkenende-IV resigned
on February 20, 2010. Since, Balkenende is leading a demissionary (caretaker) Cabinet).
73 Ankersmit, NRC, January 10, 2009.
74 Ankersmit distinguishes between three phases in the development of liberalism: Hobbesian liberalism,
classical liberalism - true liberalism, in Ankersmit’s view - starting after the French Revolution; and finally
present neo-liberalism. Unlike Hobbesian liberalism and neo-liberalism, the classical mode of liberalism that
prevailed between the end of the 18th and the end of the 20th century grants great importance to the common,
public interest (Ankersmit, 2009). For the relation between private and public interest in Hobbes’ work, see
chapter 3.
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infringements and violations of certain basic civil rights are often taken for granted. The
absolutization of safety, security and health seems to lead to new forms of control and rule
that frequently put public freedom under pressure. Arendt demonstrates that the Rechtstaat
has the important function of attributing human beings masks of legal personality which
provide them with distance in relation to one’s fellow citizens as mediated through the
world. De-juridification makes people susceptible to exposure, i.e. natural visibility, and
obscurity, i.e. public invisibility.75
The weakened legal identity of (particular groups of) people is increasingly met by
various forms of Amor Hominis, such as charity and compassion with (illegal) aliens and the
poor. Unlike legal personality, charity and compassion abolish the distance between people.
The sentimental relation between citizens is repeated at the level of the state, but in a
different form: states try to compensate for neo-liberal de-regulation and withdrawal from
state interference in the public sphere through moralization and mobilization of citizen
vigilance. Since the many shapes of Contemptus Mundi and Amor Hominis, i.e. care for life
itself and care for the soul, are largely intertwined, I will not discuss the two separately, but
in their many intimate relationships. I would like to pay attention to two examples of
increasing restrictions or even suspension of civil rights and their relation to Amor Hominis:
the establishment of legal black holes and the de-juridification of illegal aliens and non-state
enemy combatants, on the one hand, and the undermining of the right to privacy, on the
other hand. Finally, I will discuss the current moralization of politics.
The care for life itself: the socialization of the political
The establishment of legal black holes, juridical non-spaces, zones in which the law has
been suspended and which are ‘neither wholly in one state or another’76, has soared since
the beginning of this century. Most notorious examples include the CIA secret prisons
(‘black sites’) across the globe and the detention centers for non-state enemy combatants,
alleged Al-Qaeda terrorists, run by the US government, most notably Guantánamo Bay
Detention Camp; and, finally, illegal immigrants detention centers in Europe and Australia.
What the first two groups of legal black holes and some facilities of the last group share, is
that they are situated outside of the territory and legal jurisdiction of the state operating
them, though within its de facto sovereign control. Specifically for this purpose, the
Australian government excised a number of small island nations in the Pacific Oceans from
its territory. On these islands asylum seekers were detained between 2001 and 2007.
Because these islands did no longer belong to Australian territory, asylum seekers had no
75
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On exposure and obscurity, see the introduction to part III.
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right to apply for a visa or asylum. The policy regulating this practice was euphemistically
called the ‘Pacific Solution’. Doubly invisible are the detainees of the CIA secret prisons
used for the interrogation, including very likely torture, and detention of non-state enemy
combatants. The US government has admitted that they have existed, but nothing else has
been formally promulgated about these prisons, such as their location, duration and the
treatment of detainees.77
These non-places essentially follow the same logic. Fundamental rules of national
and international law do not apply at all. We see a violation of the Geneva Convention
Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, or the Third Geneva Convention, for short.
In the case of Guantánamo, the fundamental rights of the detainees - 385 men as of April 1
200778 - are suspended indefinitely, including, for example, the right to be brought before
an impartial tribunal and to seek the assistance of an attorney.79 Under article 118 of the
Third Geneva Convention ‘prisoners of war shall be released and repatriated without delay
after the cessation of active hostilities’.80 However, according to the U.S. government the
Guantánamo detainees do not qualify as prisoners of war. Thus article 118 of the
Convention does not apply. Under article 5 of the Convention, should any doubt arise as
to whether captured individuals do in fact belong to one of the hostile parties, a ‘competent
tribunal’ has to ascertain their identity. According to the U.S. government, however, such
an examination is not necessary in the case of illegal enemy combatants.81 In practice,
anything can be done with these detainees, including torture, without legal consequences.
There is evidence that detention conditions are very harsh in Guantánamo. Inmates are
only allowed to shower and exercise once a week and all in all can leave their cells for a
maximum of 30 minutes per week.82 There are numerous reports about detainees held in
isolation cells for more than a year 83 or in ‘freezing cold isolation cells with no blankets for

There is evidence that CIA secret prisons were or are operative in Europe, most likely in Poland and
Romania, and in Asia, The Middle East, Africa and in the Indian Ocean, the U.S. Naval Base in Diego
Garcia.
78 According to Amnesty International USA, 2007.
79 Obama’s endeavors to close down Guantánamo Bay are to be applauded. However, we will not easily get
rid of his predecessor’s legacy. For example, Obama has not succeeded in achieving his objective to close
down Guantánamo Bay by the end of the first year of his presidency.
80 Third Geneva convention, 1949.
81 Cf. Wilde, 2004.
82 Amnesty International USA, 2007.
83 To give only one example: The Independent reported on December 19, 2004 that two British detainees
were removed from isolation cells in which they had been captured for 18 months.
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days at a time.’84 In Bagram access is not even allowed to the Red Cross. By rejecting basic
legal rights, the U.S. government seeks to preserve its sovereignty.
Giorgio Agamben argues in his State of exception that Bush’s Military Order has
introduced a state of exception in which non-state enemy combatants are no longer subject
to positive law and have completely lost their juridical identities. Following Arendt, Walter
Benjamin and Carl Schmitt, he argues that their ‘bare lives’, what Arendt calls life itself or
ζωή, are directly exposed – without any legal mediation – to sovereign violence.85
Apart from these cases, many facilities for the so-called administrative detention of
illegal immigrants exist throughout the world which are located on the national territory
and under the legislation of the country operating the facilities. However, lots of evidence
exist that in these detention centers, fundamental civil rights and rights guaranteed by the
1951 Convention and protocol relating to the status of refugees, the Refugee convention,
for short86, are violated. In chapter 7, I discussed the situation in the Netherlands, a country
that used to have an excellent record in the protection of human and civil rights. Still,
prominent legal scholars and lawyers describe the Dutch situation with respect to the
detention of non-criminal illegal aliens as a ‘juridical twilight zone’87. These violations of
fundamental rights are part of a wider de-juridification of illegal aliens, as a consequence of,
on the one hand, the erosion of immigration and asylum policies, and, on the other hand,
the extension of regimes of surveillance and augmented powers of the police. The latter
developments do not just apply to illegal immigrants, for that matter. Citizens are also
increasingly subject to a breathtaking expansion of registration and surveillance measures
and techniques, which directly affect the protection of their private lives and bodies and
thus threaten their natural invisibility.
Following Arendt, Judith Butler argues that both the non-state enemy combatant and
the illegal alien are trapped in the contradiction of national sovereignty and human rights.88
Like Arendt, Butler points out the existential and anthropological assumptions and
consequences of being either an illegal alien or a non-state enemy combatant,
accompanying the juridical consequences: who counts as a truly human being and who
does not? This question is even prior to the question of ‘humane treatment’ - of prisoners
of war and refugees.89

FBI, 2005.
Agamben, 2005, chapter 1; cf. Agamben, 1998.
86 UN, Refugee convention.
87 Kalmthout in NRC, December 14, 2005.
88 See chapter 7.
89 Butler, 2004, Chapter 3, ‘Indefinite Detention’.
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We see a growth in the politics of humanitarianism, compassion and charity, as a
response to the aforementioned de-juridifications. For example, once in a while, the
situation of particular undocumented aliens or families causes public indignation or rage.90
The 2005 blaze at the detention centre at Schiphol, Amsterdam, resulted in immediate
attention towards the detention circumstances of the undocumented. However, it is highly
doubtful that these media scandals will contribute to the undocumented’s participatory
visibility in the sense that Arendt envisaged. This is not just because this attention is usually
short-lived, highly selective91 and, hence, sentimental. Even if there is public criticism, most
of the time it issues in a misguided diagnosis of the wrong at hand, and hence to an equally
erroneous solution. The indignation and compassion provoked presuppose the naturalist
illusion, i.e. a diagnosis of this wrong in terms of a violated human nature and a solution in
terms of charity. Arendt’s criticism of sentimentality, moralization and the politics of
compassion or pity, that is, public forms of care for the soul, seems to me very appropriate
here.
Citizens’ privacy and hence their freedom is increasingly jeopardized. Enabled by
recent developments in the domains of ICT, such as profiling and the possibilities of
linking databases; and biotechnology, for example forensic DNA phenotyping, coupled to
augmented powers and responsibilities of the police and new groups of public supervisors,
such as compulsory identification, regimes of surveillance are emerging, the measure and
scope of which offer unprecedented possibilities for the penetration of the private sphere.92
Legitimized by reference to the value of safety, which is rationalized primarily as the
allegedly imminent threat of terrorism, we currently see an extension of the state’s use of
existing techniques such as telephone tapping93 and camera surveillance, next to the

In the Netherlands, for example, the case of Taida Pasic from Kosovo was made public in the first half of
2006; more recent (autumn 2007) is the case of the Austrian family Zogaj, also from Kosovo, whose daughter
Arigona went into hiding. Cf. the 2005 project 26.000 gezichten. The film project’s aim is, according to its
initiators, to ‘give a face to a large group of asylum seekers, who will be expelled from Holland over the next
3 years’. This ‘face’, however, does not contribute to participatory appearance, however.
91 Veiled, ignorant, ugly or criminal aliens who do not invite compassion or sympathy, for example, are never
seen.
92 Cf. Vedder, 2007; Hildebrandt, 2008; Agre, 1997; Whitaker, 1999 and Broeders, 2007. Recent ethical and
philosophical scholarship on privacy and surveillance-technology include Roessler, 2001, 2004; Reiman, 1997;
Vedder, 2006, 2007 and DeCew, 1997.
93 The attorney general (Openbaar Ministerie) ordered interception on 12491 phone numbers and an average
of 1681 a day during the second half of 2007 (the first year of registration) in the Netherlands. In 2008 26.425
were tapped; 1946 a day on average. In the first half of 2009, 13.223 phone numbers were tapped; 2254 taps a
day. Ministry of Justice (Ministerie van Justitie), ‘Tapstatistieken’.
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introduction of technique, the biometric passport, for example, in order to control citizens’
behavior and identities more comprehensively than ever before.94 As Cotter writes:
Serious human rights abuses aside, it must also be remembered that even
democracies restrict and erode citizens’ civil rights (which are based on the idea of
human rights) on the grounds of national security. Under the rule of national
sovereignty, they have a perfect right to do so. In the post-9/11 world, Western
states are also increasingly exercising their right to exclude, in the name of national
security, and are continuing to privilege state sovereignty and security over human
rights.95
Legitimized by reference to the value of health, that is, to more efficiency in health care
and hence in the interest of the quality of care, new comprehensive data-systems are
introduced in health care, such as electronic health records. Two examples in the
Netherlands are the EPD (Elektronisch patienten dossier)96 and the DBC (Diagnose Behandel
Combinatie, Diagnosis Treatment Combination, which is accompanied by mandatory
electronic processing. Patients’ DBC data are to be sent electronically to health insurance
companies and to the so-called DIS (DBC-Information-System). Although these data are
pseudonymized, i.e. encrypted, they can still relatively easy be traced to the therapist, the
postal code of the patient and his or her birth date. It also ignores the fact that all
electronic data can as a principle always be cracked or decrypted.
In other words, safety and health are increasingly given priority to privacy, which in
the end will affect our public freedom. Arendt demonstrates that when the private sphere
is no longer shielded against the public eye, not only is the private sphere affected, as the
liberal paradigm holds, but the public sphere as well. The protection of privacy, i.e. of the
subject’s private invisibility, or the integrity of the private sphere, is a necessary condition
for sound citizenship, public freedom and the flourishing of the public sphere.
The care for the soul: the moralization of the political
Obvious examples of the moralization of politics are former US president George W.
Bush’s use of the term ‘axis of evil’ (2002) in foreign policy to indicate countries allegedly
hosting terrorists (Iran, Iraq and North-Korea) and his predecessor Ronald Reagan’s ‘evil
empire’ (1983) for the USSR. Former UK Prime Minister Blair recently used similar
moralizing language in his statement in the inquiry on the British support of the war on
Iraq that Saddam was a ‘monster and I believe he threatened not just the region but the
See chapter 7.
Cotter, 2005, 100.
96 The influential Dutch journalist Karin Spaink published an alarming pamphlet on the electronic threats to
patients’ privacy in 2005 (Spaink, 2005).
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world. (...) It was better to deal with this threat, to remove him from office and I do
genuinely believe the world is a safer place as a result.’97
In Europe, and particularly in the sphere of domestic affairs, we mostly see more
subtle, but no less influential and far-reaching, forms of moralization of the political. For
example, Dutch politicians tend to defend themselves after severe political failures by
referring to their moral integrity, good intentions or clear conscience. For example, Prime
Minister Kok said in his speech on April 16, 2002, in which he requested the resignation of
the Cabinet, as a consequence of the conclusions of the inquiry report on ‘the events
before, during and after the fall of Srebrenica’ (that is, the genocide on thousands of
Bosnian Muslims on July 11, 1993 ‘under the eyes of the Dutch army’)98 of the Netherlands
Institute for War Documentation (NIOD) that was issued a few days before: ‘I stand for
what I did. I can face anyone without shame (‘Ik kan iedereen recht in de ogen kijken’). I
have always acted conscientiously (‘naar eer en geweten’). I used to have and still have this
conviction.’99 This is even the more remarkable in the light of Kok’s explicit refusal to take
political responsibility for the genocide in the same speech. In almost identical terms,
Prime Minister Balkenende declared on January 11, 2010 after the publication of the report
of the Committee of Inquiry regarding the decision process on the political support for the
Iraq War, the Commissie-Davids, which concluded that the government of the day
subordinated the question of legitimacy under international law to the policy principles that
his considerations had been ‘pure’ and ‘conscientious’ (‘naar eer en geweten’).100 Moral
intentions, convictions and appeals to conscience, however, are simply out of place in the
political domain. Political failures refer to a lack of, in Arendtian terms, common sense,
that is, to unsound judgment and hence the unsound course of action based upon it.
I would like to finish my discussion of concrete contemporary manifestations of
Amor Hominis and Contemptus Mundi that Arendt’s work elucidates with the Dutch example
of the ‘new social contract’ that the Cabinets of Premier Jan Peter Balkenende strove to
establish. This discourse of a ‘new social contract’ is perfectly in keeping with the neoliberal ideology that previous Dutch Cabinets have embraced since 1982. In the following,
I will closely follow Dutch sociologist Ringo Ossewaarde who published the interesting
study Eigen verantwoordelijkheid: bevrijding of beheersing? (Civic responsibility: freedom or control?) in
2006, commissioned by a government advisory board on social relations.101 Ossewaarde
BBC News, 29 January 2010, ‘Iraq inquiry hears defiant Blair say: I’d do it again’.
NIOD, Report ‘Srebrenica, a ‘safe’ area - reconstruction, background, consequences and analyses of the fall
of a safe area’, 2002.
99 Ministerie van Algemene zaken, 16 april 2002.
100 NRC, January 12, 2010.
101 Raad voor Maatschappelijke Ontwikkeling (‘Council for social development’), Ossewaarde 2006a. Cf.
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argues that in the first decade of the twentieth century, a so-called ‘shift in governance’102
took place, i.e. a shift from a classical conception of government to governance, which
redefines the relationship between the state and its citizens. In a programmatic document,
the Cabinet expressed its view that ‘the government must realize that, with the exception of
a few traditional public tasks like law enforcement, in the twenty-first century it is only one
of the actors in our complex society’.103 During the development of the Dutch Rechtstaat,
citizenship used to be primarily a juridical status, as an effect of the granting of political,
civil and social rights. Under the Cabinet Balkenende II citizenship has been redefined as
‘civic responsibility’ (eigen verantwoordelijkheid, literally: taking one’s own responsibility). It
describes active citizenship as co-responsibility for implementing government policies or
citizens’ ‘active cooperation in the realization of national policy objectives.’104 As a
governance actor, the Cabinet no longer regards its task as the compliance of laws and legal
rules in order to protects citizens’ legal status, but instead as the enforcement of public
morals.105 The shift in governance thus combines de-regulation, that is, the radical
withdrawal of the government from politics and society, with moralization of the public
sphere, on the one hand, and of individual citizens, on the other. The first is expressed in
the primacy of civic responsibility; the second in the principles of good or decent
citizenship, which means beings trustworthy partners of the government. This new design
of the relationship between the Dutch government and its citizens entails a new social
contract.106 It is a social contract since it ‘initiates new policies that deliberately aim to shape
or create ‘good’ or ‘active’ Dutch citizens in a complex society, in a response to the threat
to the social order in the post-industrial society of plural nationhood.’107 Notice that this is
in fact a vertical rather than a horizontal contract, since the Cabinet defines how citizens
Ossewaarde, 2006b and 2007 and two interviews: Ham, 2006 and Baars, 2007.
Ossewaarde, 2007, 491.
103 Nederlands Kabinet, 2003, 11; translation R. Ossewaarde.
104 Ossewaarde, 2006b, 491.
105 For example in the programme ‘Andere overheid’ (‘Other government’) of the second cabinet Balkenende
(2003-2006).
106 A common feature of all complex societies, this shift in citizenship is not unique to the Netherlands,
Ossewaarde argues. However, it is of particular interest, ‘because of the essential role of social citizenship in
Dutch identity. The Dutch welfare state was thought to be a major achievement of national solidarity and the
shift in citizenship therefore affects the Dutch identity, generating – more than anywhere else –
disillusionment with recent governments. The Dutch appear to struggle with their new political identity and,
as some research reports show, are afraid of losing national identity as they have known it. This is testified by,
for instance, the recent political violence (political assassinations, political death threats, violence against
Islamic schools and mosques), the Dutch ‘no’ to the European Constitution and the rise of new political
parties.’ (Ossewaarde, 2006b, 492).
107 Ossewaarde, 2006b, 510-11.
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should act and behave.108 In other words, it is about rule, rather than participatory
citizenship.
By moralizing the public domain, the government strives to make citizens’ behavior
comply with its policy standards of desirability. Civic responsibility is not seen as an end in
itself but as a means towards the realization of policy aims. In the case of indecent
citizenship, the government may intervene at any moment, not in order to uphold the law,
but instead to protect public morals and decency. The notion of civic responsibility the
Cabinet applies here, Ossewaarde argues, is in fact a ‘post-traditional’ one. ‘Traditional’
civic responsibility, as formulated in the republican tradition, which is also one of the main
sources of inspiration for Arendt’s work, used to be defined as the active exercise of
responsibility in which citizens act in concert and decide themselves about the ends they
pursue. Citizenship, responsibility and freedom, in the double sense of positive public
participatory freedom and negative freedom from domination or rule, in fact go together.
This is what Arendt calls action and its result power. ‘Post-traditional’ responsibility, on the
contrary, is directed to making citizens account for their conduct in relation to the
government, which controls and surveils their behavior. This conception of responsibility
comes close to teaching social skills and good manners in the service of the maintenance of
smoothly functioning and pleasant social relations and probably even to conformism.109
Since the government, rather than citizens themselves acting in concert, defines the
outcomes of good citizenship, moralization is in fact a mere instrument of control over its
citizens in the service of policy aims which citizens have not formulated. The Cabinet
attempts to guarantee these outcomes by means of control, surveillance and monitoring.
An example of the concrete shape civic responsibility may take in the sphere of security
policy, is the establishment of anonymous tip lines that spur neighborhood residents to
become supervisors in the service of the police. Less repressive examples of control and
disciplining include the stress the Cabinet puts on volunteering and informal care
arrangements, ‘mantelzorg’, and on integration.110 Citizens are not addressed as ζῷον
πολιτικόν, but as consumers demanding convenience, safety and security.
The ideology of civic responsibility in fact only serves to reinforce national
sovereignty, on the one hand, and to conceal major cuts in public expenditure as a
See chapter 2 on the difference between a horizontal and a vertical social contract and on Arendt’s
preference for the first.
109 As a positive exception, Ossewaarde mentions the WMO (Wet Maatschappelijke Ondersteuning), which is
effective since January 1, 2007. Ossewaarde argues that this is one of the few policies that does not result
from the urge to control but instead fosters civic responsibility as a virtue rather than a policy instrument. As
such, it is an excellent example of what Arendt calls the ethos of Amor Mundi.
110 See n.57.
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consequence of de-regulation under the guise of increasing citizens’ freedom and
autonomy, on the other hand.111 Moralization, on the contrary, implies a loss of public
freedom, Ossewaarde concludes.
Finally
Exercising the ethos of Amor Mundi, to be sure, does not mean that moral issues, for
example euthanasia, abortion, gay marriage, etc., or natural or social concerns, such as
poverty or the payment of excessive bonuses in multinational companies, cannot be the
topic of political speech from Arendt’s perspective. It is quite possible to discuss moral and
social issues in a political way, that is, through public debate about their meaning and
stakes. It is not the content or substance, but our interpretations, practical dealings and
solutions which determine what is a moral, social or political question or issue. This means
a particular problem may be discussed in a moral, social or political way.112 Social
discussions reduce issues to instrumental concerns that should be solved as efficiently as
possible; political debate on the contrary concerns the meaning of issues.
The previous examples of the undermining of the Rechtstaat and the moralization of
politics are sad examples of what Arendt would call world alienation. As soon as safety,
security, convenience and health, in short, life itself, become absolute and unquestioned
values, the political is replaced by the social. And as soon as conscience, norms and values,
and educating and disciplining citizens become the prime objects of concern of
governments, politics becomes moralistic. In both cases, which are largely intertwined, we
see a withering away of the common, public world that is, the very condition of our
freedom. Critical, independent and pluralistic media committed to truthfulness and hearing
all sides, as well as citizens’ initiatives confronting civil rights violations and maintaining the
institutions of the Rechtstaat that attribute human beings masks of legal personality and
provides them with the distance that the world puts between us might serve as an antidote
against the world-alienating tendencies of Contemptus Mundi and Amor Hominis.
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Ossewaarde, 2006b, 510.
I elaborated this argument in chapter 8.
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Summary

In this dissertation, I defend an interpretation of the work of Hannah Arendt that
integrates its various dimensions, such as political theory, philosophy, historiography,
literary theory and her journalistic work, by elaborating and explicating her joining of
hermeneutic-phenomenological sources and methods, on the one hand, and shared
historical-political experiences, on the other hand. This explication focuses on the pivotal
concepts of ‘world’ and ‘worldliness’. My thesis is that Arendt’s work contains a mostly
implicit but strong and convincing outline of an as yet not elucidated perspective that I call
a hermeneutic phenomenology of the political. This perspective may be provisionally
described as consisting in concrete analyses of political-historical experiences, aiming at
understanding the meaning of these experiences. This implies both a politicization of
hermeneutic phenomenology, and the development of a hermeneutic-phenomenological
perspective within political theory.
The current scarcity of integrated and truly interdisciplinary perspectives on Arendt’s
work has several reasons. It has been overwhelmingly interpreted within established
separate disciplinary frameworks, such as political theory, historiography or philosophy,
each time one at the expense of other perspectives. Most of the time, philosophers, even
those critical of any claims to universality, shy away from contextualizing philosophers’
work, since they fear this will affect its general validity. More empirically oriented scholars
in political science and historiography, on the other hand, usually refuse to derive generally
valid assertions from particular historical and political situations. Another important reason
is of a more ideological nature. Probably due to the often polemical nature of Arendt’s own
writings, especially in the US her work has been appropriated in highly polarized debates
that transcend its context, by proponents of both sides of these debates and by advocates
of a middle ground or reconciliation of the two sides. One such notable example is the
highly influential debate between so-called modernist and postmodernist scholars of her
work. Earlier examples include the debate between liberals and communitarians, and the
one concerning the alleged aestheticism of her political thinking.
I propose a more contextual reading of Arendt’s philosophical insights and a more
hermeneutic-phenomenological reading of her historical and political accounts. This is
exactly what a hermeneutic phenomenology of the political aims at. What renders Arendt’s
work unique and highly original is the relationship she establishes between a historical-
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political and a philosophical sensibility, through a consistent hermeneuticphenomenological approach of the political. Arendt’s work is, I argue, most fruitfully seen
as containing phenomenologically informed reflections on the political and politically
informed phenomenological exercises. The totalitarian loss of world taught her to
appreciate what is at stake, experientially and politically, in the world and to consider
human beings as worldly beings in the first place. By means of an analysis of those aspects
of human existence totalitarianism disables, that is, belonging to a lawful, political
community, spontaneity, indeterminacy, plurality, and common sense, Arendt’s analysis of
totalitarianism thus offers clues to a diagnosis of the political human condition that centers
around plurality and freedom. Her aim is to save the appearances, most notably political
phenomena.
In this dissertation, I investigate Arendt’s hermeneutic phenomenology through the
lens of a notion that lies exactly at the intersection of political theory and hermeneutic
phenomenology, i.e. the notion of ‘world’. Any reading that reduces Arendt’s notion of
world to either a phenomenological or a political figure, disregards the richness and
originality of Arendt’s thought.
Part I of this book is entirely devoted to methodological issues: Arendt’s
hermeneutic-phenomenological method and its implications for her phenomenological
anthropology. In part II and III, I investigate its implications for Arendt’s analyses of
political phenomena and events, grouped under the two main dimensions of her
phenomenological notion of the intersubjective world, that is, its commonness (part II)
and its publicity or visibility (part III). In each part, I demonstrate how these analyses arise
from reflections on the totalitarian experience and highlight the fresh insights enabled by
an interpretation of Arendt’s analyses of the political as a hermeneutic phenomenology.
In part I, I discuss Arendt’s method. Whereas in chapter 1, I reconstruct Arendt’s
hermeneutic-phenomenological method; in chapter 2, I focus on its consequences for her
phenomenological anthropology. The phenomenological impulse of Arendt’s work is visible in
her approach of political events through the lived, that is, shared, intersubjective,
perspectivist and worldly, experience of these phenomena. The pervasiveness of
distinctions and paradoxes in Arendt’s work results from this attention to experiences.
Arendt’s method is a hermeneutic phenomenology, because of her orientation to
understanding the meaning of phenomena and events in their very uniqueness and
contingency. The exercises in understanding, as she called them herself, are double-sided in
her view. First, they are critical. Arendt’s aim is to do justice to the original, non-derived
character of political life, the vita activa, and to save it from metaphysical prejudices and
fallacies and the imposition of the rules of the vita contemplativa. Arendt’s way of
deconstructing these prejudices is not through negation. Instead, she insists on
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genealogically investigating the way in which the history of political experiences and
phenomena is condensed and sedimented in our language, that is, either revealed or
concealed in traditional political concepts. Second, Arendt’s hermeneutic exercises are
experimental, consisting in understanding and storytelling. Stories have the potential to
remain faithful to the phenomenal nature of the political, namely to its character of
appearance. By narrating phenomena and events, we may start to understand them and
initiate processes of reconciliation with past events and of reorientation towards the future.
Finally, Arendt’s is a hermeneutic phenomenology of the political, since she is mainly
interested in understanding political phenomena, events and experiences, that is, more
concretely, in that which happens in public space and in facts.
Because of her orientation to understanding and interpretation, Arendt’s method
differs from conventional methods and paradigms within both the humanities and the
social sciences that aim at explanation, i.e. finding causes, motives and regularities. In her
view, the explanatory approach to history and the political skips the patient and detailed
work of understanding, risks lapsing into scientistic and metaphysical constructions. As
such, they are ideological constructions, posing political problems. By, for instance,
identifying laws, which determine the course of human history and from which predictions
about the future can be derived, they tend to be deterministic. The fostering of
determinism goes hand in hand with a lack of sensitivity to the new which may lead to
normalization and the evaporation of agency and the capacity of resistance.
As decisive for her method as its phenomenological inspiration is its historical and
political background. Arendt’s rejection of metaphysical and scientistic methods refers to a
deeply and acutely felt sense that, as she puts it, ‘the thread of tradition is broken’. The rise
of totalitarianism had accomplished a decisive rupture with tradition. More than just
regretting this fact, Arendt emphasizes that the loss of tradition also provides us with the
opportunity to regain a sense of reality, through casting off the ballast of metaphysical and
scientific traditions, which foster and cultivate a disengaged attitude.
Additionally, unlike more conventional research paradigms, Arendt’s method is not
external to the topics she investigates. The scientistic or empiricist methodic ideal of
objectivity prescribes that the scholar takes the position of a disinterested observer vis-à-vis
the topic under investigation, while applying a method that is equally detached from this
topic. This so-called Archimedean point is an abstract or (quasi-)universalistic point of
view, that is presupposed to transcends all particular points of view. The Arendtian
phenomenological scholar, on the other hand, is an engaged spectator or an addressee, that
is, someone who lets herself be addressed by what she investigates, for the third-person
position of the observer precludes access to meaning, which is the very aim of hermeneutic
phenomenology. The scholar-as-engaged-spectator abandons the subject-object dualism of
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the scholar-as-disengaged-observer. The objectification of human action is replaced by its
inherent meaningfulness. The spectator’s judgment is neither universal or detached, like the
disengaged observer’s perspective, but appeals to imagination, that is, to taste and to
representative thinking (erweiterte Denkungsart), i.e. to representing in imagination for oneself
others’ possible views on a particular situation. This imaginative process bestows on
judgment a special validity that could be called situated impartiality.
Arendt’s method has raised a number of very persistent and ever recurring objections
and caused much confusion. Her appeal to experience and her appreciation of facts, some
say, are crudely empiricist or even scientistic mistakes. And the ubiquity of the many
distinctions she makes, is often seen as a sign of essentialism. I argue that these objections
are misunderstandings, which can be resolved through explicating the frequently poorly
understood hermeneutic-phenomenological background of these notions and distinctions
in Arendt’s work. Moreover, I make the case that Arendt’s adherence to experience, facts
and concise distinctions is informed by sensible political deliberations. Through repairing
these common misunderstanding, I try to rescue the appreciation of experience, factuality
and making distinctions for a critical and responsible study of the political.
Since Arendt’s hermeneutic-phenomenological approach of the political is first and
foremost directed at understanding the worldliness of human existence, I present it as a
phenomenological anthropology of the political (chapter 2). Issuing from her reflections on
the totalitarian experience, I argue, Arendt’s phenomenological anthropology is an excellent
example of situated, contextual and experience-based political research. The totalitarian
experience of loss of world informed the development of her phenomenology of the
worldly human condition. I discuss the development of her phenomenological
anthropological account in The human Condition and The life of the mind. Arendt’s analysis of
the worldly human condition focuses on the way in which human experience and existence
are shaped in relation to a number of human conditions, i.e. life itself, worldliness, plurality
and natality. Human conditions are the features of the common human situation that
determine human existence and are determined by it in return. Human beings and their
natural and worldly environment are mutually conditional. The phenomenological
background of the idea of conditionality ensures that conditions are both constants of
human experience and existence and historically variable in their particular constellation
and meaning. Arendt’s analysis of the human conditions, especially the human condition of
plurality, challenges metaphysical and scientistic conceptions of what makes a human being
a human being, expressed in definitions of a universal and eternal human nature.
From this anthropology emerges a phenomenological topology of reality, describing
the various lived perspectives on the environment we inhabit: nature and the material,
respectively intersubjective, dimensions of the world. The material and the intersubjective
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aspects together install the world as a dwelling-place. The material dimension of the world
provides stability and an artificial environment, which protects human beings somewhat
against nature. The intersubjective dimension, on the other hand, enables meaningfulness.
As a phenomenologist, Arendt typically argues that plurality is a paradoxical
condition that deals with different and even conflicting experiences that are nonetheless
related and even mutually interdependent or conditional. I discuss four phenomenally
different aspects of the paradox of plurality: difference and equality; difference and
commonality; isolation and fusion; and communication, interaction or intersubjectivity, and
conflict, agonism and individuality. Contrary to the consensus in the Arendt scholarship
that these pairs constitute dualisms, the two aspects actually presuppose each other. These
paradoxes also imply that plurality and worldliness are mutually conditional and co-original.
Hence a loss of plurality also means a loss of worldliness. A loss of world leads to a loss of
differences between people, a loss of equality, commonality, meaningfulness and sense of
reality.
This hermeneutic and anthropological phenomenology of the political is critical with
respect to metaphysics, to strong empiricism and scientism, and to poststructuralism.
Arendt’s phenomenology of the human conditions challenges metaphysical
presuppositions concerning human nature. Metaphysical thinking is dualistic, for
presupposing a subject-object dualism. Man, like the scholar-as-disengaged-observer
according to the Archimedean ideal of objectivity, is seen as a rational sovereign subject
that is opposed to the world. The metaphysical tradition is also essentialist or naturalist,
since by defining and determining the constants of human nature, a generalization and
objectification occurs, that is blind to differences between people and to historical
variations. Finally, it is deterministic because it tends to ignore the contingency of factual
truths and to replace it by coercive logical truths. Like poststructuralists, Arendt believes in
the historical variability of particular constellations of human conditions. However, these
conditions also provide constants. The epistemological skepticism of poststructuralist leads
them to a wholesale rejection of the meaning of experience, of facts and of the ideal of
impartiality. If experiences, facts and impartiality are seen as nothing but ideological,
scientistic constructions, any criterion for making normative distinctions is lost.
In part II and III, I elaborate the various dimensions of the intersubjective world: the
immaterial, relational, dynamic and fragile space of meanings and stories in need of
permanent maintenance, that comes about whenever people relate to each other through
words and deeds and which ceases to exist when people no longer relate to each other. It
concerns the res publica, that which is of concern to everyone, as distinguished from one’s
private affairs. The main dimensions of the intersubjective world, in Arendt’s own terms,
are respectively the inter-esse or in-between, the space of appearances and the web of
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relationships. The most general qualities of the intersubjective world which connect these
dimensions, are, on the one hand, its phenomenal or public quality, and, on the other hand,
its communal quality. I will address these in part III and II respectively. The intersubjective
world is both a public space and a common world. The public space is a common world as
a matter of fact. The world is public since it contains everything that appears in public and
because it is common to all its inhabitants. Since the world is visible to all, it is also a
common world. This commonality is a pluralistic, because everyone has a different
perspective on the same world we share.
In part II, I explore the aspect of the commonness of the world, that is, the
relationship between citizens, community and world. Community is a question rather than
an answer for Arendt. Her starting point differs considerably from many other political
philosophers investigating the problem of community, who are worried about society’s
disintegration or fragmentation. Arendt, on the contrary, is worried about the social
tendency towards, and the coercion into, homogenization. Her philosophical readers have
largely ignored the fact that her reflections on political community are rooted in her
analysis of the totalitarian experience. First, the national-socialist ideology of Blut und Boden
generated a deep distrust of ethnic or otherwise naturalist foundations and justifications of
community and made her favor artificial citizenship instead. Additionally, Arendt’s account
of totalitarianism led her to identify two totalitarian, anti-political predicaments, namely,
first, the condition of all encompassing isolation, and, second, the fusion of plural men into
single Man. The totalitarian experience taught Arendt that people need both temporary
solitude, and a shared worldly space or being-together. Solitude turns into the pathological
condition of isolation, when people become distinct without being together; being-together
turns into fusion, when people are together without being distinct. Therefore, Arendt
rejects both traditional communitarian answers to the question of community, and radical
individualist responses. Due to the paradoxical nature of plurality, the individual and the
common world are not antithetical. Truly political community is non-given, artificial and
heterogeneous. It is a being-together which emerges not before citizens publicly display
their plurality of views and opinions. Its purpose is not to achieve agreement, consensus or
harmony by homogenizing or equalizing differences, as in traditional, communitarian
community. Rather, it is to do justice to the multiplicity and divergence of individual views,
in order to establish a common world. Community is never a given for it lacks an ultimate
foundation. But what, then, do people as citizens have in the common, positively defined?
How do people build such a common world if there is no foundation? Arendt points out a
number of activities, practices and conditions which shape our relation to the common
world: exchanging opinions and making promises (chapter 3), common sense (chapter 4)
and civic friendship (chapter 5).
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In chapter 3, I explicate Arendt’s view on community by opposing it to two classical
political-philosophical positions within social contract theory, i.e. the quasi-liberal model of
the social contract, grounded in enlightened self-interest, associated with Hobbes; and
organic models of community grounded in a sovereign people’s general will and appealing
to generalized compassion, associated with Rousseau. The political appeal to respectively
interest and the will, has disastrous political consequences in Arendt’s view, due to four
properties they share: subjectivism or solipsism; unity, homogeneity and immediacy;
sovereignty; and naturalism. Arendt’s key objections to both Hobbes’ and Rousseau’s
political thought concern their hostility to plurality and the blindness with respect to
worldliness to which their theories testify. Their shared hostility to plurality is related to
their negligence of the paradoxes of plurality. Therefore, they also represent two influential
ways to do away with plurality, through either one-man rule in Hobbes, or through the
fiction of the people as many-in-one, in Rousseau. Both regard plurality as a problem, a
regrettable condition to be solved in order for the polity to subsist. For Rousseau, plurality
is associated with selfish particular wills, for Hobbes with unrestrained and still-irrational
aggressive self-interests in the civil war-like state of nature; i.e. with a mere conflictual
multitude of isolated individuals. Similarly, they represent two ways to bypass and hence
undermine the world. Rousseau’s suggestion to reduce unique individuals’ plural
perspectives to a general will, and his introduction of compassion as a principle of public
affairs, ignore political institutions which lie outside of, that is, between, people and serve
as media in their relationships. Compassion abolishes the distance between people, i.e. the
common world. Hobbes’ defense of enlightened self-interest means that the individual
through ‘reckoning with consequences’ concludes that her long-term interest is served best
when all people transfer their freedom to the sovereign.
Rather than interest or will, I argue, Arendt’s model is in contrast predicated upon
opinion, the promise and action-in-concert. She adopts a civic concept of community,
which assumes an essentially horizontal bond between citizens. In this view, community
refers to a common world, not to a common human nature, for example reason, as in
Hobbes, or compassion, as in Rousseau. This common world is not given, nor natural, but
an achievement of the concerted action of citizens, by means of opinionating and of
making contracts based on promises. Opinions as a rule require the presence of others, i.e.
they are typically generated between citizens, in the course of their exchange, rather than
inside of peoples’ minds. Arendt situates her thinking about the common in a different
tradition within social contract theory, loosely associated with Locke: the horizontal
contract between independent individuals, who mutually bind themselves. The horizontal
contract presupposes the equality of its constituting members, as opposed to the vertical
relationship between the people, or ruled, and the government, or ruler. The social contract
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based upon the promise is institutionally embedded in covenants, treaties, constitutions,
the law, etc. These institutions lie in-between men, i.e. in the shared common world. It is
exactly these intermediary institutions that are conspicuously absent in the Rousseauan and
Hobbesian social contracts. Unlike the essentially short-sighted self-interest and the general
will, these institutions constitute elaborate frameworks with bonds and ties for the future,
without, however, destroying the fundamental contingency of action. Next to its longerterm orientation, the law, unlike compassion and the sum of, even enlightened, selfinterests, is impartial. The promise and the horizontal contract are the basis for Arendt’s
very different model of power, which she does not conceive as sovereignty but as actionin-concert.
In chapter 4, I discuss debates on Arendt’s reflections on common sense and
judgment. Much of what Arendt has to say about the common world is asserted in the
context of accounting for common sense or sensus communis, a common feeling for the
world. She first raised the issue in the context of her analysis of totalitarian ideology, as a
tentative response to the question which loss turns people away from the common world
and how this process works; a fact which has been largely ignored in scholarship on
Arendt’s account of judgment. Common sense, Arendt found, is related to our sense of the
real, and its operation is opposed to totalitarian ideological thinking. The operation of
common sense is inductive and intersubjective. In contrast to metaphysical thinking do the
insights of common sense proceed inductively from sense experience. Common sense as
intimately tied to sensation is the basis of political insight and remains permanently in
touch with the common world. Intersubjectivity is another important feature of common
sense, since it requires the presence of others to operate properly. Common sense
coordinates private sensations so as to produce a single world and to transform the utter
subjectivity and partiality of these sensations into intersubjectivity, though without
producing objective knowledge according to Archimedean yardsticks. I argue that common
sense has both a world-building and world-disclosive effect, thereby enabling our sense of
reality. And it has an integrative effect; by integrating our five senses it fits us into a
common world.
One of the most hotly debated issues in Arendt scholarship concerns the status of
the notion of common sense in Arendt’s reflections on judgment. Is it an empirical or an a
priori notion? If one takes into account Arendt’s hermeneutic-phenomenological
background, I argue, it becomes apparent that for her common sense is neither an a priori
faculty, nor refers to a particular community, but it is co-original with the common world.
Common sense both presupposes a common world and fits human beings into it.
In chapter 5, I discuss civic friendship by means of a political-philosophical debate I
stage between Arendt’s, respectively Derrida’s, politics of friendship. Starting point of this
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chapter is that though both Arendt and Derrida are critical regarding the dominant
conception of community, they do not reject community per se. Both Arendt and Derrida
are opposed to communitarian notions of community and relate this to the classical figure
of brotherhood. On the other hand, both reject radical individualism. For both, the
problem of community comes down to the question how to conceptualize a civic bond or
political being-together which cannot be reduced to the communitarian notion of
community, that is, brotherhood. Both suggest a particular conception of friendship as a
promising alternative. Besides criticizing classical metaphysical assumptions regarding
politics, their need to rethink political community is also raised by particular political
developments, especially the increasing hold of nationalistic and other (quasi-)naturalist
views on the general conception of political community. Following an extensive
comparison of their respective perspectives on civic friendship, I conclude that for
Derrida, the political community, the non-communitarian friendship, is always yet ‘to
come’. Thus, the community is rendered transcendent, since it will come from outside of
our human and civic being-together. Therefore, it is worldless, in the Arendtian sense of
the word. Such a messianism does not appeal to Arendt. An Arendtian notion of friendship
is oriented towards the maintenance of the common world that lies between us and which
is the effect of our common action and speech in relation to that world. Political, that is,
non-natural and non-homogenous, but pluralistic, community only emerges when citizens
display their plurality of perspectives and opinions in public space. Its aim is to play out the
multiplicity and diversity of individual perspectives, so a common world comes into being.
This is exactly what happens in the dialogue between friends. This common world is not
reflected in the dominant conception of community, and neither in the ‘coming
community’.
In part III, I discuss the visible or public quality of the intersubjective world, in
Arendt’s terms the space of appearances. Anthropologically, Arendt’s focus on appearance
and visibility draws upon a dismantling of the metaphysical two-world theories, which
privilege Being over appearance. Politically, Arendt’s privileging of appearance and visibility
implies an approach of the political which foregrounds action and speech in public space,
that is, civic participation. It is rooted in a phenomenological analysis of the (pre-)
totalitarian experience of expulsion from the public and the destruction of the private
spheres.
Typical for Arendt’s account of the space of appearances is her phenomenological
and normative distinction between the private and the public spheres, on the one hand,
and the one between the social and the political, on the other hand, as distinct but related
dimensions. These distinctions provide the framework within which to tell good from bad
forms of visibility and invisibility, i.e. politically sound or appropriate forms of in/visibility
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which are conducive to human dignity, from those which are politically harmful and
adverse to human dignity.
In chapter 6, I demonstrate that Arendt regards public visibility and private or
natural invisibility as two sides of the same coin of sound political action, i.e. participation,
and citizenship. Citizens not only need protection of their natural qualities by means of the
private personality that the private sphere enables. Even in the public sphere, citizens need
some further concealment of their natural qualities, by means of legal personality, which
Arendt compares to a mask, covering up the actor’s face on stage, while still disclosing, and
even amplifying, her or his unique voice. Arendt calls upon this trope in order to provide
insight into the artificial, constructed quality of citizenship. Who should become visible in
public space is not natural man, but men-as-citizens. This I call the paradox of citizenship,
the fact that revealing and concealing, or disclosure and closure, are only seemingly
opposed, but, upon closer inspection function as two sides of the same coin. Critically
discussing two feminist readings of Arendt’s mask, I argue that its function is not to cover
up social man, that is, membership in a social group, for example women or Jews, but
natural man, that is, membership in the human species.
In the last two chapters I discuss distinct political pathologies of in/visibility,
respectively public invisibility and private visibility (chapter 7) and social in/visibility
(chapter 8), because the pathologies show more clearly why public visibility and natural
invisibility are important aspects of the political. Arendt quite consistently maintains
throughout her work that public invisibility constitutes the true inhumanity of a number of
regrettable political and social predicaments, including poverty, slavery, displacement and
internment in concentration camps, because it deprives people of the possibility to live a
meaningful life. These people are withheld the opportunity to appear in deeds and words,
be seen by others and thus be remembered as individuals with unique biographies. Like
public visibility and private invisibility, the pathologies are interrelated. Like disclosure in
public and the protection of private life together enable participation, obscurity and
exposure prohibit participation. Both are therefore politically harmful conditions. Public
invisibility is pathological since without access to a public space, the concealment which the
private sphere has on offer for natural man turns into obscurity. Natural visibility is no less
damaging to political action and citizenship. When someone is deprived of the possibility
of retreat into invisibility and of the mask of legal personality, disclosure of who one is, the
political actor or citizen, gives way to exposure of what someone is to the public eye,
natural man, who is for that very reason no longer able to participate. Disclosive
appearance of who one is requires initiative in public space to achieve recognition and
participation. Exposure, on the other hand, is passive, hence non-participatory and has
therefore very little to do with publicity. Both pathologies are modes of blindness, due to
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too much light in the case of exposure, or to too little in the case of obscurity. Obscurity
and exposure are pathological modes of in/visibility, because they are disabling and
disempowering conditions and bring about the breakdown of the paradox of citizenship,
that is, of disclosure and concealment. Devoid of both the protection and security of the
private sphere and of legal personality, the disclosure of who is replaced by the exposure of
what people are.
This is illustrated by the fate of stateless people, among others, as I demonstrate in
chapter 7. Arendt’s reflections in the 1940’s and early 1950’s on stateless aliens in inter-war
Europe show that he predicament of the stateless features the simultaneity of both
pathologies of political action and citizenship, namely obscurity and exposure. The stateless
refugee is the exemplary non-citizen, the exact opposite in every respect, of the citizen,
since she cannot participate in public space. First, because she is deprived of her legal
personality and her ability to show herself through words and deeds in the space of
appearances, which renders her publicly invisible. And, second, because she is susceptible
to the naturalistic reduction, i.e. the reduction to organic life, and hence is doomed to
natural visibility. Arendt’s critical deconstructions, I argue, call for a rethinking of the
Enlightenment discourse of human rights. By juxtaposing her account to current Dutch
policies and practices concerning undocumented aliens in the last section, I demonstrate
the relevance and currency of the Arendtian politics of in/visibility. I point out disturbing
parallels between the successive measures that Arendt observed that Western-European
nation-states took against stateless refugees in the first half of the twentieth century, and
the way in which the Netherlands and other Western-European countries currently deal
with asylum seekers and undocumented immigrants. The politics of in/visibility again, or
still, produces a large number of non-citizens within Dutch society who are simultaneously
obscured and exposed. Moreover, biotechnological regimes of surveillance and exposure
have emerged that Arendt neither has nor could take account of, undermining even further
the already precarious political status of the nation state. No amount of policing, increasing
the exposure of all people in its territory, citizens as well, is going to solve the political
problem of the nation state: the contradiction between its de jure guarantee of universal
human rights and its de facto protection of only its legal residents.
In chapter 8, I discuss another pathology of in/visibility, namely social in/visibility in
public space. The problem of exclusion, domination or exploitation of groups is often
diagnosed in terms of social invisibility; its remedy is formulated in terms of social visibility.
Social invisibility then refers to social injustice and inequality along two axes, respectively a
socio-economic axis, i.e. redistribution; and a socio-cultural axis, i.e. recognition. The bestknown form of the struggle for recognition is identity politics, that is, the demand of
disadvantaged groups for recognition of their particular group identity, the very ground on
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which recognition had been withheld before, instead of their inclusion in some universal
common humanity. I defend an alternative Arendtian perspective on these problems. For
this alternative option I draw inspiration from Arendt’s council-model of political action.
Although Arendt acknowledges that collective identities may be politically relevant, she
diagnoses exclusion not exclusively in terms of social invisibility, but in terms of political
invisibility. Subsequently, as a strategy for emancipation or empowerment, she advocates a
struggle for political rather than social visibility, i.e. for participation, political equality,
empowerment and freedom. I exemplify the issue of social, respectively political
in/visibility through four social movements and their related social conflicts, modes of
social invisibility and struggles, namely poverty, the labor movement and its contemporary
twin, the alter-globalization movement (the ‘social question’) in the case of the politics of
redistribution; racism and the black civil rights movement (the ‘race question’); antiSemitism and Jewish pariah politics or Zionism (the ‘Jewish question’); and patriarchy and
the feminist movement (the ‘woman question’) in the case of the politics of recognition. In
each of these cases, I show what a social, and subsequently a political, Arendtian outlook
on these groups’ in/visibility could mean. Poverty, oppression and discrimination do not
only refer to social invisibility and injustice, that is, misrecognition or maldistribution, but
also, and in Arendt’s view primarily, to a lack of political freedom of those affected, due to
the inaccessibility of the public sphere which allows people to be seen and heard by their
fellow citizens and to exercise their common freedom. Poverty, oppression and
discrimination in particular circumstances do constitute politically relevant issues, because
they not just cause social, but public invisibility too. Arendt argues human dignity is not
brought about through attaining social visibility and justice alone, but requires the freedom
to participate as well. For Arendt, the meaning of political freedom entails the right to be
seen and heard in the world, that is, to access to the space of appearances. So she
understands the wrongs inherent in the situation of the (extremely) poor, slaves and
discriminated groups in political, rather than in socio-economic or socio-cultural, terms.
This takes something like a Gestaltswitch. A particular problem may have both a dimension
of freedom and of justice. The social and the political are best seen as two, only analytically
distinct, dimensions that are inextricably linked up in reality. The controversial Arendtian
distinction between the social and the political, I argue, is actually a phenomenological
clarification, which allows us to distinguish between social and political dimensions of one
and the same problem, conflict or event. Problems are not in themselves social or political,
but depending upon the perspective one takes upon them, appear as either social or
political. The distinction between the social and the political and, subsequently, the struggle
for political visibility, are important, since according to Arendt, the political itself, and
consequentially political freedom, are at stake.
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As a conclusion, I argue that the scholarly, or more generally the existential pathos or
ethos, which permeates Arendt’s work is Amor Mundi, love, or care for the world. This
ethos expresses a paradox of distance and engagement and corresponds to Arendt’s
phenomenological understanding of the world as the in-between. Amor Mundi is expressed
in a plethora of human activities that I described in the preceding chapters, such as speech
and action; judging; understanding; storytelling and the formation and exchange of
opinions; seeking, exploring and telling factual truths; and marginalized groups’ struggle for
political visibility. Likewise, Amor Mundi is expressed in practices and phenomena such as
civic friendship, power, action-in-concert, and common sense. Additionally, Amor Mundi is
expressed in the world-building activities of the fabrication of utensils, institutions, laws,
works of art, etc., that together constitute the material world. It also becomes manifest in
contracts, which are an effect of mutual promising, and which are subsequently
materialized and institutionally embedded in covenants, treaties, constitutions, the law, etc.
The attitudes, activities and practices of Amor Mundi enable stability; reality;
meaningfulness; commonality; publicity, visibility and the appearance of who we are; and
public freedom. The paradox of distance and engagement is exemplarily played out in the
attitude of the Arendtian scholar-as-engaged-spectator. This attitude appeals to the
cultivation and exercise of a radical openness to, and engagement with the factual, that is,
contingent and unpredictable, nature of events and phenomena. The ethos of Amor Mundi,
I argue, is Arendt’s version of humanism. This humanism is worldly and non-sentimental,
and refers to the cultivation of taste as the very starting point of the hermeneutic process
of common sense, understanding and judging. By contrast, the in between that Amor Mundi
cultivates as the condition of citizenship, is destroyed in two attitudes that are antithetical
to Amor Mundi, i.e. Contemptus Mundi and Amor Hominis. One of the most important insights
that Arendt provides is her acknowledgment that not just plain hatred for the world, but
also love of Man, can inflict harm and catastrophes in politics. Examples of Contemptus
Mundi include the totalitarian experience, metaphysics, ideologies, and modern
subjectivism. Amor Hominis, comprising both care for life itself and care for the soul, is
exemplified in phenomena such as conscientious objections, the politics of brotherhood,
the politics of compassion and charity, and the moralization and sentimentalization of the
political.
In the second half of the conclusion, I demonstrate the urgency and relevancy of the
ethos of Amor Mundi and its current challenges. Current examples of practices that breath
the ethos of Amor Mundi, in other words, of practices of freedom, include, among others,
forms of civil disobedience, civic discussion and grassroots civic initiatives, ranging from
neighborhood committees to movements of concerned citizens organizing around civil
rights issues. Amor Mundi is also reflected in the classical ethos of journalism. Important
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aspects of Amor Mundi are expressed in its standards and principles. Truthfulness and
accuracy correspond to commitment to disclosing factual truth. Fairness and audi alteram
partem, hearing both sides, correspond to erweiterte Denkungsart or situated impartiality. On a
meta-level, the ideal of pluralistic media fosters Amor Mundi as well. The first thing that
strikes me, is that the adverse effects of contemporary modes of Contemptus Mundi are
frequently met by modes of Amor Hominis. The prime contemporary example of Contemptus
Mundi is the undermining of an important dimension of the material world, namely the
constitutional state or Rechtstaat and the rule of law. Well-known examples include the dejuridification of particular groups of people, such as of enemy combatants of the war on
terror and of irregular migrants in many countries, including constitutional democratic
states; and the increasing infringement of the civil right to privacy. The weakened legal
identity of particular groups of people is increasingly met by various forms of Amor
Hominis, such as charity and compassion with (illegal) aliens and the poor.
Next, I argue that the values of safety and health, which belong to what Arendt calls
the care for life itself, are increasingly given priority to the civic right to privacy, the care of
which is an important dimension of Amor Mundi, which in the end will affect our public
freedom. Arendt demonstrates that when the private sphere is no longer shielded against
the public eye, not only is the private sphere affected, as the liberal paradigm holds, but the
public sphere as well. The protection of privacy, the person’s private invisibility, or the
integrity of the private sphere, is a necessary condition for sound citizenship, public
freedom and the flourishing of the public sphere. An example of a process in which care
for the soul links up with Contemptus Mundi, finally, is the current moralization of the
political, as it takes shape in the Netherlands in the discourse of ‘civic responsibility’, at the
expense of citizens’ legal status. These are all examples of what Arendt would call world
alienation. As soon as safety, security, convenience and health become absolute and
unquestioned values, the political is replaced by the social. And as soon as conscience,
norms and values, and educating and disciplining citizens become the prime objects of
concern of governments, the political gives way to the moral. In both cases, which are
largely intertwined, we see a withering away of the common, public world, that is, of the
very condition of our freedom. Critical, independent and pluralistic media committed to
truthfulness and hearing all sides, as well as citizens’ initiatives confronting civil rights
violations and mobilizing to maintain the institutions of the Rechtstaat, might serve as an
antidote against the world-alienating tendencies of Contemptus Mundi and Amor Hominis.
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Samenvatting in het Nederlands
Amor Mundi.
Hannah Arendts politieke fenomenologie van de wereld

In dit proefschrift verdedig ik een interpretatie van het werk van Hannah Arendt die de
verschillende dimensies ervan integreert, zoals politieke theorie, filosofie,
geschiedschrijving, literaire theorie en haar journalistieke werk, door uit te werken hoe zij
hermeneutisch-fenomenologische bronnen en methodes verbindt met gedeelde historischpolitieke ervaringen. In deze uitwerking concentreer ik mij op de cruciale begrippen
‘wereld’ en ‘wereldlijkheid’. Mijn stelling is dat Arendts werk een grotendeels impliciete
maar toch sterke en overtuigende aanzet bevat voor een tot nog toe niet eerder uitgewerkt
perspectief dat ik benoem als een hermeneutische fenomenologie van het politieke.
Voorlopig omschreven bestaat dit perspectief uit concrete analyses van politiek-historische
ervaringen die gericht zijn op het begrijpen van de betekenis van deze ervaringen. Dit
houdt zowel een politisering van de hermeneutische fenomenologie, als de ontwikkeling
van een hermeneutisch-fenomenologisch perspectief binnen de politieke filosofie in.
Er zijn verschillende redenen aan te wijzen waarom er tot nog toe nauwelijks sprake
is van geïntegreerde en werkelijk interdisciplinaire perspectieven op Arendts werk. Haar
werk is voor het overgrote deel geïnterpreteerd binnen verschillende monodisciplinaire
kaders, zoals politieke theorie, geschiedschrijving of filosofie, en dat telkens ten koste van
andere perspectieven. Zelfs filosofen die kritisch zijn ten aanzien van universaliteitclaims,
schrikken er vaak voor terug om het werk van filosofen te contextualiseren, omdat ze
vrezen dat dit ten koste gaat van de algemene geldigheid ervan. Meer empirisch
georiënteerde wetenschappers in de politieke en geschiedwetenschappen, daarentegen,
weigeren meestal algemeen geldige uitspraken af te leiden uit specifieke historische of
politieke situaties. Een tweede reden voor het relatieve gebrek aan geïntegreerde
interpretaties is ideologischer van aard. Wellicht als gevolg van het polemische karakter van
veel van Arendts werk zelf, wordt het met name in de VS vaak ingezet in zeer
gepolariseerde intellectuele debatten die weinig uitstaande hebben met de oorspronkelijke
context van haar werk. Een opvallend verschijnsel dat zich voordoet is dat Arendts werk
daarbij vaak wordt geclaimd aan beide zijden van deze debatten, zowel als door
intellectuelen die streven naar een verzoening van deze tegengestelde posities. Een bekend
voorbeeld hiervan is het debat tussen hen die een zogenaamde modernistische en hen die
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een postmodernistische interpretatie van Arendts werk verdedigen. Vroegere voorbeelden
zijn het debat tussen liberalen en communitaristen, en de discussie over het veronderstelde
estheticisme van haar politieke denken.
Ik bepleit een meer contextuele lezing van Arendts filosofische inzichten en
tegelijkertijd een meer hermeneutisch-fenomenologische lezing van haar historische en
politieke beschouwingen. Dit is precies de inzet van een hermeneutische fenomenologie
van het politieke. Wat Arendts werk uniek en oorspronkelijk maakt, is precies de
verbinding die ze legt tussen een historisch-politieke en een filosofische gevoeligheid, door
middel van een samenhangende hermeneutisch-fenomenologische benadering van het
politieke. Arendts werk, stel ik, kan het beste getypeerd worden als fenomenologisch
geïnformeerde beschouwingen over het politieke, of politiek geïnformeerde
fenomenologische oefeningen. Het totalitaire wereldverlies deed haar inzien wat het
existentiële en politieke belang is van de wereld, en dat mensen bovenal wereldlijke wezens
zijn. Door middel van een analyse van die aspecten van het menselijke bestaan die het
totalitarisme vernietigt, namelijk het behoren tot een juridische en politieke gemeenschap,
spontaniteit, onbepaaldheid, pluraliteit en common sense, geven Arendts beschouwingen
over het totalitarisme dus aanwijzingen voor een diagnose van de politieke menselijke
conditie, waarin pluraliteit en vrijheid centraal staan. De inzet daarvan is het redden van de
verschijnselen, in het bijzonder politieke verschijnselen.
In dit proefschrift onderzoek ik Arendts hermeneutische fenomenologie door de lens
van een notie die precies op het snijpunt ligt van politieke theorie en hermeneutische
fenomenologie, namelijk de notie van ‘wereld’. Elke lezing van Arendts notie van wereld
die deze reduceert tot ofwel een politieke ofwel een fenomenologische figuur, doet dus
tekort aan de rijkdom en oorspronkelijkheid van Arendts denken.
Deel I van dit boek is geheel geweid aan methodologische kwesties: Arendts
hermeneutisch-fenomenologische methode en de implicaties ervan voor haar
fenomenologische antropologie. In deel II en III onderzoek ik de implicaties die deze
methode heeft voor Arendts analyses van politieke verschijnselen en gebeurtenissen,
ondergebracht onder twee noemers die de belangrijkste dimensies van haar begrip van de
intersubjectieve wereld omvatten, namelijk gemeenschappelijkheid (deel II) en
openbaarheid of zichtbaarheid (deel III). In elk deel laat ik zien hoe aan deze analyses
beschouwingen over de totalitaire ervaring ten grondslag liggen en tevens welke nieuwe
inzichten een interpretatie van Arendts analyses van het politieke als een hermeneutische
fenomenologie oplevert.
In deel I bespreek ik Arendts methode. In hoofdstuk 1 reconstrueer ik Arendts
hermeneutisch-fenomenologische methode; in hoofdstuk 2 ga ik in op de gevolgen
daarvan voor haar fenomenologische antropologie. De fenomenologische inslag van Arendts
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werk is zichtbaar in haar benadering van politieke gebeurtenissen via de geleefde, dat wil
zeggen, gedeelde, intersubjectieve, perspectivistische en wereldlijke ervaring van deze
verschijnselen. De alomtegenwoordigheid van onderscheidingen en paradoxen in Arendts
werk zijn het gevolg van deze aandacht voor ervaringen.
Arendts methode is een hermeneutische fenomenologie, vanwege haar gerichtheid op
het begrijpen van de betekenis van verschijnselen in hun uniciteit en contingentie. De
oefeningen in begrijpen, zoals ze ze zelf noemde, hebben volgens haar een tweeledig
karakter. Ten eerste zijn ze kritisch. Arendts doel is om recht te doen aan het
oorspronkelijke, eigenstandige karakter van het politieke leven, de vita activa, en het te
redden van metafysische vooroordelen en drogredeneringen en het binnendringen van de
leefregels van de vita contemplativa. Arendt deconstrueert deze vooroordelen niet door ze
teniet te doen, maar door een genealogisch onderzoek naar de manier waarop de
geschiedenis van politieke ervaringen en verschijnselen in onze taal zijn samengebald en
gesedimenteerd, dat wil zeggen, ofwel onthuld of verhuld in traditionele politieke
begrippen. Ten tweede zijn Arendts hermeneutische oefeningen experimenteel voor zover
ze bestaan uit verhalen vertellen. Verhalen hebben het vermogen trouw te blijven aan de
fenomenale aard van het politieke, dat wil zeggen, haar verschijningskarakter. Door te
vertellen over verschijnselen en gebeurtenissen, kunnen we beginnen ze te begrijpen en
kunnen processen van verzoening met gebeurtenissen uit het verleden en van herbezinning
op de toekomst op gang komen.
Tot slot kan Arendts methode gekenmerkt worden als een hermeneutische
fenomenologie van het politieke, omdat ze voornamelijk geïnteresseerd is in het begrijpen van
politieke verschijnselen, gebeurtenissen en ervaringen, of concreter gesproken, in
gebeurtenissen in de publieke sfeer en in feiten.
Vanwege haar gerichtheid op begrijpen en interpretatie, wijkt Arendts methode af
van meer conventionele methoden en paradigma’s binnen zowel de geestes- als de sociale
wetenschappen die gericht zijn op verklaren, dat wil zeggen, op het vinden van oorzaken,
motieven en wetmatigheden. In haar optiek slaat de verklarende benadering van de
geschiedenis en het politieke het geduldige en nauwgezette werk van het begrijpen over, en
loopt zo het gevaar te vervallen in sciëntistische en metafysische constructies. Dergelijke
ideologische constructies zijn politiek gezien problematisch. Door bijvoorbeeld
wetmatigheden aan te wijzen die de gang van de geschiedenis bepalen en waaruit
voorspellingen voor de toekomst kunnen worden afgeleid, neigen zulke constructies tot
determinisme. Een dergelijk determinisme gaat hand in hand met een toenemende
ongevoeligheid voor het nieuwe, welke kan leiden tot normalisering en het verzwakken van
onze handelingsruimte en het vermogen tot verzet.
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Naast de fenomenologische inspiratie, is de historische en politieke achtergrond
ervan evenzeer bepalend voor Arendts methode. Arendts afwijzing van metafysische en
sciëntistische methoden verwijst naar het acuut en diep gevoelde besef dat, zoals ze het zelf
uitdrukt, ‘de draad van de traditie gebroken is’. De opkomst van het totalitarisme bracht
een beslissende breuk met de traditie teweeg. Arendt betreurt dit gegeven, maar benadrukt
tevens dat het verlies van de traditie ook de kans schept onze werkelijkheidszin te
herwinnen, door het afwerpen van de ballast van de metafysische en sciëntistische tradities
die een niet-betrokken houding stimuleren en cultiveren.
Daarnaast is Arendts methode, anders dan meer conventionele onderzoeksparadigma’s, niet uitwendig aan de onderwerpen die ze onderzoekt. Het sciëntistische of
empiristische methodische ideaal van objectiviteit eist dat de onderzoeker tegenover zijn
onderzoeksonderwerp de positie van een niet-betrokken waarnemer aanneemt, en daarbij
een methode toepast die evenzeer los staat van dit onderwerp. Dit zogenaamde
Archimedische punt is een abstract of (quasi-)universalistisch standpunt, dat verondersteld
wordt alle bijzondere standpunten te overstijgen. De Arendtiaanse fenomenologische
onderzoeker, daarentegen, is een betrokken toeschouwer die zichzelf laat aanspreken door
wat ze onderzoekt. De derdepersoon positie van de externe waarnemer sluit immers
toegang tot betekenis uit, terwijl dat nu precies het doel is van de hermeneutische
fenomenologie. De onderzoeker-als-betrokken-toeschouwer ontsnapt aan het subjectobject dualisme van de onderzoeker-als-niet-betrokken-waarnemer. De objectivering van
het menselijk handelen wordt vervangen door de inherente betekenisvolheid ervan. Het
oordeel van de toeschouwer is niet universeel, noch objectief, zoals het perspectief van de
niet-betrokken waarnemer, maar doet een beroep op de verbeeldingskracht, dat wil zeggen,
op smaak en representatief denken (erweiterte Denkungsart), het in de verbeelding voor
zichzelf aanwezig maken van de mogelijke perspectieven van anderen op een bepaalde
kwestie. Dit proces van verbeelding verleent het oordeel een bijzondere geldigheid die
gesitueerde onpartijdigheid genoemd kan worden.
Arendts methode heeft aanleiding gegeven tot een aantal hardnekkig terugkerende
bezwaren en voor veel verwarring gezorgd. Haar beroep op ervaring en op de feiten berust
volgens sommigen op grove empiristische of zelfs sciëntistische misvattingen. En de
alomtegenwoordigheid van onderscheidingen in haar werk wordt vaak uitgelegd als een
teken van essentialisme. Ik laat zien dat deze bezwaren berusten op misverstanden, die
weggenomen kunnen worden door de veelal nauwelijks onderkende hermeneutischfenomenologische achtergrond van deze noties en van onderscheidingen in Arendts werk
uiteen te zetten. Bovendien maak ik het punt dat het gegeven dat Arendt hecht aan
ervaring, feiten en precieze onderscheidingen voortkomt uit zinnige politieke
overwegingen. Door veelvoorkomende misverstanden recht te zetten, probeer ik de
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waardering voor ervaring, feiten en het maken van onderscheidingen voor een kritische en
verantwoordelijke bestudering van het politieke te redden.
Omdat Arendts hermeneutisch-fenomenologische benadering van het politieke
bovenal is gericht op het begrijpen van de wereldlijkheid van het menselijke bestaan,
interpreteer ik het als een fenomenologische antropologie van het politieke (hoofdstuk 2).
Arendts fenomenologische antropologie, die voortkomt uit haar beschouwingen over de
totalitaire ervaring, is een uitstekend voorbeeld van gesitueerd, contextueel en op ervaring
gestoeld politiek onderzoek. De totalitaire ervaring van wereldverlies bezielde de
ontwikkeling van haar fenomenologie van de wereldlijke menselijke conditie in The human
condition en The life of the mind. Arendts analyse van de wereldlijke menselijke conditie
concentreert zich op de manier waarop de menselijke ervaring en het menselijke bestaan
vorm krijgen in samenhang met een aantal menselijke condities, namelijk het leven zelf,
wereldlijkheid, pluraliteit en nataliteit. De menselijke condities zijn de kenmerken van de
gemeenschappelijke menselijke situatie die het menselijke bestaan bepalen en andersom
ook weer door haar worden bepaald. Mensen en hun natuurlijke en wereldlijke omgeving
conditioneren elkaar dus wederzijds. De fenomenologische achtergrond van het idee van
conditionaliteit zorgt ervoor dat condities zowel constanten in de menselijke ervaring en
het menselijk bestaan, als historisch variabel in hun specifieke samenspel en betekenis zijn.
Arendts analyse van de menselijke condities, in het bijzonder de conditie van pluraliteit,
problematiseert metafysische en sciëntistische opvattingen over wat een mens tot mens
maakt, die tot uiting komen in definities van een universele en eeuwige menselijke natuur.
Uit deze antropologie komt een fenomenologische topologie van de werkelijkheid
voort, die de verschillende geleefde perspectieven op de omgeving die we bewonen: de
natuur en respectievelijk de materiële en de intersubjectieve dimensie van de wereld. De
materiële en de intersubjectieve aspecten tezamen vormen de wereld als het menselijk thuis.
De materiële dimensie van de wereld zorgt voor stabiliteit en een kunstmatige omgeving
die mensen enigszins beschermt tegen de natuur. De intersubjectieve dimensie daarentegen
maakt zin en betekenis mogelijk.
Typisch voor Arendt als fenomenoloog is haar bewering dat pluraliteit een
paradoxale conditie is die verschillende, niet zelden zelfs met elkaar strijdige ervaringen
betreft, die niettemin met elkaar zijn verbonden, en zelfs wederzijds van elkaar afhankelijk
zijn en elkaar conditioneren. Ik bespreek vier fenomenologisch verschillende aspecten van
de paradox van pluraliteit: verschil en gelijkheid; verschil en gemeenschappelijkheid;
isolement en versmelting; en communicatie, interactie of intersubjectiviteit, en conflict,
agonisme en individualiteit. Anders dan meestal wordt gesuggereerd in de Arendtliteratuur, vormen de paren geen dualismen, maar veronderstellen de twee aspecten elkaar
steeds. Deze paradoxen impliceren ook dat pluraliteit en wereldlijkheid elkaar wederzijds
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conditioneren en gelijkoorspronkelijk zijn. Daarom betekent een verlies van pluraliteit
tegelijk ook een verlies van wereldlijkheid. Een verlies van wereld leidt tot een verlies van
de verschillen tussen mensen, van gelijkheid, gemeenschappelijkheid, betekenis en
werkelijkheidszin.
Deze hermeneutische en antropologische fenomenologie van het politieke staat
kritisch tegenover metafysica, tegenover (sterk) empirisme en sciëntisme, en tegenover
poststructuralisme. Arendts fenomenologie van de menselijke condities problematiseert
metafysische vooronderstellingen over de menselijke natuur. Het metafysische denken is
dualistisch, omdat het een dualisme tussen subject en object vooronderstelt. Net als de
onderzoeker-als-niet-betrokken-waarnemer volgens het Archimedische ideaal van
objectiviteit, wordt de Mens opgevat als rationeel, soeverein subject dat tegenover de
wereld staat. De metafysische traditie is ook essentialistisch of naturalistisch, omdat er door
het definiëren en bepalen van de constanten van de menselijke natuur een generalisering en
objectivering optreedt, die blind is voor de verschillen tussen mensen en voor historische
variaties. Tot slot is het metafysische denken deterministisch, omdat het er toe neigt de
contingentie van feitelijke waarheden te miskennen en deze te vervangen door dwingende
logische waarheden. Net als de poststructuralisten gelooft Arendt in de historische
veranderlijkheid van het samenspel van menselijke condities. Deze condities vormen echter
ook constanten. Het epistemologisch scepticisme van poststructuralisten maakt dat zij de
betekenis van ervaring, van feiten en van het ideaal van onpartijdigheid volledig verwerpen.
Maar als ervaring, feiten en onpartijdigheid als niets meer dan principieel ideologische,
sciëntistische constructies worden gezien, dan gaat elk criterium voor het maken van
normatieve onderscheidingen verloren.
In deel II en III werk ik de verschillende dimensies van de intersubjectieve wereld
uit: de immateriële, relationele, dynamische en kwetsbare ruimte van betekenissen en
verhalen die voortdurend onderhoud vergt. Deze ruimte komt tot stand telkens wanneer
mensen zich tot elkaar verhouden door middel van woorden en daden en houdt ook weer
op te bestaan wanneer mensen dat niet langer doen. Het heeft betrekking op de res publica,
dat wat voor iedereen van belang is, in tegenstelling tot privékwesties. De belangrijkste
dimensies van de wereld zijn, in Arendts woorden, respectievelijk het inter-esse of de
tussenruimte, de verschijningsruimte (space of appearances) en het web van betrekkingen (web
of relationships). De meest algemene kenmerken van de intersubjectieve wereld die deze
dimensies verbinden, zijn aan de ene kant haar fenomenale of publieke en aan de andere
kant haar gemeenschappelijke kwaliteit. Deze twee komen in respectievelijk deel III en deel
II aan bod. De intersubjectieve wereld is zowel een publieke ruimte, als een
gemeenschappelijke wereld. De publieke ruimte is steeds ook een gemeenschappelijke
wereld. De wereld is publiek, omdat het alles dat in de openbaarheid verschijnt omvat, en
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omdat het gedeeld wordt door al haar inwoners. Omdat de wereld voor allen zichtbaar is, is
ze ook gemeenschappelijk. Deze gemeenschappelijkheid is pluralistisch, omdat iedereen
een ander perspectief heeft op de ene wereld die we delen.
In deel II onderzoek ik het aspect van gemeenschappelijkheid, dat wil zeggen, de
relatie tussen burgers, de gemeenschap en de wereld. Gemeenschap is voor Arendt eerder
een vraag dan een antwoord. Haar insteek verschilt nogal van veel andere politieke
filosofen die het probleem van gemeenschap onderzoeken en bezorgd zijn over het
uiteenvallen van de samenleving. Arendt, daarentegen, maakt zich zorgen over de sociale
tendens en dwang tot homogenisering. De meeste van haar filosofische lezers gaan eraan
voorbij dat haar reflecties over politieke gemeenschap geworteld zijn in haar analyse van de
totalitaire ervaring. Ten eerste kweekte de nationaalsocialistische ideologie van Blut und
Boden een diep wantrouwen in haar ten aanzien van etnische of anderszins naturalistische
funderingen en rechtvaardigingen van gemeenschap en gaf haar in de plaats daarvan een
sterke voorkeur voor de kunstmatigheid van burgerschap. Daarnaast gaf haar betoog over
het totalitarisme haar inzicht in twee totalitaire, antipolitieke toestanden, namelijk de
toestand van alomvattende isolatie enerzijds en van de versmelting van de vele mensen tot
een enkelvoudige Mens anderzijds. De totalitaire ervaring deed Arendt inzien dat mensen
zowel tijdelijke afzondering, als een gedeelde wereldlijke ruimte of samen-zijn nodig
hebben. Afzondering of alleen-zijn verwordt tot de pathologische conditie van isolement,
wanneer mensen alleen nog maar verschillen van elkaar zonder samen te zijn; samen-zijn
verwordt tot versmelting, wanneer mensen samen zijn zonder van elkaar te verschillen.
Daarom verwerpt Arendt zowel traditionele communitaristische, als radicaal
individualistische antwoorden op de vraag naar gemeenschap. Vanwege de paradoxale aard
van pluraliteit, staan het individu en de gemeenschappelijke wereld niet tegenover elkaar.
Werkelijk politieke gemeenschap is niet gegeven, kunstmatig en heterogeen. Het bestaat uit
een samen-zijn van burgers die pas ontstaat zodra en zolang burgers hun pluraliteit van
gezichtspunten en meningen publiekelijk tonen. Het doel is niet om tot overeenstemming,
consensus of harmonie te komen door het gelijkmaken van verschillen, zoals in de
traditionele communitaristische gemeenschap. Integendeel, het gaat erom recht te doen aan
de meervoudigheid van uiteenlopende individuele gezichtspunten, om zo tot een
gemeenschappelijke wereld te komen. Gemeenschap is nooit gegeven, omdat het een
uiteindelijke grond mist. Maar wat hebben burgers dan wel gemeenschappelijk? Hoe
bouwen mensen een gemeenschappelijke wereld op als er geen grond is? Arendt wijst een
aantal activiteiten, praktijken en condities aan, die vorm geven aan onze relatie tot de
wereld: het uitwisselen van meningen en het doen van beloften (hoofdstuk 3), common
sense (hoofdstuk 4) en politieke vriendschap (hoofdstuk 5).
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In hoofdstuk 3 zet ik Arendts visie op gemeenschap uiteen door het tegenover twee
klassieke politiek-filosofische posities binnen de sociaalcontract theorie te plaatsen,
namelijk het quasiliberale model van het sociaal contract dat wordt gefundeerd in verlicht
eigenbelang (vertegenwoordigd door Thomas Hobbes); en het organische model van
gemeenschap dat wordt gefundeerd in de algemene wil van een soeverein volk en dat een
beroep doet op gegeneraliseerd medelijden (vertegenwoordigd door Jean-Jacques
Rousseau). In Arendts optiek heeft het politieke beroep op respectievelijk belangen en de
wil rampzalige politieke gevolgen, vanwege vier eigenschappen ze met elkaar gemeen
hebben: subjectivisme of solipsisme; eenheid, homogeniteit en onmiddellijkheid;
soevereiniteit; en naturalisme. Arendts hoofdbezwaar tegen zowel Hobbes’ als Rousseaus
politieke denken heeft betrekking op de vijandigheid ten aanzien van pluraliteit en de
blindheid voor wereldlijkheid waarvan hun theorieën getuigen. Hun gedeelde vijandigheid
ten aanzien van pluraliteit heeft te maken met hun verwaarlozing van de paradoxen van
pluraliteit. Daarom staan ze ook voor twee invloedrijke manieren om afstand te doen van
pluraliteit, door middel van eenpersoons heerschappij (Hobbes) of van de fictie van het
volk als velen-in-één (Rousseau) Beide beschouwen pluraliteit als een probleem, een
betreurenswaardige conditie die moet worden opgeheven om de gemeenschap te kunnen
laten bestaan. Rousseau associeert pluraliteit met de egoïstische private wil, Hobbes met
het onbegrensde en nog niet rationele, agressieve eigenbelang in de burgeroorlogachtige
natuurtoestand, dat wil zeggen, met een louter conflictueuze menigte van geïsoleerde
individuen. Op dezelfde manier staan Hobbes en Rousseau voor twee manieren om aan de
wereld voorbij te gaan en deze te ondermijnen. Rousseaus voorstel om de vele
pluralistische perspectieven van unieke individuen te herleiden tot een algemene wil, en zijn
invoering van medelijden als een principe van publieke zaken, schuift politieke instituties
die buiten, dat wil zeggen, tussen, mensen liggen en hun betrekkingen bemiddelen, onder
de tafel. Medelijden heft de afstand tussen mensen, dat wil zeggen, de wereld, op. Hobbes’
verdediging van verlicht eigenbelang, houdt in dat het individu door middel van het
‘doorrekenen van gevolgen’ (reckoning with consequences) tot de conclusie komt dat haar lange
termijn belang het best gediend wordt wanneer alle mensen hun vrijheid overdragen aan de
soeverein.
In plaats van wil of belang, gaat Arendts model van gemeenschap daarentegen uit
van mening, belofte en samen-handelen (action-in-concert). Ze hanteert een burgerschapsmodel van gemeenschap, dat een principieel horizontale band tussen burgers veronderstelt.
In deze optiek verwijst gemeenschap naar een gemeenschappelijke wereld, niet naar een
gemeenschappelijke menselijke natuur, bijvoorbeeld de rede, zoals bij Hobbes, of
medelijden, zoals bij Rousseau. Deze gemeenschappelijke wereld is niet gegeven, noch
natuurlijk, maar het resultaat van het samen handelen van burgers, die meningen
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uitwisselen en elkaar over en weer beloftes doen door contracten te sluiten. Meningen
veronderstellen principieel de aanwezigheid van anderen; ze ontstaan tussen burgers tijdens
de uitwisseling ervan, in plaats van in het hoofd van mensen. Arendt positioneert haar
denken over het gemeenschappelijke in een andere traditie binnen de sociaal contract
theorie, die losjes verbonden is met John Locke: het horizontale contract tussen
zelfstandige individuen die zich wederzijds binden. Het horizontale contract veronderstelt
dat zijn leden gelijk zijn, in tegenstelling tot de verticale relatie tussen het volk dat wordt
geregeerd en de regering. Het sociaal contract dat is gebaseerd op de belofte is
institutioneel verankerd in verdragen, overeenkomsten, contracten, de grondwet, de wet,
etc. Deze instituties liggen tussen mensen, dus in de gemeenschappelijke wereld. Het zijn
precies deze bemiddelende instituties die afwezig zijn in zowel het Rouseauiaanse als het
Hobbesiaanse sociaal contract. Anders dan het wezenlijk kortzichtige eigenbelang en de
algemene wil, vormen deze instituties uitgebreide kaders van verbindingen en
verplichtingen voor de toekomst, zonder daarbij echter de fundamentele contingentie van
het handelen te vernietigen. Naast haar langere termijn gerichtheid, is de wet onpartijdig, in
tegenstelling tot het medelijden en de som van alle, zelfs verlichte, private belangen. De
belofte en het horizontale contract vormen de basis van Arendts andere model van macht,
dat ze niet opvat als soevereiniteit, maar als samen-handelen.
In hoofdstuk 4 bespreek ik debatten over Arendts beschouwingen over common
sense en oordelen. Arendts opvattingen over de gemeenschappelijke wereld komen het
meest duidelijk tot uiting in de context van haar beschouwingen over common sense of
sensus communis, onze gemeenschappelijke zin voor de wereld. Ze stelde deze kwestie voor
het eerst aan de orde in haar analyses van de totalitaire ideologie, als een voorlopig
antwoord op de vraag welk verlies mensen afkeert van de wereld en hoe dit proces werkt.
Deze ontstaanscontext wordt vaak over het hoofd gezien in academische discussies over
Arendts begrip van het oordelen. Common sense, stelt Arendt, is verbonden met onze
werkelijkheidszin, en haar werking is tegengesteld aan totalitair ideologisch denken.
Common sense werkt inductief en intersubjectief. In tegenstelling tot metafysisch denken
volgen de inzichten van common sense inductief uit zintuiglijke ervaringen. Omdat het
nauw verbonden is met ervaring, is common sense de basis van politiek inzicht en blijft het
voortdurend in contact met de gemeenschappelijke wereld. Intersubjectiviteit is een ander
belangrijk kenmerk van common sense, omdat het voor haar functioneren afhankelijk is
van de aanwezigheid van anderen. Common sense brengt private indrukken met elkaar in
overeenstemming zodat een gedeelde wereld ontstaat en de volslagen subjectiviteit en
partijdigheid van deze indrukken omgevormd worden tot intersubjectiviteit, zonder dat
daarbij echter objectieve kennis volgens Archimedische maatstaven ontstaat. Ik
beargumenteer dat common sense zowel een wereld-opbouwend als een wereld-tonend
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effect heeft en zo onze werkelijkheidszin mogelijk maakt. Daarnaast heeft het een
integrerend effect; door onze vijf zintuigen te integreren voegt het ons in de
gemeenschappelijke wereld in.
Eén van de felst bediscussieerde kwesties in de Arendt-literatuur betreft de status van
de notie van common sense in Arendts beschouwingen over het oordelen. Is het een
empirische of een a priori notie? Als Arendts hermeneutisch-fenomenologische
achtergrond in overweging wordt genomen, stel ik, wordt het duidelijk dat common sense
voor haar noch een a priori vermogen is, noch verwijst naar een bepaalde gemeenschap,
maar gelijkoorspronkelijk is met de gemeenschappelijke wereld. Common sense
vooronderstelt een gemeenschappelijke wereld én voegt ons daar tegelijkertijd in in.
In hoofdstuk 5 behandel ik politieke vriendschap (civic friendship) door middel van een
politiek-filosofisch debat dat ik construeer tussen respectievelijk Arendts en Derrida’s
politiek van vriendschap. Uitgangspunt van dit hoofdstuk is dat, hoewel zowel Arendt als
Derrida kritisch staan tegenover de dominante opvatting van gemeenschap, beide niet
gemeenschap op zich afwijzen. Beide bestrijden communitaristische noties van
gemeenschap en verbinden die met de klassieke figuur van de broederschap. Aan de andere
kant verwerpen beide radicaal individualisme. Beide vinden dat het probleem van
gemeenschap er op neer komt na te denken over vraag hoe te denken over de band tussen
burgers die niet herleid kan worden tot de communitaristische opvatting van gemeenschap,
dus tot broederschap. Beide werpen een bepaalde opvatting van vriendschap op als
veelbelovend alternatief. Naast het bekritiseren van klassieke metafysische aannames
omtrent politiek, komt hun behoefte om de politieke gemeenschap ander te denken, ook
voort uit bepaalde politieke ontwikkelingen, met name de groeiende greep van
nationalistische en andere (quasi-)naturalistische visies op de algemene opvatting van
politieke gemeenschap. Na een uitgebreide vergelijking van hun respectievelijke visies op
politieke vriendschap, concludeer ik dat voor Derrida de politieke gemeenschap, de nietcommunitaristische vriendschap, altijd nog ‘komend’ is. Op die manier wordt de
gemeenschap transcendent gemaakt, omdat ze zal komen van buiten het samen-zijn van
burgers. Daarom is ze wereldloos, in de Arendtiaanse betekenis van het woord. Een
dergelijk messianisme spreekt haar niet aan. Haar notie van vriendschap is gericht op het
onderhouden van de gemeenschappelijke wereld die tussen ons ligt en het resultaat is van
gemeenschappelijk handelen en spreken in relatie tot die wereld. Politieke, dat wil zeggen,
niet-natuurlijke en niet-homogene, maar pluralistische gemeenschap ontstaat pas wanneer
burgers hun pluraliteit aan perspectieven en meningen tonen in de publieke ruimte. Het
doel is de veelheid en diversiteit aan individuele perspectieven uit te spelen, opdat een
gemeenschappelijke wereld ontstaat. Dit is precies wat er volgens Arendt gebeurt in de
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dialoog tussen vrienden. Deze gemeenschappelijke wereld wordt niet weerspiegeld in de
dominante opvatting van gemeenschap, noch in de ‘komende gemeenschap’.
In deel III bespreek ik de zichtbare of openbare eigenschap van de intersubjectieve
wereld, de verschijningsruimte in Arendts termen. Antropologisch gezien put Arendts
concentratie op verschijnen en zichtbaarheid uit een ontmanteling van de metafysische
tweewerelden theorieën, die het Zijn voorrang geven boven het verschijnen. Politiek gezien
impliceert de voorrang die Arendt geeft aan verschijnen en zichtbaarheid, een benadering
van het politieke die handelen en spreken in de publieke sfeer, dus burgerparticipatie, op de
voorgrond plaatst. Het is geworteld in een fenomenologische analyse van de (pre)totalitaire ervaring van verdrijving uit de publieke en de vernietiging van de privésfeer.
Kenmerkend voor Arendts visie op de verschijningsruimte is haar fenomenologische
en normatieve onderscheid tussen de privé- en de publieke sfeer enerzijds en die tussen het
sociale en het politieke anderzijds, als onderscheiden maar verbonden dimensies. Deze
onderscheidingen vormen het kader waarbinnen het mogelijk wordt goede van slechte
vormen van zichtbaarheid en onzichtbaarheid te onderscheiden, ofwel politiek juiste of
passende vormen van on/zichtbaarheid die menselijke waardigheid bevorderen, van die
vormen die politiek schadelijk zijn en menselijke waardigheid aantasten.
In hoofdstuk 6 laat ik zien dat Arendt publieke zichtbaarheid en private of
natuurlijke onzichtbaarheid beschouwt als twee kanten van dezelfde munt van juist politiek
handelen, dat wil zeggen, van participatie en burgerschap. Burgers behoeven niet slechts de
bescherming van hun natuurlijke eigenschappen door middel van de privépersoonlijkheid
die de privésfeer mogelijk maakt. In de publieke sfeer moeten de natuurlijke eigenschappen
van burgers nog verder verhuld worden, namelijk door hun juridische persoonlijkheid, die
Arendt vergelijkt met een masker dat het gezicht van de acteur op het podium verbergt,
terwijl het tegelijkertijd haar unieke stem doorlaat en zelfs versterkt. Arendt doet een
beroep op deze beeldspraak om inzicht te geven in het kunstmatige, geconstrueerde
karakter van burgerschap. Het is niet de natuurlijke mens die zichtbaar dient te worden in
de publieke sfeer, maar mensen-als-burgers. Dit noem ik de paradox van burgerschap, het
feit dat onthullen en verhullen, tonen en verbergen slechts schijnbaar tegengesteld zijn,
maar bij nader inzien twee kanten van één munt zijn. Door een kritische bespreking van
twee feministische interpretaties van Arendts masker, betoog ik dat de functie van Arendts
masker niet is om de sociale mens te verhullen, dat wil zeggen, het behoren
tot
een
bepaalde sociale groep, bijvoorbeeld vrouwen of Joden, maar de natuurlijke mens, dat wil
zeggen, het behoren tot de menselijke soort.
In de laatste twee hoofdstukken bespreek ik verschillende politieke pathologieën van
on/zichtbaarheid, respectievelijk publieke onzichtbaarheid en private zichtbaarheid
(hoofdstuk 7) en sociale on/zichtbaarheid (hoofdstuk 8), omdat de pathologieën duidelijker
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laten zien waarom publieke zichtbaarheid en natuurlijke onzichtbaarheid belangrijke
aspecten van het politieke zijn. Arendt betoogt consequent dat publieke onzichtbaarheid de
werkelijke onmenselijkheid uitmaakt van een aantal treurige politieke en sociale situaties,
waaronder armoede, slavernij, ontheemding en kampinternering, omdat het mensen
berooft van de mogelijkheid een betekenisvol leven te leiden. Deze mensen wordt de kans
onthouden om in daden en woorden te verschijnen, gezien te worden door anderen en dus
herinnerd te worden als individuen met een uniek levensverhaal. Net als publieke
zichtbaarheid en private onzichtbaarheid zijn de pathologieën met elkaar verbonden. Zoals
het verschijnen in de publieke wereld en de bescherming van het privéleven samen
participatie mogelijk maken, zo verhinderen een obscuur leven en blootstelling participatie.
Daarom zijn beide politiek schadelijke condities. Publieke onzichtbaarheid is pathologisch,
omdat de verborgenheid en geborgenheid die de privésfeer de natuurlijke mens te bieden
heeft, zonder toegang tot een publieke ruimte verwordt tot obscuriteit. Natuurlijke
zichtbaarheid is echter niet minder schadelijk voor politiek handelen en burgerschap.
Wanneer iemand de mogelijkheid om zich terug te trekken in onzichtbaarheid en het
masker van de juridische persoonlijkheid is ontnomen, dan wijkt het laten zien van wie hij
is, de burger of politieke actor, voor de publieke blootstelling van wat iemand is, de
natuurlijke mens, die precies om die reden niet langer meer in staat is te participeren. De
verschijning van wie je bent vergt initiatief in de publieke sfeer. Blootstelling, daarentegen,
is passief en non-participatief en heeft daarom niets uitstaande met openbaarheid. Beide
pathologieën zijn vormen van verblinding, namelijk als gevolg van overbelichting in het
geval van blootstelling, en als gevolg van onderbelichting in het geval van obscuriteit.
Obscuriteit en blootstelling zijn pathologische vormen van on/zichtbaarheid, omdat ze
mensen hun handelingsmogelijkheden ontnemen en zo de ineenstorting van de paradox
van burgerschap, van tonen en verbergen, veroorzaken. Ontdaan van de bescherming en
veiligheid van de privésfeer en van de juridische persoonlijkheid, komt de blootstelling van
wat we zijn in de plaats van het tonen van wie we zijn.
Dit wordt geïllustreerd door het lot van onder meer statelozen, zoals ik laat zien in
hoofdstuk 7. Arendts beschouwingen in de jaren ’40 en ’50 over stateloze vluchtelingen in
het interbellum in Europa laten zien dat de netelige positie van de statelozen gekenmerkt
wordt door het gelijktijdig optreden van beide pathologieën van politiek handelen en
burgerschap, namelijk obscuriteit en blootstelling. De stateloze vluchteling is de niet-burger
bij uitstek, in elk opzicht het precieze tegendeel van de burger, omdat ze niet kan
participeren in de publieke ruimte. Ten eerste omdat ze beroofd is van haar juridische
persoonlijkheid en haar vermogen zich met woorden en daden te tonen in de
verschijningsruimte, wat haar publiek onzichtbaar maakt. En ten tweede omdat ze vatbaar
is voor de naturalistische reductie, de herleiding tot organisch leven, en daarmee verdoemd
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wordt tot natuurlijke zichtbaarheid. Arendts kritische deconstructies, betoog ik, vragen om
een opnieuw doordenken van het Verlichtingsvertoog van de mensenrechten. In de laatste
paragraaf laat ik de actualiteit van de Arendtiaanse politiek van on/zichtbaarheid zien door
haar betoog te plaatsen naast de huidige Nederlandse beleidsmaatregelen en praktijken ten
aanzien van illegale vreemdelingen. Ik wijs op verontrustende parallellen tussen de
opeenvolgende maatregelen die West-Europese natiestaten namen tegenover stateloze
vluchtelingen in de eerste helft van de twintigste eeuw, zoals Arendt waarnam, en de
manier waarop de Nederlandse staat en andere West-Europese landen op dit moment
omgaan met asielzoekers en illegale immigranten. De politiek van on/zichtbaarheid
produceert opnieuw, of nog steeds, een groot aantal niet-burgers in de Nederlandse
samenleving die tegelijk obscuur gemaakt en blootgesteld worden. Bovendien zijn er
biotechnologische regimes van toezicht en blootstelling ontstaan waarvan Arendt geen idee
had, die de toch al hachelijke politieke status van de natiestaat nog verder ondermijnen.
Een verdere uitbreiding van politietoezicht, die alleen maar zal leiden tot de blootstelling
van alle mensen op het grondgebied van de staat, inclusief zijn burgers, is geen oplossing
voor het politieke probleem van de natiestaat: de tegenspraak tussen de de jure garantie van
universele mensenrechten en de de facto bescherming van slechts zijn legale ingezetenen.
In hoofdstuk 8 behandel ik een andere pathologie van on/zichtbaarheid, namelijk
sociale on/zichtbaarheid in de publieke ruimte. Het probleem van uitsluiting, overheersing
of uitbuiting van groepen wordt vaak gediagnosticeerd in termen van sociale
onzichtbaarheid en de remedie in termen van sociale zichtbaarheid. Sociale onzichtbaarheid
verwijst dan naar sociale onrechtvaardigheid en ongelijkheid langs twee assen,
respectievelijk een sociaaleconomische as, namelijk materiële verdeling, en een sociaalculturele as, namelijk erkenning. De bekendste vorm van de strijd om erkenning is wel de
identiteitspolitiek van achtergestelde groepen, dat wil zeggen, het opeisen van erkenning
van hun specifieke groepsidentiteit, op grond waarvan hen eerder juist erkenning werd
onthouden, in plaats van de insluiting in een universele gemeenschappelijke menselijkheid.
Ik verdedig een alternatief Arendtiaans perspectief op deze problemen. Ik laat mij hierbij
inspireren door Arendts radenmodel van politiek handelen. Hoewel Arendt erkent dat
collectieve identiteiten politiek relevant kunnen zijn, begrijpt ze uitsluiting niet uitsluitend
in termen van sociale onzichtbaarheid, maar vooral in termen van politieke onzichtbaarheid.
Daarom staat ze als emancipatie- en empowerment-strategie eerder de strijd voor politieke dan
voor sociale zichtbaarheid voor, dat wil zeggen, voor participatie, politieke gelijkheid,
empowerment en vrijheid. Ik licht de kwestie van sociale, respectievelijk politieke
on/zichtbaarheid toe aan de hand van vier sociale bewegingen en de daarmee verbonden
sociale conflicten, vormen van sociale onzichtbaarheid en strijd, namelijk armoede, de
arbeidersbeweging en haar hedendaagse equivalent, de andersglobaliseringsbeweging (de
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‘sociale kwestie’) voor wat betreft de politiek van herverdeling; racisme en de zwarte
burgerrechtenbeweging (de ‘rassenkwestie’); antisemitisme en Joodse pariapolitiek, c.q.
zionisme (de ‘Joodse kwestie’); en het patriarchaat en de feministische beweging (de
‘vrouwenkwestie’) voor wat betreft de politiek van erkenning. In elk van deze gevallen laat
ik zien wat een sociale en vervolgens een politieke, Arendtiaanse kijk op de
on/zichtbaarheid van deze groepen zou kunnen betekenen. Armoede, onderdrukking en
discriminatie verwijzen niet slechts naar sociale onzichtbaarheid en onrechtvaardigheid, dus
naar miskenning of een gebrekkige verdeling van goederen, maar ook, en in Arendts
opvatting vooral, naar een gebrek aan politieke vrijheid van hen die dit treft, omdat hen de
toegang is gesloten tot de publieke sfeer die maakt dat mensen gezien en gehoord kunnen
worden door hun medeburgers en hun gedeelde vrijheid kunnen uitoefenen. Armoede,
onderdrukking en discriminatie zijn in sommige omstandigheden wel degelijk politiek
relevante kwesties, omdat ze niet slechts tot sociale, maar ook tot publieke onzichtbaarheid
leiden. Arendt betoogt dat menselijke waardigheid niet door het verwerven van sociale
zichtbaarheid en rechtvaardigheid alleen tot stand komt, maar ook de vrijheid om te
participeren vereist. Voor Arendt omvat de betekenis van politieke vrijheid het recht om
gezien en gehoord te worden in de wereld, dat wil zeggen, op toegang tot de
verschijningsruimte. Dus ze begrijpt het onrecht in de situatie van de (extreem) armen,
slaven en gediscrimineerde groepen in politieke, eerder dan in socio-economische of socioculturele termen. Dit vraagt om een Gestaltswitch. Een bepaald probleem kan zowel een
dimensie van vrijheid als van rechtvaardigheid hebben. Het sociale en het politieke kunnen
het beste worden opgevat als twee slechts analytisch onderscheiden dimensies, die in de
praktijk onlosmakelijk met elkaar verbonden zijn. Ik betoog dat Arendts controversiële
onderscheid tussen het sociale en het politieke in feite een fenomenologische verheldering
is, die ons in staat stelt sociale en politieke dimensies van een zelfde probleem, conflict of
gebeurtenis van elkaar te onderscheiden. Problemen zijn niet al in zichzelf sociaal of
politiek van aard, maar afhankelijk van het perspectief dat erop wordt ingenomen,
verschijnen ze als sociaal dan wel politiek. Het onderscheid tussen het sociale en het
politieke, en, vervolgens, de strijd voor politieke zichtbaarheid, zijn belangrijk, omdat
volgens Arendt het politieke zelf, en daarmee ook politieke vrijheid, op het spel staan.
Bij wijze van conclusie betoog ik dat Amor Mundi, liefde of zorg voor de wereld, het
filosofisch-wetenschappelijke, of, meer in het algemeen, het existentiële pathos of ethos is
dat Arendts werk doortrekt. Dit ethos geeft uitdrukking aan een paradox van afstand en
betrokkenheid en correspondeert met Arendts fenomenologische begrip van de wereld als
de tussenruimte. Amor Mundi komt tot uiting in een veelheid aan menselijke activiteiten die
ik in de voorgaande hoofdstukken beschreef, zoals spreken en handelen; oordelen;
begrijpen; verhalen vertellen en het vormen en uitwisselen van meningen; het onderzoeken
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en spreken van feitelijke waarheden; en de strijd voor politieke zichtbaarheid van
gemarginaliseerde groepen. Evenzo komt Amor Mundi tot uiting in praktijken en
verschijnselen als politieke vriendschap, macht, samen-handelen en common sense.
Bovendien komt het tot uiting in de wereld-opbouwende activiteiten van het maken van
werktuigen, instituties, wetten, kunstwerken, etc., die samen de materiële wereld tot stand
brengen. Amor Mundi blijkt ook uit het sluiten van contracten, die het effect zijn van
wederzijdse beloften en vervolgens gematerialiseerd en institutioneel ingebed worden in
overeenkomsten, verdragen, de grondwet, de wet, etc. De houdingen, activiteiten en
praktijken van Amor Mundi vormen de voorwaarden voor het ontstaan van stabiliteit;
werkelijkheid; betekenisvolheid; gemeenschappelijkheid; openbaarheid, zichtbaarheid en
het verschijnen van wie we zijn; en publieke vrijheid. De paradox van afstand en
betrokkenheid wordt voorbeeldig uitgespeeld in de houding van de Arendtiaanse
onderzoeker-als-betrokken-toeschouwer. Deze houding doet een beroep op het cultiveren
en zich oefenen in een radicale openheid ten aanzien van, en betrokkenheid op, de
feitelijke, dat wil zeggen contingente en onvoorspelbare, aard van gebeurtenissen en
verschijnselen. Het ethos van Amor Mundi, stel ik, is Arendts vorm van humanisme. Dit
humanisme is wereldlijk en niet-sentimenteel, en verwijst naar het cultiveren van smaak,
wat precies het beginpunt is van het hermeneutische proces van common sense, begrijpen
en oordelen. De tussenruimte die Amor Mundi cultiveert als de voorwaarde voor
burgerschap, wordt daarentegen vernietigd bij de twee houdingen die tegengesteld zijn aan
Amor Mundi, namelijk Contemptus Mundi en Amor Hominis. Eén van de belangrijkste
inzichten van Arendt is haar erkenning dat niet slechts haat tegenover de wereld, maar ook
de liefde voor de Mens, in staat is grote schade en rampspoed aan te richten in het politieke
domein. Voorbeelden van Contemptus Mundi zijn onder meer de totalitaire ervaring,
metafysica, ideologieën en modern subjectivisme. Amor Hominis, dat zowel de zorg voor het
leven zelf als de zorg voor de ziel omvat, blijkt uit verschijnselen als gewetensbezwaren, de
politiek van broederschap, de politiek van medelijden en liefdadigheid, en de moralisering
en sentimentalisering van het politieke.
De tweede helft van de conclusie gaat over de actualiteit en urgentie van het ethos
van Amor Mundi en over de manieren waarop deze tegenwoordig getart wordt.
Hedendaagse praktijken die het ethos van Amor Mundi wasemen, met andere woorden
vrijheidspraktijken, zijn bijvoorbeeld vormen van burgerlijke ongehoorzaamheid, discussies
tussen burgers en grassroots burgerinitiatieven, van buurtcommissies tot bewegingen van
bezorgde burgers die zich organiseren rond burgerrechtenkwesties. Amor Mundi wordt ook
weerspiegeld in het klassieke journalistieke ethos. Haar normen en principes drukken
belangrijke aspecten van Amor Mundi uit. Waarheidsvinding en nauwkeurigheid
corresponderen met de toewijding aan het onthullen en tonen van feitelijke waarheden.
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Eerlijkheid en audi alteram partem, het beginsel van hoor en wederhoor, corresponderen met
erweiterte Denkungsart of gesitueerde onpartijdigheid. Op metaniveau bevordert ook het
ideaal van pluralistische media Amor Mundi. Het is opvallend dat de negatieve gevolgen van
vormen van Contemptus Mundi tegenwoordig vaak beantwoord worden met vormen van
Amor Hominis. Het voornaamste hedendaagse voorbeeld van Contemptus Mundi is wel de
ondermijning van een belangrijke dimensie van de materiële wereld, namelijk de rechtsstaat.
Bekende voorbeelden daarvan zijn de dejuridisering van bepaalde groepen mensen, zoals
van vijandige strijders in de war on terror en van illegale immigranten in veel landen,
waaronder constitutionele democratieën, en de toenemende aantasting van het burgerrecht
op privacy. De verzwakte juridische identiteit van bepaalde groepen mensen wordt steeds
vaker beantwoord met verschillende vormen van Amor Hominis, zoals liefdadigheid en
medelijden met (illegale) vreemdelingen en armen.
Verder betoog ik dat de waarden van veiligheid en gezondheid, die behoren tot wat
Arendt de zorg voor het leven zelf noemt, in toenemende mate voorrang gegeven wordt
boven het burgerrecht op privacy, waarvoor de zorg een belangrijke dimensie van Amor
Mundi is, wat uiteindelijk onze publieke vrijheid zal aantasten. Arendt laat zien dat wanneer
de privésfeer niet langer afgeschermd wordt voor de publieke blik, niet alleen de privésfeer
wordt aangetast, zoals het liberale paradigma stelt, maar ook de publieke sfeer. De
bescherming van privacy, de private onzichtbaarheid van de persoon, oftewel de integriteit
van de privésfeer, is een noodzakelijke voorwaarde voor goed burgerschap, publieke
vrijheid en een vitale publieke sfeer. Een voorbeeld van het samengaan van de zorg voor de
ziel en Contemptus Mundi, tot slot, is de huidige moralisering van het politieke, zoals dat in
Nederland bijvoorbeeld vorm krijgt in het vertoog van ‘eigen verantwoordelijkheid’, ten
koste van de juridische status van burgers. Dit zijn allemaal voorbeelden van wat Arendt
wereldvervreemding noemt. Zodra veiligheid, comfort en gezondheid absolute en
onbetwistbare waarden worden, wordt het politieke vervangen door het sociale. En zodra
het geweten, normen en waarden, en het opvoeden en disciplineren van burgers de
hoofddoelstelling van regeringen wordt, wijkt het politieke voor het morele. In beide
gevallen, die tot op grote hoogte met elkaar verweven zijn, zien we een verwatering van de
gemeenschappelijke, publieke wereld, dat wil zeggen, van de voorwaarde van onze vrijheid.
Kritische, onafhankelijke en pluralistische media die zijn toegewijd aan waarheidsvinding en
hoor en wederhoor, zowel als burgerinitiatieven die zich teweer stellen tegen schendingen
van burgerrechten en zich inzetten voor het onderhouden van de instituties van de
rechtstaat, zouden een tegenwicht kunnen bieden tegen de wereldvervreemdende
tendensen van Contemptus Mundi en Amor Hominis.
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Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen van de Radboud Universiteit Nijmegen, onder
voorzitterschap van Dirk De Schutter. Binnen Iohannah voelde ik me intellectueel thuis en
heb ik veel ideeën voor dit proefschrift kunnen uitproberen en toetsen in een veilige en
steunende sfeer. In het bijzonder wil ik de volgende personen bedanken: Dirk De Schutter,
Remi Peeters, Evert van der Zweerde, mijn ‘peers’, Wout Cornelissen, Annelies Degryse,

Tina Rahimy en Kathleen Vandeputte; en de secretaris, wijlen Caspar Govaart, en zijn
opvolger Anouta de Groot.
Verder heb ik veel geleerd van discussies met (in alfabetische volgorde) Hans
Achterhuis, Suzi Adams, Marije Altorf, Miek den Daas, Annemie Halsema, Cris van der
Hoek, Ivana Ivkovic, Yolande Jansen, Lotte Krabbenborg, Noortje Marres, Nanda
Oudejans, Beate Roessler, Irena Rosenthal en Silvia Stoller.
Hoewel het op het moment van schrijven nog niet heeft plaatsgevonden, wil ik nu
alvast de leden van mijn proefpromotiecommissie hartelijk bedanken: Annemie Halsema,
Cris van der Hoek, Irena Rosenthal, Martien Schreurs, Marc de Wilde, en mijn twee
paranimfen, Jacco van Uden en Esther Wit.
De stafleden van het Institute for Gender Studies (IGS) aan de Radboud Universiteit
Nijmegen (RUN), waar ik gedurende mijn promotieonderzoek meermaals onderwijs heb
verzorgd, wil ik hartelijk bedanken voor de kans die ze mij hebben geboden
onderwijservaring op te doen, voor de uitnodiging twee maal zitting te nemen in de jury
van de Catharine Halkes scriptieprijs en voor hun zeer grote gastvrijheid. In het bijzonder
wil ik Claudia Krops, Ria Janssen en Ria van Ooijen, Liedeke Plate en de directeur, Willy
Jansen, bedanken. Ook Pieter Pekelharing, Beate Roessler en Karen Vintges van het
Departement Wijsbegeerte van de Universiteit van Amsterdam, wil ik bedanken voor hun
collegialiteit.
Voor de niet zelden benodigde én gegeven emotionele en morele steun wil ik mijn
vader en moeder (die steeds chocola probeerde te maken van waar ik nu toch in godsnaam
mee bezig was), mijn zus Hanna en mijn broer Wiebe (die me met zijn promotie 3 jaar is
voorgegaan) en vrienden bedanken. Voor zover ik ze niet al heb genoemd in dit
dankwoord, wil ik in het bijzonder noemen: Eva Meijer (van wie ik veel heb geleerd, onder
meer over taal, werkdiscipline en hoe dingen in de wereld te brengen), Jacco van Uden (die
me voortdurend aanspoorde dat proefschrift nu toch eens af te maken door me het
schrikbeeld van de eeuwige promovendus voor te houden) en Esther Wit (mijn
intellectuele sparringpartner en dierbare vriendin, met wie ik mijn onderzoek steeds tot in
detail heb besproken gedurende onze wekelijkse kroegafspraak).
Tot slot draag ik dit proefschrift op aan Mathijs Lieshout, die alle hoogte-, zowel als
dieptepunten van mijn promotieonderzoek heeft meebeleefd.
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